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PART 7
Resources

Disclaimer
The following resources, videos, articles, and reports were created by Election Integrity Experts
who are not associated with Watch The Vote USA., but we feel they are important enough to
include with prominence in our Watch The Vote USA report to the Presidential Advisory
Commission on Election Integrity:

A. PRINT RESOURCES (Printed)

Note:
Included in printed materials,
and included on DVD

A. PRINT RESOURCES (Printed)
a. 2012

Note:
Included in printed materials,
and included on DVD

See below for important
affidavit from Edward L.
Trues
Iowa caucus attendee and ballot counter

If We Believe the Official
Numbers Published on the
night of Iowa Caucus 2012
by Iowa GOP State HQ -

This Affidavit
Changes the
Winner from
Romney To
Santorumi
Below is the affidavit of Edward L. True. In his local
Caucus in Appanoose County, Iowa (precinct
Washington Wells), Mitt Romney actually received
2 votes. The Iowa State GOP HO, using their
secret computer program. programmed by an
unknown person, hidden from the public in a secret
location — credited Romney with 22 votes for
Washington Wells Precinct — 20 more than
Romney actually received. If we are to believe the
Iowa State GOP's published moribers on'Caucus
Night, this changes the outcome of the Iowa
Caucus. Since it was published for worldwide
distribution that Romney "won" by only 8 votes out
of some 122,000 votes case — this means that Rick
Sailor/an is now the winner by 12 votes. As you
Will see, both the caucus leader and the GOP
County Chairman have confirmed to Mr, True(and
others who will come forth with affadavits soon that Mr True's report is correct. Below the affidavit
from Edward L. True, you will see the actual tally
sheet he himself created at the caucus — as well as
the screen shots taken by Judy Spady of Darango.
Colorado from the official Iowa GOP HO Google
Dots, which confirm that the Iowa GOP HO
credited Romney with 22 votes, rather than the 2
votes he received The official lowa GOP website
made it impossible to take only one screen shot
and get the data, so there are three screen shots
Mrs. Spady wi shortly publish an affidavit that the
screen shots reflect exactly what she saw on the
internet — before the Iowa GOP HO pulled all the
numbers down off the intemet a few hours later.
(What's the rush boys?)And why did the leaders at
Iowa State GOP HO,for the first time ever, tell the
GOP County Chairmen not to give anyone the
numbers from the caucuses in the their local

county, including local newepapei? LeAske
somebody at lowa State GOP HQ doesn't want to
make it easy tbr people to oW.,‹ the luoel Ceuou$
results against what is published on the iowe State
GOP VVP...,bsite.
So this affidavit c,hareas the outmme of the lowa
Cat$0.36 2012, right? Or does the lowe GOP HQ
wish to ecknowlettge that they have made mlstakes
in other precincts?
d
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AFFIDAVIT

Rage

of 2

State of Iowa. County of Appa noose ss
Como* now Edward L.True, an adult resident of 204 S. West St., Mouttoo,APJP4S10435e
52572,and being first du/1r cautioned and sworn states the following:
He, Edward L. True, hereby states the following:
This was my first lowa caucus,January 3, 2012,Our iocal caucus met at the GtMemorial itiverys
123South Main St., Moulton,lova The precinct for MO caucus was Washington Weds,otir preact
CodOID was 4011 1 Ards mclted to participate and helip n any y. was asked to help t.531Sert the
hafiats. We voted by writing OEN diDiCe for Preslcient on a WM piece of paw.The ballots were
dePosited by each voter In a be.There were 53 participants. Afterwards, myself and two partpants
counted the ballots. Here were the results: Michele Bachmann,3 votes: Gov. Wit Perry, 13 votes;
Cong. Floe Paul,7 votes;John Huntsman,1 vote; Rick Santorum,21 votes; Mitt Rooney,2 votes; Newt
Gkoprich,6 votes,
The vote totals were then read aloud to all present
After got borne from the Caucus, I posted the results immediately to the Des Moines for Ron Paul
2012 Facebook group, and the SE Iowa for Ron Paul 2012 Group lhave screen capture for thls post),
and eventually I pasted these results on WatchTheVate20L2.com.
The nett liay, January 4,2012 at approximately 3PM cs-r saw vote totals for my county and my
caucusiprevintt Cfrfl the Google dues which,to the best of my knowledge and belief, was posted on the
Intelnet by the Republican Party of the state of Iowa. Later that night, about 10 PM cm I saw the
screen shots captured by Judy Spady of Durango, Cobra& showing that the Iowa GOP state webstte
had 22 votes for Romney,Instead of t.vo votes for Florriney, which we actually voted and witnessed at
our local caucus.(continued on page 2)

Edward L True
Sworn to by Edward L True and signed in my physical peesence thIs Sal day &January 2012 at
44;c:2
,
4,44,
Appanoti.se County, Iowa. i am a Notary Public for the County of Appanoose, state of

11

DdL
Notary Public
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Pare 2oi 2
After swim;this, caned Tony Siebert who had been tiOrni Mated at our caucus to be in charge of our
local caucus gathering. asked him about the re UndaerS, especially the numbers for Romney,and he
read me the vote tally from his sheet and confirmed my numbers,that Romney got Z votes,. not 22
votes at our local caucus.Tony gsve me the phone number for our GOP County Chairman,Lyle
Mawr. spoke with Mr. Rrinegar and he imitifirmett my numbers also. When I expres.serf cones"
was told that he was organizing the official tarsy stieets, and he was getting ready to tiartii then in, Ms
told you not to worry about it, and that it will be fixed in about two weeks when the Iowa GOP castaes
the results. Since the published result of the 2012 Iowa Caucus, which all the worid was accapitarg, was
that Romney only defeated Sentonirri by8votes, was yery concerned because realized that this 20
vote discrepancy in Rom ney's favor, would change the results of the Caucus making Santarem the
winner,
asked Mr. Srinegar if could have a copy of the official tellyfor my precinct/Qui= gathering. He told
me OD. He told me everything would get corrected when it was sent to lam State GOP headquarters,
and not to worry about it. This concerned me greatly, because realized that there was afound flaw
that changed the *income of the Iowa Caucus 2012,and my local GOP =Wily leader didigkostem to
be CtMeemed about it.
To not Wing forth such a various discrepancy in public alght awasy,seem to me to the same as silencing
the people. This reminded me of a quote from the Father ofow Countly, George Washington:If the
freedom of speech is taken away than dune and silent we may be led,like sheep to the slaughter."

Edward L True

Sworn to by Edward t. True and signed in my physical presence this Sta day of January 2012at
• Appanoose County, Iowa. I am a Notary Public for the County of Appannose.state of
Iowa.

Notary Public

w
it:44

taw& mama
coverinvon moot% usrns
*Ay Ccarammettaaphtts
ictirettlsz.,
04,2011

Here is the tally sheet created by
Edward L. True at his Iowa Caucus for
Washington Wells Precinct,
Appa noose County, Iowa. -- kfir. True
has requested a copy of the official
tally sheet for Appanoose County from
the GOP County Chairman, but has so
far been refused. Mr. Bririegar, the
GOP County Chairman, Is under
pressure from Iowa GOP State HO not
to show or share the local official tally
sheets with anyone. Wonder Why?
We hope all the GOP County
:-)
Chairs will disregard the Iowa GOP HO
outrageous request to keep the local
County tally sheets secret from the
public. What does the Iowa GOP State
HO have to hide?

Judy Spadys
crucial
screenshots
Below are the screen shots taken by
Judy Spady of Durango, Colorado of
the official Iowa GOP HQ Googie Does
that were put on the internet for the
Iowa Caucus 2012; Judy Spady will
post an affidavit soon that this is what
she saw.

Precinct 4013 —The below screen shot
shows 22 votes for Romney (screen shot two
shows that Romney is the 4th column),-instead of the two votes he actually received
at that precinct/caucus gathering. The 22
votes are on line 4013, which is the precinct
number for Ed True's Precinct, Washington
Wells, We will try to get a wehmaster to
enlarge the part to make the 22 more
readable. — The 22 is perfectly clear on the
KCCI TV story from Des Moines,Iowa, which
we hope to have posted here soon. While it
lasts, you can go to kcci,com and it is the
first news story for Jan 5, 2012.
Go to Edward True's aftidaq:
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Me below screen shot shows the top of the page so one van see that the the 4th column is the Romney column.
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*This below screen shot shows that #4013 matches with Appanoose — Washington Wells Precincts,
Le.,Edward True's Precinct -- the precinct/caucus gathering where the discrepancy took place.
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Florida Robocall Tells Thousands They Have Until Wednesday Evening
To Vote
2012 12:53PM
Red tindan campaign,Mention, iilaction Pawlectien coalition,Pinreaa Caanty, mbocati. Tr:Iodate

LISTEN LIVE
Foam us ON

II Sign Up for NeoWetierz
ST. PETERSBURO,Ft. - NOVEMBER 6. Wets SI Petersburg.. Fla.. wait at po s arst4 open Tcesay
morning to &gide whids prosidentiel ransildata wid gat Fides 2electoral votes.'Mlle recent mks we shown
U.S.Powideat &rack °barna to tom a stighl Watt awe Repubticen oarttilidate Mitt Ptonvowc The soion state a
Florida, eke smelts tieve genamely Ewen within Ma mop of errof t.Pitoto by Stharand Licsostent.;etty EffnraS
Voters irsS3Postural:en, Fitt. wait at poi,
;s as day open Tuesday morning to decide whfch presidential,candidata
*MI oet Florida's 29 aladorati volft.(credit: Et.twastcl LinwsieriGetly lenages

WASHINGTON(AP)— Sporadic problems were reported Tuesday at
polling places around the country,including a confrontation in
Pennsylvania involving Republican inspectors over access to some polls
and a last-minute court fight in Ohio over election software. One Florida
elections office mistakenly told voters in robacollo the election was on
Wednesday.
Although the majority of complaints were simply long lines, the Election
Protection coalition of civil rights and voting access groups said they had
gotten some more serious cans among more than 35,000 received on a
toll-free voter protection hottine.
"it's already started and its busy," said Barbara Amwine, president of the
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law,
In Philadelphia, the Republican Party said 75 legally credentlaled voting
inspectors were removed from polling places in the heavily Democratic
city, prdmpling the GOP to seek a court order providing them access.
Local prosecutors were also looking into the reports, Democratic Party
officials did not immediately return a message seeking comment.
The battleground state of Ohio was the scene of yet another court battle,
this one involving a lawsuit claiming voting software installed by the state
could allow manipulation of ballots by non-election board officials. The
lawsuit wants a judge to order Ohio not to use the software — something
state elections officials said would 'unnecessarily thwart the smooth
operation of the election.'
The Florida robocall glitch occurred in Pinellas County, location of St.
Petersburg and Tampa Bay. Officials said the calls intended for Monday

were worigly recycled Tuesday, telting possibly thousands of voters they
had until I p.m > tomorrow" to vote, according to the Tempe Bay Times.
Nancy Whitlock, spokeswoman for the county's supervisor of elections,
said officials immediately stopped the calls Tuesday morning when the
etroblemisetiseeivered and a second meseage went out telling voters to
More feratTI
Tear
disrega
e pre= s

ins

STAKE YOUR CLAIM ON THE OBAMA VS. ROMNEY
BATTLEGROUND MAP
Elsewhere,the Election Protection coalition reported problems with ballot
scanners in the Ohio cities of Cleveland, Dayton and Toledo: late-opening
polling places in minority neighborhoods in Galveston, Texas: and some
precincts in the Tampa, Fla., area where voters are being redirected to
another polling place where they must cast a provisional ballot.

Farm Us

Meanwniie,rc
v.
ionattnosterign.vavaged areas in New yortelintmsooke exiiee. you ore.:itow.&44 Et*lerm0our Stiloa Sericco
Privssay ;Wks, Term0tin COS 10av•si.:41 PclArc Rio
Cbssictse

Jersey expressed relief and even elation at being able teatitititgattlaNtont
considering the devastation from Superstorm Sandy. Lines were long in
Point Pleasant NJ., where residents from the Jersey Shore communities
of Point Pleasant Beach and Mantoloking had to cast their ballots due to
damage in their hometowns. Many people still have no power eight days
after Sandy pummeled the shore.
'Nothing is more important than voting. What is the connection between
voting and this? said Alex Shernis, a resident of hard-hit Staten island,
gesturing to his mudAlled home.
Any voting problems are being closely monitored after months of legal
and political battles over more voter ID restrictions and other laws, mostly
fruitless hunts for supposedly ineligible people on voting roils in many
states and sustained claims that black and Hispanic voters are being
targeted for intimidation and suppression.
Michael Waldman, president of the Brennan Center for Justice at New
York University, said even in states where the restrictive laws have been
blocked or delayed, many people still think they are in effect.
The laws were struck down but the confusion remains,' Waldman said.
Many of them issues could resurface in the courts after Tuesday,
particularly if the race between President Barack Obama and his
Republican challenger, Mitt Romney, is too close to call or heads for a
recount in states such as Ohio or Florida.
The Justice Department will have at least 780 observers at key polling
places in 23 states to ensure compliance with the 1965 Voting Rights Act
and look Into any allegations of voter fraud.
Provisional ballots were the latest legal skirmish in the Critical

Yout Cgaiforslia Ptiva:,•y $1431:11

hattieground state of Ohio, where Secretary of State Jon Husted's
decision on how they can be cast was challenged in federal court.
Advocates and lawyers for labor unions contend Ht./sled's order would
lead to some provisional ballots being rejected improperly because the
burden of recording the form of ID used on a provisional ballot is being
placed on voters, not poll workers as in the past.
A provisional vote allows a person to have his or he say, but the ballot is
subject to review and verification of eligibility
A decision was not expected before Election Day, but the judge
overseeing the case planned a ruling before Nov. 17. when provisional
ballots can begin to be counted in Ohio. Provisional ballots are used more
often in Ohio than in most states, with experts predicting between
200,000 and 300,000 will be cast there.
That could be a huge problem after Election Day for counting ballots,"
said Wendy Weiser, director of the Biennen Center's Democracy
Program. 'There's really tens of thousands of voters in Ohio whose votes
could be at risk,"
(0 Copyright 2012 The Associated Press. All Rights Resetved This
material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.)
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And no Photo lD is required to neeister or vote...
By BRAID FRIEDMAN on l2i3W2011. 3:14om PT
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Vote,s in next nitselay's Republican caucuses in lowa will Ise Cail on paper ballots and head connted
publicly at each and exTry caucus site, according toe reeette. late thiseseek liettrePolitiones Jonathan
htirtin. in other words, tepublicans will be relying on "Dennoteltee's Gold Standard". when it emelt* to
casting,and countitlg ballots in their an'll ak.'i:tion. in Which they set all ofthe rules, even ifthey will
not allow the signe StancinrdS In he applied to elections in w-hieb Demecrate will take pan.
Martin's to should come as great news for Election integrity advocates and. in particular. Ron Paul
:almoners ho have very good re."eson to be coneertaxt about the process taker witeeesie8 eint-beed
anti On video-tape -- blatant vote.e. fraud carried out lw
Rotrann supporters in years past, The news
is also welcome in light ofa recent repen euggestine the OOP wittild countitre tnes seem to
avoid a purported 'threat" by the haektivist group Anonymous to disrapt next %cozies caucuses.
Though the article. W accurate. is wonderful news, it underscores.. yet again. the Republican Pany's almost indeseribable hypocrisy when it
comes to elections. Over the-years, as we have detailed on hundreds(ifran thousands)ofpaws at .V.be
D lit.0g. Repubiieans have
eschewed both paper ballots and their pahlie hande:otanting at the polling place. insisting that computer cast and counted "halts:as' am far more
reliabie than any thing human Wings, with their own hands and eyehails,are able to do themselves with everyone in the public watching..(That
is, except in 4.1gOts where they ant eh:silencing the computer-tabulated swabs ofan election, in widen ease they insist. appropriately on publicly
hand-counted paper ballots.)
Moreover,as we,reenned e Wednesday.even though the GOP has worked overtime. since coming to absolute power in many slaws around the
nation during the 2016 elections, to institute poiling. place Plano ID restriction laws for elections in which Democrats will take pan(and be
disproportionately diseraanchised by they). when Republicans are able to create all oftheir very own rules {hr their very own elections — as is
the case with the Iowa Caucuses — they require absolutely no Photo ID for any voter. even those r.gisterine.as Republican for the Ilest time and
voting on the very :same day. (something they, also have long fought against aliceving everywhm
The blatant good•for,este-hat-not-kireltee hypocrisy. even Ihr thisjaded independentjournalist. alter this many years ofcovering such issues. is
remarkable..
Martin detailed the supposedly coraplettly public sote.easting and vote-courtsing procedures. as offered to him keGOP's:Eleetion Director Chad
Olsen. as it is scheduled to occur at each agile 1•14EVi Wye states 1,174 GOP caucus sites nest Tuesday.When the time comes for the Presidential pm:ft:fence poll, individuals are allowed to speak and advocate for a candidate. At the conclusion of
speeches. slips of papa are handed out and people write down their choice for candidate. Those slips are collected. taken to a table. and counted
in the open. with campaign represeremives allowed to steed directly around the tabulator counting the votes. in the preSeriCe orevmtane. the
vote totals arc announced and recorded on an official form provided by the Republican Party of Iowa. This limn 15 signed b two separate
caucus oflicials who scere priZsel(33.4Sty elected by the members of the assembled body.
One person is designated to report the results to the Party, again in the pilait5= ofcampaign representtnives for verification. so that milks can
be aggregated and shared with the media in a timely manner. A high-level campaign representative is also present at the Party -alike where
precinct results are being aggregated.
Those same campaign representatives on the geound in all 1774 preeinetS are able to "cheek" the results being reported in the media against their
oven observations in that precinct. Ifa discrepancy were to appear. the con alert both their respective campaign as well as the Party.
Every vote is counted. Every 4-Ole is reported. The vote-counting process is carried out in public.
So,to review: Voters in the GOPemn(not statve.nm)Iowa Caucuses next Tuesday..will be able to register to vote right then and there., and then
cast their vote on a paper ballot without having to show any form of Mello ID. Those paper ballots will then be counted publicly, at the
"precincee ith the resells ofthe voting at each site announced to everyone right then and there. before they are sent to a central clewing Wien:
to be compiled and Einntantt.Ve: to the media.
Those are all among the best, most transparent. and most reliable election practices we're aware of even while they are all things that
Republicans have fought vkisiemfragainst --forewarn — when it comes to elections in which Democratic voters may be allowed to participate.
Despite that great news for voters in Iowa(at least voters in the Republican caucuses, i Iran in their generid elections). we are still left to
coeclude:Ilypocrisy. thy name is GOP.
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Truly hilarious in a resigned and disgusted sort of14:n.0...Republicans concerned about fraud to the point ofrnakina raper ballots come
hack. lite hypocrisy is so thick you could makejclio with it. I hate to DealMilli-hash. but With the mountains oftn'irience agginst otin
machines. Democrats cotridnliwookin't work 1t3wards going back to the hand-counted ballot Might it he related to campaign contributions
from these same r.ompanics?
Lei's think ah,out it...

COMMENT 42 iPmpolinki
Gli0.510,611 sold un .1241C1111

pna PL.

1 kiwi V
cottid be campaign contributions- or it could he that the Democrats are hottna that thoir silence Will be reWarded With e-ote't'enriers
rigging the vote in their favor.

COMMENT 3reroutlittkf
KARLOPI said ou 12/3612011 07.; 10:52mzPT—

For a Libertarian like Paid, you would think he'd be very ceetcerried about the lancsity ond iegitimacy of voting and elections, If
fair think hell win,

COMMENT #4 1.1 ,..T01111,i1
1100:4,10 7: LEIF7,5 IIIsold on 12'3112011 @St43 ont PL.
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Growing up, a few drams believed in my own disagstreable definition oriuslice which insolved faisehood and caused woe. I was thrashed
a *mole few tittles to the extent never dared venture into the realm. Of punishable OTIS again.'the key to successful behavior modation
euring had habits is to disable the act's power to positively reinfOrce. such as 15 years minimum in federal prisora with Ihrfeiture ofall
assets for a waviction for any first oll'ense for vote font&
COMMENT if5 lterntalinkl
MC1O1OG0410said an 1213112011 4:9:02po$ PT..

We put a mit on the ;WOO,lan we an% figure how to eleet a isauson to public office that a:aril riggtni? 'Yes, we'll have to return to I land
CiAlt3ted Paper Balkus aander to restore trust in our elections. But,spe.aking as an professional engineer.systems cart be built dna are
open soureed, meaning that every person would be abk to independentiy verify their vote and the count,
COMMENT iffi iPermatink)
mrCEE said en 1/2/2012@ 9:S8 pm PT..

The one thing that i remember the most clearly over the past 3940 years of my school days at Brar:deis University ind970's are my student
adviser's words that when he tvas growing up that his rand patents and parents used the term "goy,•ishe
mettning that the "NonJews are Stupid."
Later in life I learned. that the exact translation ral'"t:lOYISlif:'. KU P" means that the "Cattle aam, STUPID"I remember hire meaning whatt his father told him When he was gnawing up in eastern Europe. One ofthem being that when his father
was in high school he and a group offriends would skip school eariy on Fridays and go over to his frierds father's butcher shop. That they
Would buy at cost any cows that had not been ImtcherW by the end ofthe day on Friday belbre the beglaing ofshahat.They would take
the cow florae and wash is and then the boys would procede to "beat the udders °film cows No that they Would swell up and turn pink" so
as to sell them to ;he OOYS EKur as milk producing eows.
The part that 1 ranernther him asking me ifthe East Europeans are so naive. so gullible and so stupid to buy old "non milk producing
cows'from a buttcb of young Jewish BOyii.
So thinking of h now I agree with the Jewish saying that. the"OGYISHE KUP" are indeed" Stupid" as they Inlieve that a Bunch of Arab
Muslim Kids who were not able to Fly a Cessna Airplane teok. it upon themselves to FIN a Doing Jumbo Jet outwittina the US Military
and Civilian authorities. The *Jewish Lightning Insurance Seam" ofthe 19titt's is still alive and well has beett put to good use by Larry
Silverstein with the heir)of his sayanim jews nutde a financial killing in imploding Wte by putting 15 million down and cowling out with
7 hiltkm dollars thr Imidittas that no one wanted to buy because it would have cost a billion dollars to remove the asbestos from. Then on
top ofthat the people in America actually Iva.tlievc that they actually decide who is eler.ted President or for that that actual VOTE is may
counted and makes a dill;nence in deciding who represents them in the White [louse and congress. inttrf:w ww.holh.n.c.onviinde.php
btip;?:www.„)..iontniN,cwi.a.y,.uietat ....:VIXbARCI\so hilp:::]As. WC%
oiltattc.COMVatf:11? ,,,nxtratilfinl
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Veit I agree that the AmericanNtm,Jews are indeed American "ODYISHE Kuror"sruplp ciaTLE9
- The Israeli Defensk..firm That Tallies The lewa Caucus
By Christopher Bollyn
The lowa caucus is only. a few days away and the nation's attention will be directed to the results. Which signify the beginning ofthe U.S,
presidential race. lint does anyone watch who tallies the results ofthe Iowa caucus?
• 111a.1 Iowa caucus results were tallied in 2004 by a company that is headed by a man whose company • was bought by Mort Electronics, the
Israeli defense firm. I suspect that it ill be the same this year. Dorf; expect to see any grassroots political activists doing the tally in Iowa.
Tile Israeli defense establishment takes care ofthat part ofthe American "democratic'election gutteess.
VOXEO
In the summer of2004, flrst learned that a foreign and out-of-slam company using Interactive Nike Response(iVR)technology tallied
the Iowa caucus results,
The system used to tally the 2004 Iowa caucus results was provided by a company caged Voseo. which was apparently based in Orlando.
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Hillsborough elections officials deal with glitchy phones, power
outage, scattered complaints
By Mlchstal Van Nekton.* and Richard Danielson, TInans'MAI Writers
Tuesday, November6, 202 1:6Ipen

TAMPA Hillsborough County elections
officials were dealing on Tuesday with reports of
telephone problems, a brief power outage, poll
workers giving out bad information and a
complaint of what at first looked like voter
suppression.
This morning, phones were down at several
precincts, making it difficult for poll workers to.
confirm and verify voter infornmtion. If
information can't be verified, voters have to cast
rovisional ballots, which have a higher
:4.1)ection rate than regular ballots,
This afternoon, power went out for less than an
hour in half the building at the Robert L,Gilder
Elections Service Center on N Falkenburg Road.The outage was caused by a faulty cable and affected about tioo
Tampa Electric customers in the area,said utility spokeswoman Cherie Jacobs.
As a result, voting at the center was suspended temporarily because there wasn't power to print out ballots,
Hillsborough Supervisor of Elections spokesman Travis Abercrombie said. But the power was back on and voting
resumed by4:40 ram,
During an afternoon news conference, the Lawyers'Committee for Civil Rights Under Law,a Washington D.C.-based
nonprofit organization,said the outage made it difficult for poll workers to verify voter information.
In the morning,several precincts didn't have phones for a while, but Abercrombie said they were operating again at .1
p.m. He said he didn't know how long they had been out or what caused the outage.
The Lawyers'Committee said poll workers were.giving an unspecified number of voters incorrect information on
where to vote,so that when they arrived at a precinct, many had to vote provisionally.The group said voters were
misdirected at University Area Community Center,at 14013 N aand Street and the Lake Forest Homeowners
Association Clubhouse at 14735 Lake Forest Drive were named by the group.
In a news release, the elections office reminded voters to vote in their precincts on election day or to go to any of the
,tour offices of the Supervisor of Elections and obtain an "in-person" absentee ballot.
ta addition, at least five voters in a Seminole Heights precinct were removed from the rolls without their knowledge,
said David IC.Johnson,51,an associate professor of history at the University ofSouth Florida.

An expert on American post-World War ii history,Johnson was going to be on a panel tonight at USF for a BBC
election watch party to discuss voter suppression, but he didn't know until be went to vote this morning that he would
be able to talk about phenomenon personally.
"I wasjust the victim ofsuppression," he said early Tuesday.
He went to his N Florida Avenue precinct, where he's voted the past six years. It was there that a poll worker told him
he wasn't on the rolls. He spoke with a second poll worker who was able to track down a David Johnson with the same
birth date and voter ID number who had registered under an Orlando address that he had never heard of'until then.
He was told the change had been made on Oct. 2,3 well past the deadline to update addresses.
"It's very suspicious," Johnson said.
In September,the Republican Party of Florida fired its vendor after it was learned they were falsifying registration
forms.The company,Strategic Allied Consulting, had allegations that it, had ripped up Democratic voter registration
forms in previous elections, but they were all unproven.Ifsomeone is registered by someone else at a different address
and it's not caught before Election Day,that person has to vote by provisional ballot
Johnson,a Democrat,said that's the way he had to vote.
About 3 p.m.,Johnson said he received a call from Hillsborough County Supervisor of Elections Earl I.ennard.
Lennard assured him that his provisional ballot would be counted and said the mix-up resulted from what amounted
to clerical error when a David Johnson with the same date of birth went into the Orange County Supervisor of
Elections Office to register to vote.
A staffer in Orange County apparently saw Professor Johnson's registration in Hillsborough,assumed that the new
voter there was the same man — even though the two men had different home addresses, different party registrations
and different middle names — and transferred Johnson's registration to Orange County.
"It's not a very good explanation," Johnson said. Ifssloppy at best."
But he said Leonard was sympathetic.
"He said he would object, too,because somebody in Orange County had basically stolen one of this voters," he said,
While Johnson first suspected voter suppression, after hearing from Lerinard he said be wasn't sure what to think.
For one thing,Johnson said four other voters were talking to poll workers about similar registration issues. Johnson
said they couldn't find one man on the rolls at all.
"It's hard to say at this point," he said late Tuesday afternoon."I do have a common name,but it doesn't seem to me I
was the only one that had a problem. I suspect other people did not complain quite as loudly as I did and didn't get the
results that I did."
Hillsborough elections officials deal with litchy phones, power outage,scattered complaints 11106/12
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LATEST NEWS

RI Rays beat Orioles, but tough stretch looms that could change their plans
(w/video)
7125117 The Heater Inv Mere Topkin, TimesSaIR- writer
Sr. PETERSBURG — Tuesday was a step back in the right direction for the Rays, who halted a
season-bigh five-game losing streak by hanging on — and we mean that pretty much literally —
for a .5..4 win over the Orioles.

gl Diaz, Tadcleo win easily in special Miami Senate primaries
7125117 j Blogs Patricia Mazza and Alexandra Bardas
Two Miami state Senate candidates who raised and spent the most in their respective primaries
— Republican Rep.Jose Felix Diaz and Democratic businesswoman Annette Taddeo — notched
easy victories in a special election Tuesday night,

in live debate, Kriseman and Baker ask St Pete: is the city better off?
7125/17 Elections Ey Charlie Fru!" Tinws staff Writer
ST PETERSBURG
Mayoral candidates Rick Krisernan and Rick Baker made their best pitch to voters in from ofa
live television audience on Tuesday night.The candidates essentially asked this: Is the city better
off now than it was four years ago?

Romano: It all comes down to sewage in this mayoral race

TAP FOR MORE

7,151417 Local Government ..4.y John Romano,Timm Cokunrrie
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Iowa GOP explains moving vote tabulation awayfrom HQ
By JONATHAN MARTIN 12/28/2011 07:28 RA EST

Iowa GOP chair Matt Strawn was largely mum when I asked yesterday about a tip I got that
the state party was moving the vow-tabulation away from their headquarters to an
"undisclosed location:*
But after the Iowa GOP HQ was flooded today with questions from Ron Paul backers and
conspiracy-minded types about why the Republicans were compiling the votes from the
state's 99 counties in private, the state party's executive director confirmed that they were
going off-site and said it was only to avoid a sabotage.
The Party is simply moving off-site in the event that protesters or others attempt to disrupt
the reporting process by cutting phone lines,etc," said party ED Chad Olsen.
He added:"Every vote is counted.Every vote is reported.The vote-counting process is
carried outin public."
A full Olsen explainer on how the caucus votes are tallied in the individual precincts after

the jump

Caucus goers assemble in their individual precincts. There are 1774 in Iowa.
When the time comes for the Presidential preference poll,individuals are allowed to speak
and advocate for a candidate. At the conclusion ofspeeches,slips of paper are handed out
and people write down their choice for candidate. Those slips are collected,taken to a table,
and counted in the open, with campaign representatives allowed to stand directly around
the tabulator counting the votes,In the presence of everyone,the vote totals are announced
and recorded on an official form provided by the Republican Party ofIowa.This form is
signed by two separate caucus officials who were previously elected by the members ofthe
assembled body.
One person is designated to report the results to the Party, again in the presence of
campaign representatives for verification,so that results can be aggregated and shared
with the media in a timely manner. A high-level campaign representative is also present at
the Party office where precinct results are being aggregated.
Those same campaign representatives on the ground in all 1774 precincts are able to
"check the results being reported in the media against their own observations in that
precinct.Ifa discrepancy were to appear, the can alert both their respective campaign as
well as the Party.
Every vote is counted. Every vote is reported.The vote-counting process is carried out in
public.
The Party is simply moving off-site in the event that protesters or others attempt to disrupt
the reporting process by cutting phone lines,etc.The Party staff does not actually "count"
any ofthe votes,as that process takes place at the actual caucus sites, The Party's primary
responsibilities caucus night include assembling precinct results for the media and staffing
hotline numbers for our thousands of volunteers who are conducting the caucuses in their
individual precincts January 3. Taking care of those responsibilities at a location other than
our regular offices is simply a precaution to insure that volunteers are able to call for
assistance if necessary;and that results can be reported as quickly as possible.
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Lights Out at 2 Polling Places in Hillsborough
2yeas ego

a/comment &share

SEFFUER(970 WFLA)— The lights are out,but the votir:g goes on Iltesday morning,at two polling
pieces in the Seffrier area of Hilisborough County,after a power outage Ca,3:Sel by acar crash on M
King Soulevard.
The Hilisborough elections office says a power outage affected three precincts:.
Precincts860and 871.at First United Methodist Church ofSeffner,1310 South Kingsway Road,and
Precinct 875,at Quest€,
1,Kingsway Church,501 South Kingsway.
Voting is critAinuing via battery backup, if power is not restored before the batteries run out,the beliuss
would be carried to another location to becounted.
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Nevada vote fraud official
By POFEYE
Tweet
(Jelfte) Pheips) As ifanyone who's been paying attention over the last few weeks is actually surprised, another caucus
state is taken down by GOP officials, permanently altering the outcome ofyet another election, rendering its results
forever in question.
This time, however,the people ofNevada are the inamegliate victims of mounting state GOF scandals,as the historical
"First in the West" Nevada Caucus has been officially rendered a fraud, and the unwitting citizen and voters are once
again left holding the beg.
So far, the overall magnitude ofthe circumstances has gone largely unnoticed by the people of the US in general, but
that didn't deter NV GOP Chairwoman. Amy Tarkanian Itom Mina her resignation the very next morning on Sunday,as

obvious and rampant, widespread election fraud is sweeping through the country in an establishment elite attempt to
hide the real results, in favor of a pretchosen candidate, despite the wishes of the American people.
Very similar to the circumstances that played out in Iowa just weeks ago, also forcing a state GOP official there
recenti). submit his own resianation. precincts across the state ofNevada are now coming up with mismatching
numbers, missing votes, and ultimately and permanently unverifiable results, rendering the entire United States 2012
election process a total failure and,so far, unrecoverable.
After almost every Caucus thus far, the election has to be ultimately rendered meaningless. with the only real solutions
being independent Grand jury investigations, total do-overs, or simply allow the establishment and it's minions to steal
the nomination away from the people and the candidate they are actually trying to choose, and simply give it to Mitt
Romney instead.
Amazingly, as state after state is ransacked by establishment backed party officials, as Romney continues to benefit from
all the pre-meditated mayhem,the establishment's media continues to act as if nothing whatsoever is happening and
everything is under control, as ifall this has been the plan all along.
Breaking the story ofChairwoman, Tarkanian's resignation, while trying to be as quiet about it as possible, The Nevada
Sun did their very best to spin the circumstances and cleverly wall the story, attempting to leave the reader with the
impression that everything was going to be ok, when the actual reality ofthe circumstances is obviously quite dire.
As it turns out,just as in Iowa,the likelihood that Ron Paul should have actually been the winner is very high. Not only
did CNN show live coverage ofa special late evening vote count in ttpttpulated Las Vents precinct that had Ron Paul
winning by almost 60(ei, statistics are showing that Ron Paul may have actually won the entire caucus by approx. the
same margin, had in not been for another round of State GOP election fraud that is seemingly never going to be address
by the powers that be, for obvious reasons.
There was even a CNN videotaped situation outside of that same precinct that had event staff attempting.to.prevent a
on Paul supporter from enterina the premises,seemingly so he couldn't assure a fair results count.
Perhaps the most obvious aspect of the situation, however, may be the fact that Nevada is a known Libertarian state, Ron
Pau/ has basically campaign there since his last attempt at the white house, his numbers have almost doubled in everv
state since then, yet Nevada state GOP 'officials' expect everyone to believe he actually received fewer votes there in
2012 than he did in 2008?
The situation has become so desperate fir the American People and the rule of law, even the historically very humble
and quiet Ron Paul should consider coming forward to cry tbult Something he has yet to do, largely because be came so
close to winning in Iowa, despite GOP state officials rigging the outcome for Romney...then Santorum,
He also knew he'd be targeted by that same establishment's media and ridiculed as a conspiracy theorist, if he tried
speaking out against what should be obvious if it were actually handled honestly by the media, both locally and
nationally.
It's now become so obvious that the establishment will do anything to rig the results they are even willing to do it
openly, even in caucus states that have paper ballots that are harder to hide.
This desperate attempt to make Mitt Romney the candidate, despite the wishes ofthe American people, must be a dead
give-away that, should he happen to end up beating Obama, he is the one that is guaranteed to continue the overall and
continual, multi-decade, establishment I%'r agenda, whether the people of the United States agree with it or not.
Considering the fact that it seems Ron Paul should be the one actually winning the majority of the caucuses and
rimaries thus far, goes a long way in showing those paying attention that Obama also represents that same status quo
that Mitt Romney does,something the establishment is refusing to let the people of America chose not to go along with.
One thing is for sure, it's going to be very interesting to watch this play out, as scandal after scandal mounts, state by

state. Will the people simply sit back and allow the establishment to for
of what the r.wpie desim? Only time will tell,-

their favorite candidate into office, reganiless
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bobiones on Februarj. /0. 2012 at 11:04 am
Absolutely tto reason to continue this obvious farce. No more voting unti all Maths can be independently verified.
This is high treason by officials who have taken an oath of office to defend the Cmstitution. Shame on all these
despicably dishonest people involved in this fraud.
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iis i5 a reprint of a publication by Professor Andrew W. Apoe,
hair of the Department of Computer Science at Princeton Universft.y.

NJ election cover-up
By Andrew Appel - Posted on September 13th, 2011 at 10:36 pm
Part I of 4

During the June 2011 New Jersey primary election, something went wrong in
Cumberland County, which uses Sequoia AVC Advantage direct-recording electronic
voting computers. From this we learned several things:
1. New jersey court-ordered election-security measures have not been effectively
implemented,
2. There is a reason to believe that New Jersey election officials have destroyed
evidence in a pending court case, perhaps to cover up the noncompliance with
these measures or to cover up irregularities in this election. There is enough
evidence of a cover-up that a Superior Court judge has referred the matter to the
State prosecutor's office.
Like any DRE voting machine, the AVC Advantage is vulnerable to software-based
vote stealing by replacing the internal vote-counting firmware, That kind of fraud
probably did not occur in this case. But even without replacing the internal
firmware, the AVC Advantage voting machine is vulnerable to the accidental or
deliberate swapping of vote-totals between candidates. It is dear that the machine
misreported votes in this election, and both technical and procedural safeguards
proved ineffective to fully correct the error.
Cumberland County is in the extreme southern part of New Jersey, a three-hour drive
south of New York. In follow-up posts ru explain my 3 conclusions,. In the
remainder of this pestr I'11 quote verbatim from the Honorable David E. Krell,
the Superior Court judge in Cumberland County. This is his summary of the case,
taken from the trial transcript of September 1, 2.011, in the matter of Zirkie v, Henry.
[From the TRANSCRIPT OF RhciRTV OF ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE, Docket No, CLIM-L000567-11, starting at page 411
THE COURT: The 2011 New Jersey Primary Election was held on June 7, 2011, In
District 3 of Fairfield Township, Cumberland County, four individuals ran for two open
seats on the Democratic Executive Committee. Following the election, the County Clerk
lertified the results as Vivian Henry, 34 votes; Mark Henry, 33 votes; Ernest Zirkle, 9
votes; and Cynthia Zirkle, 10 votes.

On June 20, 2011, the Plaintiffs, Ernest Zirkle and Cynthia Zirkle, filed a Petition to
declare the election void and of no effect and to order a recount or a new election, In
their Petition, they asserted that the voting machined used in the election was a
Sequoia AVC Advantage direct recording electronic voting machine. They also
produced Affidavits of in excess of 28 voters, who stated under oath that they had
voted for the Zirkies in the primary election.
As a result of the filing of the June 20 Petition, the Court on June 21, 2011, executed
an Order to Show Cause, requiring the Defendants Henrys, the Cumberland County
Board of Elections, and the County Clerk, to show cause why the relief in the Petition
should not be granted. The Court also at that time issued an Order directing the
Cumberland County Board of Elections to impound the Sequoia AVC direct recording
electronic voting machine and all documents pertaining to the election, until a
determination of the issues raised in the Petition.
On July 11, 2011 the parties and their attorneys, with the exception of the Henrys,
appeared before the Court in response to the Order to Show Cause. Prior to the return
date of the Order to Show Cause the Attorney General, on behalf of the Cumberland
County Board of Elections, filed a Response with the Court. In this Response, the
Attorney General submitted a Certification of Lizbeth Hernandez, the Administrator of
the Cumberland County Board of Elections.
Ms. Hernandez in her Certification stated, As a result of human error in the
programming of the voting machine used in this election, the votes cast for Cynthia
and Ernest Zirkie registered for Vivian and Mark Henry, and the votes cast for Vivian
and Mark Henry registered for Cynthia and Ernest Zirkie," Ms, Hernandez attached to
her Certification a Memo dated *June 24, 2011, in which she provided the claims and
facts that she believed led to this error in the programming.
In the June 24, 2011 Memo, Ms. Hernandez claimed that she has programmed the
voting machines in Cumberland County since June of 2008, to avoid the cost of the
County of hiring a programmer. She further claimed that she mistakenly placed the
position for Vivian and Mark Henry onto the position of Cynthia and Ernest Zirkle, and
vice versa. This information was then put into the voting machine cartridge and sent to
the warehouse for testing. The voting machine technicians inserted the cartridge into
the voting machine and began the necessary testing. Ms. Hernandez then claims that
the voting machine technicians did not catch her error in the programming.
On July 11, 2011 this Court conducted a hearing on the Order to Show Cause. At that
hearing, the Attorney General conceded that there was a mistake in the results of the
particular election and encouraged the Court to order a new election.
By this time, the Court had read in full the February 1, 2010 Opinion of Mercer County
Assignment judge Linda R. Feinberg in the Gusriora v. Corzine case. This case involved
a broad challenge to the use of direct recording electronic voting machines in the State
of New Jersey, and specifically the AVC Advantage made by Sequoia Voting Systems.

Judge Feinberg, in her very lengthy Decision, went into great detail as to how the AVC
Advantage works and the various testing procedures that are available to avoid the
,... type of problem and mistakes, which the Administrator claims occurred in this case.
............
...........
a result of the Court's review of Judge Feinberg's Decision, at the hearing on July
11, the Court raised a number of questions as to the Administrator's claim that these
erroneous results were simply the result of human error. The Court questioned
whether it had an obligation to investigate further, to make sure that the claims of
human error could be supported.
The Sequoia AVC Advantage is a direct recording electronic voting machine. The
preparation of the machine for an election begins with the County Clerk preparing the
ballot definition, which includes the names of the candidates, the names of the
contests, and the identification of the buttons on the voting machine that corresponded
to each candidate.
The County Clerk, after preparing the ballot definition, delivers the ballot definition to
the County Board of Elections. A specific software has been developed in order to
program the ballot definition into each voting machine. This software is known as
WinEDS, and runs on a Microsoft Windows operating system. The ballot definition is
copied to a results cartridge, which is the size of a standard VHS tape. This is
accomplished with the use of an ordinary Windows laptop computer, which has been
.installed with the appropriate WinEDS software. The laptops and the result cartridge
re to be kept in a secured room.
The technicians who are to test the machine conduct tests known as Pre-LAT. These
are logic and accuracy tests, to make sure the machines have been programmed
properly. Essentially, the testing technicians are to conduct a mock election, where
they enter a certain number of votes for each candidate and with the use of simulation
cartridges, will determine and assure that the machine has been properly
programmed.
So that the votes for each candidates are properly recorded for that candidate, PreLAT
results are printed or supposed to be printed and kept with the machine, and there are
seals placed on the machine after the PreLAT tests are conducted.
Following the July 11 hearing on the Order to Show Cause, the Court entered what I
[Judge David Krell] would describe as a Discovery Order, which was prepared by the
parties, after back-and-forth (I believe) negotiations. That Order declared the results
of the June 7, 2011 election to be void and of no effect. The Order further provided
that the Sequoia AVC Advantage machine used in the election, together with election
results report and results cartridge, and all other documents pertaining to the election,
hall remain impounded.
The Order further permitted additional discovery, including giving expert witnesses an
opportunity to examine, take notes of, photograph, or otherwise copy the voting

machine paper results report and result cartridge, any laptop used to program the
ballot, and an files for that purpose stored in removable storage media.
And finally, that Order provided for a Plenary Hearing to be held August 29, and I
believe it was continued to today at the request of the parties. I forget the exact
reason but today Is September 1 and its only two days later.
On August 17, 20110 an expert retained by the Plaintiffs, Dr, Andrew W. Appel, made
an inspection of the voting machine and the laptop, pursuant to the Order following
the July 11 hearing, In conducting this inspection, Mr. Appel found certain concerns
with the security procedures which the Administrator had put in place.
He also discovered that his ability to examine the Administrator's WinEDS laptop was
seriously compromised by what appeared to be an action that someone performed on
the computer on August 16, 2011, which erased a number of files which Dr. Appel
wanted to examine.
As a result of this discovery„ the Plaintiffs filed a Notice of Motion for an Order to Show
Cause and presented this Motion to the Court. That Order to Show Cause is returnable
today. The Court in fact signed a Second Order to Show Cause, dated August 22,
requiring the defense to appear today and show cause, as to whether the Court should
enter further Discover Orders for Plaintiffs to explore this activity, which took place on
the Administrator's laptop on August 16.
In response to the August 22, 2011 Order to Show Cause, the Attorney General filed a
Certification of Jason W. Cossaboon, Sr., a Computer System Analyst employed by
Cumberland County. Mr. Cossaboon, in his Certification, states that on August 16,
2011, he was asked by the Administrator to determine the date the hardening process
was applied to the laptop used to program the voting machines. [editor's note: 191
explain "hardening" in the sequel article]
He apparently was not able to find a log file for the laptop to indicate the date the
hardening was done, However, he states that while working on the laptop, he noticed
the computer was running very slowly. As a result, he deleted certain "temporary
files." He also, for some reason, deleted the event view logs.
In the Attorney General's responsive papers, he asserts that further investigation of
this election is simply not necessary by the Court and that the Court should simply
order a new election or declare the Plaintiffs the winners of the election.
In response to the Attorney General's filing and position, the Plaintiffs have submitted
an additional Certification from Andrew W. Appel, in which he set forth five possible
scenarios for what has taken place in this case.
The first scenario, which he rejects, is that the votes recorded on election day are
accurate, The Court, and / believe the parties, agree that this scenario seems
extremely unlikely, based on the position that all are taking that this election was

wrong,
The second scenario proposed by Dr. Appe is that the internals of the voting machine
?,ere manipulated so that the election results bear no correspondence to the voters'
actions. Dr. Appel rejects this scenario and the Court agrees that there has been no
competent evidence offered to suggest that the voting machine was manipulated
improperly or illegally prior to the election.
The third scenario he poses is that poll workers manipulated the voting machine during
the election, so that some votes were not recorded. He rejects this scenario and
agree, the Court agrees, as again there is no competent evidence to support this
theory,
The fourth scenario is that the positions of the parties were swapped in the election
ballot files by an unauthorized intruder, wishing to flip the election results, either
through Internet access to the WinEDS laptop or by physical access to the WinEDS
laptop. Dr. Appel concludes that he cannot exclude this scenario, although there is no
evidence to support this or to suggest this is the case—other than the rather
circumstantial and curious concurrence of the two human errors in the programming
and testing of the machine prior to the election, and the technician's [Mr. Cossaboon's]
erasing of files one day prior to the inspection.
The fifth scenario posed by Dr. Appel is that the programmer switched the names in
rogramming the computer and the voting machine, and this is what the Administrator
claims happened. Dr. Appel also concludes that he cannot exclude this scenario, and
the Court tends to believe that this is the most likely explanation for the erroneous
results in this case, but cannot totally conclude that,
Based on all of the above, it is clear that the election at issue was defective and must
be voided by the Court. While I do believe I have the authority to certify the Plaintiffs
as the winners, I do not feel that this is the ideal result in this matter.
I do not know and may never know exactly why this election was defective.. I have
suspicions that something happened here that was improper and I even question
whether something happened here that may have been criminal. And I strongly
encourage the Attorney General to turn this over to the Attorney General Division of
Criminal Justice, so that appropriate criminal investigators can conduct a full and
complete investigation of this matter, to assure that criminality did not take place.
Although the Board of Elections and the Administrator maintain that human error was
all that was involved here, for me to believe that I have to believe that three
independent errors, human errors, occurred here, and that somewhat stretches my
,belief of common sense and reality, but it's possible.
Accordingly, I am ordering a new election to be conducted on September 27, 2011.
This ends my extended quotation of Judge David E. Krell's oral summary of his

conclusions in Zirkle v. Henry. In my next articles in this series, IV explain,
What are the s'hardening guidelines" that the judge refers to, and why would
someone be motivated to erase computer files relating to them on the very day
before Dr. Appel was scheduled to inspect the computer?
How we can tell that the votes were swapped, and how did certain technical
safeguards in this DRE voting machine prove to be much less effective than
desirable?

Did NJ election officials fail to respect court order
to improve security of elections?
By Andrew Appel - Posted on September 15th, 2011 at 11:38 am
Part 2 of 4

The Gusciora case was filed in 2004 by the Rutgers Constitutional Litigation Clink on
behalf of Reed Gusciora and other public-interest plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs sought to end
the use of paperless direct-recording electronic voting machines, which are very
vulnerable to fraud and manipulation via replacement of their software. The defendant
was the Governor of New jersey, and as governors came and went it was variously
titled Gusciora v. McGreevey, Gusciora v. Corzine, Guscioria v% Christie.
In 2010 Judge Linda Feinberg issued an Opinion. She did not ban the machines, but
ordered the State to implement several kinds of security measures: some to improve
the security of the computers on which ballots are programmed (and results are
tabulated), and some to improve the security of the computers inside the voting
machines themselves.
The Plaintiffs had shown evidence that ballot-programming computers (the so-called
"WinEDS laptops") in Union County had been used to surf the Internet even on election
day in 2008. This, combined with many other security vulnerabilities in the
configuration of Microsoft Windows, left the computers open to intrusion by outsiders,
who could then interfere with and manipulate the programming of ballots before their
installation on the voting machines, or manipulate the aggregation of results after the
elections. Judge Feinberg also heard testimony that so-called "Hardening Guidelines",
which had previously been prepared by Sequoia Voting Systems at the request of the
State of California, would help close some of these vulnerabilities. Basically, one wipes
the hard drive clean on the "WinEDS laptop', installs a fresh copy of Microsoft
Windows, runs a script to shut down Internet access and generally tighten the
Windows security configuration, and finally installs a fresh copy of the WinEDS ballot
software, The Court also heard testimony (from me) that installing these Guidelines
requires experience in Windows system administration, and would likely be beyond the
capability of some election administrators.

Among the several steps the Court ordered in 2010 was the installation of these
Hardening Guidelines on every WinEDS ballot-progrz,imming computer used in public
elections, within 120 days.
Two years after I testified in the Gusciora case, I served as an expert witness in a
different case, Zirkle v, Henry, in a different Court, before Judge David Krell, I wanted
to determine whether an anomaly in the June 2011 Cumberland County primary
election could have been caused by an intruder from the Internet, or whether such
intrusion could reasonably be ruled out. Thus, the question became relevant of
whether Cumberland C.c.)unty's WinEDS laptop was in compliance with Judge Feinberg's
Order, That is, had the Hardening Guidelines been installed before the ballot
programming was done for the election in question? If so, what would the event logs
say about the use of that machine as the ballot cartridges were programmed?
One of the components of the Hardening Guidelines is to turn on certain Event Logs in
the Windows operating system. So, during my examination of the WinEDS laptop on
August 17, I opened the Windows Event Viewer and photographed screen-shots of the
logs. To my surprise, the logs commenced on the afternoon of August 16, 2011, the
day before my examination. Someone had wiped the logs clean, at the very least, or
possibly on August 16 someone had wiped the entire hard drive clean in installing the
Hardening Guidelines. In either case, evidence in a pending court case--files on a
computer that the State of New Jersey and County of Cumberland had been ordered to
..roduce for examination—was erased. Itrn told that evidence-tampering is a crime. In
an affidavit dated August 24, Jason Cossaboon, a Computer Systems Analyst employed
by Cumberland County, stated that he erased the event logs on August 16.
Robert Giles, Director of the New jersey Division of Elections, was present during my
examination on August 17, Mr, Giles submitted to Judge David Krell an affidavit dated
August 25 describing the steps he had taken to achieve compliance with Judge
Feinberg's Order, He writes, "The Sequoia hardening manual was sent, by email, to the
various county election offices on March 29, 2010. To my knowledge, the hardening
process was completed by the affected counties by the required deadline of June 1,
2010." Mr. Giles does not say anything about how he acquired the "knowledge" that
the process was completed.
Mr. Giles was present in judge Feinberg's courtroom in 2009 when I testified that the
Hardening Guidelines are not simple to install and would typically require someone
with technical training or experience. And yet he then pretended to discharge the
State's duty of compliance with Judge Feinberg's Order by simply sending a mass
e-mail to county election officials. Judge Feinberg herself said that sending an e-mail
was not enough; a year later, Mr. Giles has done nothing more. In my opinion, this is
disrespectful to the Court, and to the voters of New Jersey,

Will the NJ Attorney General investina e the NJ
Attorney General?
By Andrew Appel - September 20th, 2011 at 1:53 pm
Part 3 of 4

In my recent posts I wrote about my discovery that (apparently) a County employee
tampered with evidence in a computer that the NJ Superior Court had Ordered the
County to present for examination. I described this discovery to the Court (Judge
David E. Krell); and then a County employee did admit deleting files, Judge Krell was
very concerned about this possible spoliation of evidence. In his Order signed
September 9, 2011, he wrote,
"AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court recommends that the New
Jersey Attorney General (New Jersey Department of Law and Public Safety),
Division of Criminal Justice, undertake an investigation of.., the deletion of
files on August 16, 20110 from the Board's laptop computer „. by the
County's computer technician who is reponsible for servicing the Board's
computers."
During the hearing on September 1, Plaintiffs attorneys pointed out that the New
Jersey Attorney General's office had been co-counsel for the Defendants in Zirkle v,
Henry. This means that lawyers from the AG's office had very possibly advised the
County employees before and after the evidence was erased. Plaintiffs' attorneys
pointed out that this would mean that Judge Krell was asking the Attorney General's
office to investigate itself, Plaintiffs asked the Court to appoint a Special Master.
Judge Krell explained why he was not inclined to do that. He said, "My understanding
Is Criminal Justice is totally separate from the Civil part of [the Attorney General's]
office." That is, during the hearing the Judge stated his belief that the Division of
Criminal Justice in the N3 Department of Law and Public Safety is sufficiently
independent from the Division of Law in the Department of Law and Public Safety, such
that it can properly investigate the possibility of criminal tampering of evidence in
which attorneys from the Division of Law might have had a role.
I hope Judge Krell is right about that.

What happens when the printed ballot
face doesn't match the electronic ballot
definition?

By Andrew Appel - September 22nd, 2011 at 10:12 am
Pert 4 of 4

he Sequoia AVC Advantage is an old-technology direct-recording electronic voting
machine. It doesn't have a video display; the candidate names are printed on a large
sheet of paper, and voters indicate their choices by pressing buttons that are
underneath the paper, A "ballot definition" file in an electronic cartridge associates
candidate names with the button positions.
Clearly, it had better be the case that the candidate names on the printed paper match
the candidate names in the ballot-definition file in the cartridge! Otherwise, voters will
press the button for (e,g.,) Cynthia Zirkie, but the computer will record a vote for
Vivian Henry, as happened in a recent election in New Jersey,
How do we know that this is what happened? As I reported to the Court in Zirkie v.
Henry, the AVC Advantage prints the names of candidates, and how many votes each
received, on a Results Report printout on a roll of cash-register tape. The printout
reads, in this case,
123
124
423
424

Cynthia Zirkie
Ernest Zirkie
Vivian Henn/
Mk A. t-klitry

10
9
34
33

n this election, four candidates are running for two positions in a vote-for-any-two
election, Here, 323 indicates that the button at column .3, row 23 on the face of the
AVC advantage received 34 votes, The problem was that the poste,r-size printed paper
covering the buttons had the name Cynthia Zirkle printed at position 323. Vivian
Henry's name was printed at position 123. That is, there was a mismatch between the
printed paper and the electronic ballot-definition file. Similarly, the positions of Ernest
Zirkle and Mark Henry were swapped,
Rebecca Mercuri told me that until the mid 1990s, the AVC Advantage firmware did not
print the row/column numbers at all, so that mismatches like this were harder to
detect.
One might think that all is well--there'5.-; a faii-safe mechanism that can catch mistakes
(or deliberate fraud) where the paper doesn't match the electronic file, But in this
election, the fail-safe mechanism did not work well at all,
First, there are almost no candidates or poliwatchers out there who know enough to
look out for this kind of mismatch. In the Zirkle v. Henry election, Cynthia and Ernest
Zirkle couldn't tell from the documents available to them that the positions were
witched. They and their lawyer got 2.8 (or more) sworn affidavits from citizens who
said they voted for the Zirkles, and on that basis they got a court to permit an
investigation, in any election that involved significantly more than 43 voters, it's

impractical to get sworn affidavits from everyone who voted for you. This election took
place all on one voting machine; in big-time elections one would need to double-check
the face of the ballot against the Results Report printout in every single precinct. This
is physically possible, but it isn't easy and independent pollwatchers are not trained to
do it. In Zirkie v. Henry this came to light because certain experts got involved, but
one cant count on that in general.
Second, even in this case, the Court was uncomfortable just swapping the votes and
declaring the Zirkles to be the winners of the election. That is, both the Plaintiffs
(lawyers and expert witness for the Zirkles) and the Defendants (lawyers for the State
of New Jersey and the County of Cumberland) stated to the court that they believed
that Cynthia and Ernest Zirkle got 34 and 33 votes, respectively. Defendants Vivian
and Mark Henry, representing themselves, took the position that a new election should
be held.
In his ruling, the Court (Judge David Krell) said,
Based on all of the above, it is clear that the election at issue was defective
and must be voided by the Court. While I do believe I have the authority to
certify the Plaintiffs as the winners, I do not feel that this is the ideal result
in this matter. .,. Accordingly, I am ordering a new election to be conducted,
If there was ever a case in which these row-and-column numbers could clearly indicate
who won an election, this was it. And yet a very reasonable judge is uncomfortable
using this information to declare a winner, and instead orders a new election.
Ordering a new election is not at all unreasonable, but it is important to remember that
a new election can have its own problems_ Citizens who came out to vote the first time
may not have the time or inclination to vote again, and if so their (previous) legitimate
exercise of the franchise is being devalued. Or, some who did not bother to vote the
first time may take advantage of the iido-over.'
It is instructive to consider what would have happened if a similar kind of error had
happened with optical-scan voting. It's certainly possible that the position of names on
the op-scan paper ballot might not match the programming of the optical-scan ballotcounter. In this case, the results would come out reversed just as they did in Zirkle
Henry. But the Court would have simply ordered a recount, by hand, of the original
paper ballots. Those ballots would have clearly showed the true result. No experts, and
no do-over election, would have been necessary at all.

Corruption Bureau assigns fox to guard
henhouse
By Andrew Appel - Posted on September 28th, 2011 at 8:47 am

Recently I wrote about my discovery that someone erased evidence on an election
computer in Cumberland County, NJ. After something went wrong in a Primary Election
'n June 2011, the Superior Court (the Hon. David E. Krell) had ordered the County
Board of Elections to make the computer available for me (the Plaintiffs' expert) to
examine.
When I examined the computer on August 17, among those watching me were the
County Administrator of Elections (Lizbeth Hernandez), the Director of the New Jersey
Division of Elections (Robert Giles), and a Deputy Attorney General of the State of New
Jersey (George Cohen). This is quite a lot of firepower for reviewing a rather small
election (43 votes cast in total).
In my examination of the computer, 1 noticed that files and logs were erased on the
day before. I notified the Court, and within a few days an IT specialist employed by the
county wrote, in an affidavit, that he had been asked by the County Administrator of
Elections to examine the computer the day before my own examination, and at that
time he erased the files and cleared the logs.
We do not know exactly what motivated Ms. Hernandez to ask the IT specialist to
fiddle with the computer. The IT specialist himself says "1 was asked by Lizbeth
Hernandez to determine the date the hardening process was applied to the laptop."
Why is this date important? Back in 2010, a different judge of the Superior Court (the
ion. Linda R. Feinberg) had ordered the State to secure the computers used in
conduction elections by applying these "hardening guidelines." Mr. Giles was the one
responsible for making sure the State (and all its Counties) complied with this order,
more than a year ago. In August 2011, did Mr. Giles ask Ms. Hernandez whether the
"hardening guidelines" had been applied? Perhaps these election officials were
concerned that 1 might discover something about late compliance, or noncompliance,
with Judge Feinberg's order.
That is, the IT specialist's affidavit points to concern about whether Mr. Giles had
effectively brought New Jersey (including Cumberland County) into compliance; by
erasing the logs and temporary files, he erased evidence about compliance or
noncompliance.
Judge Krell, down in Cumberland County, does not like people tampering with evidence
in the cases that come before him. On September 9 he referred the possible evidence
tampering to the prosecutor, that is, to the NJ Attorney General's office. As I described
in "Will the NJ Attorney General Investigate the NJ Attorney General," the Plaintiffs
doubted that the AG would do a real investigation.
Judge Krell's referral was directed to Christine Hoffman, Chief of the Corruption Bureau
f the Office of the Attorney General. On September 20, 2011, Ms. Hoffman wrote in
an official letter, "the Division of Criminal Justice will not pursue criminal charges at
this time. This matter is being forwarded to your office for your review and whatever

action you deem appropriate.,'*
And to whom is this letter addressed? To Mr. Robert Giles, Director, Division
of Elections. This is like asking the fox to investigate whether proper security
measures have been installed at the henhouse. Does this instill confidence in the
integrity of elections in New Jersey?
Plaintiffs have asked that Judge Krell assign a special master to investigate all
irregularities associated with the June 8, 2011 primary election, including the erasure
of the information concerning hardening guidelines. The recent turn of events shows
why an independent investigation should take place in Cumberland County.
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Police ana orgardeers shut dawn procee.dings at one of Missoures largest CSeCOSaS today, es Ron
Paul supporters feuded with !cosi GOP itactem.
Ste the ?rlerlields and the McCoys around here," St. Charles Courstys former GOP chairmen
tcld srrEC News,after police arrived orpscene with a helicopter and reamed Paul backers,
in St Charles. an exurb of St. Louis and one of the state's largest GOP counties,. Paul supporters
sought to elect their own chairman and adopt their own rules when prmeedings opened - both of
which are part of!standard caucus tuies and procedure. 5r.rt as they argued with the cars3CUS chair.
Pout supporters held video cameras - ageless caucus rules, according to a GOP orilcial wit* was
there - end things became contentfous,
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turtaX1 Into a iittle food fight within the caucus,between the mucus chairman trying to control
the caucus end certain elements, goess with Pon P64.11. trying to be he>srd." suld Tom Kipers,
toner chairmen of the St,Charles GOP,who attended the CeLICUS at FranCis Howell North High
School.
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off.duty poke after, hired as Security,eventually fried a trespassing COMpiaiat against the
Paul supporters and notified orr•dr.rty police in the area rriunicipelity of St. Peters, who,along with
police from other jurisactiocis, arrested two Pata supporters trod ended the caucuses early. A
'Ora-jurisdictional poke helicopter arrived on the scene Kipers said about 10 officers arrived in
twat,
"Two people were arrested for trespassing after receiving numerous Winflirtp to leave the school
„property." the St. Peters poke said in a pre= release.'Both subittc'm were transported to St.
'Veters Justice Center where they were booked for TrOSpaSeing end released on a summons.°
The St Peters police identitied the Paul supporters as Brent &eked,45,of Oralion, Mo., and
te.erirreth SOW;55,of St. Charles.
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Poll problems cropping up in places around
the country
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tuesday, November tie 2012,3:00 PM

Long tines have been a majority of the complaints at polling places around the reountry.(DAVID GURALNIOUDETROAT
NEWS/AO}

WASHINGTON - Sporadic problems were reported Tuesday at polling
places around the country, many in Pennsylvania including a
confrontation involving Republican inspectors over access to some polls
and a voting machine that lit up for Republican Mitt Romney even when a
voter pressed the button for President Barack Obama,

One Florida elections office mistakenly told voters in rohocalls the election
was on Wednesday.
Although the majority of complaints were about extremely long lines, the
Election Protection coalition of civil rights and voting access groups said
they had gotten some more serious calls among more than 69,000 received
on a toll-free voter protection hotline.
The calls have been hot and heavy all day long; said Barbara Arnwine,
president of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law.
LIVE BLOG:THE LATEST EJECTION DAY UPDATES
In Philadelphia,the Republican Party said 75 legally credentialed voting
inspectors were blocked from polling places in the heavily Democratic city,
prompting the GOP to obtain a court order providing them access. Local
prosecutors were also looking into the reports. Democratic Party officials
did not immediately return a message seeking comment.
Also in central Pennsylvania, officials said the voting machine that
switched a person% vote from Obama to Romney has been recalibrated and
is back in service.
Pennsylvania Department of State spokesman Ron Ruman said the Perry
County voter notified elections officials of the problem after trying to cast
his ballot Tuesday. Video of what Ruman called a °momentary glitch" was
widely viewed on YouTube.
Pennsylvania, was also the scene of what a state Common Cause official
called 'widespread" confusion over voter ID requirements. The state this
year enacted a new photo ID requirement but it was put on hold for

Tuesday's election by a fudge amid concern many voters would not be able
to comply on time.
Barry Kauffman, executive director of Common Cause in Pennsylvania,
said election workers in many places were demanding IDs even though
they are not required, it was unclear, however, just how many voters may
have been turned away or discouraged.
"There seems to be a lot of confusion about voter ID. Apparently the poll
workers were not adequately trained,' he said.
Also in Philadelphia, a judge ordered a mural of President Barack Obama
covered up after a Republican election worker snapped a picture of it at a
school polling place, according to a statement from the Republican Party
The battleground state of Ohio was the scene of yet another court battle,
this one involving a lawsuit claiming voting software installed by the state
could allow manipulation of ballots by people not connected to official
election boards. A judge, however,flatly dismissed a lawsuit seeking to
stop use of the software.
The Florida robocall glitch occurred in Pinellas County, where the
supervisor of elections said about 123000 voters were wrongly told they
could vote on Wednesday.
Spokeswoman Nancy Whitlock said the office had contracted with a
company called callfire.com to call voters who had requested mail ballots
but had not yet returned them. Whitlock said calls went to those voters
without a problem on Thursday, and then again Monday.
For some reason,she said, when the service didn't reach some 12,000
voters Monday, it then called them again on Tuesday between 8 a.m. and

8:30 a.m. with the same message. Whitlock said another message then
went out to the same 12,000 voters, telling them that Tuesday was the
correct day to vote.
Back in Ohio, officials in Franklin County where the capital city of
Columbus is located — barred the tea-party linked True the Vote group
from monitoring polling places because applications to do so weren't filed
properly.
Franklin County Board of Elections spokesman Ben Piscitelli said Tuesday
that managers were instructed to keep True the Vote representatives from
the polls in the Columbus area because of the application problem.

Catherine Engelbrecht, president of the Houston-based group,claimed the
Ohio Democratic Party was behind pressure that led several local Ohio
candidates to withdraw their permission for the group's members to act as
election observers.
Elsewhere, the Election Protection coalition reported problems with ballot
scanners in the Ohio cities of Cleveland, Dayton and Toledo; late-opening
polling places in minority neighborhoods in Galveston, Texas; and some
precincts in the Tampa, Fla., area where voters are being redirected to
another polling place where they must cast a provisional ballot.
Meanwhile, voters in several storm-ravaged areas in New York and New

Jersey expressed relief and even elation at being able to vote at all,
considering the devastation from Superstorm Sandy. Lines were long in
Point Pleasant, N.J., where residents from the Jersey Shore communities of
Point Pleasant Beach and Mantoloking had to cast their ballots due to
damage in their hometowns. Many people still have no power eight days
after Sandy pummeled the shore.

"Nothing is more important than voting. What is the connection between
voting and this?" said Alex Shamis,a resident of hard-hit Staten Island,
gesturing to his mud-filled home.
Any voting problems are being closely monitored after months of legal and
political battles over more voter ID restrictions and other laws, mostly
fruitless hunts for supposedly ineligible people on voting rolls in many
states and sustained claims that black and Hispanic voters are being
targeted for intimidation and suppression.
Michael Waldman, president of the Brennan Center for Justice at New York
University, said even in states where the restrictive laws have been blocked
or delayed, many people still think they are in effect,
"The laws were struck down but the confusion remains; Waldman said.
Many of these issues could resurface in the courts after Tuesday,
particularly if the race between Obama and his Republican challenger, Mitt
Romney,is too close to call or heads for a recount in states such as Ohio or
Florida.
The Justice Department will have at least 780 observers at key polling
places in 23 states to ensure compliance with the 1965 Voting Rights Act
and look into any allegations of voter fraud.
Provisional ballots were the latest legal skirmish in the critical
battleground state of Ohio, where Secretary of State Jon Husted's decision
on how they can be cast was challenged in federal court. Advocates and
lawyers for labor unions contend Husted's order would lead to some
provisional ballots being rejected improperly because the burden of
recording the form of ID used on a provisional ballot is being placed on
voters, not poll workers as in the past.

A provisional vote allows a person to have his or her say, but the ballot is
subject to review and verification of eligibility. A court hearing was set for
Wednesday on the issue. Provisional ballots cannot be counted in Ohio
before Nov. 17.
02016 New York DoHy News

Problems With Voting Machines And Polling
Reported In Pennsylvania, Ohio,Florida
BY LAURA MATTHEWS

ON 11/C:6/12 AT 749 PM

„..

People wait to vote in the U,S. presidential election a the Robert Guevara Commnity Center in Kissimmee,
Norida,
Photo: Reuters

Problems with voting machines and polling were reported on Election Day across the country,
including an instance where a machine lit up for Republican Mitt Romney when a voter chose to
cast a ballot for President Barack °barna,
Colorado
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officials in Pueblo County said they have heard of more than 12 reports of such problems,
according to KRDO.com.
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania officials told the Associated Press that the machine that switched an ()barna vote
to Romney was recalibrated and is now back in service. There was also reported "widespread"
confusion over voter ID requirements in the state, Last month,a Pennsylvania judge blocked the
state from implementing its voter ID law in time for the 2012 election.
The York County Democratic chairman also had to apologize for volunteers sending voters to
the wrong place.
"Last evening,some weil-inten.tioned volunteers working on the president's campaign went out
canvassing and they took the wrong stack of flyers for the neighborhood they were canvassing
in," Bob Kefauver told Penn Live.
Ohio
County election officials rejected volunteers with the Tea Party-affiliated True the Vote group as
potential poll watchers on Tuesday because of improper filings, The Columbus Dispatch
reported that most of the candidates supporting the group's local branch, Voter Integrity
Project, withdrew their hacking. The group reportedly wanted watchers in neighborhoods that
were mainly African-American,
Florida
Automatic calls from supervisors of elections mistakenly called voters in Pinellas County on
Tuesday morning, informing them they had until 7 p.m,the following day to vote when polls
actually close 7 p.m.that same day, The Tampa Bay Times reported that the calls were a result
of a glitch in the phone system and were intended to go out to hundreds and potentially
thousands of voters on Monday.
- Florida's long ballot also resulted in long early-voter lines on Monday.
District of Columbia

Itee

chairwoman said the mistake resuited from a Chicago-based vendor using an earlier recorded
script intended for a small number of calls made on Tuesday.
Election officials also told the AP that while many complaints to a voter protection hotline were
about long lines, there were some calls about more serious disruptions among the
approximately RON they received.
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SEC Says Securities Laws Apply To Cryptoeurrency Trade
In a report released Tuesday,the Securities and Exchange Commission said the offer,sale,and purchase of
cryptocurrencies had to adhere to the U.S. federal securities laws.
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Solid State Batteries May Replace Lithium-Ion Ones Soon.
Solid state batteries are considered safer than lithium-ion batteries since they are less pmne to leaking.
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Rick Perry Discusses Energy Issues In Prank Call
In a 22-minute call,the energy secretary discussed fuel made from alcohol and pig manure,cyherhacking and
the U.S. withdrawal from the Paris Agreement
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Obantaeare Repeal?
Sen.Shelley Moore Capito(R-West Virginia) has been a vocal critic of Obamacare repeal Butshe announced
Tuesday she would vote"Yes" for the GOP health care bill.
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SUMMARY OF RNC CHEATING TACTICS AT
THE 2012 TAMPA CONVENTION:
By Pat Jack on Saturday,September 1, 2012 at 4:04pm
Below is a list of tactics implemented by the RNC: to censor and prevent a nomination of Ron
Paul (feel free to add to the list):
1.illegaliy removed duly elected Maine delegates and replaced them with Romney "scab"

delegates,
2. Stole delegates from Louisiana, Oklahoma and Massachusetts because they would not vote
Romney,
3. Indefinitely detained Ron Paul delegates on buses using armed guards to delay and prevent
them from voting on rules in the convention.
4. Indefinitely detained Morton Blackweil on a bus preventing him from filing a minority
report opposing new oppressive rule changes.
S. Drove Virginia rides committee chairmen in circles around the convention center to
prevent them from voting on rules thus allowing the RNC to vote in their stead.
6> Refused to acknowledge nomination papers from six states where a five state minimum
was required
7. Changed rubes on the spot from five state minimum to eight state minimum when they
realized Ron Paul would be nominated
8, Denied Ron Paul a floor speech prior to the vote unless it endorsed Romney.
9, Declared unbound Ron Paul supporters as hound votes for Romney
10. Boehmer ignored clear opposition to the rules vote that would prevent a Maine
delegation from being seated,
11. Turned off microphones in the Ron Paul delegate section to prevent "divisicm" or "point
of order" calls from being heard even after 10 minutes of booing in protest.
12. Seated Ron Paul delegates in the nose bleed section to prevent them from being heard
BEHIND territory delegates.

13, Passed rules allowing the RNC committee to choose and approve delegates rather than
the states.
14. Refused video equipment in the convention center to allow undocumented cheating
15. Ron Paul delegates were not allowed to bring signs, but Romney supporters were.
16. Cut off microphones anytime delegates cheered for Ron Paul
17. Called out votes for Romney as Romney votes, but called out Ron Paul as "other%
18. When Ron Paul won the majority of delegates in iowa ,Nevada and Minnesota, they only
called out the few minority votes for Romney.

This list does not include all of the fraud and deception that has occurred across the nation
during the primaries and state conventions.
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OUR. MISSION: 14C. are a nonpartisan organization whose mission is
to restore public ownership and oversight of elections, work to
ensure the fundamental right ofoyez's- ,4inerican citizen to vote, and
to have each vote counted as intended in a secure, transparent,
impartial, and independently audited election process,

THE STACK,STRIP & PUP SLECTTON OF THE CA JUNE 7, 2016 PRESIDENTAIL
PRIMARY
Most of us may have over 12 years' experience investigating election fraud, but we still needed
five weeks to determine the most likely way for this year's California primary to have been rigged.
To manipulate an election with impunity, hackers tend to work where oversight and chain of
custody is weakest. With help from the following data, we will show that 35 °A) of the California
ballots were not subject to a hand-count audit and that they were likely targeted for hacking.

1) On the first two days after the California primary election (June tr through June Vh), election
officials across the state proceeded with the 1% hand-count audit despite the fact only 65%
of the votes were counted and publicly committed. They left the other 35% without a handy
count audit. This includes 1.8 million Democratic Party ballots, which consists of 1.3 million
Vote-by-mail ballots .5 million provisional baliots. It is imperative that these unaudited Voteby-md and provisional ballots be verified.
2) On Election Day, 2.5 million citizens attempted to vote on a Democratic ballot. Over
500,0000 were forced into voting a provisional ballot that would not be counted for
up to 3 weeks, which means they excluded from the 1% audit.
3) In the early evening of election night, early reports(which were all vote-by-mail) showed
Clinton with an astonishing 26 points over Sanders. We believe this initial outcome was
achieved by mining a rich vein of Clinton-heavy ballots identified with their voters through
vote-by-mail. Vote-by-mail ballots can be matched to voters and their individual data by a
computer program associated with the Pitney Bowes Mail Balloting Machine. This machine
uses"Intelligent mail Barcode Tracking, end-to-end mail ballot tracking, audit and real time
mail piece tracking with easy customer portal access". The following video demonstrates how
this works: https://youtu.beilr3Dh2Helcre
Go here for complete story with video links: httpIe ectionnightmares.comarchives564

What I find outrageous is 1,033,596 California voters did not vote for a presidential
candidate on June 7th. I don't believe all these are NPP votes. How about voter intent on
these ballots? There are many problems with. this election. I've provided the following
statistics and graphics to show problems with the early results.

California June 7th Presidential Primary Final Results July 7th
Total heliots cast byJune 7th
Voted for Presidential C,andiciate
Did Not Vote fora Presidential Candidate

8,527,204
7,493,608
1,033,596

100.00%
87.83%
12.12%

.........
Total Voters who did vote a haltot
Total Voters who voted for a Presidential Candidate
Total Voters who Dicl Not Vote for a Presidential Candidate NPP

3,527,204
7,493,608
1,033,596

47.60%
.1.83%
5.77%

Voters

Turnout

Turnout%

8,029,130
4,888,771
4,177,648
457,173
77,363
1/5,139
71,326
97,948

5,173,298
2,227,192
0
42,241
14,599
31,175
5,003

64.43%
45.55%
0.00%
8.24%
8.88%
27.05%
7.01%
0.00%

17,915,053
Total Voters who Did Not Vote for a Presidential Candidate NPP
Total ballots Cast
htt3)://yote.sos.ce,goviretums/status/

7,493,608
1,033,596
8,527,204

42.83%

I* Registered

Registered Voters by Classification
President Democratic - Statewide Results
President Republican - Statewide Results
No Party Prof(NPP) Must Request President ballot
President American Independent -Statewide Results
President Green -Statewide Results
President Libeart-sirlan -Statewide Results
President Peace and Freedom -Statewide Results
Miscellaneous

47.60%

California June 7th Presidential Primary
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Vote-by-mail ballots are sorted into their appropriate district after
arriving at the Los Angeles County Registrar. Has a 40% rate of
rejection on signatures that have to be verified by the human eye.
ittps://youtu,beilt3Dh2lieNY
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and Precinct. Parcode on actual ballot for Precinct# PCT:246

ballot tracking, auditing, and real-time mail piece
tracking with easy customer portal access.
Vote-by-mail ballots are sorted into their appropriate
district after arriving at the Los Angeles County Registrar.
Los Angeles has a 40% rate of rejections on signatures
that have to be verified by eye.
**:16 out of 16 of the largest counties in California with
voter registration over 297,000 to 4,909,904 went for
Hillary Clinton.
** 5 out 9 of the mid-size counties with voter registration
from 137,000 to 245,000 went for Hillary Clinton.
* 9
.
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1Califortda Presidential Primaries in

Results as of July 7,2016

Hary Clinton won California's Democratic Presidential Primary over Bernie Sanders by

363,580 votes in the final tally. Donald Trump, incidentally, won almost 75% of the
Republican votes cast from beginning to end. While Hillary Clinton open totals.,
however, shifted by 19% from those dection nie,ht from vote-by-mail totals.
The Statement of Vote reports the county-by-minty votes oast for each candldate and measure on the ballot..
In a statewide contest such as President; the vote isrepbried by all 58 counties and listed in alphabetical order
Wth the statewide total at
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Statewide voter turnout in presidential primaries(1980-2016)
Turnout ammo regist,i,qed voters
47,7%

June 7, 2016
June 5,2012
February 5, 2008

57.7
44.3
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County-by-county voter turnout in presidential primaries(2008-2016)
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2012
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The I% Manual Tally case requesting an injunction in San Diego was
beard on July 6,, 2016 in San Diego Superior Court
The I% Manual Tally exposes some very concerning results. "I have never
seen the difference between mail and precinct votes being completely
flipped -- they usually are about the same for the same precincts," Lutz
said.
The following chart shows what happened just days ago when the San
Diego RON/ completed the I °A) manual tally. Please note that Bernie
Sanders wins by a landslide at the polling places but it is exactly the
opposite with the mail vote, and two sets of ballots are missing from
the audit,
"Sure, there can be some difference between the in-person voting and
the Vote-by-Mail votes," said Lutz. But I have never seen it flipped
exactly the opposite way like this. The likelihood of this happening
by chance are quite astronomical
WV'
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The fact that the 1% manual tally provides "no data for about 285,000
ballots is a key issue in these lawsuits.
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Laughing Their Ossoff:
Did Computer-Aided Fraud Play A Role
In Georgia's Special Election Upset?
In a special Congressional election recently held in Georgia, Republican Karen Handel defeated
Democrat Jon Ossoff, who went into the election with a significant lead in the polls. It may have
been a good old-fashioned political upset - or the result of behind-the-scenes vote-counting
fraud
Iiuh 15.:017
By Joroithan D. Simon 'ilt)JonathanSimon14

a

Republican candidate for Georg,ia's 6th District Congressional seat Karen Handel declares
victory during an election-night watch party, June 20,2017,in Atlanta.(AP/John Bazemore)

GEORGIA —(Analysis)The recent special election to fill the Georgia Sixth Congressional
District seat formedy held by Republican Tom Price, who was appointed to Donald Trump's
cabinet as Secretary of Health and Human Services, was the focus ofextraordinary attention and
expenditure.
More than any of the other 2017 special elections, the Ge'lt,-6 election was seen as a proxy for
approval or disapproval ofthe Trump presidency and as a clue to the Democratic prospects for
retaking the House in 2018. Held in a district that had long been solidly Republican but that had
given Trump the barest 1.5-percern plurality in 2016,this election was also the subject ofintense
media focus.
The Democratic candidate, 30-year-old Jon Ossoff, a former Congressional staffer and first-time
office-seeker, faced a crowded field of 17 other candidates in a preliminary contest held in April.
Among them was Karen Handel,fanner Republican Secretary of State ofGeorgia,, along with a
host ofless serious challengers. If no candidate polled at 50 percent ofthe total vote, the two top
finishers would meet in a June runoff.
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With the wave of Trump ,Isapproval continuing to grow, Ossoff was closing in on the 50
percent mark going into the April 18 election, On election night, as the returns were coming in,
Ossoff held over 50 percent until a supposed "glitch" in Fulton County (the three counties in the
Atlanta suburbs that comprise GA-6 are Fulton, Cobb,and DeKalb) paused the returns lhr
veral hours. When reporting resumed. OssofPs total had dropped below 50 percent, where it
remained through the final count. Ossoff finished at 48,12 percent: Handel finished second with
just over 19 percent ofthe vote and went through to the June runoff against Ossoff.
A "glitch;" a sudden shift from "win seat" to "runoff" the fact that all but the mailed-in and
"provisional" ballots were cast and counted on electronic voting machines with no paper record
and no capacity for recounting, auditing or verification; and the extraordinary i;ecurity breaches
uncovered at the Kennesaw State University Election Center, the outfit entrusted with the
programming of the computers and the management of voter databases — each of these factors
raised red flags about what was reported as a "disappointing" Democratic result, as Ossoff fell
1.9-percent short ofthe magic 50-percent number.
The stage was then set for the June 20 runoff. The perceived significance ofthis election was
mirrored in the funds that poured in for both sides — more than $50 million, an all-time re.cod for

a congressional seat. The irackim,poils predicted a close election but averaged to an advantage
for Ossoff, in spite ofthe fact that all were conducted using the t_ikely Voter Cutoff Model Rbr
sampling. a methodology that is generally recognized to disproportionately eliminate
Democratic-leaning constituencies such as renters, students and poorer voters from the sample,
thereby advantaging Republican candidates in the poll results.

Melissa Painter walks with her daughter to vote in Georgia's 6th Congressional District special
election at a polling site in Sandy Springs, Ga,, June 20,2017.(AP/David Goldman)
With the exception ofa single poll conducted by a aollizoiladgifigg)„,willanoog:(that is, as
working for Republican clients), Handel never held a lead in the polls going into the runoff
election, Nonetheless, on the basis of my own experience observing and handicapping U,S.
elections in the computerized voting era, 1 aololielted (speaking at a conference on June
2)with complete confidence that Ossoff would lose to Handel. Indeed, 1 promised that it was
such a lock that, should Ossoff win,I would cease all election integrity activities and concede
that I was nothing more than the wild-eyed, tinfoil hat"conspiracy theorist" that we are all so
often accused of being. Fortunately for my career, Handel came through with flying colors and
won by 3.8 percent, finishing with 52,87 percent to Ossoffs 48.13 percent.
Kellyanne Conway summed up the reaction among leading Republicans when she !weeted
"Laughing my #Ossoff,"

The Democrats, who have gone zero for five in special elections and are seemingly unable to win
anything in spite of Trump's lead-balloon popularity, started wailing about new strategies and
new leadership. The bounteous and bitter fruits ofapparent victory and apparent defeat, having
had a profound effect upon political expectations and strategies, and indeed upon all aspects of
political behavior, going forward.
Prior to the election, legal action to compel that votes be cast on paper(and counted by optical
scanner)to provide a durable record for verification purposes failed when a j dge ruled that it
would be too burdensome on the state to print ballots tbr GA-6 and to use its existing optical
scanners r'OpScans," which were being used to count mail-in ballots)to count election day
hailots. As a result, only mail-in ballots and provisional ballots approximately H)percent of the
total votes cast were cast on paper and in any way verifiable. The remaining 90 percent? For
that, we'd just have to trust the Kennesaw State Election Center, its director Merle Kiug,and
their already-breached security pnatocols.
It is worthy of note that this was a single-contesi election that could have easily been counted
observably, in public, by hand, within two hours of the polls closing at minimal expense (though
plenty of volunteers would have likely poured in). The Dutch, having taken one whiff ofour
2016 elections and being aware ofthe security risks in computerized counting, changed their
protocol after two days of consideration and counted their 2017 election by hand,joining a
growing list ofother advanced democracies in doing so.

Verifiable vs. unverifiable counting: an enormous disparity
The Georgia Secretary ofState elections website helpfully breaks down vote totals by type of
ballot cast. There are four types of voting: election day in-person voting, early in-person voting,
vote-by-mail and provisional ballots, The first two are cast and counted on computerized voting
machines, which permit no meaningful verification, either by audit or recount. Mail-in and
provisional ballots, on the other hand,are cast on paper and counted on OpScans, the paper then
being retained, by federal law, for 22 months which would, at least in theory, permit
verification processes to be undertaken. The results for each type of voting are shown in the table
below:

....rywywwwwwww,

esults in GA-6 June 20 Runoff by Type of Votin
Type of Voting

Handel %

spun

Ossoff%

Ossoff
Margin

Absentee By Mail (paper)

35.8%

64.2%1

28.4%

Provisional (paper)

27.0%

73.0%

46.0%

Advance in Person (DRE)

49.3%

50:7

1.4%

All Early Voting (Mail + In Person

46.7%

53.3°

6.6%

Election Day(DRE)

58.2%

41.8%

-16.4%

18%

48.2%

3.6%

Total Vote
Source: Georgia elections website

We can see that, after winning the verifiable vote-by-mail voting by a stunning 28.4-percent
margin(and the provisional voting by an even more lopsided margin of46 percent), Ossoff also
polled a narrow win in the unverifiable advance-in-person voting, only to be blown out by 16.4
percent in an unverifiable election day landslide. With the election already under a cloud of
known security breaches at Kennesaw State, the larger cloud of known vulnerability to hacking
and rigging of unverifiable electronic voting machine records and the still larger cloud of more
than 15 years of virtually unidirectional vote-counting anomalies and red flags in the
computerized voting era, this particularly glaring disparity warrants deeper investigation.
To be clear. Handers landslide victory in Election Day voting was absolutely shocking. It was
not remotely predicted by a single poll, not even the Republican-identified by Trafalgar referred
to above, which was the only poll to show Handel ahead (by 2 percent). Even this outlier poll
showed Handel with a I.6-percent lead among likely voters who had yet to cast their votes a
week before election day. This leads to two obvious questions: What happened to swing voters
so strongly tbr Handel or against Ossoff? And did the big vote-by-mail Ossoff margin simply
reflect that Democratic voters in GA-6 are more likely to cast mail-in ballots?
The answer to the first question is fairly clear: there was no gaffe or scandal in the week befbre
election day. Ossoff did not get crushed in a debate, urinate in public on a statue of George
Washington or get caught in bed with a farm animal. Handel did not give a speech for the ages.
The money and endorsements pouring in from both sides had already done their work hardly
anyone(3.88 percenL according to the Tralidgar poll) remained "undecided."

Jon Ossoffand fiancee Alisha Kramer, talk with organizer Eliot Beckham while campaigning in
Sandy Springs, Ga., May 1, 2017.(AP/David Goldman)
The Ossoff get-out-the-vote operation, which helped Ossoffto his 6.6-percent overall lead in
early voting, did not P.M out of money,and there was no shortage of volunteers. The only
incident of note was the "baseball practice" fthkoting in Virginia, in which a Republican
Congressman, as well as several others, were seriously wounded a week before the CiA-6
election.
Although it was Republicans who were targeted, the response to the incident was universal
himis.,Theondemnalim — and there was a clear sense that the perpetrator was a disturbed
individual and a symptom ofa hyperpohrization and breakdown in norms ofcivility and
decency in which Trump's inflammatory rhetoric is regarded by many,including Republicans, to
have played a key role. There was a strong sense, too, that in this environment, either side might
be the target ofsuch violence. There was no sign that election day voting in GA-6 was swung so
sharply by either this incident or any other late-breaking news event.
The second question requires a bit more digging. if it turned out that GA-6 Democrats had
displayed a historical tendency to mail in their ballots, that would suffice to establish a benign
explanation fbr the verifiable/unverifiable disparity though it would hardly serve /o remove the
clouds ofa priori suspicion. It was a simple enough exercise to download and organize the
archived data for the past several GA.-6 elections from the Georgia elections website. As shown

in the chart below it is not Democrats but Republicans who consistently prefer to vote by mail in
GA-6.
That is, until 2017. Suddenly — in the two Ossoff elections, preliminary and runoff that pattern
spins on its heels and it is Democrats(or, more precisely, voters who selected the Democratic
candidate; analysts are attempting to gather the data necessary to determine how much of the
Ossoff mail-in vote was cross-over by Republicans,a determination of great forensic
significance) who flocked to the mailbox to vote.
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-PRE voting nckdes at-poll and early in-person voting,
"OPSCAlsi voting includes only Vote-By-Mail voting.
***A positive (I)percentage in this column indicates Republican performed better En OMAN vote than in DRE vote;
Le., Repoblicars voters were more likely than Democratic voters to use VeyMali to cast their votes,
**** In 2017Preirmi nary contest,0= Ossoff, R = Ali other candidates(12 R,40). Ossoff <50% r. Runoff.
Or did they? What if the Ossoff mail-in vote advantage reflected not simply a flood of
Democratic voters suddenly deciding to vote by mail, but instead the verifiability ofthose paper
ballots and their consequent relative immunity to risk-free manipulation? What if the mail-in
votes as cast were not so wildly divergent from the in-person votes as cast? What if the
unverifiable in-person votes were manipulated, when they needed to be, with a big Ossoff lead to
overcome on election day? What if one of the numerous known security breaches was exploited
to alter the result of the election?

Real possibility offraud raises real concerns for democracy
If these questions seem far-fetched, you owe it to yourself(and to democracy)to ask the
"opposite" question: What proof exists that the 90 percent of the vote count conducted on
unverifiable and manifestly vulnerable electronic voting machines was not hacked or maliciously
programmed,altered in the pitch-dark ofcyberspace? Carefully consider.
You might ask Kennesaw State Election Center director Merle King or Georgia Secretary of
State Brian Kemp,or any of the good stewards who conduct and control elections in GA-6 and
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throughout the state for that proof. The voters are owed either a cogent answer or a
straightforward admission that such elections are strictly faith-based.

.

.
.
...........
......
......

'

A flyer was sent by the Handel campaign encouraging mail-in voting among supporters.(Photo:
codered20l4.com)
Some were led to speculate that the surge of Democratic mail-ins in the June runoffcould have
been prompted in part by the Ossoffea.mpaign's encouraging of vote-by-mail as a protection
against electronic voting machine-based fraud. Having combed the campaign literature for that
specific message, what we have found so far is that the Handel campaign inserted wk.:by:I:oil.
ballot appliczttions into at /east one of its mailings, while the Ossoffcampaign did not
Such "benign" explanations, where remotely plausible, certainly warrant serious investigation,
But so do the hardware and software that recorded and counted 90 percent of the GA-6 vote in

endless and invisible strings of Is and Os. Right novv, pending further investigation (which, in
Spite of a mufti-partisan election contest,recently filed in Georgia state court, is as unlikely as it
has been in all ofthe suspect elections ofthe computerized voting era), we are basing national
leadership, policy, and direction -- all of it on those I s and Os and on blind trust in the Merle
Kings, Kennesaw States, Command Centrals, Thads,Diebolds,ES&Ss,Hart Intencivics, and
Dominions ofthe world.
In what way, we must ask ourselves as the true stewards ofour democracy, have they earned that
trust? As it stands, our planet is riding on something none of us is permitted to see,and therefore
on the voluntary ethical self-restraint of actors with every motivation in the world not to exercise
it.
The solution is a very basic one: restoration of public, observable vote-counting to American
elections. There is no sign that this is going to be given to us by our elected office-holders -those for whom the electoral process has, in one way or another,"worked." We are going to
have to insist, and apply the fall leverage of our economic muscle(beginning with mass refusal
to purchase unnecessary items)to that insistence.
We as a public are free to make had electoral choices -- that's democracy but the minute those
choices are made for us, in our name,and falsely that is something else, h could well be
fascism via fraud. It is, at the very least, a lie, And it is up to us to reclaim our true and undubbed
voice.
Defense Alliance, a nonprofit organization
fonathan Simon is Executive Director of
dedicated to restoring observable vole counthig and electoral integrity. He also the author of
"CODE RED: Computeriz&Bection Theft and The NeW.Arneriean Century."His related blog
can befinind atwww.C:i2 isorniblog.
Be Sociable, Share!
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Garland Favorito is a co-founder of Voters Organizedfor Trusted Election Results in Georgia
(VoterGA)and Elections Director of the Constitution Party of Georgia. VoterGA is a nonpartisan,
non-profit, all-volunteer organization dedicated to restoring the integrity of Georgia elections.
Its primary objective is to advocate for verifiable, auditable and recount-capable voting in
Georgia. it also advocates for fair and equal ballot access for all Georgia citizens.
Mr. Favorito is a career Information Technology professional with over 40 years of in-depth
experience in internet systems design, business systems analysis, database administration,
application development,systems integration, systems life cycle methodologies, computer
programming, project management, and multi-factor security far financial transactions. His
experience centers on medium- and large-scale mission-critical applications in nearly all facets
of American business, His industry experience includes banking,financial systems, health care,
accounting, manufacturing, inventory, purchasing, retailing, utilities, telecommunications,
insurance,software development and the service industry.
Mr. Favorito also has 15 years of volunteer involvement in regards to Georgia's voting
machines, dating back to 2002 before the state purchased and implemented the machines. His
election integrity activities include research, analysis, documentation, and presentations
involving Georgia's current voting systems. He is recognized throughout most of the state as a
leading expert on the usage of, and risks involved with, Georgia's voting machines,
Mr. Favorito also provided VoterGA statistics for the 2010 South Carolina U.S. Senate
Democratic primary to the Vic Rawl campaign and notification to the South Carolina State
Election Board of VoterGA findings as discussed later in this document. The primary was one of
the most questionable elections in electronic voting monitoring history.
Mr. Favorito lives in Roswell at the epicenter of Georgia's 6th Congressional District(GA6). His
residence is about three miles from the home of Karen and Steve Handel and one mile from
one of the Jon Ossoff campaign offices that conducted the most massive door to door
canvassing operation he had ever witnessed. Mr. Favorito is acquainted with a variety of
3h
different Republican and Democrat leaders who were active in the 6 District races, as well as
the election officials in the GA6 counties. He integrated their knowledge into this statistical
analysis and the VoterGA Root Cause Analysis he authored. That study identified results
reporting problems that occurred during the GA6 Special Election held on April 18, 2017.
VoterGA is nationally recognized as the leading election integrity organization in Georgia.
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INTRODUCTION

Ibis statistical analysis culminates four months of study into reported results for the 5th District
(GA6)Runoff Election held on June 20, 2017. VoterGA initiated this study as a result of national
skepticism regarding the unverifiable results in both the GAS Special Election and particularly
the GAS Runoff. The document has separate sections for the statistical analysis,summary of
findings and conclusion. The Summary of Findings section contains all key statistics so that the
casual reader can skip the analysis and go straight to the Findings and conclusions sections.
To assess the credibility of the GAS Runoff results, the study contrasts the verifiable vote counts
from mall-in and provisional ballots with the unverifiable early voting and Election Day vote
counts. It determines actual voter party affiliation from the primary voting history of GAS mailin voters and early voters based on completed ballot records for their applications. It applies
three alternative scenarios regarding unaffiliated vote counts (Le., votes cast by voters without
a party-affiliated voting history) and projects potential Runoff election outcomes that can be
compared to the reported results, The three scenarios are:
1. Affiliated Party Line Vote Projects unaffiliated vote counts that each candidate needs
to achieve the reported results If all affiliated voters voted for their party's candidate;
2, Shared Party Ratio Projects unaffiliated vote counts by extrapolating the affiliated
party ratio and identifies a crossover rate that achieves reported results by vote type;
3. Unaffiliated Vote Split — Applies an even split of unaffiliated votes to the counts for
each candidate and projects an affiliated crossover rate to achieve reported results
The combined scenarios offer a range of possibilities covering the spectrum of how unaffiliated
Runoff votes may have been cast for the candidates - including majority Republican, majority
Democratic and equal split. The scenario steps are illustrated here:
AnatedPants
Usxe Veit

Shared Poly
ReUrt

If

,r
Use Attvz:1 Party Affiliated Vote
Relies to ProOct Unaffiliated
Vote Counts

Subtract Actual Party Affiliated
Voles from Azziel Results to
Derive Unaffiliated Party Votes

Total Affiliated Voles and
Urtaftiliated Vote Counts frr
Each Candidate

Derive Crossover Rates from
Totals as needed to Achieve
Actual Results
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GEORGIA ELECTION BACKGROUND

Georgia Eiection Equipment
In 2001,Georgia evaluated electronic voting equipment in response to media hype concerning
the 2000 Presidential Election. In 2002,it became the first state to implement a statewide
voting system. The Secretary of State's office chose the AccuVote TS Direct Recording Electronic
(ORE) voting machines originally produced by Global Election Management Systems(GEMS).
Diebold acquired Global before the contract with Georgia was signed in May of that year. The
contract included GEMS county election servers. The GEMS server software runs on the
Windows 2000 Operating System with Service Pack 4 installed, The ORE software runs on a
modified version of the Windows/CE operating system. The server database runs on the
Microsoft Joint Engine Technology(JET)engine. In 2011, Georgia upgraded the voting machine
software to Ballot Station version 43.2 and upgraded the GEMS software to GEMS Version
1.18.22 as part of a statewide voting software upgrade.
The vendor supporting Georgia's statewide voting system implementation is Election Systems &
Software (ES&S). Both Global and ES&S originally started in 1979 as Data Mark, which was
renamed American Information Systems in 1980. Those companies were founded by brothers
Bob and Todd Urosevich, who separated to form Global Election Systems and ES&S,
respectively, In 2002, when Diebold acquired Global Election Systems, it established an election
subsidiary named Diebold Election Systems. In 2007, Diebold renamed its elections subsidiary
Premier Election Solutions after the company received negative nationwide publicity for its
voting equipment. In 2010, Premier sold its voting system hardware and software support
rights to ES&S. Premier also sold its voting system intellectual property rights to Canadian
based Dominion Voting Systems,
In 2012, Georgia Secretary of State Brian Kemp executed a contract to publish its state election
results through Clarity Elections ENR, which is produced by Tampa-based SDE Software. SOE
was a subsidiary that had just been acquired by the Spanish-owned Seat.in January of that
year. Cobb County reported its votes using Clarity software in 2014 and Fulton County began
reporting its votes using Clarity software in 2016.
The Center for Election Systems(CES)at Kennesaw State University(KSU) prepares the Georgia
voting system for each election. In 2001 former KSU professor Britain Williams participated in a
voting system evaluation conducted by Secretary of State Cathy Cox. When the system was
purchased in 2002, Cox signed a contract with CES for election support. CES creates ballots and
election databases for each county. It also provides technical support for each election.
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Geolrgla Election Procedures
The Center for Election Systems(CIS)creates the ballots, poll book files and GEMS databases.
CES distributes them to each county prior to an election. Each county loads the database it
receives onto its GEMS server and programs each voting machine memory card. The memory
cards are then loaded into each voting machine to record the results for voters. Each county
loads voter data contained on the poll book file into each precinct poll book. The poll book file
is used to verify voters on Election Day and create a voter access card that voters load into the
voting machine to tell the machine that they are authorized to cast one vote. The voting
machine then displays the ballots to voters and accepts their selections from the touch screen.
(See Exhibit 7)

Poll workers also use the poll books to create voter access cards for early in-person voters,
However, CES does not load the poll book files with voter data for in-person early voting. Early
in-person voters are verified using a central database before the poll worker uses the poll book
to create a voter access card for the voter. The central database also records that the voter is
voting at the early voting location to prevent subsequent double voting at a different location,
When the poll close precinct workers print copies of the voting machine tapes that include the
vote-count totals for each contest. They post one copy of each machine tape on the door of the
precinct building where the election took place so that it can be viewed by the public. The
precinct workers remove the memory cards with the votes cast on each machine and place
them in a sealed envelope with a copy of the machine tapes. The precinct manager and
assistant then hand deliver the sealed envelopes to the county elections office for processing.
Fulton County operates three upload points. They are at the North Annex,South Annex and the
Roswell City Hall. The precinct manager and assistant take the envelopes to one of the upload
points. Each precinct card is checked in according to its assigned number and then uploaded to
the county elections database for accumulation.

County election officials accumulate the results, print out statements of votes cast and export
the results for publishing. The results then appear on the county web sites for public
consumption.
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The State of Georgia held a Special Election on April 18, 2017 to fill the seat vacated by 6th
District U.S. Congressman Tom Price. Rep. Price was appointed by President Trump as Secretary
of Health and Human Services and sworn in on February 10, 2017. A field of 18 candidates
qualified by the February 15 deadline, including 11 Republicans,five Democrats and two
independents. If no candidate received 50 percent of the vote,the top two vote-getters would
enter a Runoff. The election, one of the first since the closely contested Presidential election in
November 2016, garnered intense national attention as a proxy on the Trump presidency,
The 6th district(GA6)spans the counties of Cobh DeKalb, and Fulton — Georgia's largest and
most populous county. Fulton County experienced what was termed a "rare" error that caused
vote-count tabulation delays during Election Night, although Cobb and DeKalb did not. Fulton
had experienced one other vote-count problem with a write-in candidate in 2006. Georgia
counties, particularly Cobb, previously had experienced a variety of vote counting problems.
(See Appendix Vote Count Discrepancies)

Throughout Election Night, interim reporting percentages for GA6 vote-leader, Jon Ossoff,
hovered in the 50-60 percent range but declined gradually to just over 50 percent. Once Fulton
County corrected its error just before midnight, the leader's vote totals dropped below 50
percent, thus necessitating a Runoff with the second-place candidate according to Georgia law.
That candidate, Karen Handel, was nearly 30 points behind with 19 percent of the vote. The
results, coupled with the sequence of events for the evening, drew national skepticism about
the validity of the election. This skepticism continued a trend of national criticism that Georgia
has received since 2002, when the state implemented what national election experts call
"unverifiable elections."
(See also Exhibit 1)

VoterGA produced a Root Cause Analysis to identify why such an error occurred for the many
concerned voters in Georgia and throughout the country who were left uninformed about the
details of what actually happened. The analysis concluded that there were two root causes of
the error that caused two-hour reporting delays and a strange shift in results:
1. The state improperly combined the GA6 election on the same day as a scheduled local
Roswell Runoff election whose candidates could not be known in time to comply with
ballot lead-time regulations of the Military Overseas Voting Empower Act(MOVE). That
forced Fulton County to use redundant ballots, databases, voting machines, memory
cards and registration procedures for the federal GA6 election and Roswell Runoff,
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2. Critical security flaws at both the voting machine and county database server levels
allowed election officials to load a voting machine card from the Rosweli Runoff into the
GA6 live election results. They encountered another serious flaw when the county
server malfunctioned. That prevented export of the improperly loaded results for
publishing.
The Johns Creek City Council also failed to consider MOVE regulations end voted to improperly
combine a City Council Special Election with the GA6 race on April 18.That further caused
Fulton County to conduct triplicate redundant elections on the same night. However,the Root
Cause Analysis determined that this was not a root cause in the results reporting problems that
occurred on that Election Night.
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EiN:tion
The State of Georgia held the 6th District(GA6)Special Election Runoff between Democrat Jon
Ossoff and Republican Karen Handel on June 20, 2017, Tom Price had won the last three
elections in the Republican-oriented district by an average margin of 63.5 to 36.5 percent. Both
campaigns increased their activities after the Special Election and throughout the Runoff
campaign period. No events occurred that were intrinsic to the Runoff or significant enough to
materially affect its outcome according to polls up to a week before the election.
When officials published results on Election Night, Karen Handel picked up all 32 percent of the
votes from the other 16 Republican, Democrat and independent opponents who participated in
the Special Election on April 18. Ossoffs totals remained fiat and showed less than one tenth of
a percent difference. On April 18, Ossoff had 48.13 percent to 19.77 percent for Handel. On
June 20, Handel had 51.78 percent of the vote to 48.22 percent for Ossoff.
{See also Exhibit 2)

The reported results again generated national skepticism. A week before the election no
current poll had projected Handel to win. Her 3.75 percent victory was outside error margins of
the polls conducted. On May 4,the first poll conducted after the Special Election showed
Handel with a 2.6 percent lead but that Landmark Communications poll was superseded by
three subsequent Landmark polls conducted for WSB-TV, all showing an Ossoff 1 to 2.5 percent
lead. Ten polls in a row had shown Ossoff leading by anywhere from 0.1 to 7 percent, with
Republican-to-Ossoff crossover margins of 7.5, 10, 123 and 15 percent.
The last two of those polls from Fox 5 and WSB-TV indicated that the race was tightening. A
June 18 outlier poll from the Republican-identified polling group Trafalgar showed Handel with
a 1.87 percent lead after they had shown Ossoff with a 2.76 percent lead four days earlier, The
Trafalgar June 14 poll showed Ossoff with a 12.56 percent lead in early voting and Handel with
only a 2.44 percent lead in those who had not yet voted. The reported results showed Handel
outperformed all aspects of the June 18 poll that was the only poll predicting she might win,
A few national pundits speculated that a June 15 incident in Washington, D.C., where U.S.
Congressman Steve Scalise (R-LA) was shot in the hip at a baseball practice may have reversed
the election results in the last few days. Although plausible, the speculation is unsubstantiated
and contradicted by local facts. First, polls showed the number of undecided Election Day
voters was only around 3% at that late date. Secondly, both Democratic and Republican 6th
District campaign leaders confirmed that the incident had no quantifiable effect on voters as it
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was not directly connected to the GA6 election, Thirdly, the key disparities identified in this
statistical analysis existed during mail-in and early voting that took place before June 15.
(See Exhibit 11)

The previous behavior of Handel and Secretary of State(SOS)Brian Kemp fueled additional
skepticism as to whether or not the race had been targeted for hacking. On April 19,the day
after Handel made the Runoff, Kemp posted endorsements of Handel on Facebook,Twitter and
his social media web site. They read in part: "I lookforward to working with Karen in the weeks
ahead to ensure victory at the ballot box."
As a former SOS candidate, Handel wrote a 2006 Basics Report that stated the machines were
"...already obsolete..."The System integrity section concisely explained the need for voter
verification of their ballots, election audits and a paper audit trail as the ballot of record. Handel
pledged: As Secretary ofState will establish a commission that includes both county and state
elections officials to make recommendations regarding new purchases of electronic voting machines."
She explained that: We need to move quickly and expeditiously..."and "...ensure that the system we are
putting in place is well designed and thoroughly thought out_."
However, once elected, Handel reversed her position. On Sept. 28, 2009,she told a Gwirinett co. news
service that:"Georgia has the most secure elections in the nation..."despite the problems cited before
then, as shown in the Appendix. Ethics commission records show that Handel received over $25,000 in
r,fAnations from family members and partners of the voting machine vendor lobbying firm, Massey
Bowers LIC. Handel hired Massey Bowers partner, Rob Simms,as Assistant Secretary of State and he
became a key fund raiser in her unsuccessful gubernatorial and U.S. Senate campaigns.
Runoff results showed that Ossoff won the verifiable mail-in vote by a remarkable 64 to 36
percent margin. Shockingly, Handel then won the unverifiable Election Day vote by a 58 to 42
percent margin that was unexpected and unpredicted by anyone. The Ossoff team conducted a
massive door to door campaign that intensified in the last two weeks before Election Day. On
the last two weekends the team rented dozens of vans to transport thousands of volunteers
who poured in from all over the country. Fueled by over $20 million in out-of-state funds,the
campaign reported 12,000 volunteers who knocked on nearly every door in the district, many
multiple times. The extensive Ossoff campaign was highly visible to all 6th District observers
throughout the election cycle and particularly in the last days preceding the June 20 election
when additional volunteers and vans canvassed the district.
Disparities were also found between verifiable mail-in votes and the unverifiable Election Day
votes in nearly every precinct, to an extent that election forensics analysts have not seen
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before. All in all, there was a cluster of red flags: questionable GA6 Runoff results, security flaws
found in the GA6 Special Election, and a problematic history of Georgia election integrity issues
as described in the next section. This constellation of serious concerns led a dozen national
election monitors to write a letter to the three GA6 county election boards before the election
results were certified.
The letter began:'We the undersigned public advocatesfor accurate and transparent elections
are writing to alert you to early indications that hacking or other tampering may have altered
the results of the Sixth District Special Election Runoff held on June 20, 2017." The letter also
expressed concern about vulnerabilities that existed for months at Kennesaw State University's
(KSU)Center for Elections Systems (CES), which prepares the ballots used on every machine for
every election. The letter further explained, "...emerging statistical patterns indicate a strong
likelihood that the outcome of the Special Runoff Election was altered," It re-emphasized the
risk that, "...it is highly likely the unofficial results of the Special Runoff Election are incorrect, to
the point that the election outcome appears to have been affected" The letter concludes,
"Should you continue to stand by the reported results, we call upon you to prove to Georgia's
voters that the reported results are a true and accurate measure of the votes cast by the voters
of Georgia's Sixth congressional District."
(See Exhibit 3)

The primary author of the present analysis delivered the letter to each county election board,
along with a similar letter on behalf of the VoterGA members. The VoterGA letter cited seven
points that cast the election results in doubt, and requested each board to conduct a basic
forensic investigation before certifying the election canvass results, in accordance with State
Election Board regulations.
(See Exhibit 41

Although all petitions appeared to be correctly submitted and none was challenged, all three
counties ignored those petitions and proceeded to certify the unverifiable results.
No verification, auditing, recount or re-canvass of the unverifiable GAG reported Runoff results
will ever take place in response to public concern. This statistical analysis of the GAG Runoff
results may be the only vehicle through which Georgia citizens and other concerned Americans
can ever have insight into the results of what is now recognized as the most expensive
congressional race in American history.
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.......con Integnty roncenl
Before their 2002 implementation, Georgia's voting machines were criticized by election
officials, state legislators, political leaders and the primary author of this analysis for producing
results that cannot be verified, audited or recounted. In this flagrant trifecta of non
transparency:
1. Voters cannot verify that their selections were recorded on the DRE memory cards that
tally the votes.
2. Election officials have no mechanism to audit tot* produced before certifying an
election.
3. Candidates cannot receive a true recount since the system can only reprint previous
unverifiable results.
In their first use,the machines produced two of the most controversial elections in electronic
voting history. Rep. Saxby Chambliss upset incumbent U.S. Senator Max Cleland, a tripleamputee Vietnam veteran, and State Senator Sonny Perdue upset incumbent Governor Roy
Barnes after having converted from a Democrat to a Republican about four years earlier.
Chambliss won by a seven point margin although all polls showed Cleland ahead by a
comparable margin, Perdue won by a five point margin although polls showed Barnes ahead by
seven. These egregious swings stood out all the more,since down-ballot races trended toward
Democrats and exhibited no such perturbations. Talk-show host Sean Hannity termed the
election the "earthquake in Georgia."
The state certification showed that the county servers were never certified. SOS Cathy Cox had
certified only the Accuvote TS R6 voting machines. KSU Professor Britain Williams admitted
under oath in a deposition that Diebold patched Fulton and DeKalb County servers with
uncertified software. Diebold President Bob Urosevich delivered that patch to Georgia
according to witnesses, A December 3, 2002 letter from Assistant Secretary of State Robert Ray
to Urosevich explained in its "punch list' that the office was still concerned about federal
certifications and was awaiting "Confirmation that statewide voting system is appropriately
certified'a month after conducting the November election.
As early as 2003, a variety of academic institutions and state governments commissioned
studies regarding the AccuVote TS and TSx machines as well as the GEMS servers. These studies
found hacking vulnerabilities, critical security flaws, design failings, programming errors, and
other issues involving reliability. Virtually all of the studies were extremely negative with
regard to the security and accuracy of the machines.
(See Appendix Studies)
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During 15 years of use in Georgia, Georgia counties have encountered a variety of problems
with the voting systems. These include lost votes, accumulation failures, altering of votes
without audit detection, adding votes cast during machine testing into actual elections totals,
and other critical errors that can impact, and have impacted, election results. Georgia has failed
to address most of these problems even though the 15-year-old equipment is now five years
past its 10-year recommended useful life.
(See Appendix Discrepancies)

In March of 2017, critical vulnerabilities on the(ES public website were confirmed by
Christopher Grayson. Those vulnerabilities had been originally discovered during 2016 by Logan
Lamb, who notified CES Executive Director Merle King. Both Internet security professionals
determined that the vulnerabilhies publicly exposed all key election data, as described in the
next section. Mr. King did not ensure the vulnerabilities were remediated and did not notify the
Secretary of State.
Before the GA6 election, 20 computer scientists wrote a letter to Secretary of State Kemp
questioning the(ES vulnerability breach, urging him to move Georgia to verifiable voting and
offering their assistance in doing so. They indicated that they never received a response.
(See Exhibit 5)

After the April 18 GA6 Special Election revealed voting system security flaws, more concerns
were raised regarding certification of the voting system. The state has not produced a full
voting system certification since 2008, even though system software and components have
been upgraded and patched several times since.
When the June 20 GA6 Special Runoff Election produced highly questionable results, all three
county boards ignored the citizens who presented re-canvass petitions, although the petitions
were submitted according to State Election Board rules. A lawsuit challenging the results and
the voting machines was ultimately filed.
All of these concerns, which have festered for the last 15 years, necessitated a statistical
analysis of the GA6 Runoff results.
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E,:lection Systems NES) Vulnerabilitle:s
in 2016 and 2017, all key Georgia election information managed by CES was found to be
severely compromised, On August 24,2016 internet security professional Logan Lamb
discovered that Georgia's key election information was installed on a CES web server exposed
to the general public rather than being placed on an internal application server protected by a
flrewalL This election information included:
•
•
•
O
O

Georgia voter registration data containing 6.7 million personally identifiable records
GEMS county databases used to accumulate votes for elections
PDFs of election server administration documents,including supervisor passwords
Windows executables used to create databases, export election results, etc.
Training videos that explained to county users how to download files onto a memory
card and insert it into a voting system

Lamb discovered that these files had already been cached by Googie from previous public
accesses. Lamb also discovered that the web server was running a version of Drupal that
contained a security flaw known as "Drupageddon." An advisory warning had been published
since 2014 to explain that the flaw allows an attacker to execute, create, modify and delete
anything on the server.
(See Exhibit 9}

Lamb emailed CES Executive Director Merle King on August 28, 2016 to explain the
vulnerabilities. King assured him that the vulnerabilities would be remediated. However, when
Lamb explained the vulnerabilities to colleague Christopher Grayson six months later in
February of 2017, Grayson determined that the vulnerabilities had not been properly
remediated and still existed.
Grayson contacted KSU security instructor Andy Green, who engaged the head of the Kennesaw
State information Security Office, The office took action to move the server offline. Pending
litigation has restricted the release of further information about these vulnerabilities. It is
unclear how county election officials are currently accessing the server data, if at all, or for how
many years the vulnerabilities existed.
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GA.6 Resu1ts A
In the GA6 Special Election held on April 18,48.92 percent of the voters cast a vote for one of
five Democrats in the race while 50.99 percent of voters cast a vote for one of 11 Republican
candidates in the race. The remaining 0.09 percent of voters cast votes for one of the two
independent candidates. Jon Ossoff received 48.13 percent of the overall vote to 19.77 percent
of the overall vote for Karen Handel
In the June 20 Special Election Runoff, Handel received 51.78 percent of the vote to 48.22
percent for Ossoff. Percentage-wise, Handel picked up 32 percent. That equates to nearly ail of
the votes from the other 16 opponents who participated in the GA6 Special Election. Ossoff
totals remained flat and showed less than one tenth of a percent difference.

I

Special Special% Runoff Votes Runoff% Net Gain_....1
48.22%
.09%
48.13%
124,517
92,673
Ossoff
32.01%
134,799 _ 5138%
19.77%
38,071
Handel
31.22%
Other Republicans
60,121
.79%
1528
Other Democrats
.09%
176
Independent
98,192
50.99%
Republicans
Total
48.92%
Total Democrats
94,201

The reported results clearly indicate that there was a stronger Republican voter turnout
increase for the Runoff than there was for Democrats.The reported results also imply that
some Democrats may have crossed over to vote for Handel in the Runoff. The reported results
further allow for a possible combination of both scenarios.
(See Exhibit 8)
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Results by Voting
Georgia collects votes for an election in four different ways. Voters can:
• Vote by mail when submitting a mail-in ballot application to the county after May 2,
receiving the ballot and returning it to the county by Election Day;
e Vote early using an electronic voting machine at selected polling locations that were
open from May 30 to June 16for the Runoff;
* Vote at their precinct using an electronic voting machine on Election Day;
e Vote at the precinct on a provisional ballot that is counted after verification of
eligibility.
ii-in and provisional votes are cast on potentially verifiable paper ballots, while Election Day
and early in-person voting use unverifiable ORE voting machines, The percentages of votes cast
in the Runoff for each voting type are shown below:
Mail-In
10.84%

Provisional
.02%

Total Verifiable
11.04%

Early Votes
44,09%

Election Day
44.87%

Total Unverifiable
88.96%

The 596 verifiable provisional votes, at just under a quarter percent of the votes cast, are not
adequate for a statistical sample. They can be considered along with the mail-in vote for
illustrative purposes as verifiable votes, it is necessary to distinguish between potentially
verifiable and unverifiable votes. Verifiable votes, however cast and gathered, are far riskier to
manipulate than are unverifiable votes, the manipulation of which is virtually impossible to
directly detect.
Dramatic differences exist in verifiable mail-in and unverifiable electronic vote results. Handers
winning margin was 51.78 percent to 48.22 percent but the verifiable mall-in votes show Ossoff
with a 64 percent to 36 percent advantage, a margin of 28 percent. Provisional votes show a 73
percent to 27 percent Ossoff advantage that is even greater than the mail-in margin. This study
does not attempt to combine these votes since the quantity of Provisional votes is very low and
voter party affiliation could not be determined for them.
The 28,146 verifiable mail-in votes cast represent 10.84 percent of the total Runoff votes and
thus—if mail-in voters were shown to mirror the characteristics of the electorate as a whole
would create a large, adequate statistical sample more than triple a 3 percent ratio generally
accepted as reasonable for a statistical audit.
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Unverifiable early voting (i.e., at-poli voting on DREs) was a virtual dead heat between the
candidates. Ossoff's margin is just over 3, percent. Unverifiable Election Day voting, however,
shows a dramatic shift from early voting and an even more dramatic shift from verifiable vote
results as shown:

Ossoff
Handel

64.18%
35.82%

Early Votes
50.67%
49.33%

Election Day
41.84%
58.16%

Provisional
72,99%
27,01%

All results are reasonably consistent across counties, allowing for partisan demographics, with
Cobb trending more toward Republicans and DeKalb trending more toward Democrats. That
militates against strictly local miscounting or fraud scenarios. However,these outsized disparities
between verifiable and unverifiable modes of voting (particularly Election Day) naturally raise the
question of what factors, benign or malignant, might account for such bizarre divergent patterns.
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Procin.:::t Devon A.nalysis
A precinct analysis confirmed that large disparities exist between mail-in voting and Election
Day voting in the vast majority of GA6's 208 precincts. 174 of the precincts had a 20+ point total
swing In mall-in vs, Election Day vote results(a 20-point swing,for example, would be Ossoff
Mail-in 55 to 45 percent vs. Handel Election Day 55 to 45 percent margins of victory), 116 of
those precincts had a 30-point swing for the same vote types,41 of those precincts had a 60point total swing (Ex: Ossoff Mail-in 65 to 35 percent vs Handel Election Day 65 to 35 percent
margins of victory). This is illustrated in the following table:
Precincts
out of'208
41
116
- 174

Point
Swing
60%440%*
20%*

Handel Election
Day Example
65%--35%
60%40%
55%45%

Ossoff Mall-in
Example
65%-35%
60%40%
55%-45%

In 196 of the 208 precincts Ossoff received a higher percentage of mail-In votes than did
Handel. Of the remaining 13 precincts, where Handel had a higher percentage of mail-in votes
than Ossoff, nine were precincts that were only partially contained within GA6 and thus had
fewer votes cast. The average point swing was 22 percent in Cobb, 22 percent in DeKalb, and 21
percent in Fulton, Four Fulton partial precincts had no mail-in ballots and were excluded from
the totals and averages.
Most of the remaining precincts were partial GA6 precincts, where only a few hundred precinct
votes were cast in the Runoff because most voters lived in a different congressional district.
Only three full precincts, one in DeKalb and two in Fulton showed a reverse trend where Karen
Handel had more verifiable mail-in votes and Jon Ossoff had more Election Day votes, Ali of
those precincts had less than a 20-point swing,
The only known precedent for equal or greater disparities in similar numbers of verifiable mailin and unverifiable (i.e., paperless DRE)Election Day vote counts occurred in the 2010 South
Carolina Democratic US.Senate primary between Alvin Greene and Vic Rawl, The total
disparity between those counts in that race was about 28.5 percent, compared to about 22
percent in the GA6 Runoff. Alvin Greene was declared the winner of the primary by a 60 to 40
percent margin although Vic Rawl won the mall-in ballots by 55 to 45 percent.
Vic Rawl, a county commissioner,former judge and four term state representative, ran a
professional campaign headed by campaign manager Walter Ludwig. He personally campaigned
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in at least half of the counties, made radio and TV appearances, attended the state convention,
collected official endorsements, had 600 volunteers, printed 10,000 bumper stickers,
established 180,000 database contacts, created a 104,000 email distribution list, had 3,300
Facebook Friends, sent out 300,000 emails just prior to the election, received 20,000 web site
hits on Election Day alone, was not touched by any scandal, and was more active on Twitter
than the Democratic Party candidates for other offices. He had closed to within 7 percent of
Republican incumbent Jim DeMint in tracking polls, and thus posed a credible threat in
November.
Alvin Greene, an unemployed military veteran, managed to pay a $10,000 qualifying fee by
means that are still unclear but he did not actually have a campaign. He held no fundraisers, ran
no paid advertisements, made no campaign speeches, hired no campaign manager, conducted
no state-wide tours, attended no Democratic Party county events, printed no yard signs and did
not even establish a website.
Judge Rawl unsuccessfully challenged the results of the primary (because it was a primary
contest, the South Carolina Democratic Party had jurisdiction), one of the most suspect
elections in electronic vote monitoring history.
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Voting HistOry
The outsized disparities between verifiable and unverifiable (and particularly Election Day) modes of
voting naturally raise the question of what factors, benign or maiignants might account for such bizarre
divergent patterns. To assess the election results we started by analyzing the principal verifiable
voting mode, which is mail-in voters.
The first step is an examination of trends and historical patterns exhibited for 6th District mail-in
voting with the question being whether Ossoff's mail-In landslide can be explained simply by a
greater tendency of Democratic voters to mail in their ballots. Both general election and
primary voting history can be analyzed to determine whether more GA6 Democrats or
Republicans traditionally vote by mail. The Election Defense Alliance provided the following
GA6 historical analysis:
A Comparison of Vote-By-Mail Patterns For Voters in Georgia Sixth Congressionai District 2022 - 2017

ELECIION
YEAR°

2012
2014
2016

%Total
Vote
fvlargin
(it win
= 4)

DRE*
Vote-it

ORE
Vote-D

29.0%
32,0%
23.4%

173,926
132,143
185,766

97,642
68,265
/17,122

%DfiE
Vote-

%DRE
Vote-

64.0%
65,9%
61.3%

36.0%
34.1%
38.7%

2012-

%DRE
Vote
Margin

28.1%
31,9%
22,7%
....,,...
.. .

OMAN**
Vote-it

OMAN
Vote-t)

15,250
6,565
15,095

6,060
2,919
7,602

2ois
Aggrerate
2017Preilm****
• 2017•,• Rurroff

%01SCAN
Vote-it

71.6%
69.2%
663%
. ..... . •i: .•
...... ,

22.3%

493 735

32%

90,177

87,337

32%

124,957

107017

283,029 615%
32,.9%

%OMAN
Vote-0

28.4%

au%
333%

%0PSCAN
Vote
Margin

43.1%
33.4%
33.0%

%DMA%
Vete
•—
Margin
Minus
%DRE
Vote
Margin***
6.6%
10.4%

. . ..... ....

362%.:
..
:35,310

16,591

1,597

3,346

zaz%

763%

-52.3%

-59,1%

10,001

IMO •

36.5%.

64,2%

-2.0,4%

-35.9%

47.1%

53,8% 46.2%

7.6%

3,92%

* ORE voting includes at-poll and early in-person voting.
** OPSCAN voting includes only Vote-By-Mail voting.
*** A positive 01 percentage in this column indicates Republican performed better in OPSCAN vote than in ORE vote;
i.e., Republican voters were more likely than Democratic voters to use Vote-ay-Mail to cast their votes.
**** In 2017 Preliminary contest,0 Ossoff, R x, All other candidates 112 R„ 40); Ossoff <50% it Runoff.

This table shows that historically more GA6 Republicans than Democrats have voted by mail. In
2012, Republicans cast 71.6% of mail-in ballots while Democrats cast 28.4%. In 2014,
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Republicans cast 69.2% of mail-in ballots while Democrats cast 30.8%. In 2012, Republicans cast
66.5% of mail-in ballots while Democrats cast about 33.5%.
In previous election years the Republican margin of victory was substantially greater than in
2017, This chart takes into consideration the margin of victory in the last three GAG elections,
which, as a series of relatively noncompetitive and therefore unlikely-to-be-targeted contests,
establish a sound baseline for analyzing voter behavior in GAG. The Republican candidate's
margin of victory among mail-in voters was over 11 percent greater on average than among
voters whose votes were counted in an unverifiable manner on DREs. That demonstrates a
consistently greater propensity among Republican voters, relative to their Democratic
counterparts,to use the mail-in option.
But in the highly competitive and nationally significant 2017 Runoff now under examination,
this trend dramatically reversed. It was the Democratic candidate whose performance among
mail-in voters was a staggering 36 percent better than his performance among voters whose
votes were counted on DREs in an unverifiable manner. The fact that GA6 Democratic voters do
not appear historically to be mail-in voting enthusiasts gives rise to the question of why the
reported Runoff results show that they seem to have suddenly become so to such an
overwhelming degree in 2017.
This historical trend casts some doubt on the current reported Runoff results. The next two
sections will analyze the actual GAG Runoff mail-voters and campaign. That will help determine
whether the dramatic reversal in mail-in versus in-person voting patterns is due to an Ossoff
campaign mail-in surge or miscounting of the larger pool of unverifiable ballots. Such
miscounting may have reduced the total Ossoff vote to an extent that the mail-in and ORE
ballot count differences were amplified by comparison.
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Mail-iri Care:pa i•;. :Strengtht
While all mail-in votes are potentially verifiable,they can still be subject to fraud or tampering
in cases of identity theft or ballot box stuffing. No such instances of mail-in fraud by election
officials or either of the campaigns was reported for the Runoff or identified In this study. The
verifiability and availability for recount of this category of ballots imposes a significant level of
deterrence to any systemic fraud involving them.
From a statistical standpoint, both campaigns ran influential appeals for mail-in votes between
the Special Election and the Runoff. During the Special Election, the Ossoff team conducted a
highly successful mail-in campaign that garnered over 76 percent of the total mail-in vote.
Statistically his campaign increased his volume of mail-in votes by over 250 percent for the
Runoff. However,in terms of vote-share percentage, the mail-in effort was not as successful,
since his share of the mail-in vote decreased over by 10 percent.
Handers mail-in campaign for the Runoff may have been strengthened by a decision to include
mail-in applications attached to at least one of her flyers. The flyer included a pre-addressed
mail-in ballot application that could be filled out quickly by a recipient and mailed to the local
county office once the recipient affixed postage. Although the Ossoff team also ran a strong
mail-in campaign,they did not use this particular technique.
(See Exhibit 6)

The Republican mail-in vote totals increased almost 600 percent from the Special Election to
the Runoff, resulting in more than a 13 percent net gain in mail-in vote share, as shown:

Democrats
Republicans
_independents

Special
77.94%
21.98%
.08%

Runoff
6:4.18%
35.82%

Net% Gain — Total Vote Gain% 1
-12.47%
252.08% --rc
1'3.84%
596.68%

In addition, Handel's mail-in votes increased by a factor of more than 20 from her own low
baseline in the Special Election to the Runoff. These statistics effectively argue against the
unfounded supposition that the disparity between mail-in and Election Day vote counts in the
Runoff may be attributable to a major difference in Runoff mail-in campaigns.
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Mn Voter Turoout Anaiys s
in the GAG Runoff 28446 mail-in votes were counted, compared to 6583 votes in the GAG
Special Election. That represents a mall-in voter turnout increase of over 327 percent. The
Increase may be attributable to stronger mail-in campaigns by both parties in the Runoff and particularly
a stronger Republican mail-in campaign that nearly doubled the percentage increase for Democrats.. An
additional factor may be the heightened focus on the election and its outcome during the two-month
period between the Special on April 18 and the Runoff on June 20 during which mail-in ballots might be
cast for the Runoff.
Affl ation
Georgia tracks party affiliation by primary voting history. To assess party affiliation of Runoff
mail-in voters, VoterGA submitted Open Records Requests to acquire the mail-in application list

for the Runoff election and the primary voting records for the 2014 and 2016 primaries. The
mail-in application list identifies the applications processed and the accepted, canceled,
rejected and spoiled ballots that can be used to compile party affiliation statistics.
The Voter Registration ID was matched across both lists to determine the party affiliation from
the primary voting history for as many mail-in voters as possible. If any of these voters voted in
both a Democratic and Republican primary they were classified as independents, independents
were a very small group of about 2 percent of the total affiliated. Remaining voters who voted
in at least one Democratic or Republican primary(but not the other) were categorized as a
Democrat or Republican voter, respectively.
Using this method, we were able to link over 9,000 of the 28,000 mail-in votes and thereby
establish a party affiliation for nearly 30 percent of the mail-in votes cast That quantity of mailin records matching a 2014 or 2016 primary is almost six times larger than a standard 5 percent
sampling rate. The results show that 60.94 percent of the identifiable Runoff mail-voters
Identified as voting for Republicans only, while 39.06 percent identified as voting for Democrats
only:
Party Affiliated Runoff Voters
39.06%
Democrat
60.94%
Republican

These percentages can be used in the three scenarios previously explained in the Introduction:
1. Affiliated Party Line Vote
2, Shared Party Ratio
3. Split Unaffiliated Vote
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• Affiliated Party Line Vote Scenar'io
If all party affiliated mail-in voters voted for the candidate oftheir party there would be no
crossover. In that scenario the Ossoff margin for the remaining unaffiliated mail-in voters
without a history would have to dramatically increase in order to produce the overall recorded
results. His margin for those voters would be over 10 points higher than his current landslide
margin In actual mail-in results as shown in this projection;

Ossoff
Handel

Known Affiliated Unaffiliated Needed
Party
Without Crossover
39.06%
7433%
60.94%
25.47%

Actual Mail-In
64.18%
35.82%

Such a lopsided Ossoff advantage would argue against the reported Special election and Runoff
results that identified a much stronger Republican voter turnout in the Runoff.
The large amount of unaffiliated votes needed to achieve the actual mail-in voting results may
indicate that the voter turnout increase for Democrats in the Runoff is much higher than the
voter turnout increase for Republicans. This differs from the reported results that imply a larger
Republican voter turnout increase for the Runoff.

Mail.la Shared Party Ratio Svenario
If the affiliated party ratio for mail-in voters with a primary voting history is extrapolated to
unaffiliated and independent mall-in voters, a potential net mail-in crossover percentage must
be projected to achieve the actual mail-in results. The potential net crossover percentage can
be projected by subtracting the known affiliated total percentages from the total mall-in voter
percentages. In this scenario the potential net mail-in crossover percentage necessary to
achieve the reported mail-in results would be over 25 percent for the entire affiliated pool as
shown:

Ossoff/ Democrats
Handel Republicans

Total Mail-in
6418%
35.82%

Known Affiliated
39.06%
60.94%

Cross Over
25.12%
-25,12%

It is not feasible that Karen Handel could have defeated Jon Ossoff with such a high percentage of
Republicans crossing over to vote for him even considering the district's history showing Rep,Tom
Price winning the GA6 seat handily by an average 63.5 to 36.5 percent margin in the 2012-2015
elections.
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If the candidates equally split the votes from unaffiliated mail-in voters who have no primary
voting history a different cross over percentage would apply. The table below shows that a
crossover rate of 59,58 percent from Republicans to Ossoff would still be needed for the
smaller affiliated pool to achieve the reported total mail-in results:

Ossoff
Handel

Affiliated
Party
39.06%
60.94%

Unaffiliated
Vote share
SO%
50%

Affiliated %
Needed
98.64%
01,36%

Total
Results
64.18%
35.82%

Cross%
5958%
-59.58%

These large potential net crossover percentages argue against the reported Special Election and
Runoff results. The reported results implied that there was no Republican to Ossoff crossover
and if any crossover occurred it was in the other direction. The verifiable mail-in votes
dramatically show just the opposite in the split unaffiliated mail-in vote scenarios which is an
impossible crossover rate for Handel to overcome.
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Early Voter Turnout4oys
In the GA6 Runoff 114,771 early votes were cast, compared to 50,262 early votes in the GAS
Special Election. That represents a voter turnout increase of over 128 percent. This increase is
mostly attributable to the opening of more early voting polling locations in Fulton and DeKalb
counties.
Early Voter Party Affiliatkm:
Applications are printed at the polling location for each early voter and for each overseas voter
sent an early-voting ballot. Ballot status is recorded for these voters in the same manner as for
mail-in voters. The same methodology employed to determine the mail-in crossover
percentage can also be used to establish a potential crossover percentage for early voters
based on primary voting records for the 2014 and 2016 primaries.
Using the same method employed for mail-in voters, we were able to link over 38,000 of the
114,000 early votes and thereby establish party affiliation for 33.42 percent of the early votes
cast.
The results show that 71.03 percent of the identifiable Runoff early voters previously voted for
Republicans only, while 28.97 percent of the early voters previously voted for Democrats only:

Democrat
Republican

Party Affiliated Early Voters
28.97%
71.03%

Early Voter Party Line Vote Scenario
If all party affiliated early voters voted for the candidate of their party there would be no
crossover. In that scenario, the Ossoff margin for the remaining unaffiliated early voters
without a history would dramatically increase. His margin would be over 10 points more than
his reported margin in actual early voting results as shown:

Ossoff
Handel

Known Affiliated Unaffiliated Needed
Party
i without Crossover
28.97%
61.13%
71.03%
38.87%
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Such a landslide Ossoff advantage for nearly two thirds of the early voters would be highly
unlikely given the reported Runoff results implying that Ossoff barely edged Handel in early
voting. It also argues against the reported results that identified a much stronger Republican
early voter turnout in the Runoff.
The large amount of unaffiliated votes needed to achieve the actual early voting results may
indicate that the voter turnout increase for Democrats in the Runoff is much higher than the
voter turnout increase for Republicans. This differs from the reported results that imply a larger
Republican voter turnout increase percentage for the Runoff,

if the affiliated party ratio for early voters with a primary voting history is extrapolated to
unaffiliated and independent early voters, a potential net early crossover percentage must be
projected to achieve the actual early voting results. The potential net crossover percentage can
be projected by subtracting the known affiliated total percentages from the total early voter
percentages. In this scenario the potential net early voting crossover percentage necessary to
achieve the reported early voting results would be over 21 percent for the entire affiliated pool
as shown:

Ossoff Democrats
Handel Republicans

Total Early
50.67%
49.33%

Known Affiliated
28.97%
71.03%

Cross Over
21.70%
-21.70%

Crossover rates should vary only slightly by voting type. It is not feasible that Karen Handel could have
defeated Jon Ossoff with such a high percentage of Republicans crossing over to vote for him even
considering the district's history showing Rep. Torn Price winning the GA6 seat handily by an
average 63.5 to 36.5 percent margin in the 2012-2016 elections.

Scmario
wiaffihaleel :S;piN
if the candidates equally split the votes from unaffiliated early voters who have no primary
voting history a different cross over percentage would apply. The table below shows that an
implausible crossover rate of 23,08 percent from Republicans to Ossoff would still be needed
for the smaller affiliated pool to achieve the reported total early voting results:

Ossoff
Handel

Affiliated Unaffiliated Affiliated
Vote share % Needed
Party
, 52.06%
50%
_ 28.97%
_ 47.94%
50%
_ 71.03%
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When unverifiable early votes replace verifiable mail-in votes that were collected during
roughly the same time period,it becomes clear that the actual reported early vote-count totals
are disproportional to the actual party affiliation ratio. The electronic early vote-count totals
disproportionally favor Handel over Ossoff by thousands of votes.
Republicans amassed a 10 point advantage in affiliated early voters over affiliated mall-in voters
in the Runoff. However,the unverifiable voting machines recorded a 133 point Handel
advantage over mail-in totals. That difference alone affects about 8,000 votes in an election
that was decided by just over 9.000:
Actual Statistics

soff/Democrats
Handel/Republicans

Affiliated
Affiliated
Affiliated
Mall-in
Mail-in Voters Ea Voters Difference Results
39.06%
28.97%
-10.09%
64.18%
60.94%
71.03%
10.09%
35.82%

Early Vote
Results
50.67%
49.33%

Results
Difference
-1151%
13.51%

But the 10 point Republican turnout advantage should have produced less than an 8 point

additional Handel margin in total early results once the crossover rates of 20% or more as
defined in this section are applied to both candidates' share of the turnout. Thus, in that
scenario the electronic voting machines recorded over 5 points more votes for Handel and over
5 points less votes for Ossoff than what would normally be anticipated. A 5 point difference for
each candidate roughly represents over 11,400 votes or enough to change the outcome of the
Runoff, which was decided by less than 9,300 votes. Even if we cut the crossover rate in half to
4.5 percent difference for each candidate there is still a 10,300 vote difference in the outcome,
which is enough to reverse the election on this early vote difference alone.
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Turno:
in the GAG Runoff 116,803 Election Day votes were counted, compared to 135,302 votes in the
GAG Special Election, That represents a voter turnout decrease of over 13 percent that closely
matches the decline in votes for Ossoff, Although Handel's turnout increased dramatically, the
total Republican turnout declined from the Special Election to the Runoff in a manner that is
consistent with those decreases. The decreases are isolated to Fulton and DeKalb counties
where more early voting polling locations were opened for the Runoff. Thus, a shift from
Election Day voting to early voting occurred as shown:

Ossoff
Republicans

Election Day
Runoff Turnout
.13.10%

Early Vote
Turnout Gain%
86.67%
204.67%

The reported Election Day Runoff results present a large Handel 58-42 percent victory margin.
That is a dramatic reversal different and reversed from the Ossoff verifiable mail-voting margin.
The Election Day margin also shows a reversed and major deviation from the Ossoff early voting
margins.

Voter Registration Identification Numbers for voters who voted are posted on the SOS web site
after an election has been completed, Election Day voters can be derived from that list by
ignoring the provisional, supplemental and mail voters that also include the early voters in an
election.
Using the same method employed for mail-in voters, we were able to link nearly 30,000 of the
116,000 Election Day votes and thereby establish party affiliation for about 26 percent of the
Election Day votes cast.
The results show that a remarkable 82,91 percent of the identifiable Runoff early voters
previously voted for Republicans only, while 17.09 percent of the early voters previously voted
for Democrats only:
Party Affiliated Electioriias
17,09%
Democrat
KM%
Republican
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Day Affiliated /,'"arty Line Vare Sceo ?If)
If all of the party affiliated Election Day projected voters voted for the candidate of their party.
there would be no crossover. In that scenario,the Handel margin decreases by nearly 10 points
to the degree where Ossoff actually has more of the unaffiliated Election Day voters than
Handel as shown:
Affiliated Party
Unaffiliated Needed Actual Election
without Crossover
Day Vote Count
Ossoff
17.09%
50.32%
41.84%
Handel
82.91%
49.68%
58.16%
Such an Ossoff advantage for two thirds of those Election Day voters argues against the
reported Runoff results that show Handel with a huge Election Day margin. The large amount of
unaffiliated votes needed to achieve the actual Election Day voting results tilay indicate that the
voter turnout increase for Democrats in the Runoff is much higher than the voter turnout
increase for Republicans. This differs from the reported results that imply a larger Republican
voter turnout increase for the Runoff.
if:ki-ctioR Day Sered Pnty.::Cenca6t)
If the affiliated party ratio for Election Day voters with a primary voting history is extrapolated
to unaffiliated and independent early voters, a potential net Election Day crossover percentage
must be projected to achieve the actual Election Day voting results. The potential net crossover
percentage can be projected by subtracting the known affiliated total percentages from the
total Election Day voter percentages. In this scenario the potential net Election Day voting
crossover percentage necessary to achieve the reported Election Day results would be over 24
percent for the entire affiliated pool as shown:

Ossoff
Handel

Total Election Da
41,84%
58.16%

Affiliated Party
17.09%
82.91%

Crossover%
24.75%
-24.75%

Crossover rates should vary only slightly by voting type. It may not be feasible that Handel could
have defeated Ossoff with such a high crossover rate of Republicans voting for him during other
types of voting.
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v::Ae
If the candidates equally split the votes from the projected unaffiliated Election Day voters who
have no primary voting history a different cross over percentage would apply. The table below
shows that the crossover rate goes to near zero for the smaller affiliated pool to achieve the
reported total Election Day results:

Ossoff
Handel

Affiliated
Party
17,09%
82.91%

Unaffiliated
Vote share
50%
50%

Affiliated
Needed
18.04%
81.96%

Total Election
Day Results
41.84%
58.16%

Cross%
0.95%

Unlike early voting, the affiliation differences and results differences between mall-in voting
and Election Day voting are within a half point of each other as shown:
Actual Statistics
Ossoff/Democrats
Handel/Republicans

Affiliated
Affiliated
Mail-in Voters Election Day
17.09%
39.06%
60.94%
82.91%

Affiliated
Difference
-21.97%
21.97%

Mail-in 1 Election
Results 3 Day Results
64.18% I 41.84%
35.82%
58.16%

Results
Difference
-22.34%
22.34%

However, it should he noted that the Election Day vote-counts reflect no crossover votes from

Republicans to Ossoff whatsoever and even imply a slightly opposite trend. Of the 22 point
Republican advantage in affiliated Election Day voters relative to mail-in voters we would
expect to see a two or three point crossover swing from Handel to Ossoff based on the trends
established in mail-in and early voting. This analysis does not attempt to determine the reasons
for the lack of crossover because the initial differences are very small and Election Day votes
were collected during a different time period than mail-in and early votes.
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OVERALL VOTING ANALYSIS

As previously mentioned the GA6 Runoff had a voter turnout increase of 35.18 percent over the
Special Election. One of the most fundamental questions to answer about the GA6 Runoff is
who benefited from that increased turnout. This voter turnout analysis is based on intrinsic
election data with actual party affiliation voting history of Runoff voters. The overall turnout
can be analyzed for each of the three scenarios by combining the statistics from the mail-in,
Election Day and early voting vote types,

Overail Voglw NFty Mfillation
Using the same method employed for mail-in voters, we were able to link nearly 77,000 of the
260,000 Runoff votes cast and thereby establish party affiliation for nearly 30 percent ofthe
overall Runoff voters.
The results show that 74.63 percent of the total identifiable Runoff voters previously voted for
Republicans only, while 25.37 percent of the early voters previously voted for Democrats only:
fty Affiliated Early Voters
25.37%
74.63%

Democrat
Republican

Affiliated Party Line Vote,Scenario
If all party affiliated voters voted for the candidate of their party there would be no crossover.
In that scenario,the Ossoff margin for the remaining unaffiliated voters without a history would
dramatically increase. His total unaffiliated vote percentage would be nearly 10 points more
than his reported vote count and Handers would be nearly 10 points less:
0V03--Al

Affiliated Party
Ossoff
Handel

25.37%
74.63%

Unaffiliated Needed
without Crossover
57.53%
42.47%

Actual Results
48/2%
51.78%

Such a near landslide Ossoff advantage for nearly two thirds of the total voters argues against
the reported Runoff results implying that Handel defeated Ossoff by 3.76 points. The large
amount of unaffiliated votes needed to achieve the total voting results may indicate that the
voter turnout increase for Democrats in the Runoff is much higher than the voter turnout
increase for Republicans. This differs from the reported results that imply a larger Republican
voter turnout increase for the Runoff.
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If the affiliated party ratio for all voters with a primary voting history is extrapolated to the
unaffiliated and independent voters, a potential net early crossover percentage must be
projected to achieve the actual voting results. The potential net crossover percentage can be
projected by subtracting the known affiliated total percentages from the total voter
percentages. In this scenario the potential net voting crossover percentage necessary to
achieve the overall reported results would be over 22 percent for the entire affiliated pool as
shown:

Ossoff / Democrats
Handel Republicans

Actual
Actual
Results Affiliated
48.22% 24.77%
51.78% 75.23%

Crossover
22,85%

It is not feasible that Karen Handel could have defeated Jon Ossoff with such a high percentage of
Republicans crossing over to vote for him even considering the district's history showing Rep. Torn
Price winning the GA6 seat handily by an average 63,5 to 36.5 percent margin in the 2012-2016
elections.

lithe candidates equally split the votes from all unaffiliated voters who have no primary voting
history a different cross over percentage would apply. The table below shows that a crossover
rate of over 18 percent from Republicans to Ossoff would still be needed for the smaller
affiliated pool to achieve the reported total results which Handel reportedly won:
Affiliated Unaffiliated
Party
Vote share
Ossoff
Handel

25.37%
74.63%

50%
50%

Affiliated
Needed
43.66%
56.33%

Total
Runoff
Votes
4822%
51,78%

Crossover%

18.30%
•-18.30%

It is not feasible that Karen Handel could have defeated Jon Ossoff with such a high percentage of
Republicans crossing over to vote for him.
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Elect:in n vs. Rale!oIT Com parative Aina
In the GM Runoff 260,316 votes were counted, compared to 192,569 votes in the GM Special
Election. That represents a voter turnout increase of 35.18 percent. in the Special Election, 11
Republican candidates garnered $0.97 percent of the vote while four Democrats took 48.92
percent and two Independent candidates received 0.9 percent of the votes. In the Runoff,Jon
Ossoffs totals remained flat and showed less than a tenth of a percentage increase from 48,13
percent to 48,22 percent., Karen Handers totals went from 19,77 percent to $1.78 percent
The 1,704 other Democrat and Independent votes are statistically inadequate for analysis.
However,the block of 60,000 other Republican votes that comprise over 30 percent of the total
Special Election votes cast is more than sufficient. Reported results indicate that this block
voted exclusively for Handel in the Runoff with no crossover gain whatsoever for Ossoff. The
reported Runoff results even imply a crossover in the opposite direction if turnout was equal.
The early voting percentage for Ossoff decreased by over 11 percent in all three counties
between the Special Election and the Runoff, although he was competing against 17 candidates
in the Special Election and only one candidate in the Runoff. There was no comparable uptick in
his Mail-in or Election Day vote counts to indicate a constituent vote-type shift as an
explanation. Fulton and DeKalb counties opened several additional early voting poll locations
for the Runoff,thus increasing early voting percentages. The reported results do not reflect
these conditions and give the impression that some early votes for Ossoffjust disappeared.
(See Exhibit Hi)

A previous section established a potential verifiable Runoff net crossover rate of up to 25
percent from Republican leaning voters to Ossoff. The crossover pattern calculations included
previous primary voters who were part of the increased voter turnout. The previous turnout
analysis sections show that if the defined crossover rate is not applied to the unaffiliated two
thirds of voters then the unaffiliated voting block must reflect unrealistic landslide margins for
Ossoffto achieve the reported election voting results. Such landslide margins would be driven
by increased Democrat voter turnout for the Runoff which argues against the reported results
that imply an increased Republican voter turnout.
Such a clean Handel sweep of opponent votes could only be achieved by a significant gain in
Republican voter turnout in the 35 percent increase for the runoff. However,the actual party
affiliation statistics, representing 30 percent of the total vote,show a 3 point Democrat to
Republican shift. Statistical evidence indicates that Ossoff was more likely than Handel to gain
a greater share of unaffiliated votes, which represent the other 70 percent ofthe total votes.
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Thus,the increase in Republican Runoff turnout is somewhat dubious. if Handel and Ossoff
evenly split the "new" voters, Handel would have to pick up 105% of her Special Election
Republican opponent votes or 102% of the votes from all her Special Election opponents,
including Democrats and Independents.(see note)
Special
Election
Votes
192,569

Runoff Turnout Handel
New
Gain
Total
Split
Votes
33,873
260,316 67,747

Handel
Total
Runoff
134,799

Handel
Special
Election
38,071

Handel Runoff
Special
Republican - Handel Special
Opponents - Handel Split
62,855
60,121

Percent
Diff
105%

Note:Subtract total Special Election votesfrom total Runoff votes to get Turnout Gain. Divide that by 2 to get the
Handel new voter split ofgain. Subtract Handel new voter split and HandelSpecial Election votesfrom her total
Runoff votes. Compare that number with herSpecial Election total votes as a projected percentage:

As miraculous as such a feat would be, it is made still more improbable when we take into
account what the crossover analyses revealed: that either core Republican voters were crossing
over to Ossoff in large numbers or unaffiliated (i.e., new to this election or not motivated to
vote in party primaries) voters broke for Ossoff in landslide proportions. Under either of those
scenarios(some combination of which was revealed to be inescapable by the crossover analysis
of mail-in and early voting), an even split of the "new" Runoff voters(who had not participated
in the April 18 Special Election) would have been a major stretch for Handel—necessitating an
ever more impossible pick up of a proportion increasingly exceeding 100 percent of the votes
cast for all her and Ossoffs Special Election opponents.
The well-known political strategies of the two campaigns add further to the dubious nature of
Handel picking up large blocks of unaffiliated voters. Her campaign focused on getting out the
vote for existing Republicans who had historically given former U.S. Congressman Price a near
two-to-one victory margin in the previous three GAS elections. The Ossoff campaign ran a large
outreach program with many house parties to meet independent 6th District voters face to face.
His campaign registered roughly 100 new voters per day including about 8,000+ new voters
during the April and May court-ordered extended registration period.6th District Republican
campaign leaders acknowledge that there was likely a net Republican loss on crossover but
were unconcerned because they only needed to focus on the existing strong Republican base.
Ossoff supporters enthusiastically campaigned into and through the Runoff as the race
intensified. Core Republican supporters were much more enthusiastic about having 11 Special
Election candidates than when their candidate did not advance to the Runoff. Many were
particularly apathetic about Handel after her series of hostile corruption allegations against
Nathan Deal during their 2010 Republican gubernatorial primary.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The previous statistical analysis sections identify evidence indicating the reported results for
the unverifiable Election Day and early voting may be either correct or incorrect. This section
identifies supporting conditions that cannot be statistically evaluated for those alternatives.
!.3tatisitics indicating Result Correctness
The identified statistical evidence indicating the reported unverifiable Election Day and early
voting results may be correct includes:
1. The Runoff results are reasonably consistent across county boundaries,thus indicating
that any significant localized fraud,tampering or error is unlikely;
2. The total percentages of votes cast for Democrats and Republicans in the Special
Election and the Runoff are within 1 percent of each other and thus show some
consistency although they cannot be verified;
3. The total percentages of early votes castfor Democrats and Republicans in the Runoff
decreased consistently when more early voting poll locations were opened in Fulton and
DeKalb counties;
4, Jon Ossoffs vote percentage decreased consistently from the Special Election to the
Runoff across mail-in, early voting, and Election Day voting types and thus Handers
victory could be attributable to increased Republican voter turnout.
5. When actual Election Day vote totals are compared with the Election Day voter Party
Affiliation the amount of difference is closely aligned with the same comparison for
verifiable mail-in voters
6. The Republican to Democrat ration of affiliated party voters increased slightly from the
Special Election to the Runoff
Conditions that Support Result Correctness
Conditions that have no mechanism for statistical analysis but support statistics indicating that
the reported election results correct are:
1. GA6 is heavily oriented toward Republicans, as demonstrated by Tom Price winning the
last three elections by an average margin of633 percent to 36.5 percent(though
Donald Trump took GA6 by only a 2 percent margin in November 2016);
Late polls conducted during the lastfew days of the Runoff campaign indicated a slight
trend in percentages from Jon Ossoff, the consistent poll leader,to Karen Handel
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The statistical analysis defines serious disparities between the verifiable and unverifiable
reported results. It also cites statistical evidence that rebut unsubstantiated speculation as to
why the disparities exist, These disparities and statistical evidence that cast doubt on the
accuracy of the election results are categorized as follows:
r

f;

1. While Karen Handel was pronounced winner of the unverifiable GAG Runoff,Jon Ossoff
won verifiable mag-in voting, representing over 10 percent of the total votes cast, by a
landslide 64.16 percent to 35.64 percent margin;
2. The only other type of verifiable votes cast,the provisional votes, corroborate the mailin vote totals as Ossoff won provisional voting by a landslide 73 to 27 percent margin;
3. The verifiable votes cast, representing 11.04 percent of the total votes, show Ossoff
with a 64,37 to 35.63 percent margin while the unverifiable votes, representing 88,96
percent of the votes cast show a 5339 to 46.21 percent Handel margin;

1, 174 of 208 precincts had 20+ point swings between the mail-in vote margin and the
Election Day vote percentage (e.g. 55 to 45 percent vs,45 to SS percent;65 to 35
percent vs. 55 to 45);
2. 116 precincts had 40+ point swings between the mail-in vote margin and the Election
Day vote margin (e.g.60 to 40 percent vs. 40 to 60 percent;55 to 45 percent vs. 35 to 65
percent);
3. 41 precincts had 60+ point swings between the mail-in vote margin and the Election Day
vote margin (e.g. 65 to 35 percent vs. 35 to 65 percent;75 to 25 percent vs 45 to 55
percent);
4. In only three full GM precincts did the swing from maikin vote margin to Election Day
margin favor Ossoff and none reached a 20 point total swing,
AZZ3if r,s;
1. The historical analysis of mail-in voters shows Republicans averaged an 11 point greater
margin of victory by mail than the overall election victory margin,thus refuting
unfounded speculation that Ossoffis large mail-in voting margin in the GA6 Runoff
reflected a normal trend of GAG Democratic leaning voters to vote by mail;
2. The strong mail-in statistical improvement from the Special Election to the Runoff for
Karen Handel relative to both her own individual showing and the collective showing of
all Republican candidates among Special Election mail-in voters, refute unfounded
Zig
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speculation that the Ossoff Runoff mail-in campaign was far superior to the Hand&
Runoff mail-in campaign;
3. The actual primary voting history of Runoff mail-in voters shows that there were more
previous Republican affiliated voters than Democratic affiliated voters by a 58 to 41
percent margin,thus refuting speculation that Ossoffss large mail-in voting margin was
achieved because far more Democrats than Republicans voted in the Runoff by mail;
4. The mail-in historical analysis, mail-in primary voting affiliation analysis, and mail-in
party campaign strength statistics corroborate each other's findings;
5, There is no other known statistical evidence to explain the difference between
potentially verifiable mail-in vote counts and unverifiable electronic vote counts
Mail-in Voter Turnout Analysis
1. If unaffiliated mail-in voters had the same Republican and Democratic ratios as affiliated
mail-in voters established from their 2014 and 2016 primary voting history, a potential
net crossover rate of over 25 percent from Republican voters to Jon Ossoff would be
required for the entire affiliated pool to achieve the reported mail-in results;
2. If all affiliated mail-in voters voted according to their 2014 and 2016 primary voting
history (i.e., party line, zero crossover), Ossoff would have captured unaffiliated mail-in
voters by a 75-25 percent margin, 10 points higher than the reported mall-in results;
3. if Handel and Ossoff equally split unaffiliated mail-in voters a potential net crossover
rate of nearly 60% percent from Republican voters to Jon Ossoff would be required for
the smaller affiliated pool to achieve the reported mall-in results;
4. Based on actual Runoff results and historical GA6 elections, It is not feasible that Karen
Handel could have won the GA6 Runoff by 3,76 points with a 25 percent or higher
Republican to Ossoff verifiable crossover rate;
5. it is unlikely that Ossoff could have garnered 75 percent of all unaffiliated mail-in votes
to achieve the reported results and overcome party line voting when Republicans had a
61 to 39 percent turnout advantage among affiliated mail-in voters.
Eady Voter Turnout Analysis
1. if unaffiliated early voters had the same Republican and Democratic ratios as affiliated
early voters established from their 2014 and 2016 primary voting history, a potential net
crossover rate of over 21 percent from Republican voters to Jon Ossoff would be
required for the entire affiliated pool to achieve the reported early voting results;
2. If all affiliated early voters voted according to their 2014 and 2016 primary voting
history (i.e., party line, zero crossover), Ossoff would have captured the unaffiliated
early voters by a 61 to 39 percent margin, 10 points higher than the reported early
voting results;
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3. if Handel and Ossoff equally split unaffiliated early voters, a potential net crossover rate
of over 23 percent from Republican early voters to Ossoff would be required for the
smaller affiliated pool to achieve the reported early voting results;
4. It is not feasible that Handel could have won the Runoff if there was a 21 percent or
higher Republican to Ossoff early voting crossover rate and comparable crossover rates
for the other types of voting;
5. It is not feasible that Ossoff could have reached a 61 to 39 percent margin of unaffiliated
early votes to achieve the reported results and overcome party line voting when
Republicans had a 71 to 29 percent turnout advantage among affiliated early voters;
6. When unverifiable early votes replace verifiable mail-in votes that were collected during
the same time period the actual electronic vote-count totals change disproportionally to
the actual party affiliation in favor of Handel over Ossoff. The 7 point total swing
favoring Handel and slighting Ossoff is significant enough when crossover is applied to
indicate a potential vote manipulation that may have changed the Runoff outcome.

TOril:: A

1. If unaffiliated Election Day voters have the same Republican and Democrat ratios as the
affiliated Election Day voters established from the 2014 and 2016 primary voting history
a potential net crossover rate of over 24 percent from Republican voters to Jon Ossoff
for the entire affiliated pool would be required to achieve reported Election Day results;
2. If the affiliated Election Day voters voted according to their 2014 and 2016 primary
voting history (i.e., party line, zero crossover), Ossoff would have captured the
unaffiliated Election Day voters with just over 50 percent of their votes or about 8.5
points higher than the reported Election Day results;
3. If Handel and Ossoff equally split the projected unaffiliated Election Day voters a
potential net crossover rate of just under 1 percent from Republican Election Day voters
to Jon Ossoff for the smaller affiliated pool would be required to achieve the reported
Election Day results;
4. It is not feasible that Handel could have won the Election Day votes by a 58 to 41
percent margin if there was a 24 percent Republican to Ossoff crossover rate;
5. It is not feasible that Handel could have won Election Day voting by a 58 to 41 percent
margin if Ossoff garnered a majority for unaffiliated Election Day voters that are
estimated to be nearly two thirds of the total Election Day voters;
6. If the candidates split unaffiliated votes equally, it is unlikely that the crossover rate
would have dropped from over 20 percent for early voting and verifiable mail-in voting
to near zero for Election Day voting;
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Analcess
If unaffiliated Runoff voters have the same Republican and Democratic ratios as the
affiliated voters established from 2014 and 2016 primary voting history a potential net
crossover rate of over 27 percent from Republican voters to Jon Ossoff would be
required for the entire affiliated pool to achieve the reported overall results;
If all affiliated Runoff voters voted according to 2014 and 2016 primary voting history
(Le., party line,zero crossover), Ossoff would have captured the unaffiliated Runoff
voters by a 58 to 42 percent margin, 10 points higher than the reported overall results;
if Handel and Ossoff equally split unaffiliated early voters a potential net crossover rate
of over 18 percent percent from Republican early voters to Jon Ossoff would be
required for the smaller affiliated pool to achieve the reported overall results;
it is not feasible that Karen Handel could have won the Runoff if there was a 27 percent
Republican to Ossoff crossover rate;
It is not feasible that Handel could have won the Runoff by 3.76 points if Ossoff
overcame party line voting and achieved the results with a projected 58 to 42 percent
margin among unaffiliated voters that represent nearly two thirds of the total voters
Based on actual Runoff results and historical GA6 elections, it is not feasible that Karen
Handel could have won the GA6 Runoff by 3.76 points with a 18 percent or higher
Republican to Ossoff combined crossover rate for all voting types;
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Condirs t.ha:Supq.)ort Statistic;,, 1 Disparities
Conditions that have no mechanism for statistical analysis but support statistics indicating that
the reported election results may be incorrect are:
1. The disparities between verifiable and unverifiable votes are unprecedented in the
experience of the election forensics analysts who have reviewed these findings and
compared them with other elections throughout the country;
2. There is no clear, benign rationale to explain the disparities between the verifiable mailin vote-counts and unverifiable Election Day vote-counts recorded for the GAG Runoff,
unless consideration is given to the potential manipulation of unverifiable vote-counts,
which is far easier and carries far less risk of detection than any attempt to manipulate
potentially verifiable vote counts;
3. The verifiable statistics presented in this analysis are consistent with the GAG Runoff
polling that was conducted, while the reported results are not;
4. The reported GAG Runoff results lack statistical support,since they are totally
dependent upon votes that were not verified by the voter, cannot be audited by
election officials, and cannot be recounted for candidates;
5. Georgia election data was vulnerable to the type of vote swapping hack that would have
produced consistently incorrect results with the types of disparities found in this
analysis across county boundaries;
6. When an internet security professional discovered the vulnerabilities of Georgia election
data on a public CES web server and reported them to the CES Executive Director, they
were neither mitigated nor reported to the office of the Secretary of State;
7. Procedures obtained from counties and CES via Open Records Requests indicate that
the election data is downloaded by the counties when each election is prepped;
8. An external or internal attacker could implement a hack for the GAG Runoff by
compromising the exposed election data without the knowledge of state and county
election officials, or possibly even the CES staff;
9, An attacker could have determined ballot positioning for such a hack as early as
February 15, 2017, when qualifying closed. At that time, it was known that Democrat
Jon Ossoff would likely make the Runoff and all viable Republican challengers would
appear ahead of him alphabetically on the ballot.
Although not statistically relevant, this study has some obligation to mention the bizarre
behavior of state elections officials in regards to the credibility and vulnerabilities of the
Georgia voting system. In regards to the vulnerabilities, CES Executive Director Merle King:
Allowed all key election data to be placed on a public web server that was exposed for
access to virtually any bad actor operating from any foreign or domestic location;
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* Failed to remediate the exposures after being notified of them;
* Chose not to inform the Secretary of State when he was notified of the exposure.
Secretary of State Brian Kemp has consistently opposed verifiable voting for- years. Recently he:
• Insisted that the voting system did not malfunction after Fulton County election officials
encountered system security flaws that allowed memory cards from the Roswell Runoff
to be loaded into live 6th District Special Election results;
• Contended that Georgia elections are secure and refused to initiate action to replace
the outdated voting system despite evidence to the contrary from dozens of computer
scientists, election integrity advocates, local citizens and national news articles;
• Posted endorsements of Handel on Facebook, Twitter and his social media web site that
read in part: "I lookforward to working with Koren in the weeks ahead to ensure vktory
at the ballot box."
State Elections Director Chris Harvey testified before the House Science and Technology
Committee on October 22, 2017 where he:
• Stated that there have been no issues with Georgia voting systems despite the list of
problems identified in the Appendix of this study, most of which occurred and were
investigated after 2007 when Harvey became the Chief Investigator of the SOS office;
• Stated that Georgia code requires the use of DREs although Georgia code actually allows
four different types of voting equipment to be employed;
• Stated he did not hear about problems with the voting system during the GAG races
although during the Special Election there was a two hour reporting delay and a shift in
votes caused by voting machine security flaws as explained in a previous VoterGA study.
GAG Runoff candidate Karen Handel also demonstrated bizarre behavior concerning the voting
system as both a SOS candidate, and as the former SOS in charge of the system. During that
time Handel:
• Reneged on her pledge that: "As Secretary ofState I will establish a commission that includes
both county and state elections officials to make recommendations regarding new purchases of
electronic voting machines";
• Reversed her position on repining the voting system after writing a re Lt to explain in
writing the need for voter verification of their ballots, election audits and a paper audit
trail as the ballot of record;
• Received over $25000 in donations from family members and partners of the voting machine
vendor lobbyist, Massey Bowers LIC and hired as Assistant SOS Massey Bowers partner, Rob
Simms, who became a key fund raiser in her gubernatorial and U.S.Senate campaigns.
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Unverifiable Vote Vercation
This analysis establishes actual party affiliation for Runoff voters by retrieving their primary
voting history. It incorporates the actual affiliation into three different verification scenarios in
an attempt to confirm the reported GA6 Runoff results are correct. The scenarios offer a range
of possibilities covering the spectrum of how unaffiliated Runoff votes may have been cast for
the candidates. The three verification scenarios —Affiliated Party Line Vote, Shared Party Ratio
and Unaffiliated Vote Split— cover a range that includes majority Republican, majority
Democratic and an equal split of unaffiliated voters, As previously explained, no one verification
scenario can plausibly confirm the reported results of a Handel 3.76 percent victory margin.
The reported results generated skepticism from several unprecedented conditions that they
rendered. For example:
1. There is no known precedent for a Runoff participant gaining a percentage roughly
equal to that of all 16 opponents from their previous election. Handel gained all 32
percent including small shares from 4 Democrats while Ossoff totals remained near flat;
2. There is no known precedent for a candidate losing part of their vote percentage in a
county when advancing from an election with 17 opponents to a Runoff with one
opponent. Ossoff's vote percentage decreased in Fulton and DeKalb counties after 16
of his competitors were eliminated.
The vast majority of votes for Special Election candidates who did not advance were Republican
votes that were reported as going to Handel. However, no crossover votes from that 32 percent
block of votes went to Ossoff according to the reported results. if there was no Republican
crossover to Ossoff, then he had to have won all of the unaffiliated voting, representing 70% of
the total Runoff votes, including landslide 75 to 25 percent and 6/ to 39 percent margins for
mail-in and early voting, respectively.
The reported results could only be correct if the increased voter turnout in the Runoff was
decidedly more Republican and strongly favored Handel. However,the Ossoff margins of
victory for unaffiliated votes as needed to achieve the reported results without crossover would
require a heavier Democratic turnout than Republican.
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al:;:'ibie vs:, tinveriflable Vote Diq)nrities
Disparities identified between potentially verifiable mail-in results and unverifiable electronic
results are unprecedented in electronic vote monitoring history. For example:
1. There is no precedent for a candidate winning the verifiable mail-in voting by a 64
percent to 36 percent margin while losing an election. Runoff mail-in votes
represent over 10 percent of the total vote and thus are a more than adequate
statistical sample. The margin exceeds by almost 20 total swing points the 54.6
percent to 45.4 percent margin that Vic Rawl won in mail-in ballots when reportedly
losing the 2010 South Carolina U.S. Senate Democratic primary to Alvin Greene;
2. Results from dozens of precincts showed unprecedented 60 total point swing
reversals between potentially verifiable mail-in and unverifiable Election Day vote
margins. The closest known corollary that could be considered similar are the results
from the previously mentioned 2010 U.S. Senate Democratic primary that is
considered to be one of the most suspect electronic voting elections in U.S. history;
This analysis statically refutes in three ways unfounded speculation that attempted to justify
the disparities by assuming more Democrats voted via mail in the Runoff than Republicans:
1. About 61 percent of actual GM Runoff mall-in voters previously voted for Republicans
and not Democrats in the 2014 and/or 2016 primaries, while only 39 percent of those
voters voted for Democrats and not Republicans;
2. Historically, 11 percent more Republicans voters voted by mail than the margin of
victory that Republicans had over Democrats in 2012,2014 and 2016 GA6 elections;
3. Karen Handel ran a highly successful Runoff mail-ln campaign that had a 596 percent
Republican Party growth rate from the Special Election and more than doubled the
Ossoff growth rate from his very successful Special Election mail-in campaign.
Some of the disparity between verifiable mail-in vote-counts and unverifiable electronic votecounts recorded can be attributed to Increased Republican voter turnout during early voting
and on Election Day. However, Ossoff attained a 64to 36 percent margin in verifiable mail-in
ballots in spite of a 61 to 39 percent Republican turnout advantage in affiliated mail-in voters.
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Ossoff attained a 51 to 49 percent margin in early voting ballots in spite of a 71 to 29 percent
Republican turnout advantage in affiliated early voters. When unverifiable early votes are
totaled in lieu of verifiable mail-in votes, the vote-count totals become disproportional to the
actual party affiliation. Republicans amassed a 10 point advantage in affiliated early voters
over affiliated mail-in voters in the Runoff. That advantage should have produced less than an 8
point Handel advantage in the total early results once the defined early voting crossover rates
are applied. However,the unverifiable voting machines recorded a 13.5 point Handel
advantage over mail-in totals, over 5 points more than would be expected:
Actual Statistics
Ossoff/Democrats
Handel/Republicans

Difference
Affiliated
Affiliated
Mad-In Voters Early Voters
-10.09%
39.06%
28.97%
10.09%
71.03%
60.94%

Mail-in
Results
64,12%

35,82%

Eeriy Vote

Difference

Results
50.67%
49,33%

-13.51%
1331%

There is little explanation for the extra votes that the voting machines recorded for Handel and

discounted from Ossoff. Therefore, consideration must be given to the potential manipulation
of unverifiable vote-counts through a vote swapping hack. Although relatively small,the 5
point deviation for each candidate roughly represents over 11,400 votes or enough to change
the outcome of the Runoff that was decided by less than 9,300 votes. Even if we cut the
crossover rate by more than half to 10% there is still a 10,300 vote difference in the outcome,
which is enough to reverse the election on this early vote difference alone.

The primary evidence supporting the accuracy of the results is their consistency across county
boundaries. That consistency largely rules out localized tampering,fraud or errors. However,
it fits comfortably with the broader systemic interference scenario indicating that GA6 Runoff
results may have been altered at some point in the process between the time CES prepped
the election and the time counties reported the Runoff results.
Supporting such a possibility are the facts that show the Center for Election Systems(CES)left
key election data needed to hack an election virtually exposed on their public website without
password protection,. That data was vulnerable to hacking for months while the elections were
being prepped and perhaps even years before that. Such critical application data is normally
placed on an internal application server protected by a firewall. In this case, however,any
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potential hacker could gain access to creates read, modify, delete or execute any data on the
server including the:
• Georgia voter registration data containing 6.7 million personally identifiable records
• GEMS county databases used to accumulate votes for elections
• PDFs of election server administration documents including supervisor passwords
• Windows executables used to create databases, export election results, etc.
• Training videos that explained to county users how to download files onto a memory
card and insert it to update a voting system.
Although CES Executive Director Merle King was informed during the previous year about the
vulnerabilities, they were not remediated and he never informed the Secretary of State. The
Georgia voting system was vulnerable to the exact type of attack that can produce consistently
incorrect results across county boundaries and present the types of disparities found in this
analysis. Such a hack could swap votes between candidates without detection in a manner
similar to that demonstrated by Dr. Ed Felten to the U3, House Administration Committee in
2007. An external or internal attacker could plant such a hack that would not be detectable by
state and county election officials, or possibly even CES personnel
Open Records Requests show that counties download election information from the CES web
server for each new election. Ballot positioning for a Runoff vote swap hack was determinable
as early as February 15, 2017 when qualifying closed. At that time,it was known that Democrat
Jon Ossoff would likely make the Runoff and all viable Republican challengers would appear
alphabetically ahead of him on the ballot. Only one Republican unknown at the time was slated
to appear after Ossoff. He received less than 1 percent of the Special Election vote.
Despite the critical nature of the exposed election data,there has still been no public
accountability at the time of this writing for what has transpired. The public remains
uninformed as to:
• Why CES created such an exposure that conflicts with basic Internet design standards;
• How many years the exposure existed;
• How the vulnerabilities were remediated, if indeed they have been.
Given the potential vulnerabilities that may have existed in the Georgia voting system, there
are at least three ways in which an external hacker could plant malware to change the GA6
runoff election results without detection by state and county officials. These include:
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• initiate precincts in the elections database with a certain amount of positive votes for
one candidate and an equal number of negative votes for another candidate
• Deploy or modify a Windows executable to tell the system to swap votes from one
candidate to another after a certain number of votes are counted {Ex: every :10th vote)
• Modify an express poll book file that is downloaded by the counties to flashcards used
by poll books to create voter access cards that voters use on each voting machine
Syn
eased on the disparities described in comparing actual party affiliation to actual reported
results for all voting type totais, it is statistically improbable that the reported results are
correct. Specifically, it is probable that an external (or internal) attacker planted malware in a
way to transfer roughly 5 percent of early votes from Ossoff to Handel. Such an attack would
explain most of the disparities uncovered in this analysis. The undetectable malware hack
would have reduced Ossoff's early vote totals by 5 percent and increased Handel's early vote
totals by 5 percent. That deviation represents over 11,400 votes or enough to change the
outcome of the Runoff that was decided for Handel by less than 9,300 votes.
Without forensic data it would be presumptuous to infer what method an attacker may have
employed to implement such mahmare. The methods could produce a vote shift that would be
reflected in the early vote totals just as we observed. They could also produce a different
residual vote shift on Election Day as we also observed, The attacker could have made the
changes directly to an elections database or file that was exposed on the public web server. The
attacker could also potentially access other CES elections databases or files through firewall
exceptions after testing the malware with the exposed elections databases and files.
Election Day reported results are also suspect due to the huge 40+ point total swing deviation
between verifiable mail-in and unverifiable Election Day results. However,there is insufficient
data to determine whether the deviation was caused by vote manipulation or simply
attributable to the remarkable Republican affiliated turnout that occurred on Election Day,
Verifying the actual affiliated turnout is outside the scope of this analysis which is limited to
determining whether or not the voting system counted correctly based on the actuals input it
received. Therefore, this analysis concludes that it is more probable that Election Day reported
results are correct and attributable to the strong 82 percent Republican affiliated turnout.
The analysis confirms early indications identified by election integrity monitors in their letter to
county election boards prior to GA6 Runoff certification. The official results of the G,A6 Special
Runoff Election may be incorrect, to the point that the election outcome appears to have been
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affected, The statistical patterns Indicate a strong likelihood that the outcome of the GAG
Special Runoff Election was altered. Those alterations are to the extent that the outcome was
likely reversed,
The disparities and related evidence that have been uncovered now place the burden on state
and county election officials, and in particular Secretary of State Brian Kemp,to respond.
VoterGA members call upon Secretary Kemp to immediately establish a public forum where
the answers to detailed questions raised by this study as well as other citizens can be fully
answered, For example:
• Why did CES place GEMS election databases on a public web server?
• Why is there a 40+ total point swing between mail-in vote-counts and Election Day votecounts in the GAG Runoff?
• Why does the early vote disparity described in this study exist if the GAG Runoff was not
hacked?
• What specific answers and details can CES immediately provide to the public to prove
that the GAG Runoff was not hacked due to CES vulnerabilities?
• Why did the CES Executive Director fail to remecliate the vulnerabilities and refuse to
notify the Secretary of State when the vulnerabilities were discovered?
We further call upon state and county election officials to prove to Georgians that the reported
Runoff results they have certified are actually correct and that no such attack took place. Sadly,
that may be impossible with Georgia's current voting system.
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Exhibit I. -6th District SpeciW section Resuitcl
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Exhibit 3 — Election integrity Monitors Letter to County Election Boards:

June 23, 2017
Georgia State Election Board 214 State Capitol Atlanta, GA 30334
Cobb County Board of Elections and Registration 736 Whitlock Ave NW #400
Marietta, GA 30064
Dekalb County Board of Registration and Elections 4380 Memorial Drive, Suite 300
Decatur, GA 30032
Fulton County Board of Registration and Elections 130 Peachtree St Suite 2186
Atlanta, GA 30303
RE: Grave Concerns about the integrity of GA6 Special Runoff Election
Dear Election Board Members:
We the undersigned public advocates for accurate and transparent elections are
writing to alert you to early indications that hacking or other tampering may have
altered the results of the Sixth District Special Election Runoff held on June 20,
2017.
As you are aware, the majority of votes in the District are cast on direct record
electronic(DRE) voting machines that produce no paper record, Therefore, the
presence of statistical anomalies is key in assessing the accuracy of election results.
Statistical review by qualified analysts has only begun, but red flags are already
apparent.
The only verifiable votes cast in Georgia are the absentee mail-in ballots. Mail-in
voters constitute a discrete subset of the total electorate for each election, and
official records reveal a consistent pattern of mail-in voter partisanship in GA6.
Historically and consistently, Republican voters (i.e., those casting their vote for the
Republican candidate) in GA6 are more likely to vote by mail than are Democratic
voters, in any given election, therefore, percentages for Republican candidates
would be expected to be higher among mail-in voters than among the electorate as
a whole.
However, in the Special Runoff Election, exactly the opposite occurred, The
numbers weren't even close, with the Democratic candidate winning the absentee
votes 64% to 36%, while reportedly losing the election 48% to 52%. The data,
both historical and current, is a matter of public record.
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GA6 Special Election Concerns - 2
Again, this glaring disparity is especially significant because the votes cast on mailIn ballots are the only votes that can be verified. This means they can be recounted
if any doubt exists as to their veracity. It also means mail-in votes are less likely to
be tampered with, because:
a) tampering would be much easier to detect, and
b) mail-in votes make up such a small percentage of the total vote (just over
10% in this election) that tampering with them would, given the far greater risk
factor, be neither a necessary nor desirable way to alter the results of an election.
When combined with known vulnerabilities of the systems in use, the known
extended exposure of key election data stored in the Center for Elections'(CES)
website at Kennesaw State University, and numerous tracking polls, emerging
statistical patterns indicate a strong likelihood that the outcome of the Special
Runoff Election was altered.
In other words, the candidate for whom the most voters cast their ballots
may have been declared the loser of the Special Runoff Election,
Please understand that we are not claiming that the information in this letter proves
either that the election results were tampered with or that they are inaccurate. DRE
technology does not produce such proof. It also, notably, does not produce proof
that the election results were not tampered with or are accurate, This is precisely
why DRE voting systems should be banned from use in U.S. elections.,
The information does, however, provide significant evidence that it is highly likely
the unofficial results of the Special Runoff Election are incorrect, to the point that
the election outcome appears to have been affected.
We declare that based on the above information, there is no basis for public
confidence in the election results of the 6A6 Special Runoff Election. Should
you continue to stand by the reported results, we ca] upon you to prove to
Georgia's voters that the reported results are a true and accurate measure
of the votes cast by the voters of Georgia's Sixth Congressional District.
Sincerely,
John Brakey Executive Director and Co-founder, Americans United for Democracy
Integrity & Transparency (AUDIT-Arizona)
Dr. Lora Chamberlain Organizer, Clean Count Cook County
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GA6 Special Election Concerns - 3
Bev Harris BlackBoxVoting.org
Phyllis Huster Ladies of Liberty
Mimi Kennedy Advisory Board Chair, Progressive Democrats of America
Ray Lutz Founder, Citizens' Oversight Projects
Mark Crispin Miller Professor of Media, Culture & Communication New York
University
Dr. Laura Pressley, Ph.D. Founder, Save Our Texas Vote Coalition
Jonathan D. Simon Author, CODE REM Computerized Election Theft in the New
American Century
Jim Soper Co-Chair, Voting Rights Task Force Author, CouritedAsCast.org
Paul Thomas Co-founder, Election Justice USA

Or9anizations listed for identification purposes only.
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Exhibit 4 — VoterGA letter to °X./My Vection BOardS:

VaterGA
ONIE:lone 23,2017
Dear Election Board Members,
am smiting to ogress vete concenis about peoblems with the 6'Marko Special Elenbion
Runoff(GAB)held on June 2e.The unofficial election results have caused national election
integrity experts to unanimously conclude that there is a Good of doubt asto whether the
results UM possibly be correct Here is some background:
1. Georgia has well unverable voting equipmentsince 2002.. Voters Cnrinnt vesify the
electronic word of their ballor, election officials;cannot audit results;independently for
vote want accuracy, MI maims only reprint previous roweriffahle results.
Several patches have been made and the system Ms not been fishy rettertflied since
2009. No Secretary ofState has ever specifically certified any Georgia wing system for
accuracy accortfing to law.JO.C.GA„,12,1-2-Z79.21,
3. 20 computer science professorsfrom throughout America have mosiained the problems
with Georgia's voting machines to OW'Serzermy of Sone and offered their assialbriCe in
heipireg to move Georgia to verifiable voting hutthey received no response
4. 10 different studiesfrom states from tailversities.such as Princeton lohns Hopkins.,
Stanford and Georgia Tech as we9 as states such as Maryland,Ohio,California and
Nevada have otenbutied that the AccsiVote TS machines identicai to the ones that we
have &MOM flaws use cannot'defy and accurately ocmdiuct elections
5. Comm about GM election hocking heightened recently after voting machine Wes were
left exposed indefinitely on the Center for Elections gas)web site at Kennesaw State
University.as prepared the ballots that am fringed cm every GAS wining modine.
Ek. Voting machine security Bows were found in the Aril 12 GAS election when a
memory card from one election was loaded into the we election results of the GM
election and the GEMS server slid not detect rt
7. The &wreak percentage differences between veritable nako mots,early voting and
Elector; Day counts indurate that there is a serious problem in the imofrecial restrits. In
particular, they point to questions aboutthe accuracy ofthe oriverifiable martinet used
on Electron Day
For these reasons and many more, believe that there iS risk to the county in certifyirig the
election results until Independem patties with the appropriate oversight can perforre the
propel forensics on the equipmentto ensure that was operating prnperly.
Siemer*,
Gariand Format
Voterakorg
4914 5E4-4044
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Exhibit5 — Letter from Computer Scientists to Secretary of State Brian Kemp

March 15,2017
The Honorable Brian Kemp
214 State Capitol
Atlanta Ga,30334
Dear Secretary Kemp,
On March 3'd it was reported that the Federal Bureau ofInvestigations is conducting a criminal
investigation into an alleged cyber attack ofthe Kennesaw State University Center for Election
Systems. According to the KSU Center fOr Election Systems' website,"the Secretary of State
authorized K.Sli to create a Center for Election Systems, dedicated to assisting with the
deployment ofthe Direct Record Electronic(DRE)voting technology and providing ongoing
supportili The Center is responsible for ensuring the integrity ofthe voting systems and
developing and implementing security procedures for the election management software installed
in all county election offices and voting systems.
The Center has access to most if not all voting systems and software used in Georgia. It also is
responsible for programming these systems and accessing and validating the software on these
systems. It is our understanding that the Center also programs and populates with voter records
the electronic poll books used in polling places statewide. A security breach at the Center could
have dire security consequences for the integrity of the technology and all elections carried out in
Georgia.
In order for citizens to have faith and confidence in their elections, transparency is crucial,
including about events such as the MU breach,and its extent and severity. While we understand
that this investigation is ongoing and that it will take time for the full picture to emerge, we
request that you be as forthcoming and transparent as possible regarding critical information
about the breach and the investigation, as such leadership not only will be respected in Georgia
hut also emulated in other states where such a breach could occur. We expect that you are
already pursuing questions such as the following, regarding the breach, and trust that you will
make public the results ofsuch inquiry:
Can you estimate when the attacker breached kSt.re systerr0
2.
3,
4.

5.

How did the attacker hfeach KSU's system?
How was the breach discovered?
Which tiles were accessed?
Were any files accessed that related to software or hasheV for the voting machines?
is there any evidence that files were modified? if so, which Nes?
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7.
Had KSU begun ballot builds for the upcoming Special Election?
B.
To whom are these attacks being attributed? Could this be an insider attack? Has the FBI
identified any suspects or persons of interest?
Has the FBI examined removable media for the possibty of implanted maiwere?
9.
10.
Has the FBI examined the hash or verification program for tampering?
11.
What mitigations are planned for the near- and long-term?
in any state an attack on a vendor providing software and system support with such far-reaching
responsibilities would be devastating. This situation is especially fragile, because of the reliance on DK
voting machines that do not provide an independent paper record of verified voter intent. KSU has
Instead sought to verify the validity of the software on the voting machines by running a hash program
on all machines before and after elections in an effort to confirm that the software has not been
altered. However, if KSUis election programming were compromised,it is also possible that the
verification program could have been modified to affirm that the software is correct, even If it were not.
This is a risk of using software to check the correctness of software.

Ofcourse alt Georgia elections are important. This month and next include Special Elections as
well If these upcoming elections are to be run on DREs and e-pollbooks that are maintained and
programmed by KSU while the KSU Center for Election Systems is itself the subject ofan
ongoing criminal investigation, it can raise deep concerns. And today's cyber risk climate is not
likely to improve any time soon.
We urge you to provide Georgia's citizens with information they need to confirm before going to
vote that their name will appear correctly on the voter rolls, as well as back-up printed voter lists
in case anomalies appear. Most importantly, we urge you to act with all haste to move Georgia to
a system of voter-verified paper ballots and to conduct post-election manual audits ofelection
results going forward to provide integrity and transparency to all of Georgia's elections. We
would be strongly supportive ofsuch efforts and would be willing to help in any way we can.
Sincerely,
Dr. Andrew W.Appel
Eugene Higgins Professor of Computer Science,
Princeton University
Dr. Duncan Buell
Professor, Department of Computer Science & Engineering, NCR Chair of Computer Science &
Engineering,
University ofSouth Carolina
Dr, Larry Diamond
Senior Fellow, Hoover Institute and Freeman Spogli Institute,
Stanfbrd University
...
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Dr. David L. Dill
Professor of Computer Science.
Stanford University
Dr. Richard DeKilo
Charlotte B, and Roger C. Warren Professor of Computing
Georgia Insfitute of Technology
Dr. Michael Fischer
Professor of Computer Science,
Yale University
Dr. J. Alex Haldeman
Professor, Computer Science and Engineering
Director, Center tbr Computer Security and Society
University of Michigan
Dr. Joseph Lorenzo Hall
Chief Technologist,
Center for Democracy & Technology
Martin E. Hellman
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford University
Candice Hoke
Co-Director, Center for Cybersecurity & Privacy Protection and Professor of Law,
Cleveland State Uniwrsity
Harri Hursti
ChiefTechnology Officer and co-founder, Zyptonite,
founding partner, - Nordic innovation Labs
Dr. David Jefferson
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Dr. Douglas W.Jones
Department of Computer Science
University ofIowa
Dr. Joseph Kiniry
Principal Investigator, Galois
Principled CEO and Chief Scientist, Free & Fair
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Dr. Justin Moore
Software Engineer, Ganle
Dr. Peter G. Neumann
Senior Principal Scientist. SRI laternailonai Computer Science Lab, and moderator (lithe ACM
Risks Forum
Dr. Ronald L. Rivest
MIT Institute Professor
Dr. John E. Savage
An Wang Professor ofComputer Science,
Brown University
Bruce Schneier
Fellow and lecturer
Harvard Kennedy School of Government
Dr. Barbara Simons
IBM Research (retired).
lbnner President Association for Computing Machinery(ACM)
Dr. Philip Stark
Associate Dean, Division of Mathematics and Physical Sciences,
University of Califomia, Berkeley
Dr. Vanessa Teague
Department of Computing & Infornrgation Systems,
University of Melbourne
Affiliations arefor identification purposes only, they do not impey institutional endorsements.
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Exhibit 6— Kren Hand& Flyer with Absentee Ballot Application;
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Exhibit 7 — Georgia Election Environment Support Flow from Center for Eiection Systems
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Exhibit 8— Spedal and Runoff Election Results Comparison:

GA6 Eleadon Rosuita Comparison
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Exhibit9 — Affidavit of Internet Security Profenionai Logan Lamb
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Exhibit 11 — GA6 Runoff Polls
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APPENDIX
Academic Studies on

Vote TS and TSX Machines

Virtually all academic and state commissioned studies concerning the security and accuracy of
the AccuVote TS, Accuvote TSx and GEMS server equipment that Georgia uses have produced
highly negative findings. Examples include:
• In 2003, a Johns Hopkins Analysis of on Electronic Voting System report found
'significant security flaw? in the AccuVote-TS machines
• In 2003, a Compuware DRE Technical Assessment commissioned by the state of Ohio
recommended discontinuing the use of Diebold Accuvote machines
• in 2003, a MBA Technologies Trusted Aoent Report commissioned by the state of
Maryland found that Accuvote TS flaws could seriously disrupt an election
• In 2003, a SAIC Risk Assessment commissioned by the state of Maryland found 26 critical
security flaws out of 326 total for Accuvote IS voting machines and GEMS servers
• in 2003, a California Secretary ofState Staff Report found that Diebold had still been
unable to certify its software resulting in decertification by the Secretary of State
• In 2003, a Nevada Electronic Systems Division Diebold and Sequoia Voting System
Security memorandum reported to the Secretary of State that there was a ",.,a real
threat to any elections using the Diebold machine?
• in 2004, a Free Congress Foundation Voting System Concerns study and Election Day
Preparedness Scorecard conducted in conjunction with Verified Voting rated Georgia
last in country in system reliability and recount preparedness Georgia graded as F- on
national average of C+
• In 2006, a University of California Security Analysis ofthe Diebold AccuSosic Interpreter
Identified security vulnerabilities in Accuvote IS machines
• In 2006, a Princeton Security Analysis of the Accuvote-TS Voting_Machine found it is
doubtful that ORE vendors will be able to overcome the inherent security problems and
they recommended a voter verified paper ballot audit trail. They also demonstrated
how an Accuvote TS machine could be hacked and produce fraudulent results
• In 2008, a Georgia Tech Security of the Processes and Procedures Surrounding Electronic
Votina in Gearoia recommended audit trails for all Georgia machines
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In 2005,a Cobb County Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST)referendum
appeared to be headed for defeat However,election problems halted the counting.
When the errors had been addressed,the SPLOST was declared to have passed by 114
votes even though there were 285 blank cast ballots and the SPLOST referendum was
the only contest on the ballot
In 2011,another Cobb County MOST was similarly declared passed by 79 votes with 95
blank voted ballots. There were 9 percentage points difference in verifiable mail-in votes
vs. unverifiable electronic early votes and Election Day votes. The SPOLST passed even
though it failed to capture a majority of verifiable votes
In 2002, Cobb County added 3,256 test votes into their live election results. Election
officials published the results before finding the error and correcting it
In 2004,two Bibb County machines in separate precincts lost over 200 votes when they
could not accumulate them (Rutland 2- 79, Howard 7 423)
In 2008, Lovvndes County included 947 test votes in their live election results. The
Elections Director and assistant who loaded the cards and certified the results tried to
blame a voting machine technician who was not present for loading or certification
In 2008,the results of 25,000 Douglas Co. Election Day ballots were placed into a
spreadsheet, reviewed by an Election Board member at his home and then re-entered
the next day into the country servers. The outcome of several races changed. An
investigation was conducted but the board member and Elections Director were never
charged for this specific infraction
In 2008,the State of Georgia failed to count over 100 write-in votes for Constitution
Party Presidential candidate Chuck Baldwin, including 75 that were recorded by
Cherokee County election officials alone. The state never explained how this occurred or
verified the write in results with other counties despite formal inquiries by party
officials. This evidence was used in a recent ballot access lawsuit, where the U.S. District
Court and 11th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against the state. The U.S. District court
struck down Georgia's restrictive Presidential ballot access law as being unconstitutional
In 2006, Fulton County failed to count over 230 votes for Constitution Party Candidate
Woody Holmes. Woody ran for State Representative of District 65,as a write-in
candidate. Although Fulton County reported only two write-in votes for Mr. Holmes,the
elections office later located 238 more votes after Constitution party officials visited
Fulton County's office to find out why his vote totals were wrong
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Chronoiogy of GA6 Key ::s
This chronology is established based on the VoterGA Root Cwse Analysis for the 0A6 Special
Election and this statistical analysis for the GA6 Special Election Runoff.
• Before 2017 — Roswell City Council elections set for March 23'and Runoff for April 18
O Feb 9 — U.S. Senate confirms GA6 Congressman Tom Price as Health & Human Services Secretary
•

Feb 10 — Ga SOS legal counsels advise Gov. Deal that April 18 is the first viable date for Special
Election without considering MOVE regulations impact torn combine ballot ws,a potential
Roswell Runoff
• Feb 11 — Gov. Deal proclaims April 18 as GA6 Special Election date to replace Torn Price
Feb 27 Johns Creek City Council calls for Special Election on April 18 wi qualifying ending on
March 8 a deadline too late to meet MOVE regulations for overseas ballot distribution
• Mar 4 — Deadline to distribute April 18 election ballots for overseas for April 18 election
• Mar 8 —Johns Creek qualifying ends identifying candidates too late for overseas ballots
• Mar 21 Roswell City Council elections require April 18 Runoff
• Mar 27 — Special Election early voting begins as Fulton must conduct 3 concurrent redundant
elections for the first time in Georgia election history
• Apr 14 — Special Election early voting ends
• Apr 18 — GAS Special Election is held with reporting delays and election results shifts occurring
• Apr 20 - Fulton Election Director explains to Commissioners that Roswell Runoff card was
accidentally loaded into 6th District results
• Apr 20 — Sec. Kemp announces investigation to open for why error in basic procedure occurred
• May 2 • VoterGA releases Root Cause Analysis showing security flaws caused Apr 18 problems
• May 2 — SOS office logs investigation into April 18 procedural errors
O May 25 — Emergency lawsuit is filed by Georgia plaintiffs and Rocky Mountain Foundation in
Fulton Superior Court to use paper ballots in GAS election
•

May 26 Court invokes 5 day notice rule needed to defend lawsuit as requested by GA AG
• May 30 - Runoff early voting begins
• Jun 8- Hearing on paper ballot lawsuit Is held
• Jun 9 Court denies paper ballot lawsuit citing sovereign immunity and risk to early voters
• Jun 16 - Runoff early voting ends
• June 20 — Runoff election held
• Jun 24 — Fulton Election Board certifies results while ignoring petition to recanvass
• Jun 26 — Cobb and DeKalb Election Board certifies results while ignoring petitions to recanvass

6th

• Jun 26 SOS certifies results and Karen Handel is sworn in as new U.S. District
congresswomen
• Jul 3 —Georgia plaintiffs and Coalition for Good Governance submit lawsuit in Fulton Superior
Court to challenge election results and permanently ban Georgia's voting machines
• Aug 8 - Defendants remove case to US.federal court
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Virginia Bans Electronic Voting Machines
Virginia and Texas are re-evaluatina their use of easily hocked machines and considering paper
ballots, in large part thanks to tireless efforts ofanti-vote fraud activists like Dr. Laura Presley.
By Mark Anderson
Thankfully, the days of those way-too easily hackable electronic voting machines may soon be
coming to an end. For over a decade,AFP has been reporting on how easy it is to hack the
computerized voting systems that have spread across the country. Now,two states are moving to ban
them, citing charges of vote-stealing,frequent malfunctions, and lack ofa verifiable paper trail as
the reasons for terminating their programs.
In Virginia, election officials do not need to be convinced that electronir voting machines are upsetting
the democratic process.
On Sept. a, with media coverage largely limited to local and regional outlets,"The Virginia Department
of Elections called for the immediate decertification of[electronic] voting equipment in Virginia, and
the State Board of Elections approved the request in an effort to increase the security and integrity of
Virginia's voting systems ahead of the November[2017]election," state election official Andrea
Gaines announced in a news release.
Virginia's decision to decertify electronic voting machines is effective immediately and "means that
!electronic voting machines! may no longer be used for elections in Virginia," Ms. Gaines
emphasized. The machines have been used in 22 localities across the commonwealth.
It turns out that Virginia officials decertified several electronic voting machine models because hackers
at a gathering in Las Vegas demonstrated how they could compromise them.
"I understand why the Virginia State Board of Elections made their decision," Falls Church Director of
Elections David Bjerke responded, speaking to local media outlet WTOP.com."The security that was
involved in these, the direct-recording electronic machines, hadn't been updated since 2004. Obviously,
technology has increased since then, and the ability to hack equipment in general has increased."
In a precinct with 10,000 registered voters, Bjerke went on to say,"I think the paper-based system is
good because you do have a tangible ballot that can be used for audits, for recounts. You don't have to
trust the machine. „ Until security on the Internet feels like something the people can txust — paper
is the future."
Texas is also rethinking its computerized voting systems. An important lawsuit is challenging the
widespread use of these machines because they do not meet requirements set by the state constitution
and election code.

An enduring problem in Texas is that, according to Dr. Laura Pressley, a former Austin City Council
candidate who is suing the state's election establishment, the electronic voting machines that have been
used so far cannot produce an onscreen ballot that conforms to the definition of a ballot under state law.
She told AFP on Oct. 1 that, to her delight and surprise, state Attorney General Ken Paxton filed an
amicus brief in support of her suit in the Texas Supreme Court. Although the high court has not yet
agreed to hear her case, it intends to conduct what's known as a full briefing in the next 30 to 60 days,
in which it will determine whether or not to bear her case.
A key point raised in her lawsuit is that state election law and even the state constitution—in the largest
state in the contiguous
which sends 36 people to the U.S. House of Representatives— require that
ballots must be numbered sequentially to qualify for use in Texas.
"But the [voting machines] here don't number,"she said. "Over the last 16 years[since Texas began
using electronk voting machines'these machines have not met the constitutional and legal
requirement ofnumbering."
Another point raised in her suit is the inability of the electronic voting machines to produce a verifiable
paper audit trail, she said.
The problems associated with touchscreen electronic voting machines came to a sharp head recently in
Hays County,Texas. In the November 2016 presidential election, a single digital vote-recording card,
or "ballot box," containing votes cast by 1,800 people, was lost.
It was gone for two months," Ms. Pressley told APP."They found it in February. Eighteen-hundred
real pieces of paper would be harder to lose."
In all, 15 states use electronic voting machines. Besides Virginia and Texas, states that are in the
process of re-evaluating their electronic voting machines include Rhode Island, Georgia, and New
Jersey.
Mark Anderson is a longtime newsman now working as the roving editor for AFP. Email him at
truthhound2Oyaqhoo.com
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A House Without Doors-Vote Fraud in America
by James J. Condit, Jr. (published in the November 1996 edition of Chronicles
Magazine)
James J. Condit, Jr is the director of the Citizens for a Fair Vote Count in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He has studied and battled against the vote fraud syndicate since 1979.

For decades now CBS, ABC, and NBC have pretended on election night to be in
hot competition to project the "winner" and "loser." We know the act well: Dan,
Peter, or Tom comes on the air and solemnly intones,"We can now project that
President X is the winner in Florida."
As a viewer, imagined bespectacled analysts sweating in back rooms, perhaps
30 accountants nervously crunching numbers-all in an attempt to get their
anchorman on the air first with the projected winner. But now we know it was all a
hoax. For all of the networks(CNN included) have been getting the exact same
numbers, at the exact same time, from the exact same source-from a company
that the networks appear to own jointly: Voter News Service (VNS).
How reliable is VNS? In the Iowa Caucuses, VNS worked with lightning speed,
ostensibly assembling the results of over 2000,
caucus gatherings, analyzing the
data, and turning them over to the Associated Press, which announced the
winner exactly one minute after the caucuses had opened and clearly before even
one vote had been cast! VNS employees are either prophets, or the whole
process smells like the anchovies on last week's pizza.
Though VNS had changed its name regularly, its headquarters are still at 225 W.
34th St, New York City, and it has been the exit polling arm of the big TV
networks since at least 1972. One of the few mentions in the mainstream media of
this liftle-known organization was in the March 2, 1992, issue of'Time' magazine,
where a box on page 22 entitle "The Morning After" confirmed that all of the
major TV networks are using this same exit polling source.
So, if the major media are willing to pretend to be competing on election night
when in reality they are cooperating in total harmony, what other shenanigans
could be afoot?

COMPUTERIZED FRAUD
1

Once upon a time, Americans voted by paper ballot. At the end of the day after
the polls had closed, neighborhood people-Democrats, Republicans,
independents-worked together to count the votes in their polling place before the
ballots left their precinct. The count was then posted at the precinct polling place
for all to see. This is the only way to ensure a verifiable election. Variations of
method are possible,, but the basic counting of paper ballots in public view, with
the results posted at the polling place before the ballots leave each neighborhood
precinct are essential to ensure a fair and honest count.
To rig an election with the above safeguards built in, one would have to bribe
many hundreds of people, including key Democrats and Republicans in each
precinct being rigged. But the people bribed at each precinct would nevertheless
have access only to a tiny fraction of the vote. There would be no hope of
throwing an election from a central location with the push of a button or the flick
of a switch.
However, the election process has changed in most venues to make it impossible
for either citizen or candidate to monitor or check anything on election night, and
concern over how the votes are counted seems to have vanished altogether. The
average American voting in 1996 is predisposed to believe the results announced
on election night. Skeptics are asked, Can you prove there was a computer
fraud? If you can't prove it, nobody's going to listen."
First of all, whether a citizen can prove vote fraud is not the question. The
question is whether the Board of Elections fficiais can prove that they are
running a verifiable election, with a paper trail and checks and balances. After all,
these administrators are supposed to be servants of the people. Instead, most of
them now act as if the business of elections is their specialty, if not their rightful
monopoly. in fact, any attempt by any American citizen or candidate to monitor
an election today will most likely land the person in jail. Dan Giroux, the
Buchanan campaign coordinator for southwest Ohlo, accompanied by his
attorney, was refused permission to observe the count by Hamilton County Board
of Elections Director Bruce Taylor (Republican). Why?
I a rare but superb news story on the evening of the 1988 presidential election,
Dan Rather of CBS Evening News had this exchange with computer expert
Howard J. Strauss of Princeton University:
Rather: Realistically, could the fix be put on a national election?
Strauss: Get me a job with the company that writes the software for this program.
[Strauss was referring to the most common computer program in used Then I'd
have access to one third of the votes. Is that enough to fix a general election?

In an earlier clip during this CBS interview, Strauss had dropped this bombshell:
"When it comes to computerized elections, there are no safeguards. It's not a
door without locks, its a house without doors."
This CBS spot came on the heels of an article by Ronnie Duggar entitled "The
Dangers of Computerized Voting" in the November 7,1988 issue of *New Yorker
magazine. A 1988 government study,"Accuracy, Integrity, and Security in
Computerized Vote-Tallying" by Roy G. Saltman of the National Bureau of
Standards, also tackled this subject, but it overlooked two notorious cases in
Cincinnati. One case involved a former Cincinnati Bell employee who stated in a
sworn deposition that he had been involved in wiretapping into the Cincinnati
computer on election night in 1979 for the purpose of altering the vote count. The
other case involved a group of women who in 1985 were videotaped using
common household tweezers to pluck out tabs from punchcard ballots on
election night; three years earlier, parallel activity had been captured on film in
Miami, Florida, where self-proclaimed members of the League of Women Voters
were videotaped using styluses to punch tabs out of punchcard ballots.
But perhaps the best summary of this subject is found in *Votescarn: The
Stealing of America*(1993) by James and Kenneth Collier, After quoting the first
words uttered by President-elect George Bush in his November 8,1988, victory
speech in Houston, Texas-"WE can now speak the most majestic words a
democracy can offer: The people have spoken'-the Colliers comment:
It was not "the People" of the Unites States who did "the speaking" on that
election day, although most of them believed it was, and still believe so
. In
fact, the People did not speak at all
. The voices of computers-strong, loud,
authoritative, unquestioned in their electronic finality .... The computers that
spoke in November 1988 held in their inner workings small boxes that contained
secret codes that only the sellers of the computers could read. The programs, or
"source codes," were regarded as "trade secrets." The sellers of the votecounting software zealously guarded their programs from the public,from
election officials, from everyone-on the dubious grounds that competitors could
steal their ideas if the source codes were open to inspection
So why can't
the public know what those secret source codes instruct the computer to
do? .... How else can the public be reasonably assured that they are
participating in an unrigged election where their vote actually means something?
Yet one of the most mysterious, low-profile, covert, shadowy, questionable
mechanisms of American democracy is the American vote-count.
Note: In every case where disputes over computerized vote fraud have reached
the trial level, the presiding judge has blocked any inspection of the software
program used to tabulate the votes in the disputed election.

THE 1996 GOP PRIMARIES
The first GOP contest of the current presidential race was the Alaskan caucus on
February 6, 1996, Alaskan Republicans participated by showing up at a
predetermined site and physically voting right on the spot. The result was then
counted and announced in front of everyone. If voting was done by raised hands,
the results were seen by all present. Where paper ballots were used, the ballots
were checked and rechecked with onlookers from every camp-then and there. Pat
Buchanan won the Alaskan caucus (in the teeth of sustained propaganda from
the mainstream media), beating Bob Dole two-to-one, and Phil Gramm four-toone.
Next came the Louisiana primary, which had been tailored to guarantee a victory
for neighboring Texas Senator Phil Gramm. Louisiana was largely a voting
machine election, and so not, strictly speaking, verifiable. There are too many
ways(well-documented ways)that a voting machine can be rigged without the
voters being able to detect it. But in this primary, with only 42 voting locations for
the entire state, any observer could see the long lines of patient citizens wearing
Buchanan paraphernalia, And with the Buchanan campaign conducting some of
its own exit polls, stealing the election would have been risky business. Though
Buchanan somehow lost a delegate overnight, he was awarded 13 delegates to
Gramm's eight.
Next came the Iowa Caucuses, where Senator Dole for months was widely touted
as the state's "third senator' by all four of the major TV networks. I landed in
Dubuque,Iowa, about three weeks before the February 12th caucus to work for a
Buchanan victory. What immediately caught my attention was that all four major
TV networks were publishing polls purporting that 28 percent of Iowans were for
Dole, 26 percent for Forbes, and 12 percent for Buchanan. Then, two days before
the caucuses, all four major networks simultaneously changed their tune.
Suddenly Forbes was dropping like a rock due to his "negative" advertising.
Hedging their bets at the last minute, the networks now spoke of 40 percent
undecided. Observing this firsthand fueled my long suspicion: the polls released
by the networks and designed more to mold public opinion than to reflect it, But
in this case,the propaganda had failed. People were still flocking to Buchanan.
Yet, this strong supportfor Buchanan notwithstanding, at four minutes before
7:00 P.M., Central Time-four minutes before the Iowa Caucuses were to begin
Peter Jennings announced on ABC that Dole was the projected winner on the
purported basis of a network entrance poll. At one minute after 7:00, the AP wire
announced the same thing.
Contrast this with the recent Israeli election, where, despite exit polling, no media
were able to project a winner until three days after the election. Why? Because
that was a real election with checks and balances. No one could possibly rig it
from a central location.
4

At the end of caucus night the major networks reported that Dole had indeed
edged out Buchanan (who was supposed to receive only 12 percent of the vote
according to the polls being published by all four major TV networks only three
days earlier) 26 to 23 percent out of 100,000 votes cast, with the other candidates
trailing far behind. However, the next morning something came to light which
calls into question the legitimacy of these published results. Had Buchanan really
"lost" Iowa, or was it stolen from him? What happened in Dubuque County may
hold the key.

DUBUQUE COUNTY,IOWA
The people of Dubuque County, Iowa, ran a completely open and honest election.
The county's 41 precincts caucused in 41 classrooms at two local high schools.
The participants in each classroom voted on easily read paper ballots, and the
ballots were counted at the front of the classroom with candidate representatives
welcome to observe. Representatives from competing factions in each classroom
then ran their results down the hall to the county chairman, who waited with a cell
phone. The county chairman invited each group to stay as he phoned in the
results-just to be sure he did not make a mistake. The results from all 41
precincts in the county were then posted on a chalkboard where representatives
from the various campaigns could double check them. Everything checked out:
Buchanan 870, Dole 339, Keyes 245, the rest far behind.(A copy of the official
tally sheets from all 41 precincts in Dubuque County are on file.)
But where had that GOP county chairman, as well as all the rest of the local Iowa
Republican caucus leaders, been directed to call in his results? To the GOP State
Committee? To the Iowa Secretary of State? No, to VNS in New York City. This
means that the GOP state party had willingly abdicated its responsibility by
turning over the vote tabulation to a media-controlled service-VNS. Indeed, in a
letter to an outraged constituent dated June 6, 1996, Senator Charles Grassley
admits:"Since 1998, the Iowa Caucuses have operated under the system
whereby the precinct gives its results to the county, which, in turn passes the
information on to the 'official' reporting outlet, the Voter News Service (VNS). The
State Republican Party has no role in this reporting process and no independent
verification of the votes. VNS is the first entity to get the results and then it
reports them."(The Senator is wrong on one point. In the vast majority of cases
where precincts in a county are not meeting at one or two centralized locations,
each precinct caucus leader calls directly to VNS in New York City.)
So how did VNS handle its stewardship in Dubuque County during the 1996 GOP
Iowa Caucuses? Badly, and perhaps criminally. By the next morning, only ten
hours later, VNS had sent false (or falsified) results back to the Associated Press
to be published all over Iowa. Buchanan had "lost" 13 percent of his vote in
Dubuque County as it passed through the VNS and AP offices on its way back to
5

the *Des Moines Register.* The AP reported that Buchanan had garnered only 757
votes-down from the 870 he had actually received, If VMS shorted Buchanan even
four percent on average across Iowa,then Patrick J. Buchanan, not Senator
Robert Dole, won the Iowa Caucuses,
Calls from multiple witnesses to GOP state headquarters and VMS brought
arrogant, insulting responses. There was no interest in seriously discussing, let
alone correcting, the "mistake." VMS admitted nothing. Iowa GOP headquarters
insisted that they were in VNS's hands, and had to wait for the "official results
which as of Labor Day, had still not been published. Copies of the February 13,
1996,*Des Moines Register,* the *Cedar Rapid Gazette,* and a final fax made to
the various campaigns from VMS are on file. A comparison of these sources
against the official tally proves that 13 percent(or 113 votes) disappeared from
the Buchanan column overnight.
Howl Why? First, this incident proves that fraudulent tallies can indeed make it
through "the system," even though eyewitnesses had been present at the local
level to verify the true count from beginning to end. All VMS needed in this case
(ultimately a Republican Party event) was the abdication of all responsibility by
the Republican Party of Iowa, which Senator Grassley confirms did indeed occur.
In most elections, however, the circle of acquiescing public "servants" must be
widened to include state and county election officials, who in fact rely on experts
from a handful of computer programming companies nationwide.(According to
Ronnie Duggar's November 1988 article in the *New Yorker,* one company,
Shouptronic, accuses B.R.C./Cronus of having a virtual monopoly on counting
votes in the United States.) These companies provide election night "setvices,"
usually at outrageously expensive fees. The state and county officials sign the
results placed in front of them by these helpful experts. VNS provides the
"projections" based on the alleged exit polls, which are in turn announced by the
big four TV networks shortly after the polls close. The early projections invariably
come true. As always, because of its integral relationship to ABC,CBS, NBC,
CNN,and AP, VMS can count on little scrutiny (usually none)from the
mainstream press.
Second,if our impromptu team had not been in Iowa watching for vote fraud,
chances are that no one would have caught the still uncorrected falsification in
Dubuque County.
Third, it is important to note that the citizens of Iowa fulfilled their responsibility
honestly and thoroughly in Dubuque County, After phoning their results into VMS
as they were directed to do by State Republican headquarters, they went home
confident that they had done their civic duty. Isn't this the way it is in all 50 states
and all 3,075 counties?

ARIZONA
A contrast of the Arizona primary with the Iowa Caucuses speaks volumes. In
Arizona, Buchanan was attracting large crowds everywhere. Forbes, even after an
overwhelming media blitz, was drawing comparatively listless crowds in the few
places he showed up. Dole had stiff-anned the people of Arizona by not even
participating in the primary debate. He only visited Arizona once between October
11, 1995, and primary day, February 27, 1996.
Karen Johnson, the Buchanan Campaign Arizona State Coordinator, got a call on
the afternoon of the election from Governor Fife Symington, The governor
congratulated her on what he said would be a decisive Buchanan victory based
on his sources inside CBS. Senator McCain drafted a congratulatory letter that
was never issued due to sudden "reversals of fortune" right after the polls
closed. In fact, all four networks(Judy Woodruff at CNN was especially emphatic)
asserted right after the polls closed in Arizona that "their exit polls" showed that
Dole would definitely come in third, and that it was between Forbes and
Buchanan for first place. But then some computer magic occurred, and
Buchanan, we are told, was in a distant third. In fact, all four of the major TV
networks called the primary election wrong based on VNS exit polls! We have
apologies on tape from Ted Koppel(ABC)and Bernard Shaw (CNN). ABC's Hal
Bruno offered the lame excuse that the networks got it wrong because they had
never reported on an Arizona primary before.
Space will not allow a full analysis of the dubious "exit polls' supposedly
conducted by VNS every election day (though an indispensable scrutiny of the
subject can be found in *Votescaml. Likewise, the explosive subject of absentee
ballots must be relegated to another time, Early reports tried to explain Forbes'
victory in Arizona by absentee ballots, which had been uncharacteristically
counted by the time the polls had closed. Nor is there space to examine in depth
the special law passed by the Arizona legislature forbidding a recount in this one
primary election. And only brief mention can be made of the shocking and
sudden seizure of ballot boxes in the Phoenix area at about two o'clock in the
afternoon of election day-under the pretext of getting an "early start" on the
count. Also, we must gloss over the 60,000 duplicate white voter cards that were
issued to voters in the Phoenix area.
The issuing of these duplicate voting cards was admitted in the final election
report. But don't worry! Election officials assure us that only two people had
voted twice. They had done elaborate cross checking, you understand, after the
election. When asked by'Votescam* author Jim Collier for the paperwork and
work orders verifying that such a comprehensive check had been done (per the
impossible,for how would the election officials know who the duplicate voters
had voted for?),the election officials stonewalled. They produced nothing to back
their claim, and have produced nothing to this day, though they are supposed to
be, remember,servants of the people.
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And still looming over all of this is Arizona's computerized vote-counting system>
On the day of the primary, called Arizona's state elections director, Lisa Daniels,
am grateful that she took my call, for many in her position would not have. I
asked her,"Who programmed the computers that are going to count the votes
tonight in Arizona?" Her answer: "I think in she named one southern county] that.
[she named a husband and wife team] programmed the computer.' I followed up,
"How about the rest of the state?" She replied, "I can get you the name of the
company that did it, and maybe they can tell us the person who programmed the
software."
Now the point of this story is not to ridicule Lisa Daniels, Her sincerity is proven
by her willingness to answer my call, But a week later she would sign a document
swearing that the ballot results were true and accurate-although she, as the
state's election director, had absolutely no way of verifying the results she was
legitimizing with her signature and did not even know who had programmed the
computers responsible for these results. Again, this is not surprising to those few
of us who have been doggedly trodding this road for some years now, Most of the
election officials do not know any more about computer programming than the
average citizen. They are politicos on the way up. They need the job. They are
told that on election night such and such a company (handsomely paid) comes in
and runs the computers and tabulates the voting. They then sign the results,

WHAT CAN WE DO?
It is imperative that we act immediately, for as had as things are now, the
situation could grow much worse. For exa ple, almost all "mechanical" voting
machines now have a small computer integrated into their inner workings. In
many venues, computers are in use which send only a bleep of energy (no paper
trail) for each vote recorded. We are supposed to make a blind "act of faith" that
these bits of cyber-energy are accurately recorded and tallied. The possibility of
fraud increases dramatically when phone voting and voting by mail are
considered. The latter method is popular with the media, ad the state of Oregon,
in fact, has already "elected" a left-wing senator via the U.S. Post Office. The
"conservative" Republican wh "lost" this completely unverifiable "election"
(which took place over several weeks) wasn't smart enough to hold office
anyway,since he apparently failed to object to such a corrupt process. Ross
Perot brought "mail order" elections to a new level of silliness when he allowed email, faxes, and mail-ins to be counted in the process which nabbed him this
year's Reform Party nomination. One person I ran into at the Republican National
Convention in San Diego showed me four Reform Party ballots that he could have
used had he desired to do so.
Since the major TV networks have gone so far as to hide the existence of VNS
and its fellow travelers fro the American people for over two decades, and since
8

99,9 percent of the officeholders in the United States are petrified of the big
media, there is little hope at this time of a bona fide investigation into VNS and
the handful of election-night "service providers." But thousands of alerted
citizens can rally behind a strategy to force this issue into the open.
There is a little-known law still enforced by the Federal Communications
Commission stating that radio and television stations must carry the message of
political candidates, provided such commercials do not contain profanity. If the
station refuses to run the candidate's message, then he or she has the right to file
immediately for, and receive, ownership of the license of that station. Through a
willing candidate, citizens can make their voices heard on the issue of vote fraud,
or on any other issue,for that matter.
My organization's current goal is to raise money for radio and cable TV
commercials nationwide to highlight the importance of restoring verifiable
elections. We mounted our first offensive during the week of the Republican
Convention in San Diego, and over a three-day period, 65 radio commercials were
run on *KOGO* and *KSDO;* some of them ran locally during the Rush Limbaugh,
Gordon Liddy, and Michael Reagan shows.
If fair and free elections are ever going to reign in America again, citizens in every
county of the country must organize and demand easily read paper ballots, hand
counted by neighbors in each precinct in full public view, with the results posted
at each polling place before the ballots leave the precinct
Millions of our ancestors have fought and bled and died in an effort to protect our
right to free and fair elections and to an orderly, peaceful transfer of power. The
time is long overdue for the current generations to renew their commitment to
this precious right, and individuals interested in learning more about vote fraud
may [the following is updated for current information] visit our Internet sites
www.votefraud.org and www.networkamerica.org )or write us at Citizens for a
Fair Vote Count, P.O. Box 11339, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211, or phone: 513-481-1992,
NOTE: This article appeared in the November 1996 issue of *Chronicles: A
Magazine of American Culture* on pages 1447. To subscribe to this monthly
conservative magazine, well-known for its scholarlyjournalism, call 1-800-8775459 or write to THE ROCKFORD INSTITUTE, Chronicles, P.O. Box 800, Mount
Monis, Illinois 610544081 Chronicles also features Thomas Fleming and several
of the finest conservative writers in the county. You won't be disappointed.
Cs) Copyright 1996 Cincinnatus News Service
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Election Integrity Matters!
Want Obama out of office?
Does your vote COUNT?
Do you trust the machines?
HONEST ELECTIONS MUST BE RESTORED!
HOW YOU CAN HELP? Keep reading for answers!
(Edited to update links)
DID YOU KNOW THIS?
The US Supreme Court has at least twice ruled that secretly counted elections were
illegal
In Reynolds vs. Sims(1964)and US vs. Mosley (1916), the Court ruled that our right to vote
consists of two parts: a)the right to cast a ballot;
b) the right to know that our vote was counted accurately.
In computerized elections counted in secret by secret computer programs, we still
have a right to cast our ballot; but we have no way of knowing if our votes are being
counted accurately.
Watch these 2 short You Tubes
America's Democracy Stolen by Voting Machines!
http,://youtu.be/N4Xa2hfXkU4
Proof Elections are Rigged:
COURT TESTIMONY from Clinton Curtis, Computer Programmer on 12/13/2004 at the
Forum on the 2004 Presidential Election.
WHAT CAN YOU DO ABOUT THIS?
Send this to the Secretary of State.
You have the power to help Americans take back America!
Computers and machines must be banned in voting, paper ballots must be reinstated and
hand counted at each precinct in the open, with 12 non-partisan counters per precinct(8 with
4 backup - use college and high school students) before they leave the precinct. Vote
counters and witnesses need to sign an affidavit with the results then turn the ballots over for
safekeeping along with the video showing the entire life of them from the time they are cast
till the time they are counted. The video and ballots should be available to voters for
inspection under secure conditions. With the dollars saved on the equipment purchase,
maintenance/lease etc. -they can be put towards this measure.
HAND COUNTED PAPER BALLOTS - how to do it:
http.i/youtu.beiKsJE7pVHed4
Approach the proper authorities in EACH county to do the same

SOME RESOURCES AND WEBSITES:
www.blackboxvoting.orq
wwW.aglet.a.0-ara
http://www,watchthevoteueacom 4--==got the winner of the Jan 2012 Iowa corrected,
UNPRESCEDENTED
www guardiancom
tiltajAMWASADACMISKOCIP,...1.0...Itting5 citimnksan_clojo.,pvemee_elections
httplielectionnightgatekeepers.comi
httpliwww viPgIbg.M247 c9Mi

4—==STRATEGY FOR THIS ELECTION

http:t/www.takebacktherepublic.net/
bfiplisamariccommittegmen,grai
Watch Hacking Democracy full length critically acclaimed documentary:
bitpaSyymyliazkinademagarasam

HACKING THE MACHINES
By Sheila Parks, Ed, D.
Pounder, Center for Hand-Counted Paper Ballots
April 27,2012
THE PROBLEM;The corporations. the 1%,own all the electronic voting machines, and these
can all be rigged optical scan machines that use paper ballots that are then scanned
electronically and DRE's/touchscreen machines that don't use paper ballots. The 1% are rigging
the elections of we the people, the 99%.
EXAMPLES THAT SHOW HACKING CAN BE DONE TO ALL KINDS OF ELECTRONIC
VOTING MACHINES
a)Research by Professor Edward W.Felten, Princeton University,showed that keys from hotel
mini-bars, an office furniture store and those bought freely on the Internet,can open Diebold
Accu-Vote IS voting machine and leave no trace. lutpsn'ifreedom-toAidencpm,hlo!lehealtotel- n bar-keys-open-d ebo
oti ng-mach i nes,
b)The Vulnerability Assessment Team at the Argonne National Laboratory in Chicago reported
that these same electronic voting machines(as in a)above)and that will be used by 1/4 of voters
in 2012 can be hacked, changing voting results and leaving no trace ofthe tampering - with
about $25,by a student with an 8th grade science education, using a remote control device.
http ifis;;WW•computerworld,comisfarticle192203.*Arsprine researnim Ng Diebold e_voting,
J4minnae
.
e)Alex Halderman(Univ of Michigan)and An Feldman (Princeton),in 3 afternoons, replaced
the voting software of the Sequoia AVC Edge touch-screen DRE voting machine(used by
almost 9 million voters in 2008)with Pao-Man.They did this in three afternoons, without
breaking any tainper-evident seals. There is not a word on any plans to give Ms. Pac-Man
suffrage., says Kim Zetter of Wired. lutplAvwnnese.umich.edun-jhaldernn'pacman/
d)Finnish computer geek Hard Hursti„ - produced by Bev Harris and Black Box Voting demonstrated (in multiple tests) that you can program a voting machine (Diebold Optical Scan)
to do anything to votes, and with a little more work, you can make the fraud undetectable.
http://en.wiki e.clinorontm!index,php4.41
J-Inek&oldid.
,
4046P292(has links to
authoritative pages)
e)The Election Assistance Commission(EAC)issued a warning in December 2011 about ES&S
DS200 IntElect optical scan electronic voting machines errors during voting. These machines

were used in Florida, Ohio, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and New York. Read more details here
and here. Nevertheless, the machines will not be decertified. Said Brian Hancock of the EAC:
Our goal is not to decertify systems. We never want to be in a situation of putting counties in a
position where they cannot run an election,"
t)

tr,:thvww. heregiMer.

k1:10 1 -2,I1310 I:ectronie ..voting.backed,„bendei.

Election hacked,drunken robot elected to school board
iittp.;./AigYsIting,DVP5:.cagiZr.gAtiPriliti.§.111ungt::!,':01ing::fiy:stign5::1Qs.)::irgigclrgnnagar.C.k.ErAN.M:in,
computerwarldi
THE SOLUTION IS HAND-COUNTED PAPER BALLOTS(HCPB) i.e. votes must be handmarked on paper ballots that are HAND-COUNTED TWICE at the polling place right after the
polls close, by opposing parties on the ballots, videographed and livestreamed, and results
immediately posted in polling place windows fbr all to see.

Election Watch
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The Case of Dr. Laura Pressley — A Study in
Texas Election Law
.
By Bev llarris June 14,2017 Apyoc..Ac
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By Bev Harris and Jim Keller
Human beings rely on one another for reality testing. Consensus is sometimes used to imply
truth, but consensus is a dubious approach if a result is false.
Election results can become false through error, outside "hacking," or inside manipulation. The
Texas legislature addressed election fraud as a concern when it passed laws to require the
printing and retention of zero and results tapes from polling places. The legislature also
perceived inside manipulation as a possibility when it passed laws to require that observers be
allowed to watch election workers as they conduct elections and prepare for and early out
recounts.

The election case below explores the letter of the law., as well as a sober reading of its
enforcement. In Travis County, Texas,four corners have been pointing to and repeating each
other's assertions as if repetition makes them real. Election administrators, vendors, and
sometimes the media and the courts have crafted remarkably similar statements.

Dr. Laura Pressrey
But a candidate, Dr. Laura Pressiey, has challenged these
consensual violations of election law.
SHE'S Foccwr FOR THE LAW.. WILL THE LAW WIN?
Within the next few months, an important case will come to a decision by the Texas Supreme
Court. Dr. Laura Pressley, a former candidate for Austin City Council, went to court in 2015 to
address a dismantling ofelectronic voting safeguards, resulting in the first case targeting illegal
electronic voting practices in Texas.
Pressley sued to de-certify the election of her opponent due to Travis County's failure to keep or
produce original records ofthe vote (serial numbers, zero tapes, ballot images,and results
tapes,) as required by the Texas Constitution, the Texas Election Code and Administrative Code,
respectively, Her case is progressing through the Texas court system. The Texas Supreme Court
has reviewed Pressley's election integrity Petition for Review.'
Read Pressley v. Casar Petition for Review here:
httn:,';:blacit'gro..0.1.ing,o.filciosfpressivy,..Nrc,,k9r7_404-st.tprmc-ourtrretition7,1:carzsgvi.m.

(large file: 10,728 KB,324 pages)
On June 9,2017, in a positive move,the Court requested Casar file a formal response.
Laura Pressley (petitioner) v. Gregorio(Greg)Casar(Respondent.), Texas Supreme Court case
No. 17-0052, addresses the following three issues:

I. Can a ballot be counted ifthe ballot itself violates Texas Constitutional and statutory law?
2. Can the secretary ofstate waive mandato*,laws enacted by the legislature that have criminal
penalties for the violation thereof?
Tcsiiniany of Travis Coums Clerk Lkoni DeBeauvoir:
O. You think the Secretary qfStow van id'you nai to,Olow stwe law?
4. I know exactly that they c'an,
0, Okai:r.
•4. AbPilutely
3. Should a candidate be sanctioned (punished with fines)for asking the courts, for the first
time, to clarify the issues above?
QUESTION I. BALLOTS THAT VIOLATE TEXAS CONSTITI. TIONAL LAW:
Both the Texas Election Code and the Texas Constitution require a unique number for each
ballaC
Can unnumbered ballots(or, in the case ofelectronic voting machines, unnumbered Cast Vote
Records) be counted in a recount if the absence ofa number creates an illegal ballot?
Ballot numbering, if done correctly,does not violate ballot privacy.
Unique ballot numbering is the primary way to account for all ballots, to ensure that no extra
ballots were inserted, and that no duplicates are present. The numbering requirement helps to
make sure that the ballets (or Cast Vote Records)are the real ones. Without unique identifiers for
each ballot there is no way to know whether the electronic ballots counted in a recount are faked.
Aceording to correspondence between e-voting manufacturer Hart Intereivic and the Texas
Secretary of State's office, Hart "does not and never has" numbered its electronic ballots.
Hart InterCivic, by fiiling to follow Texas constitutional and legislatively imposed election code
requirements, did not actually meet Texas requirements for ballot numbering when submitting its
system for certification, yet it was certified anyway. Hart's actions have been troubling with
regard to ballot numbering and Cast Vote Records:
I)in a previous litigation by the NAACP in 2011,the Texas Supreme Court ruled that Hart
eSlate meets the Texas Constitutional provisions of numbering because "an eSlate numbers a
hallot."'1
Pressley's case clearly provides evidence that is not the case—Hart. InterCivie eSlate Cast Vote
Records are not numbered. So where did this misinformation come from? The Texas Supreme
Court in 2011 relied, in part, upon incorrect representation when ruling against the NAACP.

•

2)For years, Hart officials represented to election officials that "in the event of a recount, ballot
images exist so that paper ballot records can be counted one by one.- Relying on these
representations, county election officials and county attorneys repeated these statements to the
trial court and press.'
Yet. Pressley's case provided evidence Hart's eSlate Cast Vote Records are in fact unnumbered.
And,according to Texas Constitution and Election Code, unnumbered Cast Vote Records don't
meet the legal requirement for numbering each ballot. Can unnumbered computer printouts
representing each ballot be reliably counted one by one ifthere is no way to determine that each
represents a unique vote?
3)As the Texas case was pending in the Appeals Court, in 2016,the Secretary of State e-mailed
Hart and asked whether it numbers its Cast Vote Records anywhere on the document. Hart
responded that it does not and never has numbered the ballots.'
4) The Federal Election Assistance Commission Voluntary Guidelines from 2005,2012 and
2015, define electronic voting system standards and those standards required a unique identifier
for each ballot record. This is an accounting mechanism to ensure that each ballot can be
properly accounted for. Hart's eSlate system therefore appears to violate federal standards as
well as Texas law.
The Texas Supreme Court has upheld in the past 120 years that paper and electronic ballots must
be numbered. Thus it now conies before the Texas Supreme Court a case of first impression, the
topic ofelectronically cast ballots: If unnumbered e-ballots are not legal ballots, is it legal to
require a candidate to accept a recount based on unnumbered e-ballots?
QUESTION 2, CAN THE SECRETARY OF STATE WAIVE MANDATORY LAWS
ENACTED IW THE LECASLATURE?
0. You think the Secretaiy orStaie can ei1 yvti alfii to pllow stale law?
.4. 1 A-now exacily Mai they can, yes.
Pressley's original election case highlighted irregularities, including use of corrupted memory
cards(as shown in audit logs), obstruction ofobservers, more votes than voters, and missing
ballot boxes. Yet, when Pressley tried to match up rem*,Travis County refused to give her
some of the legally required documents.
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DeBeauvoir's position that the Texas Secretary of State can overwrite mandatory legislation is
not unique. At one point in time. California county election officials asked then-Secretary of
State Debra Bowen to void the legal requirement to print precinct results, However, Bowen
refused to do so, responding that she did not have the authority to overrule the California
legislature,
In Texas, DeBeauvoir issued a written directive to poll workers to ignore the Texas law requiring
printing and saving ofzero and results tapes based on a waiver letter from the Texas Secretary of
State's Election Director, Keith Ingram. Ingram's office, under the color of law, instructed
Pressley's county and other counties in Texas to ignore the printing of paper backup records of
zero and results tapes designed to give accountability and credibility to e-voting election results.
Pressley asks the Texas Supreme court:"Do the Secretary ofState's Elections Division and
county election officers have powers to suspend mandatory state election laws?
I. During the recount of the 2014 Pressley v. Casar city council race Pressley had assigned
official recount poll watchers to monitor all recount activities, including retrieval, sorting and
copying ofthe ballots to ensure integrity ofthe files. However, Pressley's poll watchers were not
permitted by Travis County Election Officer Michael Winn to monitor the retrieval, sorting and
copying ofCast Vote Records that were cast on eSlate DREs.
2. In addition, required paper election results tapes from polling places were missing. During
discovery,a written directive from Travis County Clerk Dana DeBeatwoie was found which
directed poll workers not to retain official paper precinct returns, despite the mandate contained
in Tex. Election Code Sec,66,022. Later, Texas Election Director Keith Ingram again "waived"
the law requiring printing ofzero tapes and polling place results tapes fin- the 2015 and 2016
general election and counties succumbed,
* Though a lower level court opinion cited Travis County Clerk DeBeauvoir's membership on
committees to emphasize her qualifications, it did not mention DeBeauvoir's previous problems

with audits. In her official capacity of Travis County Clerk, DeBeauvoir failed to balance several
bank accounts, resulting in two separate critical audit reports. At one point, DeBeauvoir reported
one bank account to contain almost $1 million more than it actually had. DeBeauvoir's response
was to claim that then-County Auditor Susan Spataro was engaged in a personal vendetta against
her. When a national auditor's review supported Spataro's work, DeBeauvoir accused the
national firm offailing to incorporate a review based on personalities. One of the national review
team's auditors replied, correctly, that reviews should center on paperwork, not people.
3. With regard to Tally computer corruption errors, the vendor, Hart InterCivic. had issued
instructions and warnings against use of"corrupt memory cards," specifically because they can
corrupt or alter results. However, Travis County repeatedly inserted corrupted memory cards into
the main Tally computer as Pressley's election results were tabulated on election night.
(Use ofcorrupt memory cards was witnessed again in Travis County during the 2016 presidential
primary by election observers; Travis County declined to take the actions recommended by the
vendor to deal with memory card corruption errors, A farther issue, though not before the court,
is whether Travis County has been properly maintaining and updating its memory cards.
According to Hart information on "Corrupt card" message, this can be caused by using memory
cards that are past their shelf life and can cause corruption of election results. If Travis County
has not replaced memory cards according to manufacturer recommendations,each new election
is likely to increase in quantity of corrupt memory card errors.)
4. Although Pressley called Travis County and Secretary of State's office officials attention to
the absence of legally required numbering on Cast Vote Records during her recount, county and
state officials overrode state mandated ballot requirements and ordered that the unnumbered
records be recounted.
PUNISHMENT AND CHILLING EFFECT •
QUESTION 3: SANCTIONS
The lower trial court dismissed Pressley's election contest case and entered an order for
monetary sanctions against Pressley for $40,000,and further awarded unsolicited, unbriefed
anticipatory attorney's fees, in the event Pressley sought an unsuccessful appeal to the Court of
Appeals($25,000)and Texas Supreme Court($45,000).
But she did appeal the case in 2015,and gave oral arguments in April 2016. The Austin Third
Court issued its ruling eight months later, after the 2016 General Election, on December 23,
essentially Christmas Eve — a day that governments 'take out the trash' while no one is
watching. The Austin Third Court upheld the lower court, and added $25,000 to Pressley's
punishment for bringing the ease.
Not a single Texas election contest in the past 100 years has sustained punitive sanctions at the
Appeals Court level. In cases where election practice conflicts with election law, a proper
remedy is to file a lawsuit forcing clarification. Pressley's case, ifsanctions are upheld, would he
the first case to address these two unresolved legal conflicts, and at the same time, the first time a

candidate was sanctioned with punitive damages for bringing an election contest case through
the Texas court system,
Dr. Pressley said,"Laws mean something. The expectation is for strict adherence to the rule of
law in Texas elections."
Elections are not simply the exercise ofchoice the results impersonate our values and only
if legitimate, can liberate us. Checks and balances mandated by Texas election laws ought to be
obeyed regardless ofconvenience, Ifthe legal precedent set by the Austin appeals court is
allowed to stand, it will remove the ability for voters and candidates to chalienge questionable or
bogus results -- the very will of the People is on the line in this decision.

Bev Harris is a writer and is the founder of Black Box Voting. She has researched and written
about election transparency and computerized voting systems since 2002, and is currently
writing a new book which documents and quantifies corruption in America. Harris was featured
in the Emmy-nominated HBO documentaty Hacking Democracy, and is the author of Black Box
Voting: Ballot Tampering in the 21st Century, a book purchased by the White House Library and
also reportedly found on Osama bin Laden's bookshelf. Harris's research has been covered in
The New York Times, Vanity Fair, Time Magazine,CNN and several international publications.

lames(Jim)Keller is a fifth generation Texan and member ofthe Maverick
Family, Keller has been an active advocate for election transparency issues for many years. He is
a professional photographer who holds four US patents for panoramic camera-related inventions
and works managing investments, properties, and a cattle ranch,

NOTES:
1. The Pressley v. Casar Petition for Review includes Pressley's Texas Supreme Court
pleading. It also includes a copy ofthe original lawsuit and information on the appeals
court case.
lIttp://Hadjm_amig:i_sagal
redacted_pdf,
(large file: 10,728 KB,324 pages)

Texas Constitution: Sec. 4. ELECTIONS BY BALLOT;NUMBERING,FRAUD,
AND PURITY OF ELECTIONS; REGISTRATION OF VOTERS, In all elections by
the people,the vote shall be by ballot, and the Legislature shall provide for the
numbering of tickets and make such other regulations as may be necessary to detect and
punish fraud and preserve the purity ofthe ballot box.
Texas Election Code:Chapter 52 Sec,52.062. NUMBERING OF BALLOTS. The
ballots prepared by each authority responsible for having the official ballot prepared shall
he numbered consecutively beginning with the number "I." 4--)
3. Cast Vote Records: Electronic voting machine that don't have voter verified paper
ballots are said to retain an "image" ofeach ballot.'The Diebold. AccuVoteTSx, ftir
example, transfers an image of each ballot to its GEMS central tabulator, which looks
like this:
Ballot image from Accu Vote ISx paperless touchscreen:
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A "Cast Vote Record" or CVR is different than a ballot image,though Hart Intercivic,
Travis County's voting system vendor, says they are the same. A Cast Vote Record is a
data table and can be manipulated more easily than a graphic image of the actual ballot.
Most "Cast Vote Records" look like a table full of numbers, However, the
DieholdTremier CVR for the touchscreens is actually a data table that is made to look
like pretend ballots. Below are examples of Cast Vote Records for Diebold and Hart
systems.
Diebold TSx CVR

P minat4'43& Mad** tri 1
BaHo1BatiotSW U33
1 Memphis Mayor
%le For 1
LeoAriGoWiset
U James R Barbee
•Corko anyintid
U Edna Ford Sr
U ernes Harvey Sr
•Robert Hodges
[1 DreWaytte DEAjones
U Marty Merrivteather
•Kenneth RoNrison
[X)AC Wiser:aril) r
2:t.Cy Coma D!Stitt.7
'tie For 1
0 Scott ilattery
[ RarrnendAtisni
U Emir Reels
Ktall,N4 FOfd

11 Erskine a Gliiespie
In Lee tiarrt
11 JuJ
U Wind Steven Mnore
itg'W RaY
0Artie Siren
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[ LeAntiren Rent liyior
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Hart eSiate CVR:
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Note that the Diebold CVR contains a serial number at top left (its ballot image in GEMS
is labeled with a matching serial number); whereas the Hart CVR lacks any number. The
Hart CVR also lacks representation of all candidate names.(This is important; in a 2010
Shelby County TN election, it was found that some ballot images failed to match CVRs
with corresponding serial numbers,and that votes attributed to one candidate on the
ballot. image were attributed to a different candidate on the corresponding CVR.) 4-3
4. NAACP vs Texas Sec. of State Texas Supreme Court Ruling, page 13"... the voters
allege that the eSlate's lack ofa paper ballot violates the constitutional requirement that
ballots be numbered. Although the Agate numbers ballots ,.."
Here is a copy of the NAACP suit:
littp:dblackboxvoting.orgidoes.bndrade-‘,-naagilixif
(411 KB)
5. The following quotes illustrate the evolution from touting ballot images us a safeguard, to
saying that ballot images cannot be produced, to finally claiming that ballot images are
the same thing as a east vote record.
2004-February: Statement by Travis County Clerk Dana DeBeauvoir:"Some ofthe
benefits ofeSlate are that it: Captures images ofeach ballot cast so that electronic or
manual recounts can be conducted..."
Source: by Dana DeBeauvoir:'Making sure every vote counts in Travis'. Austin
American-Statesman,02/21/2004.(This article is not available online, but can be
obtained from paid news services.)
2004-Aprii: Hart chairman David Hart says eSlates produce ballot images.
Source: by Jean O. Pasco; California: O.C. Still Favors eSlate Voting'. Los Angeles
Times,04115/2004. http niclesJatimes..con/2004/apr/1 5flocalime-machines15
2004-June; Orange County, California agreed to preserve images of all Hart Intercivic
eSlate ballots that could be printed in the event of a recount, and met those requirements.
Source: by Stuart Pfeifer: 'State Lifts Ban on O.C. E-Voting; Secretary ofstate says he's

/••

confident that a now-tested system can do the job in November.', Los Angeles Times,
06/11/2004. hu p://articles.latiines.com/2004/juni1 1/localime-evotell
2004-October;"There can be a paper trail with eSlate, DeBeauvoir said. The machine
captures images ofeach ballot that can be printed later .for recounts."
Source: by Kate Alexander:'Travis is eSiated for E-Day ;Even critics say electronic
voting machines most reliable available'. Austin American-Statesman, 10/17/2004.(This
article is not available online, but can be obtained from paid news services.)
20064une: David Hart, founder of Austin-based Hart InterCivic, said the system stores
ballot information in three electronic places. In Travis County, it captures images ofeach
ballot so electronic or manual recounts can be conducted.
Source: 'Lawsuit seeks to stop electronic voting system'. Associated Press Newswires,
06/14/2006. http://wwwanyplainview,cominewstarticlelLawsuit-seeks-to-stop-electronicvoting-system-8718673.php
2006-July:(Texas) State and (Travis)county lawyers argued that eSlate, for backup,
captures images of each ballot that can be printed during a recount
Source: by Steven Kreytak:'Ruling on electronic voting may come soon'. Austin
American-Statesman,07/07/2006.(This article is not available online, but can be
obtained from paid news services.)
2006-October: Tarrant County, Texas Election Administrator Steve Rabom said the
county's eSlate voting machines store an image of every ballot cast, which can then be
printed and manually recounted.
Source:'Tarrant County Democrats sue over electronic voting machines'. Associated
Press Newswires, 10/30/2006. http://www.myplainview,comanewsiarticle/TarrantCounty-Democrats-sue-over-electronic-8496826.php
2014: For the first time, a candidate, Laura Pressley, asks to see the ballot images.
2015-January: DeBeauvoir said the county cannot produce ballot images, and instead
printed out a record of ballots cast.
Source; by Andra Lim;'Recount by hand confirms Casar victory over Pressley, Losing
candidate Pressley may file further challenge'. Austin American-Statesman, 01/0712015.
(This article is not available online, but can be obtained from paid news services.)
2015-February:"since the current electronic voting system (eSlate) does not enable
literal "images of ballots cast" to be printed and counted by hand"
Source: by Amy Kamp and Michael King:'Election Follies: Pressley contests,
Zimmerman protests'. Austin Chronicle,02/13/2015,
Imp://www.austinchronicle.cominews/2015-02-131election-follies
2015-April:'The state ofTexas and the U.S. government say that cast vote record is the
same thing as a ballot image."
Source for this unsubstantiated quote: by Andra Lim:'Defeated candidate's results

challenge gets first airing in court; Lawyers for both sides say they are aiming for a trial
to begin in June'.Austin American-Statesman,(W07120/5.(This article is not available
online, but can be obtained from paid news services.)
2015-May:"at every level of government" it has been determined that banot image and
cast vote records are the same."
Source for this unsubstantiated quote: by Lilly Rockwell:'Judge throws out Pressley's
Lawsuit'. Austin American-Statesman, 05/2712015.(This article is not available online,
but can be obtained from paid news services.):
6.

Correspondence between e-voting manufacturer Hart InterCivie and the Texas
Secretary of State's office:
When the Secretary ofState's office first asked about ballot numbering, Hart sent an
image showing a Cast Vote Record with ballot numbering, identifying it as part ofone of
their training manuals. However, when the secretary ofstate asked why Travis County's
Cast Vote Records were not numbered, Hart sent this response:
(Sec% fitale •i-if,,,rt): Pam here is a Sereen sh •:.a CTVR from the Travis C.:oont.y:
recount. This looks di riip."ew
the on:::
inc., also don't sec,: u bal kn.
'yOu teii me why
di ift.:-.5-::;-ot? is
N...isf.)ri it

Wart

Sec. Sh;§te): Earlkr
responded about the ballot key on the:
We do not now. nor 1-1B‘..-e sx:e ever. assignzd unique ificritifiers toLAZE.
records...

Rom:
Stant
To;
Subject

Cardenas,Pamela ,rPCardenas@hartic.com>
Friday, February 19, 2016 1131 AM
Christina Adkins
itE.: Sample CVR

Batch B — P. 105

Christina,
Sorry it took a bit tO get back to you, but I wanted to make saxe that validated the answer properly.
Earlier, i mirspoke' When I responded about the ballot key on the CM The balkat key on the CVII that appears on the
Cifft report that found in ahe training manual only serves to tie a specific Vet)$VVPAT)retard to a specific
Ciffi. Assignment of the ballot key only occurs as port of the VS0 priming piocess, and les on the Cast Vote Record for
jurisdictions that want to tie specific Cast Vote ROCONS to speak primed VSO records.
e :not tiOV6.0Err hew we anti'
derdqueldeteiiiers to ERE reitxgris;;except for two exceptions: in the event of
a provisional ballot, and in unique gate-specific sittsations that require Early Voting retrievable bOots.
Does that makesem?
Thanks,
Pam
Fmni: Civistirta kildrte (readte:CAtiltirosotexes.gov]
Sent Friday, Febnory 19,2016 10:14 AM
To:Cardenas, Pamela
StAbject:
Setripie CYR
Pam — here is a screen shot of a CVff from the Travis County recount. This looks differentia from the one you sent me. 1
aiso rksn't see a ballot key on it. Can you tel me why it looks different? Is there a reason it wouldn't have a ballot key
listed?
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programmed computers since at least as far back as
108 have brought us:3 terms of Bushes; a terms of
Clintons and one term of°barna. And now,in 2016, the
ELection Night Gatekeepers.(Five counties in New
Hampshire stilt hand-count the ballots the right way —
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computer free, but outside of NH gg% or 100% of the
counties use a handful of computerized mega-Election
Vendors to secretly processing the vote - see below.)
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To summarize, the key players in the Computer Vote
Fraud Crime Syndicate are the following megacorporations:
• ABC
Ni CBS
a NBC
gg CNN
a FOX
• AP WIRE
• National Election Pool(NEP) owned by the first
six corporations listed
• Republican National Committee
• Democratic National Committee
• ES &S
s Hart InterCivic
• Dominion(which bought Diebold & Sequoia in
2013)
The following four groups are perpetrating a
computerized Election Fraud conspiracy upon America.
1. ABC, NBC,CBS,CNN,FOX.and AP wile service.
This is the "Big Media combine which helps run the
Computer Election Fraud Crime Syndicate. and
which prevents the population as a whole from
realizing what's happening on each election night.
(The New York Times wire service, the Washington
Post wire service, Reuters,and other Big Media
aligned outlets are in on the effective conspiracy of
silence. While this is a somewhat'open conspiracy
of silence', or none of us would know about it. still
gg% of all Americans are not aware of the facts and
realities on this page.)All local Big Daily newspapers
in the USA,such as the Denver Post and the
Cincinnati Enquirer.take their national and
international news from these big wire services. If a
reporter at a big daily, or a local TV affiliate of one of
the major networks learns about some of this

Election Night
Gatekeepers
To skip analysis of
the Presidential
Election
).› Start at 1.450 «

Election Nig...

We must
challenge the
easily-rigged,
secret
computerized
election counts
and demand
paper ballots
counted in the
open, before the
ballots Leave the
public sight, at
each of the
200,000 polling
places in the USA
There are no
paper ballots at all
in South Carolina
and other states.
(III) This 73 minute
Youtube is my
attempt to bring
everyone up to
speed on my 37-

blockbuster informarion. and starts reporting it, he
will be given a choice:accept other reporting
assignments, or, get transferred to the sports
department,or, get fired)
2. National Election Pool. What's National Election

Poo((NEP)? Thai's a corporation in New York City,
which was formerly known as Voter News Service
(VNS)from1964 or so until. 2004. And who owns this
NEP corporation? Why, — ABC,CBS, NBC.CNN,FOX
and AP wire — that's why gg% of Americans have
never heard of it! This is the company which
conducts/oversees all of the 'official°'exit polls° on
Election Day. NEP also controls the reporting of the
"count° that is published on election night at the
national networks: at their Local affiliates, and in the
Big Daily papers. White the New York Times wire
service and the Washington Post wire service are not
owners of NEP,they have fully participated in the
cover-up for decades. Again, that's why 99% of the
American people reading this article have never
heard of NEP. You can read the Wikipedia entry on
NEP here

years of
experience and
research in 73
minutes,-- jim
Condit Jr.,
Founder of Watch
The Vote USA

Hacking Democracy
— HBO Trailer

Hacking De_

U.S. Supreme Court I
Decisions
',.,„frommt7
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ABC,COS, wire
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CNN,FOX,&

National
Election Pool
had been
called 'Voter
News Service
(VNSY before
2003, when its
name was
changed to
National
Election Pool

because the stench was getting too great after the 2000
Presidential "election,'This is a periodic tactic of the
Puling Elite behind the Computer Vote-fraud Crime

Vs NOT VoteR

Fraud
Computer Vote
Fraud by VENDORS

Contact Us Via
Email

• /7,"

Syndicate:change the name of the offending company,
while leaving everything else the same and continuing
with the same anti-American treasonous program.
Around 2004, NEP thought it would be a good idea to try
and put a 'Layer of protection' between the 5 Big TV
Networks and the °official" Election Day Exit Polk,so they
hired a company called Edison to allegedly conduct the
exit polls on election day. Do not be fooled by this. NEP
could fire Edison and hire another company tomorrow,or
start directly doing the exit polls themselves again. The
key point is that NEP and the 5 Big TV Networks and AP
wire DECIDE WHAT IS ANNOUNCED TO THE PUBLIC
about the election "results' on election night THEY
decide what the published election "results" will be in all
Congressional, Senatorial, and in the Presidential,election
on election nights in the United States.(See below for
more analysis on the interaction between three mega
election vendors hired by gg% of our counties, NEP,and
the 5 Big TV Networks which own NEP along with AP
wire.)
3. Election Systems & Software(ES & 5)Hart
InterCivic, and Dominion (which bought Diebold &
Sequoia in 2013).
These are the three mysterious mega-corporations
which have been hired by the overwhelming majority
of counties in the USA to process our ballots on
election night. The 2004 article in the Nation
Magazine by veteran reporter Ronnie Dugger,
entitled *How They Could Steal the Election this
Time",stated that 96% of the US vote on election
night was counted by these three companies,and
that 60% was counted by ES &S alone.(ill) You can
read the entire article by Dugger at the Link
immediately below, but at least read the shocking
first few paragraphs when you have a chance
(remember that in 2004 there were FOUR major
election vendors as Dugger describes: in 2013,
Dominion bought both the infamous Diebold
election division and Sequoia - and then there were

actionqeLectionnig
htgatekeepers.com
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three) Here is the link to the entire 2004 Nation by
article:https://www.thenationcomfarticielhowthey-could-steal-election-time/Several concrete
examples, Hamilton County(Cincinnati) is using Hart
Intercivic; Butler County, right above Hamilton
County in Ohio is hiring ES & S to process the county
elections on secret software programs which the
election officials sign contracts that they are not
allowed to inspect.(ffi) It seems that ES &S runs all of
the elections in South Carolina,and apparently all.
the elections in Oregon circa 204.4-20:18,Please note;
Just as Voter News Service changed its name(and
nothing else)to National Election Pool in 2004, when
the VNS name became too stinky, the same is
happening to camouflage how few companies
process our votes on their secret computers. Now,
by 2016,smaller satellite companies,such as Triad
circa 2008 in Ohio, have popped up here and there
from time to time to try and throw dust in the public's
eye. Please note: all these allegedly new'
companies all use the same motus operandi as the
Big Three:secret software that no one, not even the
Election Officials, is allowed to inspect. One could
suspect that all of these mega-companies and
their satellites are the SAME company behind the
scenes funded and erected by the dark side of the
world's money-issuing entities(such as the dark
side of the FED,Goldman-Sachs,the IMF,etc)and
operated by the dark side of military intelligence.
This would ensure,as long as we allow it to exist,
that the current Ruling Elite stays in charge o the
direction of the USA and the world, no matter what.
— The answer is for each county to FIRE all. of
these mega-Election Vendors and their secret
software,and restore hand-counted paper ballots
in each neighborhood precinct — counted right at
closing time with all factions invited to observe the
counting in an orderly manner,with all ballots
counted BEFORE they leave the public sight.)To

repeat myself to some extent: these mega Election
Vendor companies are completely out of reach of
any oversight by the voters and the public. It is this
aspect of the current election situation which caused
me to say that my explanation here is slightly oversimplified. These companies are always buying and
selling each other, and using smaller front
companies in some areas. When Diebold's CEO
made an incautious statement about helping W.
Bush get re-elected in 2004,a small company called
Triad popped up in Ohio to take over some of the
counties. We have already covered that, after years
of rumors,a new player called Dominion bought the
election division of Diebold and Sequoia. In any case,
DO NOT BE FOOLED by this game of musical chairs
played by the Super Rich who own all of these
mega-election companies.

Even though we carried the link above to the entire 2004
Nation Magazine article above by Ronnie Dugger(How
They Could Steal the Election this Time),this claim that
99% of our counties were in the clutches of basically four
(now become three) mega-computer-electionscorporations by 2004- is so °unbelievable at first glance,
that I'm going to include a few paragraphs Duggers 2004
article in right here.
On November and millions of Americans will cast their
votes for President in computerized voting systems
that can be rigged by corporate ,insiders...,The
potential for fraud and error is daunting. About61
million of the votes in November, more than half the
total, will be counted in the computers of one
company,the privately held Election Systems and
Software(ES&S)of Omaha, Nebraska,
6Altogether,

nearly 100 million votes will be counted in

computers provided and programmed by ES&S and
three other private corporations: British-owned
Sequoia Voting Systems of Oakland, California, whose

touch-screen voting equipment was rejected as
insecure against fraud by New York City in the iggos:
.Diebold Election Systems of McKinney, Texas, whose
machines malfunctioned this year in a California
election: and Hart InterCivic of Austin
8The four major election corporations count votes with
voting-system source codes. These are kept strictly
secret by contract with the localjurisdictions and
states using the machines.... David Stutsman.an
Indiana !election) Lawyer.„ puts it welt The secrecy of
the ballot has been turned into the secrecy of the vote
count:
Dugger's entire article is linked also on the right side of
the home page at www.votefrauctorg — along with a
number of other absolutely critical historical articles.
The sin of the local election officials, both Republicans
and Democrats,is that they have stepped aside and
illegally and unconstitutionally delegated the processing
of our elections to the four major corporations(now
become three) named above in Dugger's article.
4. THE RNC and the DNC.Democrats and
Republicans control every one of the 31.41 counties in
the USA. The Election Officials in each county hired
the mega-Election Vendors and their
unconstitutional, illegal computerized systems,and
is these same Election Officials in each county who
can FIRE them and re-instate honest,transparent.
legal,constitutional elections as specified and
demanded by three Supreme Court decisions(see
home page of ElectionNightGatekeepers.com, menu
tab about US Supreme Court decisions). The
Republican National Committee and the Democratic
National Committee have encouraged FOR
DECADES all of their local county operatives to
delegate the local county elections to the Large
private corporations which use secret computer
source code and process the elections in secret. The

RNC and the ONC effecti‘,/ely participate in the
conspiracy of silence against the American people
regarding this theft of the 2nd part of our right to
vote(the right to KNOW that our vote was counted
accurately, after we have cast our ballot, the first part
of our right to vote as defined by the US Supreme
Court THREE TIMES), by pretending everything is
A-OK. The RNC and DNC have been key players in
engineering the current, unacceptable election
travesty from the beginning — way back in the early
19705,(Again,the Republicans and/or Democrats
control every county Board of Elections in the
USA.)(From here on down to the end,this article
may need to editing and/or updating, which
hopefully will happen soon!- Jim Condit Jr,
September 2, 2016)
Mechanics of Vote Fraud in America
Here's how vote fraud in America works:
1. PHONY PUBLIC OPINION POLLS and BLATANTLY
BIASED TV COVERAGE. For MONTHS AND MONTHS
before a Presidential election, the Major TV
Networks issue endless public opinion polls,
provided by the FEW polling companies they pay,
such as Zogby. Gallup,and their own in-house
potting operations.
NO ONE,and I mean, NO ONE in the major media at any
level ever questions who does these polls, and how 'they
are done. I believe they are deliberately falsified
whenever so desired to manipulate public opinion, rather
than to reflect it, The case of the Jail for Judges
Amendment contest in South Dakota in 2006, proves
beyond a shadow of a doubt that these large °Big Media
Approved" polling operations faLsify and withhold
information from customers when ordered to do so. But
that's a story too long to go into here.
Why are these Big-Media generated public opinion polls

treated as if they are infallible? As if they have been
wafted down from heaven by angels? What if the Big
Five TV Networks are actually run by the same faction,
and only pretend to be in competition to fool the public?
(I believe this last question strikes at the truth)
For instance, in 2000, ALL FIVE Big TV networks touted
daily polls that indicated the contest was a dead heat
between W.Bush and Al Gore,4g% to 49%,and so on
day after day after day after day.
Never included in the polling questions were Reform
Party candidate Pat Buchanan,or Green Party candidate
Ralph Nader.These two articulate advocates, whose
careers and Life work were supported by millions of
people - were excluded from all these daily Big Media
polls. This tactic - enforced uniformly by ABC,CBS, NBC,
CNN,and FOX - gave the impression to the public that
the only candidates that had a chance were the
Lackluster Bush and Gore.(If you're getting the
impression that I believe the Big Five TV Networks
coordinate their news everyday you are correct. They
coordinate what to cover, what to censor,and from what
angle to cover each news item. On many secondary
issues, FOX is allowed to take the opposite view of
MSNBC or CNN in order to keep the public bickering over
what are usually non-essential,and trivial points.
Also in the 2000 Presidential race,the RNC and the DNC,
in conjunction with the smiling approval of the Big F ve
TV Networks later made up rules to exclude Patrick
Buchanan and Ralph Nader from the debates even
though it was Inclusion in such debates that catapulted
Jesse Ventura to prominence in the race for Minnesota
Governor in 1ag8. Pat Buchanan commented that he was
being kept on the sidelines in the heavyweight fight for
which he had trained all, his life. Ralph Nader crashed the
debate premises in protest, and was arrested. This
public opinion pa'tactic is the way the Big Five IV
Networks, in unison, prepare the American public for the
4winner of each major party nomination, and ultimately

of the next Presidential election.
These same Big Five TV Networks, in conjunction with
their progression of*public opinion polls, assault the
public with blatantly biased coverage of political races.
In the 2008 Democratic Presidential Primaries, Barack
Obama was treated as an unquestioned front runner
from day one, while the Democratic Vice-Presidential
candidate from 2004. Sen.John Edwards. was virtually
censored from the news.
In 2012, Big Network TV coverage got even more absurd
in the GOP Presidential primaries. Mitt Romney was
treated as the Inevitable front runner from the
beginning,even when he was losing contests.The tenor
of reporters on all major networks was,'`How's Romney
going to win this thing?"
At the same time, Congressman Ron Paul was treated as
an intruder who did not belong in the race at all Paul's
supporters were treated as virtual nut-cases who might
be dangerous to the country. Paul was attracting large
crowds despite the alt-out assault against him by the five
Big TV Networks and big talk show hosts Like Hannity and
Limbaugh. Paul would attract crowds 10 to loo times
larger than all the other GOP candidates put together and all Big Five TV networks would fail to report this in
perspective.
In late March,2012,'front runner' Mitt Rornney rented a
stadium in Michigan that held 30,000 people - and
attracted a crowd of 1200; this with an all-out effort by
much of the state GOP and after months of shameless
promotion by the Big Five TV Networks. In April, 2012.
after months of being attacked and censored by the Big
Media, Ron Paul attracted 3,000 in North Dakota,5,000 in
LA,and 7.50o people at Berkley, California. The Big Five
TV Networks CENSORED all of these gigantic
outpourings of support for Ron Paul- it might give the
public the idea that he was the real front runner, which
was NOT the narrative the errand boys for the big-money

boys at the Big Five TV Networks were supposed to be
communicating.
This blatantly biased coverage by the Big Ave TV
Corporations amounts to In kind" donations to the
campaigns that benefit Billions of dollars of"Big Media"
publicity have gone in 2008 and zoia to treat McCain.
Romney,and Obama as very serious political
personages, while simultaneously Ron Paul has been
ignored,censored, ridiculed, and sometimes vilified,(The
same happened to Pat Buchanan in 1992,igg6,and
2000.

"Phase one" is the issue of endless "public opinion" polls
to manipulate and form public opinion, and to provide
blatantly biased coverage, which amounts to
psychological warfare against the American people.
2. PHONY EXIT POLLS.All exit polls reported by the

Big Five TV networks are conducted by National
Election Pool.(NEP). As stated above, NEP isjointly
owned by ABC,CBS, NBC,CNN,FOX,and AP wire.
So,all of the pretended 'competition' between the major
TV Networks to call the'winners and losers" on election
night - has been a total hoax.The networks have always
been getting the exact same'exit poll' information at the
exact same time -from the exact same corporation,
which these media giants JOINTLY own,
This is explained thoroughly in my article.,"A House
Without Doors', published by Chronicles Magazine in
November,1996,This article also explains how NEP(then
Voter News Service, or VNS)falsifies exit. polls and
election results on election night. Since the Iowa Caucus
was counted in the open,our Citizens for a Fair Vote
Count election team was able to catch Voter News
Service in the act of stealing 13% of Pat Buchanan's vote
in the 1996 Iowa Caucus Presidential caucus. All the Big
Media owners of VNS stonewalled - and it was only in
January 2012 that for the first time a major media outlet,

the Des Moines Register, carried a story which finally
admitted that many doubted the assertion that Bob Dole
had really defeated Buchanan in the 1996 Iowa Caucus.
The article, A House Without Doors, can be found here:
http://www.votefraud.org
ihouse_withouLdoors_andeupdatee008,htm
We have closely monitored and documented three
highly questionable exit polls since 1979. One happened
in northern Kentucky in the iggos. We got there about 5
PM with HUNDREDS of people standing in line waiting to
vote. But(then) VNS(Voter News Service) had already
left to call in their results.
The second exit poll(actually an entrance poll) we ran
into was in Dubuque,Iowa on the night of the Iowa
caucus, February 12,1996. VNS(now NEP)had hired
three college students who interviewed about 30 people
and called in their results 6:50 PM:ten minutes before the
Caucus began,and as 95% of the 2000 participants were
arriving to the local Caucus at Hempstead High School
that night!
The third fraudulent exit poll we found was at
Manchester High School in Manchester, New Hampshire
on February 20,1996. We were present for this one all
day. The lady hired by Voter News Service(now NEP)
candidly told us that the exit pollsters arrive at 10 AM.
missing the morning rush hour for voting. They stop their
exit polling at 5 PM,and begin calling in their results,thus
missing the evening rush hour for voting. We filmed the
Lady calling in her results to New York City at a pay phone
- with literally HUNDREDS of voters walking past her
between 5 and 7 PM. This lady also told us that only lout
of 15 voters will take time to talk to the exit pollster.
People are busy, have to get to work, have to drop off or
pick up their children, etc etc. etc.
So where is the scientific basis for such exit polls,
purportedly able to help call races to the percentage
point? Answer: there is no scientific basis for these exit

polls, They are essentially a hoax,and cannot possibly do
thejob the Big TV Networks have claimed they do for the
Last 35 years or so.

4

4".
In the book, Votescam:The Stealing of America.the
Colliers devoted chapter 15, Piece of the Puzzle, to the
subject of exit polls.
To recap,"phase one" is the months of endless. dubiously
conducted public opinion polls", and prolonged.
weighted Big Media "news" coverage.
Phase two is the election clay "exit poke conducted by
NEP for all Big Five TV Networks(who pretend to be in
competition, when they are not)- which exit polls have
one purpose: to prepare the public for the computer
results to be announced a few hours later,
3, EASILY RIGGED COMPUTER RESULTS.The local
county, with the full encouragement,and perhaps
under the pressure of, the RNC and the DNC,turns
over its entire election process to one of these
sinister mega-corporations,just as occurs in my own
Hamilton County. Ohio which has turned the
handling of its election process over to Hart
interCivic in 2010 and 2012.
These mega-corporations now install their proprietary
(secret)software onto the local computers,and send
their 'experts'to help run the local county election. None
of the local computer people in that county can read
what the program is instructing the computers to da and
certainly the local County Commissioners and Bowl of
Elections Supervisors can't read the secret computer
programs.Corrupt courts all over the USA have
repeatedly and consistently ruled that no one is allowed
to look at the big companies 'proprietary software,"
See the reports done by Roy Saltman for the Department
of Commerce in ig88,found here:
http://www.votefraudorgisaltmannroyotg88nreport.htm

• and see the study,"Voting: What Is, What Could Be" by
Caltech and MIT, published under their Voting
Technology Project in July, 2001;among other
revelations, this studied stated that6 million of thew()
million votes cast on computers in the 2000 Presidential
election - were NOT counted for one reason or another,
(i11111t111111111611)
„ and see the sworn testimony,submitted to the
Common Pleas Court of Judge Richard Niehaus of
Hamilton County, Ohio by Computer Scientist Robert
Strunk of Xavier University in Hamilton County. Ohio in
1985. This expert testimony was given under the
authority of a court order issued by Judge Richard
Niehaus which authorized experts designated by
plaintiffs(our Citizens for a Fair Vote Count supporters)to
'observe all phases of the election process and report
back to the court. Attorney James Condit Sr. litigated this
public interest lawsuit from 1981 to 1985, and ultimately
obtained a favorable court ruling against the Board of
Elections in Cincinnati in 1985. Computer Expert Robert
Strunk gave some of the most devastating testimony
ever to appear anywhere in his report to Judge Niehaus's
court, Strunk stated that the Hamilton County Board of
Elections was accepting the election results on blind
faith:* This Strunk testimony inspired key parts of Dr. Philip
O'Halloran's excellent Relevance Magazine article, found
at votefraud.org (Pandora's Black Box: Did it Really Count
Your Vote?), especially the sections regarding easily
accessed modems in computerized voting machines,
The Strunk testimony can be found here:
http://www.votefraud.orgiexpert_strunk_report,htm
Two years later, in 1987, the Court of Appeals
disgracefully ruled that a countyjudge did not have any
jurisdiction over the county election computer system.
CIIIIII!!!!!!ililillillii!)
4. LOCAL RESULTS ARE SECRETLY CHANGED, Listen
up!This is what happens next: The rnt,_•,,ga-etection-

computer company,since they completely control
the software,can then monitor how the elections are
going via cell phone,satellite, or other sophisticated
technologies, and then change the election results
during the election day and/or on election evening without the knowledge of Local people sitting a few
feetfrom the actual local election computers in each
county.
This remote access was demonstrated by Dr. Philip
O'Halloran in his interviews with some of these megacomputer-election companies in 4Pandora's Black Box:
Did It Realty Count Your Voter found here:
http://www.votefraud.org
lrelevanceeobaltoranepandora's_teox.htrn
The prefatory remark by Dr. O'Halloran to his 16 page
classic is worth quoting here:
Editor's Note: When we began researching the integrity
of the election process, we wanted to believe that the
talk of 5votescam wasjust overblown hype However, we
have since discovered that the computer voting system
in this country is a veritable can of worms,so open to
tampering that if there is no organized election fraud
going on, the criminals are falling down on the job.I
Thank you, Dr. O'Halloran.
This remote access to county election computers on
election night was also demonstrated by the incredible
eye-witness report of intrepid reporter, Christopher
Bollyn. in his 2004 visit to the computer center in Cook
County, Illinois, His report in the form of a short article.
*How a Private Company Counts Our Votes on Election
Nighr can be found here:
http://www.votefraud.org
/noweaeprivate_companyecountseourevotes,htm
Free-lance investigative reporter Christopher Bollyn
provided an eye-witness report in Cook County,Illinois on

election night 2004. He observed the AP Wire reporter
reading a novel while her computer was hooked up to
the mainframe election computer providing the
Associated Press(AP)with real time access to the
computer count.See *How a Private Company Counts
Our Votes on Election Night' linked on the home page of
www.votefraud,org.
The five big TV Networks(ABC,CBS, NBC,CNN,FOX)
and AP have for decades been neck-deep in secret
computer counts and fraudulent "election night
projection" competition. For that story read A House
without Doors by this writer, originally appearing in
Chronicles magazine in November.190.also linked at
www.votefratActorg)
The HBO documentary, Hacking Democracy,focuses on
the excellent work of Bev Harris, who founded
wwwblackboxvoting.org. Her entire book,Black Box
Voting, is online at this web site. The only comment feel
I must offer about this book is that there is a part of
Hacking Democracy where the viewer new to this
subject might get the impression that the "Bush Family'
or the "Republicans" control. the etectronic voting
machines,and used them against John Kerry in 2004. As
can be seen from the perspective of 2012 and beyond,it
should be clear that the explanation found in this chapter
gives the correct explanation: that the National
Democratic and Republican Committees are largely two
masks for the same Ruling Elite power coalition. The RNC
and the ONC have become'two wings on the same bird
of prey" to use Pat Buchanan's phrase,or constitute a
completely spoiled system to use the phraseology of
Ralph Nader.
Two other Internet resources worth mentioning
specifically here are www.TheLandesReport.com and
VotingSecurity.htm where you can find the excellent
work of independent reporter Lynn Landes,and
www.bradblog.org where you can find a btizzard of
updates on the computer vote-fraud issue from week to

week
Don't forget to look into the original full-length book,
The Stealing of America°, by James and
Kenneth Collien 1gg2 and the more recent,*Hacked!
High-Tech Election Theft in America,' by Vickie Karp.

8Votescam:

The reader might also want to check out the Link about
vote manipulation in my congressional race against John
Boehner in 2010 in the 8th District of Ohio,The Link is
found near the top of the home page at
wwwvoteftaud,oig.The screen shots which author and
investigator John \Veiskittel captured on that election
night show that all evening was running in second place
to Speaker of the House John Boehner,defeating the
Democrat and the Libertarian.
With 100% of the precincts reporting, at about 12:30 AM
EST on Wednesday morning, Boehner was credited with
about 140,000 votes by the computers. received 362o2
as the Constitution Party candidate. The democrat was
credited a few over 29,000 votes,and the Libertarian
candidate 'with a little over 400o votes.These
percentages were run throughout that election night on
the websites of two major networks and their local
affiliates, as well as on the on live TV reports on CNN,
NBC,and MSNBC(as scrolls across the bottom of the
screen), as well as on local TV affiliates in Cincinnati, Ohio
and Dayton, Ohio, where Boehner's district is located.
Thousands of people who knew my family saw this on
Local television. Former Democratic State Senator Terry
Tranter, a friend of my Father's(both of whom are
Lawyers), saw the local coverage and called my Dad this
next morning to congratulate him,stating that he didn't
know how I did it(Probably the term "Constitution Party'
next to my name helped mightily to *do it", in a year when
average voters were thoroughly disgusted and probably
were eager to cast protest votes where possible.)
Then, Presto!, at 12:50 AM EST -20 minutes later, 33,000
votes were subtracted from my totals, and added to the

totals of the democrat. Now I was in last place,and the
Democrat in second place,just as those running the
computers in New York City wanted you to believe. Even
the next morning,the Cincinnati Enquirer carried my final
totals as 36a202. votes. The crass change had been made
when someone in Cincinnati or New York City noticed
that the original results were °unacceptable: You can see
the screen shots at the link mentioned above.
But, you might be thinking, who cares about such a trivial
matter as how many votes a third party candidate got
against John Boehner?'Besides. Condit,either way you
lost."
Yes, but maybe this development on the same night wiU.
be of more interest:
On that same November election night of 2010,the GOP
- and Tea Party backed - candidate, Sharron Angle, was
defeating the Democratic candidate, Senate Majority
leader Harry Reid, in the race for Nevada U.S Senator.
Angle looked like a wholesome woman in her forties, and
Reid looked like a walking corpse, but the normal rules of
television appearance, we are supposed to believe, don't
apply when the Ruling Elite is trying to preserve one of
their key puppets and henchmen in power.
Angle was ahead by 5% when - mirabile dictu(wonderful
to tell!)- the computers in the two main Nevada cities,
Las Vegas and Reno, broke down aboutio PM PST.
When the computers came back up Reid was
winning by 5% — and he went on to "win!" Aren't secret
computer counts great? This has happened hundreds
and hundreds of times in local, state, and even
Presidential contests in the last several decades. Here is
one related story to the computer breakdown in Nevada
in the Senate Race of 2010:
http://www,rgj.comiarticie/201.20417/NEWS20
/30470003/Fact-Cherker-Did-power-outage-get-Reidwin-

There is no chance to get rid ofthe domestic enemies
who are increasingly 'elected to Congress,and who are
sometimes since 3.o/38 teleotede to the White House, until
we get rid of easily rigged election computers,and
restore honest, openly counted elections, at the
neighborhood precinct level, once again.
A myriad of other sources and articles are at
wwwvotefraud.org,especially down the right hand side
column on the home page.
This article was compiled by Jim Condit Jr., Founder of
Watch the Vote USA and founder of votefraud.org,the
first website about electronic election fraud by the mega
election vendors, erected on the internet in March of
log6, thanks to the help and technical skill of Linda
Muller, Pat Buchanan's webmaster from then until now,
The original name of votefraud.org was
NetworkUSA.com.)
„
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Many long time activists in election integrity support scrapping our
electronic voting system,and reverting to 100% hand counted paper
ballots(HCPB)(https://www.electiondefense.orgfpaper-ballots/).
Any other proposed reform is met with a sense that supporting it
would be selling out because it does not specifically advocate for the
end of electronic voting technology.
We completely understand the perspective behind that sentiment,
which generally comes from a direct experience with faulty and/or
corrupt computerized elections.
For that reason, we are writing this letter to all who want to work for
100% HCPB,and who find themselves frustrated and unsure how to
move forward.
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How They Could Steal the Election This Time
Electronic counts, unaudited touch-screen ballots, enhance opportunities for fraud,
By Ronnie Dugger
JULY 29, 2004
On November 2 millions of Americans will cast their votes for President in computerized
voting systems that can be rigged by corporate or local-election insiders. Some 98 million
citizens,five out of every six of the roughly 115 million who will go to the polls, will consign
their votes into computers that unidentified computer programmers, working in the main for
four private corporations and the officials of 10,600 election jurisdictions, could program to
invisibly falsify the outcomes.
The result could be the failure of an American presidential election and its collapse into
suspicions,accusations and a civic fury that will make Florida 2000 seem like a family spat
in the kitchen. Robert Reich, Bill Clinton's Labor Secretary, has written,"Automated voting
machines will be easily rigged, with no paper trails to document abuses." Senator John
Kerry told Florida Democrats last March,"I don't think we ought to have any vote cast in
America that cannot be traced and properly recounted!' Pointing out in a recent speech at
the NAACP convention that"a million African-Americans were disenfranchised in the last
election," Kerry says his campaign is readying 2,000 lawyers to "challenge any place in
America where you cannot trace the vote and count the votes"[see Greg Palest,"Vanishing
Votes," May 17].
The potential for fraud and error is daunting. About 61 million of the votes in November,
more than half the total, will be counted in the computers of one company,the privately
held Election Systems and Software(ES&S)of Omaha, Nebraska. Altogether, nearly 100
million votes will be counted in computers provided and programmed by ES&S and three
other private corporations; British-owned Sequoia Voting Systems of Oakland, California,
whose touch-screen voting equipment was rejected as insecure against fraud by New York
City in the 1990s; the Republican-identified company Diebold Election Systems of
McKinney, Texas, whose machines malfunctioned this year in a California election; and Hart
Intereivic of Austin, one of whose principal investors is Tom Hicks, who helped make
George W. Bush a millionaire.
About a third of the votes, 36 million, will be tabulated completely inside the new paperiess,
direct-recording-electronic(DRE)voting systems, on which you vote directly on a touch
screen. Unlike recelpted transactions at the neighborhood ATM, however, you get no paper
record of your vote. Since, as a government expert says,"the ballot is embedded in the voting
equipment," there is no voter-marked paper ballot to be counted or recounted. Voting on the

ORE, you never know, despite what the touch-screen says, whether the computer is counting
your vote as you think you are casting it or, either by error or fraud, it is giving it to another
candidate. No one can tell what a computer does inside itself by looking at it; an election
official "can't watch the bits inside," says Or. Peter Neumann, the principal scientist at the
Computer Science Laboratory of SRI international and a world authority,on computer-based
risks.
The four major election corporations count votes with voting-system source codes. These
are kept strictly secret by contract with the local jurisdictions and states using the
machines, That secrecy makes it next to impossible for a candidate to examine the source
code used to tabulate his or her own contest In computer jargon a "trapdoor" is an
opening in the code through which the program can be corrupted. David Stutsman, an
Indiana lawyer whose suits in the 1980s exposed a trapdoor that was being used by the
nation's largest election company at that time, puts it well: "The secrecy of the ballot has
been turned into the secrecy of the vote count"
According to Dr. David Dill, professor of computer science at Stanford, all elections conducted
on DREs "are open to question." Challenging those who belittle the danger of fraud, Dill says
that with trillions of dollars at stake in the battle for control of Congress and the presidency,
potential attackers who might seek to fix elections include "hackers, candidates, zealots,
foreign governments and criminal organizations," and "local officials can't stop it,"
Last fall during a public talk on "The Voting Machine War"for advanced computer-science
students at Stanford, Dill asked,"Why am I always being asked to prove these systems
aren't secure? The burden of proof ought to be on the vendor. You ask about the hardware,
'Secret The software? 'Secret.' What's the cryptography? 'Can't tell you because that'll
compromise the secrecy of the machines.'... Federal testing procedures? Secret'l Results
of the tests? 'Secret'l Basically we are required to have blind faith,"
The integrity of the vote-counting inside DREs depends on audit loos and reports they print
out, but as Neumann says, these are "not real audit trails" because they are themselves
riggable. The DREs randomly store three to seven complete sets of alleged duplicates of
each voter's ballot, and sets of these images can be printed out after the election and
manually counted. The companies claim that satisfies the requirement in the 2002 Help
America Vote Act(HAVA)that "a manual audit capacity' must be available, But as informed
computer scientists unanimously agree, if the first set of ballot images is corrupted, they all
are. I asked Robert Boram, the chief engineer who invented a ORE sold by the RF Shoup
voting-systems company, if he could rig his DRE's three sets of ballot images. "Give me a
month," he replied.
The United States therefore faces the likelihood that about three out of ten of the votes in
the national erection this November will be unverifiable, unauditable and unrecountable,

The private election companies and local and state election officials, when required to carry
out recounts of elections conducted inside the DREs, will order the computers to spit out
second printouts of the vote totals and the computers'wholly electronic, fakable "audit
trail" The companies and most of the election officials will then tell the voters that the
second printouts are "recounts" that prove the vote-counting was "100 percent accurate,"
even though a second printout is not a recount.
HAVA was supposed to solve election problems revealed in 2000; instead, it has made the
situation worse. Under the act the Election Assistance Commission (E.AC), appointed by
President Bush, is supposed to set standards for the vote-counting process, but four months
before the election the new agency had only seven full-time staff members. On June 17 the
EAC sent $861 million to twenty-five states, mainly to buy computerized machines for which
no new technical standards have been set. Its just-appointed fifteen-member technical
standards committee does not include more than one leading critic of computerized votecounting.
Rather than completely testing the vote-counting codes,there is some secretive testing of
systems by three private companies that are chosen by the pro-voting-business National
Association of State Election Directors. The companies consult obsolete pro-company and
completely voluntary standards promulgated by the Federal Election Commission and get
paid by the very companies whose equipment is being tested. The three private companies,
speciously called Independent Testing Authorities, together constitute a Potemkin village to
falsely assure the states and the voters of the security of the systems. Often their work is
misrepresented as "federal testing." The states then test and "certify" the systems, and the
local jurisdictions put on dog-and-pony-show logic and accuracy tests," which are not
capable of discovering hidden codes that would change vote totals.
The system is much more out of control than anyone here may be willing to admit," Dr.
Michael Shamos,a computer scientist at Carnegie-Mellon University and for many years an
examiner of voting machines for Texas and Pennsylvania, told a House panel on June 24.
"There's virtually no control over how software enters a voting machine." Shamos told another
House panel on July 20,"There are no adequate standards for voting machines, nor any
effective testing protocols."
!lockable computer codes control vote-counting in all three kinds of computerized systems
that will be used again in the 2004 elections: the ballotless DREs,on which some 36 million
will vote; optical-scan systems that electronically tally paper ballots marked by the voters,
on which 40 million people will vote; and punch-card ballots, also tabulated by
computerized card-readers, which gained notoriety in 2000 and are still used by 22 million
voters.(Another 16 million still vote on the old lever machines, about a million on handcounted paper ballots)

Florida 2000 was universally misunderstood and mischaracterized in the press as a crisis of
hanging chads on the punch-card ballots. The serious issue, then as now, was embodied in
the explicit though all but unreported position that James Baker, George W. Bush's field
commander in Florida, staked out to stop the recounting of votes. The computerized votecounting systems, Baker declared, are "precision machinery that both count and recount
votes more accurately than people do. Now, with Senator Kerry demanding recountability, an
ominously intensifying partisan split has developed in Washington over whether to have a
voter-verified paper trail and, when necessary, to conduct recounts with it.
Torment in Washington
Though no broad citizens' movement has formed against computerized vote-counting, a
nationwide backlash against unverifiable paperless voting has. The paper ballots used in the
op-scan and punch-card systems already provide a voter-verified paper audit trail (VVPAT).
The principal proposed security safeguard for the DRE system was invented, but not
patented, ten years ago by computer scientist Rebecca Mercuri, now a research fellow at
Harvard. In her solution, after voters record their choices on the touch-screen, they confirm
them on a paper ballot that appears under glass and then push a button to cast the vote,
causing the machine to deposit the paper ballot in a box that will hold it for recounting if that is
ordered. The printer for the paper ballots for each voting machine should cost about $50; the
total add-on could be $3004600. Many jurisdictions also have the alternative of expanding or
acquiring the relatively inexpensive optical-scan systems or other systems already in place
that create paper trails.
In the US Senate seven Democrats and the one Independent are co-sponsoring a bill by
Senators Bob Graham and Hillary Clinton to require paper trails on DREs by November, with
a loophole for jurisdictions whose officials deem it to be technologically impossible. Clinton
told the press that without a voter-verified paper trail GOP-leaning corporations might
program voting machines to help Republicans steal elections[see sidebar, page 16]. In an
interview in his hideaway office in the Capitol, Graham told me that he regards his and
Clinton's bill as so obviously needed that it's "a no-braine.r." The absence of a paper trail on
the DREs could endanger "the legitimacy" of November's election, Graham said.
New Jersey Democrat Rush Holt introduced a House bill more than a year ago requiring a
paper trail on DREs. It has 149 co-sponsors, including a few prominent Republicans. Holt
says,"The verification has to be something that the voter herself or himself has to do"; without
that,"we will never have a truly secure election." Holt's bill has opened up a partisan divide in
the House. The chairman of the committee to which his bill is assigned, Ohio Republican Bob
Ney, informed Holt that he is against the bill and would not allow a hearing on it. A few days
later Graham and Holt wrote their fellow members of Congress that "without an independent,
voter-verified paper trail, we will be able only to guess whether votes are accurately counted."
Last month Ney relented and scheduled two hearings. Holt plans to offer his bill as an
amendment to the Treasury appropriation after Congress returns from its August recess.
Graham is still mulling his strategy.

The principal stated objection to a DRE paper trail comes from some spokespersons for the
disabled, who characterize it as a step back from the touch-screen's improved accessibility
and privacy. Many election officials, whose work paper ballots make both auditable and much
more extensive, object variously that the attachment will add costs, that the printers might fail
and that paper ballots can be stolen or counterfeited and sometimes produce somewhat
different totals.
Leading citizen organizations have been split. Initially the League of Women Voters,
concerned to minimize invalidly cast ballots, opposed the paper trail, but there was a revolt in
the chapters and a petition for the paper trail was signed by 800 members. At the league's
June convention, after a fight led by Barbara Simons, past president of the Association of
Computer Machinery, the league switched sides, endorsing voting systems that are
'recountable," Common Cause, placing the highest value on insuring that every vote is
counted and can be recounted if necessary, has been among the leaders of the fight for the
paper trail.
Around the States
Not surprisingly, the starkest resistance to the voter-verified paper trail comes from Florida,
where more than half the citizens will have to vote on touch-screen systems in November.
The President's brother, Governor Jeb Bush, and Jeb's Secretary of State, Glenda Hood,
express unqualified confidence in the trustworthiness of the DRE systems and militantly
oppose providing a paper-ballot trail for them. Hood has denied that the electronic voting
machines can be tampered with in the software, saying:"The touch-screen machines are not
computers. You'd have to go machine by machine, all over the state." A spokeswoman for her
says flatly that "a manual recount is unnecessary"
This past spring a powerful state senator proposed to make it illegal to recount votes in the
DRE systems, but she backed down when called on it by activists. Then Ed Kest, director of
Hood's division of elections, who has since resigned, sought to achieve the same purpose by
diktat, issuing a formal ruling that, despite the extant state law requiring recounts under
certain circumstances, supervisors of elections do not need to recount DRE ballots. The
ACLU and other groups have sued to invalidate that ruling; a spokesperson for the state
Republican Party excoriates the suit as a left-wingers' t'ploy to undermine voters' confidence."
Representative Robert Wexler, a Democrat from the southern tier of the three big counties on
the Atlantic, which for election scandals is to Florida what Cook County is to Illinois, sued
state and county election officials in state and federal court to require the WPAT on DREs.
He argues that allowing some voters to have manual recounts but not others violates the
Supreme Court decision in Bush v. Gore compelling equal treatment of voters (although the
majority specified it was only for that election). To date his suits, opposed at every step by the
Bush Administration in Tallahassee, have gotten nowhere. If he loses, half the voters in

Florida, those voting on DREs, will be denied the manual recounts that the other half can
have.
The Bush forces in Florida geared up for another purge of released felons from the voter rolls.
Ion Sancho, supervisor of elections for Leon County, admits with shame that the state's felon
purge in 2000 resulted in more than 50,000 legal voters being disenfranchised. The state
elections division identified 47,000 more suspected felons, a list disproportionately heavy with
blacks, and asked that local election supervisors purge them,The Bush people refused to
make the list public, but were ordered to do so by a judge. Only then was it discovered that
the list excluded felons who are Hispanic. In Florida Hispanics tend to vote Republican. This
dandy error was "absolutely unintentional," the Bush people said—while abandoning the then
indefensible list. Miami Herald columnist Jim Defede wrote that Hood—an "amazing
incompetent or the leader of a frightening conspiracy"—must resign.
"What are we going to do if there's a close race?" Wexler asked in the Orlando Sentinel. "The
voting records of these machines will have disappeared in cyberspace." He told me angrily:
"Apparently their motives are to suppress the vote in Florida in a number of different ways.
They are refusing a paper trail on a computerized voting rnachine. They are again preparing
on the felons—they've got a new and improved process. I don't trust 'ern to do the right thing."
This summer, Representative Alcee Hastings, whose district includes Fort Lauderdale and
West Palm Beach, exclaimed,"Any way we cut it, these people are going to try to steal this
election."
The Miami-Dade Reform Coalition asked Jeb Bush to audit the touch-screen machines this
summer. Bush's spokesperson rebuffed that as"an accusation du jour." Undeterred,
Democratic US Senator Bill Nelson of Florida demanded,"Why not do an audit when so much
is at stake?... The national election for President could ride on the results coming out of
Florida." Senator Nelson even sent a letter to Attorney General John Ashcroft asking that the
federal government audit the machines.
This past spring in California, Diebold systems malfunctioned in two counties,
disenfranchising thousands of voters. Secretary of State Kevin Shelley discovered that the
voting systems in seventeen counties in the state had not been certified, as required by law.
After two days of tumultuous hearings in Sacramento, during which high-level election officials
called the company's behavior "despicable" and accused its officials of lying, Shelley
prohibited the use of Diebold's systems in four counties, the first time this has happened in
the United States. Shelley, who has said to the Los Angeles Times that he doesn't want to be
"the Katherine Harris of the West Coast," also made the certification of voting systems in ten
more counties dependent on their adoption of twenty-three security improvements that he
specified. One of these requires those counties to let citizens vote on paper if they want to,
but Shelley flinched at requiring a DRE paper trail this year. Four counties and advocates of
the disabled sued Shelley to block his actions, but a federal judge ruled he had the authority
and had used it reasonably.

Two secretaries of state, Republicans Dean Heller in Nevada and Matt Blunt in Missouri, have
required that DREs in their states have a voter-verified paper ballot for the November
election. Sequoia is producing the IVIercuri VVPAT on demand for Nevada, and several small
election companies, including Avante and AccuPoll, have but Mercuri attachments, won their
certification and are ready to sell them to local jurisdictions now, Among the thirty-one other
states with DRE voting systems in some of their jurisdictions, as of early summer legislatures
in five had rejected requiring the paper trail, another nine were considering such a
requirement and seventeen had no such proposal before therm
In swing-state Ohio, under procedures approved by Republican Secretary of State Kenneth
Blackwell, thirty-one counties decided they would not use paperiess DREs in November, and
three said they would. Blackwell then ruled that because of unsolved security problems, none
of them will. In Maryland, which imposed Diebold DREs statewide in 2002, the Board of
Elections ruled that paper ballots cast in the March primary by citizens who did not want to
vote on the DREs would not be counted. That's now in the courts. The Campaign for
Verifiable Voting presented 13,000 signatures for a paper trail and called for the resignation of
the state elections chief, Linda Lamone, who, sitting tight, said, 1 think everything is going to
be just fine." In Texas, Representative Ciro Rodriguez, chair of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus, was renominated by 150 votes until 419 "found votes" made challenger Henry
Cuellar the winner. Rodriguez is contesting the outcome, but since the voting in Bexar County
(San Antonio) was conducted on DREs, the votes there can't be recounted."There's no paper
trail to verify what was put in," Cuellar said.
A paper trail will not assure that elections won't be stolen in the DREs."The only thing the
VVPAT will do is give us the ability to prove that it happened," says Roxanne Jekot of
Cumming, Georgia, a self-taught computer specialist who has become one of the most
effective activists against paperless computerized voting,"There is nothing to deter that single
outsourced information-technology worker [from manipulating the machine]. Nobody can
prove that he did it,"
Many states require recounts if an outcome in a computer-counted race is within a margin of
less than 1 percent or a half or quarter percent, but that invites crooked programmers, if any
such be at work, to jimmy their rigged outcomes to fall outside the recount-triggering spreads.
Furthermore, a paper trail isn't an audit unless the ballots are recounted. Even before the
advent of touch-screen systems, obtaining actual recounts of elections was becoming more
difficult. Election officials, election companies and state laws have often combined to block
recounts or discourage narroMy losing candidates from getting them. Incredibly, in 2002 the
legislature in Nebraska, the home state of Election Systems & Software, outlawed recounts of
the paper ballots in the ES&S optical-scan computerized ballot-counting systems that tally 85
percent or so of the votes in that state. Colorado requires that for elections conducted on ORE
machines, recounts must be conducted on the very same machines,
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In Alabama two years ago, during a controversy over an election for governor conducted
mostly on op-scan machines, Attorney General Bill Pryor, backing up the sheriff in one
questioned county, ruled officially that under state law anyone recounting the ballots would be
subject to arrest. This year President Bush, circumventing Senate hearings, elevated Pryor to
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in a recess appointment.
It's Really a Matter of Trusts
Confident, friendly, but officious, Jesse Durazo, the registrar of voters of Santa Clara County
in the heart of the Silicon 'galley, is typical of hundreds of local election officials who berate
"the academics." This past spring, despite dire warnings from Professors Neumann of SRI
and Dill of Stanford, Durazo led his county into buying 5,500 of the Sequoia AVC Edge DREs
at $3,000 each ($20 million, figuring in everything). The anteroom of his county election
headquarters is festooned with cheery signs such as one saying Voting Just Got Easier. He is
delighted that DREs will facilitate voting by those who speak a foreign language (including
Spanish, Vietnamese and Chinese).
Durazo said that the AVC had first been approved by the federal government(which is not
correct) and then certified by the California secretary of state. He said that providing a voterverified ballot would open the way to "unlimited error," while computer error, in contrast, can
be "quantified." As for Trojan horses smuggling in corrupt instructions, he said in a confident
tone, "I don't have those fears.' Stealing votes in the computers is next to impossible, he
insisted, because local ballots are set up at the last minute, there are a large number of races
and ballot initiatives in any one election, and the order of the candidates' positions on the
ballots is rotated in different precincts.
The three sets of all the votes, kept in the computer. provide the recount, he said. Are those
not just copies of each other, automatically made? Durazo exclaimed in high dudgeon: "It's a
redundant perfection!.„ It starts with the premise that the information in the system is correct."
Alfred Gonzales, Durazo's Filipino outreach specialist for voters who speak Tagalog,
demonstrated the AVC, a sign on the top of which said Try It Out Today. No More Punohcardsl
voted on it and asked Gonzales how I knew for sure that my vote would be counted.
"Because it will be registered in the machine, saved in the hard drive, and put on a cartridge,'
he said, At the end of the day it will be in the printout of the total." How did he know the
machine would do that? "Because it has been federally certified!" he said. "There is fool-proof
security." Well, one more thing. I asked. There's no ballot—what if you need a recount? "It's
really a matter of trusting the machine," Gonzales said. Patting the AVC gently, he intoned
with pride, "It's really a matter of trust."
"These companies are basically saying 'trust us," Rebecca Mercuri told the New York Times.
"Why should anybody trust them? That's not the way democracy is supposed to work."
Douglas Kellner, a leader on the New York City Board of Elections, exclaimed at a meeting of
computer specialists in Berkeley this past spring, think the word 'trust' ought to be banned

from election administration!" Dr. Avi Rubin, computer science professor and technical director
of the Information Security Institute at Johns Hopkins University, recently testified before the
federal Election Assistance Commission,"The vendors, and many election officials, such as
those in Maryland and Georgia, continue to insist that the machines are perfectly secure.
cannot fathom the basis for their claims. I do not know of a single computer security expert
who would testify that these machines are secure."
Mercuri wrote in her dissertation on vote-counting in 2001 that "security flaws(such as Trojan
horse attacks)...are possible in all of the computer-based voting systems" and that providing
thorough examinations of source code and other circuits for DREs that vary from municipality
to municipality Is a Herculean task—one that is likely not to be affordable, even if it were
accomplishable."
Not all the scientists agree. Michael Shamos of Carnegie-Mellon, who once warned that
computerized vote-counting is highly vulnerable to fraud, now takes the position that "the
issue is not whether voting systems are absolutely secure, but whether they present barriers
sufficiently formidable to give us confidence in the integrity of our elections."
Voting Machines Stolen in Georgia
In 2000 five out of six Georgians cast a paper ballot that could be recounted on ES&S
systems. In January 2001, in a speech to the Democratic-controlled legislature, Georgia
Secretary of State Cathy Cox, a Democrat who is expected to run for governor in 2006,
declared that considering all the recent problems down in Florida, Georgia should adopt one
"uniform electronic voting system by November 2004." Upon Cox's fervent recommendation
of the just-born Diebold Election Systems, in May 2002 Georgia agreed to pay Diebold $54
million for 19,000 ORE voting systems. The counties and cities of Georgia had chosen their
own voting machines for the last time, and, less obviously, Georgians had lost their ability to
recount their votes in contested elections.
At once Diebold set to manufacturing 282 of its AccuVote TS voting systems a day. Some of
the earliest ones arriving in Georgia, sent out for use in the training of election workers, were
left in a hotel conference room overnight, stolen and never recovered. Late that June the
secret vote-counting codes inside nine to fourteen more of the Diebold machines were stolen.
Diebold made an uncounted number of apparently illegal changes in the election-conducting
code between June and November. The memory cards on which the votes on each of the
computers were recorded on election day all over Georgia had no encryption. According to
Rob Behler, who served as Diebold's production deployment manager in Georgia during the
first half of that summer, those cards could be used to change the results manually, precinct
by precinct.
Incumbent US Senator Max Cleland and incumbent Governor Roy Barnes. both Democrats,
were odds-on favorites to win re-election. A week before the voting an Atlanta JournalConstitution poll showed Cleland ahead by five points, 49-44, but on election day he lost to

his Republican opponent, Saxby Chambliss, by seven points, 53-46, a twelve-point swing.
The loss of Governor Barnes to Sonny Perdue was even more remarkable: a one-week
switch of fourteen percentage points. These were suspicious anomalies, and subsequently in
a Peach State Poll one in eight Georgia voters were "not very confident" or "not at all
confident" that the DREs had produced accurate results; another 32 percent were only
"somewhat confident?
In his front parlor at home in Georgia, Rob Behler told me that just before or just as he took
over the Atlanta warehouse for Diebold, some of the voting machines had been sent out to
"do demos," and in one southern county "somebody broke in and stole...[nine or fourteen of
the machines and, I think, one of the servers? He says the vote-counting programs in the
stolen computers could have been completely reconstructed by reverse engineering and
employed to jimmy the election.
"Quality-checking" the AccuVote machines as they arrived from Diebold at a warehouse in
Atlanta, Behler and his crew found problems, he says, with "every single one" of them and
about a fifth of them were shoved aside as unusable. When Diebold's programmers wanted
"patches," that is, changes, inserted into the voting-system software, Behler says, they sent
them to him via the company's open, insecure File Transfer Protocol(FTP)site in cyberspace.
On his own unsecured laptop (resting on his desk as he spoke), Behler made twenty-two or
twenty-three of the cards that were used to change the programs in the machines.
The night of the November 2002 election, sixty-seven of the memory cards used in Fulton
County (Atlanta) disappeared. Running his laptop with a dual battery, Behler says, in six or
seven hours he could have changed the totals on those sixty-seven cards. "There's no
technical problem. There was absolutely zero protection on the card itself. You throw the card
in, you just drill down into its files."
But Williams, a computer consultant at Kennesaw State University who runs Georgia's testing
of voting systems, confirmed to me that the memory cards were not encrypted and all had the
same password (1111), but each one, he contended, was "unique to its machine? He
snapped,"We had 22,000 voting stations. How would you like to be in charge of 22,000
passwords?' Williams said the sixty-seven missing memory cards in Atlanta had been left in
the machines by forgetful workers and were recovered.
The Georgia election of 2002 illustrates how serious risks of technical malfunctions and
malicious tampering can occur without anyone outside the voting business finding out about
them. No doubt in part because of the hasty start-up, Diebold's "security," though approved by
the independent testing authorities and the state, was in fact farcical. Both of the losing
Democrats had backed installation of the ORE systems statewide, so they could hardly call
for recounts that their own state party had made literally impossible.

The kids Prick Open a Scandal
Some kids who are 'really interested in computers" were playing around last year, spidering
through the links on various websites, when they discovered that Diebold had an unsecured
FTP site (the same one Behler had used), One of the boys noted the fact on his website.
Some other material on that stte—not the stuff about Diebold—attracted a lot of hits, and that
automatically led Google, the cyberspace search engine, to position it among the early-listed
sites for many searches. One day Bev Harris, a literary publicist in Washington who was
doing research for a book on vote-counting in computers,fed Google the right search words
and the FTP site itself popped up. Knowing little about computers, she turned to David Allen,
who was publishing her book, and he recognized the openly posted source codes and much
other data concerning Diebold voting machines.
A small group of activists in Georgia worked with Harris. One of them, Roxanne Jekot, who
runs a software consulting firm, analyzed "almost every line" of the Diebold source code and
found many ways to change vote totals there and also in the Microsoft operating code."The
software is totally junk," she says."They sold vaporware." Determined to get peer review of
what she was finding, Jekot approached David Dill, the Stanford computer science professor.
"Both Roxanne and Bev were very courageous and determined to lift the veil of secrecy on
the code," Dill says."I think most academics would be much more cautious, especially about
publishing the fact that they looked at the code. I certainly was, and I wasn't about to get other
people in trouble by asking them to help me. A number of us would be inclined to talk to
lawyers before doing anything too bold. So it made a huge difference that Bev posted the
code in New Zealand for everyone to download. That reduced but didn't eliminate the legal
risks of the Johns Hopkins/Rice University people looking at the code, If Bev and whoever
else was involved in releasing this code had not been so brave, people (with strong
professional reputations] might not have been able to speak out so freely."
After some agreements on a division of roles, Avi Rubin of Johns Hopkins and three other
scientists produced a devastating twenty-three-page exposure of the Diebold software. That
was followed by two more damaging technical studies in Ohio. Then a "Red Team" exercise to
break the Diebold code was staged at RABA Technologies' headquarters in Maryland. Four of
the eight computer scientists on the team had worked at the National Security Agency, and
the team director had been the senior technical director for the NSA. The team concluded,"A
voter can be deceived into thinking he is voting for one candidate when, in fact, the software
is recording the vote for another candidate. A security vulnerability "allows a remote attacker
to get complete control of the machine," And one can "automatically upload malicious
software'that will "modify or delete elections." Some kids sniffing around in cyberspace had
led, step by step, to the dawning national realization that computerized vote-counting puts
democracy in grave danger.
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What You Can Do
Public interest groups are mobilizing to head off another Florida, Petitions calling for a paper
trail for DREs have attracted something approaching half a million signatures. Lou Dobbs's
quick poll on CNN on "paper receipts of electronic votes" was running 5,735 to 85 for them on
July 20. Greg Palest and Martin Luther King III have more than 80,000 signatures on their
petition against paperless touch-screens and the purging of voter rolls. Global Exchange, the
San Francisco-based organization, is inviting twenty-eight nonpartisan foreign observers to
monitor the US election. Eleven members of Congress asked Kofi Annan to send UN
monitors. Cindy Cohn of the Electronic Frontier Foundation is organizing attorneys for
litigation against paperless electronic voting.
In mid-June the California secretary of state approved the nation's first set of standards for a
verified paper trail for touch-screen machines. A recent -Voting, Vote Capture and Vote
Counting" symposium at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government has produced an
"Annotated Best Practices," available at www.ljean.comifilesiABPractices.pdf. On June 29 the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights and the Brennan Center for Justice, with the
endorsement of Common Cause, the NAACP, People for the American Way and most of the
leading scientific critics of paperless touch-screen voting, sent the nation's local election
officials a "call for new security measures for electronic voting machines," including local
retention of independent security experts; the full report is available at
www,civilrig.hts.orgiissuesivotingilccr breringin report,pdf.
Douglas Kellner, the New York City election expert, believes the best practical remedy for the
dangers of computerized vote-counting is voting on optical-scan systems, posting the election
results in the precincts and keeping the ballots with the machines in which they were counted.
In all computerized vote-counting situations the precinct results should be publicly distributed
and posted in the precincts before they are transmitted to the center for final counting, Kellner
says. Once they are sent from the precinct the audit trail is lost.
Citizens can stay current on election developments via several websites: electionline.org, a
reliable and up-to-date source; VerifiedVating.org, Dill's group; notablesoftware.com, IViercuri's
site; blackboxvoting.org, Bev Harris's site; countthevote.org, the site of the Georgia group led
by Jekot; and these will key into many others. For a steady flow of news stories on this
subject(and a few others)from around the country, get on the e-mail list of resistObest.com.
Official information concerning each state is available online at each state's website for its
secretary of state.
People should go down to their local election departments and ask their supervisor of
elections how they are going to know that their votes are counted—and refuse to take "Trust
us," or "Trust the machines," for an answer. They can be poll watchers. Many organizations
are fostering poll watching, including People for the American Way's Election Protection 2004
project. Common Cause -has made election monitoring a major project," a spokesperson
says. VerifiedVoting.org is concentrating on having people watch election technology.

including pre-election testing as well as the procedures on election day. Bev Harris is
organizing people to do such work (see her website).
Rebecca Mercuri says that if you believe an election has been corrupted through voting
equipment, you should collect affidavits from voters; get the results from every voting machine
for all precincts; gel: the names and titles of everyone involved; inventory the equipment,
including the software, and try to have it impounded; demand a recount; and go to the press.
Noting that all counties that have rushed to purchase DRE voting systems also have paperballot systems in place to handle absentee voters, motor-voters and emergency ballots for
when the system breaks down, she suggests mothballing the DREs and using paper ballots
"Counties are saying there's nothing they can do but use the DREs in November, and that is
simply untrue," Mercuri declares.
Much of this would be unnecessary if Congress enacted either the Graham-Clinton or the Holt
bill, which would empower voters to verify their own votes and create a paper trail
The computerized voting companies have precipitated a crisis for the integrity of democracy.
Three months to go,
Ronnie DuggerRonnie Dugger is the author of The Politician, a biography of Lyndon Johnson,
and other books and articles, the founding editor of the Texas Observer; and the recipient of
the 2011 George Polk career award in journalism.
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Hacked! -Voting, E-Nightm are
Written by ;Kelly Holt

In spite of rising security fears, 33 of our states are allowing some fax, e-mail, or Internet ballots this
year. Adding to concerns is news of a security breach in a Washington, D.C., pilot Internet vote, The
system was put online for a test in September.
Breitbart's Sunday report,"As e-voting comes of age, security fears mount," quoted Alex Halderman, a
University of Michigan professor who led a team of computer scientists that hacked into the system
within three hours:
It was extremely easy. Within the first three hours or so of looking at the code we found the first open
door and within 36 hours we had taken control of the system.
After penetrating the system, Halderman and his team modified ballots, changed passwords, and
directed the system to play UM's fight song.They also discovered that other backers from Iran and
China were trying to do some of the same things.
Haldeman and other experts say the breach highlights flaws in online voting that, at present, can't be
fixed.
The website of Verified Voting Foundation (VV),advocates of reliable and publicly verifiable US.
elections, revealed in its report about the Internet pilot in Washington that officials didn't even notice
the subversion in the test for several days.
VV argues that electronic attacks can be remote, that defense is virtually impossible, that attackers can
arbitrarily change votes, and that backings may go undetected, noting that Halderman and his team
demonstrated all these points in the test.
VII Chairman David Jefferson, also a computer scientist at Livermore National Laboratory; told
Breitbart, "After this, there can be no doubt that the burden of proof in the argument over the security
of Internet voting systems has definitely shifted to those who claim that the systems can be made
secure.
This breach undermines the efforts of those trying to build confidence in electronic voting, as reports
continue to surface about system failure, system fraud, and voter fraud. Critics of electronic voting
systems claim that accurate recounts cannot be performed without paper ballots, thus compromising the
integrity of the whole process.

VV wants vaterzygdfiesimptr.,balkgs in all elections. According to its website,"Paperless electronic
voting systems are failing us. Voters can inspect individual permanent records of their ballots before
they are cast, and so meaningful recounts may be conducted."
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VV isn't the only one. Vickie Karp, former national chair of the Coalition for Visible Ballots and codirector of VoteRescue, the latter an Austin,Texas-based citizens' election integrity group, believes
"citizens count, one vote at a time otertescue hosted a radio show with that tide, and Ms. Karp is
also co-author and editor of HACKED!High-Tech Election Theft in Arnerico,
In an interview with The New American, Ms. Karp elaborated about the D.C. breach and her findings
on electronic voting:
Mountains of evidence in the form of scholarly studies, expert analyses, and outright hacking in
the last 10 years have validated our concerns that e-voting isn't trustworthy. It's non-transparent,
and worst of all, puts the corporations who control the machines and maintain the trade-secretprotected software in control of our elections.
We believe the only way citizens can regain control of elections, and the ability to remove from
office the unaccountable politicians, is through hand-counted paper ballots.
As with voting machines, Internet voting has the same inherent problem: because votes are counted
secretly, a voter has no way to know with certainty how his vote was counted.
Bra/that's article also quoted Paul DeGregorio of the electronic voting firm Everyone Counts, who
believes e-voting empowers voters with disabilities and those living abroad:
A return to paper will disenfranchise many voters and also fail to get out some younger; techsavvy voters. Younger people are going to say,"Why should I stand in line? Why can't I do it on
my cell phone?"
DeGregorio seemed to confuse those who can't get to the polls with those who won't. Options have
always been available for disabled and absentee voters.
Ms. Karp further observed:
Tech lovers always want to assure us that there is a technological solution to the problem. But
why should I have to trust some expert who tells me my vote is really being counted as cast? I
want to verify it for myself in a totally transparent, citizen-run, observable system.
In March of last year, the equivalent of Germany's Supreme Court ruled e-voting is
unconstitutional . because it should take no special technical knowledge to understand how
your vote is counted."[emphasis added],
A Dan Rather special premiered recently detailing how the ruling came about, and how many
European countries that purchased e-voting machines are throwing them away for all the reasons
I've mentioned.
WI

The right to exercise the vote is one of the most powerful tools remaining in the hands of Americans, It
should be protected from all enemies, foreign and domestic.
Low-tech rules.

Who Counts Your Vote?
Only The Shadow Knows
By Judith Moriarty
1-13-8
"An electronic voting system is to a mechanical one what a nuclear bomb is to a hand
grenade. If someone manages to sabotage it, the results can be catastrophic" unknown
Gosh, what a bummer,all the polls predicted a blowout for Obama 49/29. Huh? Seems
that only Hillaty saw a sudden surge. "Old Dems"(women)coming out to vote - her
tears - Whites deciding not to vote for a Black, etc, are just some of the cartoon sound
bites used to describe the "most stunning upset in the history of politics."
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The Diebold optical -scan system is used across NH.Approximately 25% of NH
votes are hand counted. Only if the paper ballots are properly audited by hand in
some fashion, can the results of the op-scanners be trusted in any way,shape or
form. The machines used in NH(also Vermont, Conneticut, Massachusetts) are the
same ones seen being hacked in HBO's documental),'Hacking Democracy (shown
across NH in 2004). A single private company, with a very bad record, 1.113
Associates, Diebold's distributor and technical contractor in New England, runs the
elections and CONTROLS the vulnerable memoty cards for the voting systems
across the state. Diebold's opti-scan (paper ballot) voting system uses a curious
memory card design, offering penetration by a lone programmer such that standard

canvassing procedures cannot detect manipulation. This method is the equivalent of
having a little man living in the ballot box, holding an eraser and a pencil. With an
executable program in the'memory card', no Diebold opti-scan ballot, box can be
considered empty at the start of an election! This company has an horrendous
record of lax security policies and has admitted to having replaced memory cards,
on a whim,on their own,in the middle of past elections. Jan 9 -2008, Bev Harris
expert in computer hacking states:"NH is the exact opposite of Iowa. NH used one
of the worst systems in America and then handed the programming of EVERY
memory card in NH over to a PRIVATE(LSH Associates) OUTFIT run by John
Silvesto." So much for the "Live Free or Die" state- when you entrust the peoples
most treasured asset to a corporation!

Truth be told, when voting today, you'd do better putting a quarter in a bubble gum
or slot machine !Voter fraud expert Bev Harris has warned that NH's electronic
voting machines are wide open to fraud and that even modestly skilled
programmers were able to identify key vulnerabilities. The contract for
programming all of NH's DIEBOLD voting machines, which combined count 81%
of the NH vote, is owned by LHS Associates. It's not like NH politicians are
unaware of this travesty against NH citizens: In Sept 2007 - hearings in Concord
showed (see video clip)the duplicity and chicanery! This was not reported on our
local news.
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"It's who counts the votes" that matters. Who can forget Lieberman in Connecticut?
Hell he can't make up what country he represents let: alone party? in 2000 the
candidate running against Lieberman got 448,077 votes, In 2006 the candidate
(Lamont) who ran against Lieberman got the exact same number of votes,448,077,
Huh,I wonder what the 'chances are for this? Looks to me like they just keep the
machines programmed in CT for Lieberman? Suspicious me - why can't I just
conform and m000ve with the herd?
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Yawn - the more things 'change' the more they remain the same."Once during the
time when days were darker, I made a promise. Thanks New Hampshire!" President
-elect George Bush, Nov 8, 1988 victory speech. Bush senior needed NH or he was
out of the race. He'd come in third in the Iowa caucus 19% to Dole's 38%.The
computers that spoke in Nov 1988 held in their inner workings small boxes that
contained 'secret codes that only the sellers of the computers could read. The
programs or 'source codes' were regarded as 'trade secrets'. The sellers of the vote
counting software zealously guarded their programs from the public (voters) fearful
that someone would steal their 'ideas'. You may ask: What secret is needed to count
something as simple as ballots? Can they be more complex than an ATM or grocery
receipt? Only the Shadow knows!

Yoe pray., We count. Everybody's happy.
thk a great coestry, or what?
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We know nothing about the people programming these machines and even less about
LHS Associates. People like to say but we can use paper ballots!'They can always be
counted by hand!' But they're not. They're counted by DIEBOLD. Only a candidate can
request a hand recount. Nobody in NH (across the country) except the programmers at
LHS Associates and Diebold Election Systems knows. Why hasn't our Attorney Generals
Secretary of State and legislators put the vote in the 'live free or die state back into the
hands of the people? That's what we'd all like to know? Checks and balances, required
by the FEC standards to catch unauthorized changes, have not been implemented by
Diebold - yet the system was certified anyway? Never trust a machine!
Dr. Howard Strauss, a Princeton computer science professor stated:"The presidential
election, without too much difficulty and with little chance of the felons getting caught,
could be stolen by computers for one candidate or another. The candidate who can win
by corn puter has worked to rig the election by getting his'consultants' to write the

software that runs thousands of vote -counting computers from coast to coast. There are
so many computers that use the same software now that a presidential election can be
tampered with - in fact, may already be tampered with. Because of the trade secrecy',
nobody can be the wiser'. I may not be the sharpest tool in the shed but what legtimate
representative democracy entrusts its citizen's most precious asset(their vote) into the
hands of corporate predators?
Computers in voting machines are effectively immune from checking and rechecking. If
they are fixed, you cannot know it, and you cannot be at all sure of an honest tally. In the
1988 Republican primary in New Hampshire, there was no panel of computer experts
who worked for the people and thoroughly examined the source codes before and after
the voting. It is quite possible that the notorious collection of "Shouptronic" computers
"preordained voting results to give George Bush his "Hail Mary" victory in NH? Yes
Virginia there are unscrupulous people in this world - sorry.
Nobody save a small group of computer engineers, like'Republican Governor John
Sununu,(genius engineer - 3 degrees from MIT) would be the wiser? Recall that back in
1988 your perception of who won or lost was not based on the honest visible marks on
paper ballots that were checked and rechecked by all concerned parties or their chosen
representatives. You learned about George Bush Senior's astounding victory in NH from
TV - which learned it from a computer center into Which other computers fed
information. Just like this year's NH Primary. TV is my teacher far into the night! TV
wouldn't lie?
Was the NH Primary scenario a modern classic in computerized vote manipulation? The
Bush campaign of'88,saw George Bush standing to lose the Republican nomination. He
had suffered a terrible political wound when Dole won by a BIG show of hands in the
Iowa caucus. Every TV and newspaper poll had Bush losing by up to eight points just
before balloting. When election day was over the following headline appeared in the
Washington Post: NEW HAMPSHIRE CONFOUNDED MOST POLLSTERS.The poll
was wrong by 1.7 points!
Some believe that such a wild reversal of form would have been subject to an immediate
inquiry? Any horseplayer would have nodded sagely, put a finger up to his eye, pulled
down the lower lid, and signaled: "Fix". In NH there was wonderment in the press, and
little more. There was no rechecking of the computerized machines, no inquiry into the
path of the vote from the voting to the central tallying place(Voter News Service - New
York)etc. No longer in business.
Nothing was said in the press about the programmed computer chips inside the
"Shouptronic" Direct Recording Electronic voting machines in Manchester. These 200 lb
systems were so easily tampered with that the integrity of the results they gave - will
forever be in doubt, The "Shouptronic" was purchased directly from a company whose
owner Ransom Shoup, had been twice convicted of vote fraud in Philadelphia. It bristled

with telephone lines that made it possible for instructions from OUTSIDE to be
telephoned into the machine without anyone's knowledge. It completely lacked an
AUDIT TRAIL,an independent record, that could be checked in case the machine
'broke down' or its results challenged.

Diebakl. Taking America paperiess.
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The concept is clear, simple and it works. Computerized voting gives the power of
selection, without fear of discovery, to whomever controls the computer.
If you ask your friends to describe how their vote (if they vote)is counted, they are
unlikely to get much further than the polling booth and the rudimentaty requirements to
operate the machine. Beyond that they are probably ignorant. Most people expect that
the Democrat and Republican poll watchers will watch out for their interests. During a
little publicized trial in West Virginia, it was revealed that there were ways to stop the
computers during a count, while everyone watched. Simply fiddle a few switches, turn
the computer back on again, and thereby alter the entire vote, or parts of it. If anyone
asked questions, the fixer could make any number of plausible excuses. With voting
machines attached to telephone lines it was possible to meddle with the actual vote from
a telephone miles away. Getting caught was NOT possible - not with SECRET source
codes.
A 1980 U.S. electoral study by the Air Command and Staff CM lege reported: The US
government has NO elections office and does not attempt to administer congressional
elections In the case of counting actual ballots on election night, public officials have

abdicated responsibility of vote totals to a private organization, Voter News Service"
(now regrouped)
"This private organization performed without a contract: without supervision by publ.i.c
officials. It made decisions concerning its duties according to its own criteria. The
question and accountability of Voter News Service was never reported in the nation's
press because the responsibility of Voter News had in counting the nation's votes was
assumed gradually over a lengthy period without ever being evaluated as an item on the
public agenda". Britne31 Spears wasn't employed there!

Your Vote: Once the vote is cast and counted by computers, the unverifiable results
were then transferred to Voter News Services. This little- know private media
conglomerate located on 34th street in New York was one of the most powerful
corporations in the world. Comprised of all the major networks - NBC,CBS,ABC,
CNN,AP plus the New York Times and the Washington Post - Voter News Service
was the ONLY entity tabulating the nation's votes and disseminating the results to
the PUBLIC. This means that the dramatic election night'competition' among the
Networks to be first with the results in nothing but show business! They all get
their numbers from the same place. Note: Jan 14-2003, Washington Post "The
major TV networks & AP decided to dissolve the Voter News Service exit poll
consortium. They have not yet reached an agreement on a replacement" Though
Voter News folded the networks were reported as regrouping to form a new
consortium with some of the Voter News Service employees. Since this entity is so
secretive(changed names)it's next to impossible to track down any information of

their current activities? Reports are that it is now identified as the National Election
Poll?

This is a rare photo of the Voter News Service Exit poll box. Perhaps these were
abandoned because of the polling results being so far out of alignment with the
desired results? Couldn't tell you - only the Shadow knows.
Be it the defunct Voter News Service or its replacement - these consortium's have
co-opted the American vote count with NO public knowledge, and no public bid.
They remain exempt from antitrust laws. They have NO literature, no brochure, no
fax sheet, and no Website. They have changed their name approximately three
times? They will not tell you anything about what they do. No, you cannot watch
their operation. No, you cannot get in the doors on election night. No, you cannot
work for them. You also cannot get a straight answer from them on how the count
the vote, where they do it, and who does it! It shouldn't surprise anyone that the
vote is in the hands of the few. Who is the watchdog? There are none. A reading of
Votescam: The Stealing of America, by James and Kenneth Collier, published in
1992, has been banned by all major book chains. You can purchase it online
(cheap).
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It's pretty safe to say that there has not been an honest election - at least not an
important one - since the late 1960s, and its possible that there has never been an
honest election at all, And Governor Sununu? Bush the greater, appointed this man,
who he didn't (until NH primary - 1988)know from a cow pie, as his Chief of Staff.
Pretty powerful position for a nonentity. What a great thank you Can't prove
anything(no paper trail) its just these pesky aberrations (like NH's supposed
blowout for Obarna) with the polls that keep popping up, and things like computers
that go down in the middle of an election, and then come back up with different
results - entirely different - than before.
Ohio Voting Machines readied for 2004: See
http://www.freepress.orgidepartements/display/19/2007/2553 ; which never made the
national news, The only part I take exception to, is that the lust for power, is not
exclusionaiy to one party - This voting debacle is truly a non-partisan issue. Otherwise
you'd hear some outrage (besides Edwards & Kucinich)on the part of candidates
running for office.
Ah but if you should question the integrity of corporate hucksters controlling our
nation's vote - you'll be named the fruit loop! But we can have observers in Third World
Countries. Huh? Today's explanation that is being given by the 'news' for such an
aberration in the NH polls? "White people Her And guess what ? The majority of people
will buy this goofy clap trap. The Corporate Clowns with Hatchets are destroying the
American midway. Dennis Kucinich has sent a letter to the NH Secretary of State asking
for a recount of NH's votes because of'unexplained disparities between hand counted
votes and Diebold votes.' U.S. Congressman Kucinich isn't interested in challenging his
votes. He says"This is about establishing whether 1005% of the votes counted are

exactly as the people cast them. None of the other candidates seem concerned that
corporate voting machines are the final authority!
"Under a democracy one party always devotes its chief energies in trying to prove that
the other party is unfit to rule - and both commonly succeed, and are right" --Henry
Mencken
jdthmoriarty(a?yahoocorn

7. Election integrity: the
constitutionality of transitioning
to electronic voting in comparative
terms
Rivka
I. INTRODUCTION
Some democratic countries are experimenting with various aspects or
digital democracy by adopting e-voting, in which electronic means
are used to at least cast and usually also tally the vote,2 and remote
voting through the Internet (i-voting), as official methods with binding
effects. Remote i-votes are cast at locations that are not controlled by
eiwtion ollirials3 and thus this method places great confidence in the

I thank A.ssalJacob,Roz Myers,J.E,J.(Corien)Prins, Uric!Proem:hi,Mon
Rosen, Monica Steffen Guise Rosina, and Yoram Shachar for earlier discussions
on the subject. This chapter was written before the 2017 US presidential elections
and the author believes that the thesis advanced in it is even more relevant after
these elections than before.
Digital democracy is about much more then conducting elections. It is also
about democratic deliberation supported by groupv,iere,an informed citizenry and
so forth. This chapter focuses on electronic voting alone,
2 Direct record electronic(DRE)voting technology enables voters to cast the
vote electronically. See Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. Legal
Operational and Technical Standardsfir E- Voting, Recommendation Ref: (2004)
and explanatory memorandum (30 September 2004) 8 <httpwww.coe,intiti
DEMOCRACY/ELECTORAL,ASSISTANCEitherriesievotingaec-2004-11...
en.tx11. accessed 29 June 2016(hereinafter: Europe's Standards); see also Ardita
Driza Maurer, 4E-Voting: What Do Judges Say?' in Ardite Driza Maurer and
Jordi Barnet(eds),E,Voting Caw Law: A C'omparatire Analy.vis(Asligate 2015)7;
Jordi Barret I Esteve, Ben Goldsmith and John Turner 'International Experience
with E-Voting: Norwegian E-Voting Project' (International Experience with
E-Voting, 2012) ‹httpS:ilwww..parliament.uktdocumentsispeakerldigital-dcmoc
racy/IFES/Vreportpdr
,
accessed 29 June 2016.
'
3 Europe's Standards(n 2)29.
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trustworthiness of the technology involved. Diverse countries such as the
US, India, Brazil, Switzerland and Venezuela, to name but a few, are all
experimenting with electronic voting.
Countries that are experimenting with electronic voting are attempting
to exploit the advantages of the digital world. They believe digital voting
provides the following advantages over paper ballots:(I)a tailored way to
suit the needs and habits of the `twitter/WhatsApp generation, which may
increase voter response rates; (2) an easier, faster and over time maybe
even cheaper process of casting and counting votes;(3) better access to
the ballot for voters with disabilities, voters living outside the country or
voters mastering different languages; and (4)a more reliable way of handling democratic elections.'
The main concern is that a country may embrace digital elections to
its fullest in an attempt to be portrayed as democratic and progressive.
But digital methods expose the systems to vulnerability. Technology may
just fail to deliver reliable results because of a bug or failure of software
or hardware Furthermore, anyone may attempt to tamper (Fnalicious
code) or officials may inadvertently enable others to tamper with the
voting process (Trojan horse attacks), which itself threatens democratic
principles. If voting methods are compromised, democracy itself may no
longer exist in that country. Electronic voting poses a serious challenge
to democracy since 'a major impact may in principle be achieved with
relatively little effort by encroachments on electronically controlled voting
Moreover, even with the absence of manipulation or error, electronic
voting reshapes the concepts of democracy and citizenship in substantial
4
R. Michael Alvarez and Thad E. Hall Electra,* Elections: The Perils
And Promises Of Digital Democracy. (Princeton University Press 2008) 12-29:
Cohn Barry, Paul Dacey, Tim Pickering and Debra Byrne., 'Electronic Voting
And Electronic Counting of Votes A Status Report' (Australian Electoral
Commission,2001).
$ Thus, for example, in the US, there were cases in which more votes were
counted than voters registered in the district or the computer did not register thousands or votes because its memory was full. Daniel P. Tokaji, 'The
Paperless Chase: Electronic Voting and Democratic Values'(2005)73 Fordham
L. Rev. 1711, 1740; sec also ElectionLine.Org,'Back to Paper: A Case Study'
(electiononline.org Briefing, February 2008) <httptfiwww.pewtrusts.orgienlres
earch-and-analysiskeports/0001/010 iback-to-paper-a-cuse-study > accessed 3
May 2017,
Sec German Federal Constitutional Court (GFCC), Judgment of the
Second Senate of 03 March 2009, para 120, English translation available on the
Court's official website at <http:ifwww.bundesverfassungsgericht.deiShamdDoesi
EntscheidungerVEN12009103ics20090301.,2bve000307en.html›.
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ways that lead to intense public, political and academic debate regarding
its legitimacy. This chapter analyzes the constitutional challenges e-voting
rK)ses to democratic States. It first discusses the hurdles to the use of
e-voting at polling stations. It next discusses the additional difficulties
electronic voting raises when conducted via the internet in the privacy of
one's home. The chapter concludes by analyzing the comparative factors
that should weigh in the decision as to whether it is constitutional for a
given country to transition to electronic voting.

H. CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
Elections for the State's governing leadership (e.g. the legislative and
executive bodies) must fulfil certain requirements for that State to be considered democratic, Briefly stated, elections are required to be conducted
in a way that guarantees that the stakeholders of the State are eligible and
able to vote (universal suffrage). The vote casting must be conducted in an
equal manner so that every person has one vote(equal Rilfrage). Elections
should enable the voters to express their will freely, which implies secrecy
of the vote (free and secret suffrage).7 The tallying of the votes should
guarantee these attributes in every election.
Notably, it is not enough that the elections meet these requirements
defacto. Rather, for democracy to exist, voters must believe that these
requirements are met; there must be no question of the propriety of the
voting processes among voters. This is why it should be transparent to all
that the conduct of elections is done in a free and equal manner.
Electronic elections pose challenges to each ofthese democratic requirements. Even monitored e-voting processes conducted in polling stations
do not entirely remove the challenges. To be constitutional, electronic
voting must thus meet proportionality requirements. Constitutional
proportionality is the common lblgua in comparative constitutional law
outside the United States!' Proportionality requires the following:(1)the
transfer to e-voting must be authorized by statute;(2) it should be done

7 OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights,'international
Electoral Standards: Guidelines for Reviewing the Legal Framework of Elections'
(inte.rnational IDEA 2002); European Commission for Democracy Through Law
(Venice Commission),'Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters, Guidelines
and Explanatory Report'(adopted by the Venice Commission at its 52nd session,
18-.19 Weber 2002); Europe's Standards(n 2)29.
See Robert Alexy, A Theory of Constitutional' Rights(OUP 2002); Aharen
Barak, Proportionality Constitutional Rights and Their Limitations(CUP 2012);
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for a proper purpose;(3) the means chosen should be rationally linked
to achieving the statute's goals. (4) constitutional infringements must
be designed to be as limited as possible for achieving the statute's goals;
and (5) most importantly, the advantages of e-voting should outweigh
their costs in terms of infringement of constitutional rights(a balancing
test). Even in the United States, balancing tests are typical in analysis of
constitutional questions.9 This chapter will focus especially on the last
proportionality requirement the balancing test. it should be noted that
some States might treat e-voting as posing such a direct and intense challenge to their democratic electoral process enshrined in the Constitution
that they might require a constitutional amendment as a prerequisite for
the use of e-voting,w

III. E.-VOTING AT POLLING STATIONS
Even if technology could guarantee all the democratic requirements of
elections, the fact that the population must rely on technology experts'
opinions that these requirements are met means a great loss ofdemocratic
values in comparison with the simplest method ofvoting: the paper ballot.
With paper ballots, anyone in the population may potentially be part
of the team that supervises all phases of the conduct of elections. But,
under electronic elections, only technology experts will be able to verify
and audit the procedural aspects of the election machinery. They are thus
the only ones who may ultimately certify that the results are reliable. The
supervision ofelections is, in this case, transferred from lay people to technology elites. it means that the democratic nature ofelections becomes less
transparent to the general population.The people at large are barred from
being involved in the supervision of elections, which contrasts drastically
with what is possible using paper ballots. Less involvement means less
trust in the democratic process.

Moshe Cohen-Eliya and ?tido Porat, Proportiatudity and Conslittaional Culture
(CUP 2013).
9 E. Thomas Sullivan and Richard S. Frasc, Proportionality Principles in
American Low: Controlling Excessive GOVETIRIMPI Actions (OUP 2008) 88-90;
Samuel IssacharolT, Pamela S. Karlan and Richard H. Pildcs, The Law of
Democracy: Legal Structure qf the Political Process (4th edn, New York
Foundation Press 2012).
13 This stems to be the position of the Austrian Constitutional Court in light
of its decision regarding postal voting. See Molina Oswald,'18-Voting in Austria
Legal Determination Matters? in E-Vothig Case Law(n 2)45, 50.
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The Conseil Constitutionnel in France expressed its concern regarding
e.voting in the following terms:
By panicipating in the work that takes place in a polling station, whether as
Observer, vote counter, or simple voter, citizens are associated with a kind of
democratic liturgy, The intrusion of voting machines deprives the citizens of
an that, It makes opaque what had been visible. It confiscates what had been a
shared priesthood. It ends the'communion ofcitizens.' It deprives the electoral
body of its collective supervision of the acts, which embody universal suffrage.
It breaks the sensory and symbolic link that'manual voting and counting bad
established))
This challenge has been fatal for the use ofe-voting in Germany. Germany
used e-voting in the European Parliament Elections of 1999 and in the
Bundestag elections of2002 and 2005.12 However, when voters challenged
the constitutionality of e-voting, the German Federal Constitutional
Court invalidated the e-voting law. The Court ruled that the constitutional
principles ofdemocracy,the republic and rule of law require that. elections
be 'public', The Court held that 4[I]he public nature of elections is a fundamental precondition for democratic political will-formation. It ensures
the correctness and verifiability of the election events, and hence creates a
major precondition for the well-founded trust of the citizen in the correct
operation of the elections."
The German Court also required that 'Hach citizen must be able to
comprehend and verify the central steps in the elections reliably and
without any special prior technical knowledge'.4 It held that the current
technology employed in German e-voting elections, which included no
voter-verifiable paper audit trail (MAT), compromised the 'public
nature of elections'. The voters could not verify themselves that their
ballot was cast as intended and counted as cast. Furthermore, the entire
system ofexecuting elections including casting,counting and tabulating
the votes could not be verifiable to the voters without the need to rely on
external experts' opinions.15
Beyond the German Court's concerns, even if technology could guarantee general, equal, secret and reliable elections, doubts among the

Jordi Barrat,'The French Conseil Coostitutionnel and Eiectronic Voting' in
E-Vating Que Law(n 2) 131, 138,
Sebastian Seeded, 'Germany: The Public Nature of Elections and its
Consequences for &Voting'in E- Voting case Law(n 2)23, 26,
L4 See circc itidgment(n 6)par 107.
!bid at 110.
Seedorl(n 12)32.
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populace about whether these requirements are truly met jeopardize
democracy. The perception of reliability is a cornerstone of democratic
governance. People will not vote according to their conscience if they are
worried that their vote may become known to others,for example,or their
private decision-making scrutinized in what should be an inviolably secret
process.
If we accept that technology may theoretically offer solutions to all
the democratic requirements, it is not certain that representative bodies
will actually adopt these solutions without tinkering with them either
by cutting corners or for some political advantage. 'Tinkering' is typical
of political compromise. We may find ourselves adopting sub-optimal
electronic solutions, especially after political capital has been invested in
their adoption. After all, the legislation is done by politicians, not hi.tech
experts.
In fact, the electronic voting systems currently offered by commercial interests do not seem to meet these democratic requirements.16
Furthermore, buying the electronic systems from private enterprises represents a form of privatization of election methods. Providing democratic
elections should be treated within the core duties of the State that may
not be privatized since elections are the precondition for all other rights
within democracy. While the State may theoretically develop all parts of
the electronic system from scratch using .public-service personnel subject
to State disciplinary codes, this is not likely to happen,. Costs and inefficiencies make such built-from-scratch voting systems by the State unlikely
to emerge. If the State does not develop the digital systems itself, it cannot
guarantee in a direct and an independent way the democratic nature ofthe
elections.3/
The State may nonetheless regulate the private actors' conduct and
require that privately owned software is fully transparent, thus reducing
the risk of unethical behaviour of the software firm. However, private
entities are likely to demand that states protect their proprietary interests

Al-Shammari„Adolfo Villatiorita and Komminist
Ali Favai
Weldeiriariain, 'Understanding the Development Trends of Electronic Voting
Systems'(2012)Seventh International Conference on Availability, Reliability and
Security 186 (summarizing studies identifying serious security flaws in current
e-voting systems); Candice Hoke, 'Judicial Protection of Popular Sovereignty:
Redressing Voting Technology'(2012)62 Case Western Reserve Law Review 997,
1017.:-18,
37 Cf. Jennifer Non, 'Privatizing Democracyl Promoting Election Integrity
through Procurement Contracts (2009)118 Yak Li.744(discussing the American
challenge of providing democratic voting through private vendors).
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in the e-voting technology, thus compromising the ability of voters to
monitor elections. 8
So far, this chapter has assumed that e-voting could theoretically meet
the democratic challenges from a technological perspective. But is this
assumption realistic? Digitizing elections is substantively different from
digitizing other aspects of our lives. The fact that we allow the banking
and medical systems to be digitized should not serve as proof that we
may also digitize elections. The importance of keeping bank accounts and
medical records protected and secret is perhaps surpassed only by the need
to keep the elections process reliable and secret. The interest in tampering
with election outcomes promises the greatest reward. The democratic
nature of society guarantees that we can expect democratic values to
operate generally in all aspects of daily life. Once the elected nature of
democracy is compromised,we cannot rely on the guarantee that our bank
or our medical records will remain private and within our ownership and
control. It does not require tampering with many elections to lose the basic
social principles of democracy; one time may be enough. If a tyrant rises
to power,it may be too late to save democracy as the world witnessed with
Nazi Germany.
This security danger has widely influenced the use ofelectronic voting in
the United States and the Netherlands,2° Computer experts have tried to
design e-voting that will enable the public to at least detect compromises,
in an effort to deter saboteurs at the outset or minimize the effects if violations do occur. To increase the reliability of the system as well as voters'
trust, experts suggest having voters receive a paper receipt with their
encrypted vote printed, which they may verify without compromising the
secrecy of elections.2i Nevertheless, the danger remains that. individual

,s See, e.g., Barrat (n 11) 132-4, 144 (describing the French experience with
dependency on private entities).
See Tadayoshi Kbono„44./am Stubblefield, Avid D. Rubin and Dan S.
Wallach,'Analysis of an Electronic Voting System'(2004) IEEE Symposium on
Security and Privacy (known as the Johns Hopkins University Report) ‹http://
avirubin.cotrilvote.odl> accessed 17 July 2016(which found security flaws in the
source code of Diebold's voting system).
See e.g. Tokaji(n 5): See also Bart Jacobs and Waiter Pieters, 'Electronic
Voting in the Netherlands: From Early Adoption to Early Abolishment' in
Alessandro Aldini, Gilles Barthe and Roberto Gorrieri (eds), FfnadatIonsof
&curio,Analysis ,7nd Design V(Springer 2009) 121.
2/ See e.g. Ben Adida, 'Helios: Web-based Open-Audit Voting' (2008)
Proceedings ofthe 17th Conference on Security Symposium,USENIX Association
335(offering Helios as the first web-based open audit system for lew.stake elections
where coercion is not a serious concern); Al-Shammari et at.(n 16); Rada Cristina
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voters may not realize when technology has failed or compromises have
occurred, or they may learn of such facts too late.
Since we cannot rule out security violations or failures of technology or
equipment,experts require that there be a paper trail of votes. This physical trail can be used for statistical auditing or in case of a failure ofthe electronic system. In a mismatch between the paper and electronic count, the
paper count should serve as the determinant in election results.22 Thus,
for example, most States in the United States legally require a VVPAT.2
Similarly, the Supreme Court of India held in 2013 that India must gradually adopt a paper trail in its electronic voting system to guarantee voters'
trust in the system. It stated that a paper trail 'is an indispensable requiremilt of free and fair elections'.24 The need to have a paper trail raises
doubts whether holding e-voting is at all efficient, at least with regard to
some countries, as discussed below.
In addition, States should supplement e-voting with traditional ballots
to enable voters who are not computer literate to exercise their right
to vote. Certainly traditional ballots should be given liberally during
the adjustment period to digital voting systems. Estonia, for example,
legitimizes its i-voting system by offering it as one alternative alongside
traditional paper-based procedures.25 However, providing several alternative methods of voting, each with its own different rate of disqualifying
votes, may challenge the requirements to hold equal e1ections.2 This is
especially true given that different populations, which support different

seParticipation Issues in Contemporary Europe'(2015)3 European journal
of Interdisciplinary Studies 16, 23-4
Seee.g.Rebecca T.Mercuri,'ElectrorticVoteTa bulation Checksand Balances'
(1 January 2001). Dissertation available .from ProQuest. Paper AA13003665,
<http:arepsitorysapenn.eduldissertationsfAA13003665> accessed 17 July 2016;
Ronald L, Rivest, 'On the Notion of "Software Independence" in Voting
Systems'(2008)366 Phil, Trans, R. Soc, A 3759, According to Rivest, [a] voting
system is seivare-Independenr if an (undetected) change or error in its software
cannot cause an undetectable change or error in an election outcome'. !bid at
3761.
See Voter Verified Paper Record Legislation <https:ilwww.vcrifiedvating.
orgiresottreesivvpr-legislation> accessed 17 July 2016.
Dr, Stthromanian Swam r, Election Commission o,fIndia(2013) 10 SCC 500
<httdis.nic.inisupremecourdinigsl.aspx?filenarne.-4•540874> accessed 17 July
2016.
11:11Ie Madisc and Pfiit Vinkd,'A Judicial Approach to Internet Voting in
Estonia'in E- Voting C'ose Law(n 2)105-28.
2g•'. Thus, for example, the United States Supreme Court held that intrastate
inconsistencies in the administration of elections may violate equal protection
under the Fourteenth Amendment. Bush Gore, 531 U.S. 98(2000).
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political choices, may tend to prefer different methods of voting'Thus,
one population may enjoy an advantage over the other simply because its
method of voting yielded fewer disqualified votes.

IV. REMOTE I-VOTING
The challenges are greater when we examine remote interriet voting. This
is by definition an uncontrolled environment, It would be difficult, if
not impossible, to ascertain that a particular vote was cast by the person
entitled to do so and not by an interlolv.r. Even if this challenge were met.
through biometric or other smart ID cards,u it would still be impossible
to ensure free and =net elections or the voter's expression of free will. A
coercer may stand next to the voter when she casts her vote. To meet this
challenge, States allow the voter to cast multiple votes with only the last
one counted. But this does not solve the problem since the pressure to
change a vote may influence the voter at the last minute before the ballot
doses. Furthermore,allowing the voter to change the vote in a controlled
environment such as the polling station is not a solution either to this
vulnerability in the integrity of the process. The coerced person may he
too frightened to go to the polling station.29 Enabling the voter ahead of
the to define a code known only to her that will signify the meaning or
her vote(e.g., that when voting A it means B)would fail in complex voting
systems and, at the most simplistic level, a voter may not remember her
code when voting.
In addition to the potential for direct coercion when voting from home,
we should he wary of cases that fall short of coercion. Voters may fed
pressure to conform to peers' expectations and may be willing to do so
because a single vote does not usually determine election results. In addition, a voter may not feel strongly about her preference and the pressure
to vote a certain way would alter the WIMP,- the voter might have taken in
27 See Charles Stewart HI,'Voting Technologies'(2011) 14 Ann. Rev, Pat,
Sci. 353; Tokaji 5).
28 Estonia, which enables i.voting for parliamentary elections, has an
cation system that allows for digital signature and authentication of the voter, See
R. Michael Alvarez, Thad E. Hall and Alexander H. Trechsel, Internet Voting in
Comparative Persrxctive: The Case of Estonia'(2009)42(3) Political Science and
Politics 497.
24 Estonia offers voters the opportunity to change their votes cast over
the Internet multiple times, as well as to vote at a polling station, in
which case the paper ballot prevails over the Internet vote. Alvarez et al.(n 2S)
499-500,
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private at the polling station. This peer pressure would not be effective at
the polling station where peers cannot be certain of how one casts one's
vote,
To be democratic, we must guarantee secret elections, not just allow
them for those who desire them Secrecy guarantees liberty at the most
fundamental level because it allows voters to freely change the governing
leadership without fear of reprisals. Cicero expressed this understanding
when writing about the effect of secret ballot in the late Roman Republic:
For let the laws be never so much overborne by some one individual's
power, let the spirit of freedom be never so intimidated, still sooner or
later they assert themselves either through unvoiced public sentiment, or
through secret ballot disposing ofsome office ofstate,'"
The threats outlined above that erode democracy are not merely
theoretical. Historical studies of incidents in which ballots were cast in
the open in the United States reveal that voters were often subject to
harassment and even abduction or murder if they did not cast their votes
according to the desires ofcoercers.32 Even absent explicit coercion, voters
might have abstained from the vote altogether to avoid harassment for
expressing their opinions.
The loss of secrecy may lead to bribery and a market for votes. We have
evidence from both the United States and Britain that buying votes became
unattractive only when there was no external mechanism to guarantee that
a vote was indeed cast the way the voter declared it was,33 Cicero captured
this phenomenon when writing: 'Mlle people cherishes its privileges of
voting by ballot, which allows a man to wear a smooth brow while it cloaks
the secrets of his heart, and leaves him free to act as he chooses, while he
gives any promise he may be asked to give'? This is why countries should
also be wary of enabling voters to send Selfies from within the polling
booth," Even today the incentives to buy votes are enormous. But

Cf. Maurer(n 2).
Alexander Yakobson, 'Secret Ballot and Its Effects in the Late Ronan
Empire'(1995) 123(4) Hermes 426,436.
32 inc C. Heckelman,"fhe Effect of the Secret Ballot on Voter Turnout Rates'
(1995)82 Pub. Choice 107, 108.
33 Yakobson,(n 31)436; C. O'Leary, The Elimination of corrupt Practices in
British Elections(Clarendon Press 1962) 165.
34. Yakobson,(n 31)438.
35 See Jason Karaian,'The Dutch are perfecting the controversial art of the
voting-booth selfie (Quartz,22 May 2014)<httpliqz.comi#212392/the-dutch-areperfecting-the-controversial-art-of-the-voting-booth-sellief> accessed 17 July 2016.
Thus, for example, in the tight race for the Mayor of the City of Los
Angeles in 1993 the Democrats offered sin doughnuts to anyone who proved that
3"
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elections laws in democratic countries are intended to guarantee that there
are no enfottement mechanisms to enable this market. In addition, we have
evidence that family and tribal pressures exist in purported democracies.s7
Even in the absence of coercion, i-voting from home is not desirable.
Psychological studies suggest that the place where the vote is conducted
may have substantial effects on the content of the vote Internet voting
may affect the way a ballot is cast by making the act more akin to a like'
than a deliberative act of public engagement. It may increase the weight
voters place on private interests as distinguished from communal objectives, 1-voting might become
... pure sacrilege because of its concern for the voter's convenience (i.e. voting
from home at any hour),for more efficient use of time(by both citizens and the
government)and above all, for the faith it shows in the voter's ability to make
sincere choices in an environment she deems insecurreN

Empirical evidence suggests that, contrary to common assertions and
expectations, i-voting may not necessarily increase voters' participation
by making the voting act less costly Rather,at times voters vote as part
of an act of being 'seen' by their neighbours, friends, peers and family as
active and engaged citizens They want to reap the benefits of being perceived as involved citizens. This is especially true in small and close-knit

be had voted, The Democratic Party paid out 100,000 dollars but the Republican
candidate won the race. This is the power of secret elections.- voters may receive
their doughnuts but vote according to their free will. See F. Fiore, 'Gimmicks,
Glitches Mark Effort to Get Out the Vote', Los Angeles Times(LA,9 June 1993).
7 See e.g. Akxander H. Trechsel, Guide Schwerdt, Fabian Breuer, Ivlichael
Alvarez and Thad Hall, 'Internet Voting in the March 2007 Parliamentary
Elections in Estonia'(Report for the Council of Europe, 2007).
See e.g. Jonah Berger, Marc Meredith and S. Christian Wheeler,'Contextual
Priming: Where People Vote Affects How They Vote'(2008) 105 PNAS 8846.
Laurence lvionnoyer-Smith, 'How E-voting Technology Challenges
Traditional Concepts of Citizenship: An Analysis of French Voting Rituals'
in Robert Krimmer (cd), EICCfrOBIC Voting 2006: 2nd International Workshop
Co.organiz.,ed by Council
Europe, ESF TED, IFIP IfIG 8.5 and E-Vothig,
CC (Konen Druck+Verlag GmbH 2006) 61, 64 (the author suggests that we
should open-mindedly explore the potential of e-voting to shape new concepts of
citizenship).
Thus, for example, studies of Estonia suggest that i-voting mostly substitutes for existing votes at polling booths. See Daniel Bochsler, 'Can Internet
Voting Increase Political Participation? Remote Electronic Voting and Turnout
in the Estonian 2007 Parliamentary Elections'(Internet and Voting, Resole,June
2010) <http://www.eni.e&ProjectsiEUDO-PublicOpinion/Documentsfhochslerevoteetti2010,pdf> accessed 7 July 2016.
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communities, The value of one's public image as an involved citizen is
eliminated when votes are (or are not) cast at home. The collective peer
pressure to vote is also diminished. Thus, i-voting from home may even
lead to a decrease in the rate of voting, despite the advantages ofease and
low cost.41
We may also not necessarily want to increase voters' participation in
elections if doing so blurs the distinction between those voters with intense
preferences and other voters.42 Accounting for differences in the intensity of individual preferences is important for making efficient and fair
democratic decisions. It promotes cooperation among the various societal
constituents with majority rule* Thus, effortless voting from home via
i-voting may not ultimately be desirable.
Making the act of voting as casual as channel-surfing on the sofa eliminates the ceremonial nature of elections. Voting becomes as mundane as
pressing the button of a remote control device., not a defining communal
moment in the life of a nation. With all of its attendant hassles and inefficiencies for individuals, voters enact their citizenship through the ritual
of gathering with their fellow citizens at the polling booth, This gathering
and these rituals transform the collective of individual people into the
sovereign people body.41 These are heavy democratic prices that cannot.
be erased,even if technology could be made free or security risks.
11-voling also presents challenges to the eligibility requirements for
voting in general elections. Many countries restrict voting in general elections to citizens who are residing in the country. This stems not just. from
principled considerations but also from practical matters, as officials
cannot administer the votes of citizens residing outside the country or
4" Alan S. Gerber, Donald P. Green and Christopher W. Larimer. 'Social
Pressure and Voter Turnout: Evidence from a Large-Scale Field Experiment'
(2008) 102 Am. Pol. Sci, Rev. 33 (the researchers found that when voters were
promised that their neighbours would know who voted, the voter turnout
increased); Patricia Funk, 'Social incentives and Voter Turnout: Evidence
from the Swiss Mail Ballot System' (2010) 8(5) Journal of the European
Economic Association 1077 (finding that optional postal voting in Switzerland
had little effect on aggregate voter turnout but had more negatively affected small
communities).
'There is some evidence from our surveys that e•-voting may mobilize some
casual voters those individuals who state that they either vote "from time to
time" or never.' Alvarez et al.(n 2s)502.
4:5 See James M. Buchanan and Gordon Ttillock, The Calculus of Consent:
Logical Foundations of Constitutional Democracy (University of Michigan Press
1962)1335; Willmoore Kendall and George W. Carey, The "Intensity" Problem
and Democratic Theory'(1968)62 Am:Poi. Sizi. Rev. 5.
'14 Cr, Monnoyer-Smith(n 39).
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so they claim. Legitimizing i-voting brings to the fore debates as to who
should be entitled to vote. Countries may no longer hide behind practical considerations of infeasibility to prevent expatriates from voting at
elections. Electoral authorities must squarely engage in the principled
discussion of whether expatriates should be entitled to vote. Should we
allow them the vote only for a limited period after they leave their home
country? Should we limit their voting effect because their interests may
not align with the interests of citizens residing in the country? Different
countries will answer these questions differently and their answers
may redefine their national identity as well their connections to their
diasporas.43

V. PROPORTIONALITY AND COMPARATIVE
FACTORS
The analysis carried out in this chapter suggests that democratic countries
should be very careful when deciding whether and how to adopt e-voting
and/or i-voting. The pros and cons ofadopting electronic voting vary from
country to country, especially with regard to the constitutionality of such
processes. Factors that should be considered in determining whether to
adopt electronic voting include the following:
(I) The complexity of the elections held: do voters cast one vote on
a single issue or cast multiple votes on multiple issues? The more
complex the elections held, the more they support electronic voting
to ease the process of both conducting and tallying the votes. Thus,
for example,for countries that hold both regional and federal elections for legislative and executive bodies simultaneously with referenda, it may be easier to enable e-voting. This is true ofelections in
the United States and Switzerland for example.
(2) The type of governmental system: the more decentralized the
governmental system, with various institutions balancing one
another, the less likely that tampering with one election's results
will alone decide the fate of the country. Thus, presidential systems
may more readily experiment with e.voting than parliamentary
systems. Similarly, bicameral legislative systems may make the
transition more smoothly than unicameral ones. Federal systems
*/•+••••••••••••••,

45 See Peter .1, Spiro,'Perfeeting Political Diaspora'(2006)81 N.Y.U. L. Rev,
207,
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are preferable to unitary systems when considering experiments in
electronic voting.
The type of election system: the more the elected body is composed
of various factions, the less dangerous it is to conduct electronic
voting as well. Thus, proportional representation systems are better
candidates than 'winner takes all' majoritarian election systems.
This factor is, however, mitigated in fractured societies having
proportional representation election methods since the stakes ofthe
elections may be very high and lead to an increased will to manipulate the electronic voting process.
The level of centralization of the conduct of elections: the more
decentralized the elections (typical of federal States), the less risk
that tampering with electronic voting will alone decide the elections.
Thus, for example, the federal government in the United States
does not operate elections, even with regard to federal offices.
Rather„ local not even State authorities choose their own voting
equipment.
The size of the population: the Larger the citizenry, the greater
the justification for using electronic voting to expedite the elections process. This is true of India, the largest democracy in the
world, which implemented a full electronic voting system in the
national elections in 2004. 'Electronic Voting Machines have
permitted results of elections conducted for over a month to be
declared on the day of commencement of counting.'47 Hopefully,
the faster the electoral results are known, the less time a larneduck
president or caretaker government will rule the country with their
known unique agency difficulties and democratic deficit legitimacy
problems.
The level of uniformity in methods of elections: a country that
already exercises multiple election methods such as machines,
paper ballots, etc. may more easily experiment with e-voting,
with lower risks of diminishing equality among voters than other
countries. The diverse US election methods made it natural for
Americans to try e-voting.4g:

46 Daniel P.. Tokaji,'Electronic Voting in the United Stales in &Voting Case
Law(n 2)215, 216.
47 Rishab Bailey and Rohit Sharma,'F.-Voting Case Law in India' in E-Vothtg
Case Low(n 2)89. 101,
See Rivka Weill, `Constitutional Transitions: The Role or Lameducks and
Caretakers'(2011)3 Utah Law Review 1087,
49 Tokaji(n 5).
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(7) The level of satisfaction with existing election methods: the more
the existing election methods function satisfactorily the less there
is a need to change. The reverse is true as well. Before e-voting was
introduced in Brazil, the rate of invalid votes at times m:ceded 40
per cent. of the ballots cast. Elections were further typified by fraud
and low voters participation. E-voting contributed to improving
the situation dramatically.14 The reliability of the Brazilian e-voting
system is, however, hotly contested since there is no VVPAT to
serve as a cheek on the software.5t
(8) The use of postal voting: a country that accepts as legitimate postal
voting may more easily experiment with i-voting, at least with
regard to that part of the population to which the country already
offers postal voting. Thus, for example, in Switzerland almost 90
per cent of voters used postal voting and it was thus natural for the
country to evolve to i-votirig.5
'
(9) The contested nature ofelections: the more the country is politically
polarized and the more elections determine the country's political
future, the bigger the risk of tampering with the elections' results,
Thus, for example, Estonia also known as 'e-Stonia' --- is characterized by low polarization, where even ii a party loses the election
it may be part of the coalition government in a system of proportional representation. Thus, it is easier for such a country to enable
i-voting;
(10) The level of cyhersecurity a country masters: the more security a
country may offer its computers from external intervention, including that of the superpowers, the more safely it may experiment with
e-voting.
(it) The record ofgovernment in securing information:the more the government has failed to protect the privacy of its citizens' information

Chrisanthi Anerota, Andrea Ganzaroli, Angcliki Poulymenakott and
Nicolau Reinhard, 'ICI and Citizens' Trust in Government:: Lessons from
Electronic Voting in Emil'(2007) 9th Mt. 0.-mf. on the Social Implications of
Computers in Developing Countries, Sao Paulo, Brazil, May 2007.
51 The legislature treated the VVPAT requirement like a 'pendulum'. Amlicar
Brunazo Filho and Augusto Rosa Mareacini, °Legal Aspects of E-Voting in
Brazil' in E-Vothsg case Law 4.1 2)65 72.. It enacted this demand,abolished it and
re-enacted it. Surprisingly, the Brazilian Supreme Court found the requirement
to have VVPAT unconstitutional for compromising the secrecy of the vote. The
Court expressed great beliefin the reliability ofsoftware alone in contrast to international standards on the subject. Ibid.
5:1 Maurer(n 2)9.
See Alvarez et al,(n 28)503-4.
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(due to human error, technology, or even the legal system), the
less likely it is that voters will trust it to conduct e-voting. Privacy
concerns would intensify were the country to transfer to i-voting.
The problem is compounded in countries that lack data protection
laws.
(12) The level of trust in government: the more the citizenry trusts the
governmental bodies generally, the more it will trust an experiment
with e-voting.
(13) Budgetary availability: the more money a country can spend on
experimenting with e-voting, the more success it may have in
transitioning to this form of voting. Electronic voting systems are
expensive. It should be taken into account that some countries
including Britain, Germany,the Netherlands and Spain invested
large amounts in experimenting with electronic voting only to
conclude that the experiment failed.54 In the United States the use
of direct record electronic voting has declined as well.5.5 In France
the government decided in 2008 to stop authorizing municipalities
to use c-voting rnachines. 6 Even if the experiment succeeds, the
countries must stay up to speed with technology, which requires
constant updating of both hardware and software. This may
make the economic feasibility of e-voting unjustified in small
countries with small populations. Even in large countries with
large populations, countries must weigh the costs associated with
electronic voting against those associated with a traditional paper
ballot,
(14) The use of machinery to conduct elections: mechanical voting
machines used to enable voters to cast the vote are known to have
existed as early as the nineteenth century.5? Countries that are
accustomed to mechanical voting machines may more easily adapt
to the use ofe-voting. This is true ofcountries like the United States
and France."

Secdorf(n 12)42; Norwegian E-vote Project(n 2) 12...16.
'The use of DR.Es peaked in 2006, with 3./M coverage of the electorate.
Because atilc backlash against DREs,stemming from the original lack of a voter
verifiable paper audit trail, the percentage of voters using DRE$ dropped to 33%.
in 2010'Stewart(n 27)358.
the 2012 presidential and parliamentary elections, the number of
municipalities using electronic devices fell to 64 municipalities representing 1.1
million voters[between 2% and 3%of the electorate],' Biarrat(n 11) 133,
Sec e.g. Norwegian E-vote.Project(a 2)73.
Maurer(n 2)9.
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(15) The democratic culture: the stronger the dt?mocratic culture includ-

ing a 4watchdog
'
: media and healthy competition among political
candidates and parties the easier it will be for that country to
experiment with e-voting. A strong democratic culture may soothe
the worry of losing democracy itself.
This analysis also cautions countries that choose to adopt electronic
voting systems to consider how to ensure that the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages. Thus,for example, a country might offer e-voting only
to selected populations with special needs, such as people with disabilities
or people living abroad but eligible to vote For instance, France enables
i-voting for its expatriates a1one,s9 The federal government in the United
States required in its Help America Vote Act of 2002 that States using
federal funds to improve their voting systems after the Bush
Gore
crisis, which cast doubt on whether Bush had won the elections due to
Failed punch-card voting machines allow the vote to people with disabilities or minorities not proficient in English.° A country may also
try experimenting with e-voting at the regional level, where the stakes are
lower,61 This was the strategy of the Norwegian government in the 2011
regional elections Some countries such as Austria and 'Israel experiment with e-voting at. the Students Union level first. Student union votes
present a much lower challenge than political elections and serve as a very
preliminary test of electronic systems' 1

Vi. CONCLUSION
This chapter suggests that, while we tend to think of digital democracy as
a positive development, embracing digital democracy not only for democratic deliberation, but also for elections may be risky for some democratic
societies. Even assuming technology may reliably replace traditional paper
119

Norwegian E-vote Project(n 2)4, 13,

Tokaji 5).
6/
Norwegian E-vote Project(n 2) 13.
Ibid at 8. Brazil also experimented with e-voting at the municipal level
before making the system usable for national elections. Avgerou et al(a 50),
Oswald (n 10); Jonathan Ben-Nun, Niko Farhi, Morgan Llewellyn,
Ben Riva, Mon Rosen, Amnon Ta-Shma and Douglas Wikstrom. 'A New
Implementation ofa Dual(Paper and Cryptographic)'Voting System'in Manuel J.
Kripp, Melania Volkarner and Rildiger Grimm (eds),5th International Conference
an Electronic Voting 2012 E O7'E2012)(Kollen Druck+VcrIaw, GmbH 2012)
315.
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voting, transitioning to e-voting may take a toll on the nation's governmental transparency, on popular participation in elections, on the State's
ability to independently ensure reliable elections, and even on the generalized sense of public trust in the democratic system. The voting public may
sense that their electoral decision-making is compromised, regardless of
an actual breach of security, because the vulnerabilities arc so significant.
Voting at home through the Internet involves an even greater revolutionary redefinition of the nature ofdemocratic society than 'mere'c-voting at
the polling booth. Most importantly, the constitutionality of transitioning
to digital voting systems must be carefully considered by each nation,
taking into account its unique constitutional characteristics.
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Election Security Is a Matter of National Security
It is not good enough to say,"We can't prove fraud." In every election we need evidence that vote
counts are accurate
By David 1. DiitonNovember 30,2016

State-sponsored cyber-attacks seemingly intended to influence the 2016 Presidential election have
raised a question: Is the vulnerability ofcomputerized voting systems to hacking a critical threat to our
national security? Can an adversary use methods ofcyber-warfare to select our commander-in-chief?
A dedicated group of technically sophisticated individuals could steal an election by hacking voting
machines key counties in just a few states, Indeed, University of Michigan computer science professor
Alex Haldeman says that he and his students could have changed .he result of thQ.Kesidential
election. Haklerman et al. have hacked a lot of voting machines, and there are videos to prove it. /
believe him.
Haldeman isn't going to steal an election, but a foreign power might be tempted to do so. The military
expenditures ofa medium-size country dwarf the cost of a multi-pronged attack, which could include
using the interact, bribing employees ofelection offices and voting machine vendors, or just buying
voting machine companies. It is likely that such an attack would not be detected, given our current
election security practices.
What would alert us to such an attack? What should we do about it? If there is reason to suspect an
election result(perhaps because it's an upset victory that defies the vast majority of pre-election polls),
common sense says we should double-check the results ofthe election as best we can. But this is hard
to do in America. Recount laws vary with each state. In states where it is possible to get a recount, it
often has to be requested by one ofthe candidates, often at considerable expense.

In the recent election, it is fortunate that Green Party Presidential candidate Jill Stein. citing potential
security breaches, recently requested a recount of the 2016 presidential vote in Wisconsin and
Pennsylvania and plans to do so in Michigan, Donald Trump unexpectedly won these three states by
very narrow margins, and their recount laws are favorably compared with some of the other swing
states.
With the limited information we have so far. there is no convincing evidence in the reported results that
the election was stolen electronically. However, there is heightened public concern because of alleged
Russian hacking ofcampaign emails and voter registration systems. Also. Mr. Trump and his advisors
broadcast repeated claims that the election would be rigged by means including fraudulent voting
machines.
Now that the election is over, we nnist defend our voting system more effectively. It is clearly
vulnerable to attack not only by foreign powers, but by criminal groups, campaigns, and motivated
amateurs, If elections lose their credibility, democracy can quickly disintegrate. After every election, it
is not good enough to say,"We can't prove fraud." In every election, we need evidence that vote counts
are accurate,
The good news is that we know how to solve this problem. We need to audit computers by manually
examining randomly selected paper ballots and comparing the results to machine results. Audits require
a voter-verified paper ballot, which the voter inspects to confirm that his or her selections have been
correctly and indelibly recorded. Since 2003,an active community ofacademics, lawyers,election
officials and activists has urged states to adopt paper ballots and robust audit procedures. This
campaign has had significant, but slow,success. As of now, about three quarters of U.S. voters vote on
paper ballots. Twenty--six states do some type of manual audit, but none of their procedures are
adequate. Auditing methods have recently been devised that are much more efficient than those used in
any state. It is important that audits be performed on every contest in every election, so that citizens do
not have to request manual recounts to feel confident about election results. With high-quality audits, it
is very unlikely that election fraud will go undetected whether perpetrated by another country or a
political party.
There is no reason we can't implement these measures before the 2020 elections. As a nation, we need
to recognize the urgency °idle task, to overcome the political and organizational obstacles that have
impeded progress. Otherwise, we risk losing our country to hackers armed with keyboards, without a
shot being fired.
The views expressed are those of the author(s)and are not necessarily those of Scientific American.

lutp;amtwv;sweetlibertv.orgfissuesielection2lticomputerized votingipandora.htm
When Dr. Phil O'Halloran published this article in 1996 its doubtful he could have foreseen its true
Relevance just four years into the future. The article, which 1,ve've transcribed in its entirety, is
copyrighted and we've not been able to make contact with the author for his permission. However,
having had many personal conversations and radio interviews with him, its our belief that he would
want the researched and documented facts revealed to as many "caring" individuals as possible.
Specifically, the information should be shared with local and state elected officials before they succumb
to the rhetoric coming from Washington, D.C., namely that:
It is time for the States to bring their election process into the 21st Century by mass converting to
computerized voting."
U.S. Senator Charles Schumer(Dem - islX) has promised to call an emergency committee to allocate
funding to the states for this project at the turn of the year(2000. in return for the federal "gifts" the
recipients would have to -- according to Jim Condit -- use the system recommended by the giftbearers. Think about
every precinct in every county in every state using the same computers and
counting systems leaving absolutely no trail to check the accuracy or honesty of the results. How
easily, then, it would be for the programmers -- from a single source -- to insure that the outcomes of all
elections would favor those who are 'approved' by the proponents of World Government.
To install computerized voting across the nation would cost billions. By comparison, a return to paper
ballots dropped into boxes(clear plastic to avoid false bottoms, etc) would amount to peanuts. How
Simple. Jackie Pamt

PANDORA'S BLACK BOX
DID IT REALLY COUNT YOUR VOTE?
RELEVANCE- November 1996 -VoL III- No. V
Editor: Phiiip M. O'Halloran
[Editor's Note: When we began researching the integrity of the election process, we wanted to
believe that the talk of "votescam" was just overblown hype. However, we have since
discovered that the computer voting system in this country is a veritable can of worms,so
open to tampering that if there is no organized election fraud going on, the criminals are
falling down on the job"

SECRET BALLOT,SECRET TALLY
ELECTRONIC VOTING ON TRIAL
On November 5, 1996, millions of Americans voted by secret ballot for thousands of elected
officials from the Presidency to the local dog catcher. What few realized is that a key aspect of

I.

the vote-counting was also done in secret. What's more, they have been legally denied the
right to find Out precisely how their vote is counted.
How can this be? After all, everybody knows that each aspect of the vote-count is officially
conducted by the government under the microscopic scrutiny of thousands of party officials,
anxious candidates, poll workers, curious voters and the media, right?
Not exactly. The counting of almost 70% of our votes is done inside a literal and figurative
black box by a technical process that you have no legal right to inspect. The results from that
black box are then counted by local election officials who send their results to the State where
they are later "certified" as accurate and honest.
But none of the certifying officials are the actual "vote-counters" at the board of canvassers or
government officials at any other level has oversight of the thousands of votes counted inside
these computers.
Thus, they have no legitimate means of "certifying" that the results are accurate and honest,
In fact, in numerous interviews, we found that no official at state, county, city or township
levels has had any meaningful oversight (or even a clear understanding) of the vote-counting
process at the crucial level of the election computers in each jurisdiction.
Who does? A handful of computer vote-counting companies which have received surprisingly
little publicity considering their central role in counting the vote. As a result, the public has
near zero knowledge of these companies and the work they do.
Methods of vote-counting in the United States vary widely and include computer-counted
punch cards(35%), computer-counted optically-scanned ballots (21.5%), direct-recording
computer counters(4.3%), and mixed - some electronic, some mechanical(8,3%),There are
also the old-fashioned lever machines(approximately 27%)and the original method of handcounted paper ballots (2.7%).
[Note: figures were provided by the Federal Election Commission's Office of Election
Administration and are based on a 1994 survey from the Election Data Service.]
The computer-tuned systems were programmed a few weeks before the election by a
surprisingly small group of vote-counting companies. Three major voting equipment vendors Business Records Corporation (BRC)of Dallas, Texas; Sequoia Pacific of Jamestown, New
York and Daneher Controls(whose system was formerly marketed by R.E. Shoup)of Gurnee,
Illinois, and a handful of others - make products like the Optech Scanner and the Votomatic
punch-card system which allow voters to either mark or punch holes in your ballot, which is
then fed into a computer, where your vote is tabulated electronically.
When the polls close, the voting tallies feed out from the back of the machine on a strip of
paper that looks like a cash register receipt. These slips are then sent on to the County, the
State and the media for further counting. In many heavily-populated areas, the Votomatic

punch cards or optical scan ballots are taken to a central counting site where they are fed into
from if to 12 larger computers called tabulators al the rate of up to 1000 per minute.

Access To The Source Codes
What most people do not realize is that no one other than these obscure voting machine
vendors can examine the"source-code0 or computer-programming instructionsthattell
the computer exactly how to count your votes:notthe voters,notthe poll workers,not the
city clerk,not the county election supervisor,not even the state elections director or any
federal election officials are allowed to view the source-code.
As impossible as it must seem, Relevance has verified this in dozens of interviews with state,
local and federal election officials and state and federal computer voting consultants
nationwide and even the vendors themselves. All admit it and none appeared the slightest bit
concerned about it.
Even people familiar with computer programming might think that the computer instructions
for vote-counting would be rather simple (Le. a brief "For/Next loop" would add a new vote
each time a candidate is selected i.e.: "For k=x÷1.,..Next").
In practice, the vote-counting software is highly complex, because it not only includes the
counter for each of dozens of candidates, which means they must prevent double-voting and
allow people to vote straight ticket for all but one race, for instance, but it also includes
ostensibly sophisticated security systems designed to keep out would-be hackers. Ultimately,
the programs reach into the tens of thousands of lines of code (eg. The program for the BRC
Optech 111-P Eagle scanner has 20,000 lines).
In addition to making it harder for outsiders to tamper with the program, the size and
complexity of these programs would make it easier for an insider (eg. One of the vendors'
programmers)to conceal instructions or hiding places for instructions, which could later be
inserted to rig a given race or even every race on the ballot.
Could the voting computers be pre-programmed to count votes in a way that favors a certain
candidate — perhaps a candidate who has bribed a crooked company official or programmer?
State election officials in Michigan assured us that this cannot happen because the computers
are tested a day or two before the election in what is known as the "logic and accuracy test",
which is open to the public. Generally, this amounts to a few dozen cards with various random
votes being run through the machine to see if it counts them correctly.
This is supposed to prove that the machine is honestly and accurately tallying the votes. But
none of these officials even considered the possibility of hidden "subroutines" of programming
code within the massive program which could suddenly interrupt the count and divert a few
thousand votes from one candidate to another — a feat known as a "flip-flop" to experts
concerned about potential computer vote fraud,

Other potential dirty tricks which could be lurking inside Pandora's Black Box include the
"Trojan Horse"(a set of commands concealed within the thousands of lines of code designed
to rig the vote count and remain undetectable), and the "time bomb" in which the computer
counts accurately until late in the tabulation when, after a certain number of votes have been
counted, it suddenly begins to transfer every third or fourth vote meant for one candidate to
his favored opponent.

Trapdoors And Trojan Horses
Howard Strauss, the director of Advanced Computer Applications at Princeton University, is a
nationally-renowned expert in the field of computer voting. He categorically dismisses the
efficacy of the so-called "logic and accuracy test" verification procedure. Strauss recently told
Relevance:
'That turns out to be no test at all. That doesn't prove a thing. Any system that was
designed with a 'trap door'or a 'Trojan horse'or any kind of fraudulent thing in it could
pass that test easily...

eeeN.

"There are a hundred ways you could do this and probably any freshman in any
school that teaches computer programming could figure out a half a dozen ways to
do this. I've talked to folks who've said,'Oh no, we've fed a thousand votes in and
then we looked at the other side and they were counted correctly'. I said,'So what?
That doesn't tell you what's inside the box."
Strauss explained further that since most computers have clocks and are programmed to be
aware of the date, the machine could be set up so that the fraudulent counting activity only
occurs on a given date,such as November 5th 1996.
Relevance raised this concern to Douglas Lewis, the director of the Election Center, a Houston-based
project of the National Association of State Election Directors, an entity earmarked by the federal
government to develop standards for election administrations. Mr. Lewis dismissed the threat of such
tampering,stating that the testing of the machines is done in many cases as late as 5 a.m. on the
morning of the election and so would defeat a "time bomb" rigged to go off cm that date.
Similar statements were made by state and local election officials, betraying what skeptics of
the system cite as their lack of understanding of the ease with which programmers could
defeat the testing process — i.e., the same criminal who can instruct the computer to rig the
count only on November 5th, can just as easily program this misbehavior to occur after the
voting as already started — say at II am,or 3 p.m. The same computer clocks which keep
track of the date are also aware of the time.
It seems the number of techniques for stealing the vote by computer is limited only by the
Ingenuity of the vote-rigging programmer. Howard Strauss added that computers can easily
be programmed to count with perfect accuracy until a ballot with a certain particular set of
candidate selections is fed through the machine. Since, on each ballot there are dozens of

races, the number of possible permutations or combinations of votes on that single ballot is so
large that a certain pre-set combination of votes could be used to trigger the computer to kick
into "fraud mode". Strauss explains:
"You can tell the computer to behave badly in thousands of different ways. A common
stunt used in other kinds of systems is to say to the computer,'keep counting nicely
until you see a vote for Perot, Nader, Clinton and Dole all on the same ballot9. So you
say, 'that'll never happen',
"But what I do is I get a friend of mine to go into the polls early in the morning and
vote this peculiar combination of people that I expect nobody is ever going to do
because its ridiculous and then what happens is, buried in the code, have
something that looks for that strange combination.., and then does its bad thing_
the program is waiting to see that"
Such a "votescam" would be best put to use at voter jurisdictions (Detroit and Cincinnati are
examples) in which the punch card or optical scan ballots are taken from many precincts to a
central counting site and fed into a few large tabulation computers which count ballots at the
rate of up to 1000 per minute. The vote-counting is thus highly centralized and the central
tabulators could be rigged to trigger major vote shifts when one of the above-described ballots
appears.
The way it might work in practice is that a sophisticated programmer working within a
computer vending firm could insert into the program a Trojan Horse, which would await the
above-described combination on the ballot. Those seeking a certain outcome — say a vote to
legalize casino gambling, or to support a taxpayer-financed stadium for example — could be
approached through intermediaries with a discrete offer to "guarantee" the election — for a
price. The precise ballot selection needed to unleash the Trojan Horse would then be
provided. Otherwise, the election would proceed honestly.

"A House Without Doors"
Could such an illegal scheme work on a national scale? In a rare major media treatment of
this taboo subject on election eve in 1988, CBS Evening News anchor Dan Rather asked
Howard Strauss about the possibility of computer vote-rigging:
Rather: Realistically, could the fix be put on a national election?
Howard Strauss: Get me a job with the company that writes the software for this
program. Then I'd have access to one third of the votes. Is that enough to fix a
general election?
[Note: Strauss was referring to the software employed in the most commonly-used votecounting computer program at that time, Incidentally, one company now has access to over
50% of the votes.)

Strauss summed up the unverifiable nature of the system:
When it comes to computerized elections, there are no safeguards. It's not a door
without locks, it's a house without windows".
That same year, the prestigious monthly, The New Yorker, carried a comprehensive, 32-page
expose' of the dangers of computer voting, by Texas journalist Ronnie Dugger [See "Annals of
Democracy — Counting Votes" in The New Yorker, November 7th 1988 p. 40]. Dugger quoted
Randall H. Erben, the assistant secretary of state in Texas, who served as special counsel on
ballot integrity to President Reagan's campaign in 1984 and, in 1986, headed a similar group
for the Governor of Texas:
"I have no question that somebody who's smart enough with a computer could
probably rig it to mistabulate. Whether that has happened yet I don't know. It's going to
be virtually undetectable if it's done correctly, and that's what concerns me about it,"
Howard Strauss and Professor Eric K. Clemmons of the Wharton School of Economics have
attempted to warn the public since the mid-eighties of the ease with which a skilled
programmer could erase any evidence that he had tampered with the vote. Dugger
summarized the findings of his numerous interviews:
"All the computer experts I have spoken with agreed that no computer program can be
made completely secure against fraud,"
He cited the opinion of Peter G. Neumann, of Stanford Research Institute, International in
Menlo Park, California, who:
"emphasized the ease of concealing theft by computer 'without a trace'; characterized
local elections as very vulnerable to fraud; and regards the theft of the Presidency by
computers as entirely possible,"
Stand Up And Be Mis-Counted
In 1988, Roy G. Saltman, now a retired computer consultant from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology's Computer Systems Laboratory, wrote a landmark report for the
U.S. Commerce Department entitled,"Accuracy, Integrity, and Security in Computerized VoteTallying", in which he exhaustively documented the many instances of vote mistabulation and
the inherent vulnerability of U.S. voting systems to error and fraud. On page 23 he listed the
possible methods by which "unknown persons may perpetrate undiscoverable frauds";
a)fraudulent alterations in the computer program or in control cards that manipulate
the program
b) activation of a hidden program, possibly by means of a time-of-day match or
with a specially encoded punch card ballot[Ed, Note: this is similar to the scenario
that Howard Strauss had described]

c) manual replacement of the computer program by a fraudulent substitute
d) introduction of false ballots into the set of real ballots, through either addition or
replacement; or introduction of false ballot data through interchange of ballots...
e) introduction of false voting summaries through changes in data stored in
removable data storage units of precinct-located, vote-counting devices.
f)fraudulent alteration of the face of the voting device used by the voter at the
posing location to mark a ballot or indicate choices.
g)fraudulent alteration of the logic of precinct-localed vote-counting devices.
[Ed. Note: Mr. Saltman's publication is still available for $25. At James Condit's, Citizen's For
A Fair Vote Count - Pt0. Box 11339, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211]
Does Anyone Care?
Critics say "where's the beef?" Have any of these computer programs ever been shown to
malfunction? SaItman's 1988 report cited an extensive series of tests of the computer
counting systems used in Illinois from 1983-87 which tested tens of thousands of ballots
instead of the usual three or four dozen used in most pre-election tests. In the Illinois test
series, it was discovered that significant errors in the computers' basic counting instructions
were found in twenty percent of the tests.
In 1988, Michael Harty, the Illinois director of voting systems and standards, pointed out that
these gross "tabulation-program errors" would not have been caught by election authorities
and lamented to the New Yorker. "At one point, we had tabulation errors in twenty-eight
percent of the systems tested, and nobody cared".
Are these incidents cited by Saltman and many others inadvertent errors or deliberate "errors)*
- malicious fraud perpetrated by organized criminals paid by corrupt power brokers? Most of
the many instances of computer glitches and assorted snafus cited by Saltman were believed
by election officials to be inadvertent. But, in our interviews with state, local and federal
officials, the concept of computer-rigging of an election was politely dismissed as either
impossible or at least so far outside the realm of likelihood as to be unworthy of serious
discussion.
Again, this was generally based on their unfounded faith in the hopelessly inadequate "logic"
and accuracy tests". Of course, these are the same tests which even some FEC consultants,
like Robertl Naegele who tend to downplay the votescam threat- have admitted cannot
detect Trojan Horses in the source-code unless, as in the Illinois series, tens of thousands of
ballots are tested (and, if Strauss and others are correct, even these tests can be easily
defeated.)
Computer Recounts-"Garbage in, Garbage Out"

It there is rampant computer election fraud, we should have instances of discrepancies
between the "official" computer-derived results and those of recounts in contested races. But
this presumes the integrity of the recount and, unfortunately, most of them are done by simply
feeding the punch-card or optical scan ballots right back into the same computer machines,
which, if rigged properly, should produce identically phony results on the recount, As
programmers like to say,"garbage in, garbage out".
Hand recounts are the best way to detect telltale discrepancies between the computer results
and the true vote. However, this method is generally avoided since it greatly increases the
time and staffing required. Also, if the loser in, say a city council race, demands and receives
a hand recount, the many other races on each ballot will not be recounted, so a rigged
senatorial, mayoral or other race would go undetected.
Nevertheless, Roy Saltman's report for the Commerce Department included dozens of often
detailed presentations of cases in which computer errors were detected by suspicious
candidates or alert election workers who obtained hand recounts, Generally, the
mistabulations were attributed to human error. Willful misconduct was not often seriously
considered, Still, several ended up in court, including some with criminal charges against
vendors or election officials, as happened in one West Virginia case in 1931, in which the
election supervisor, a candidate, a prosecutor, a county commissioner, election workers and
the voting machine vendor were all sued by a group of candidates who believed that they had
been cheated in the election.
Mr. Saltman told Relevance that there is no way to know of all instances of vote-counting
irregularities and his report was only a sampling. He explained that media coverage has not
educated the public to the dangers:
'When there is a problem locally it is almost never reported nationally, it's only reported
locally".
Reader's Digest offered an exception to this rule in June of 1995with an article entitled, "Votefraud: A
National Disgrace". Although they focused primarily on illegal voters instead of illegal vote-counting.
It served to show the number of people who are willing to participate in voting fraud.
Something's Rotten in Massachusetts
One most recent example of a local story with little or no national coverage was the
November Democrat Primary race for the Massachusetts'10th District seat in the U.S.
Congress, where challenger Philip Johnston — who had been declared the winner over
entrenched Democrat nominee, William Delahunt — lost the nomination on a bizarre second
recount. Johnston told Relevance:
"The court looked at some disputed punchcard ballots which had already been
declared to be blank and the court declared them to be actual votes."

Suspiciously, 756 of the 968disputed punchcard ballots came out of the same community —
Weymouth. Mass — suggesting that either'Weymouthenians" are shamefully inferior
cardpunchers than their neighbors in the rest of the state, or someone may have tampered
with the ballots. The State's Supreme Judicial Court examined the suspect ballots to
determine "voter intent" by detecting "dimples and other faint markings and somehow ended
up awarding 469votes to Delahunt and 177 to Johnston, thereby reversing the latter's victory.
The Boston Globe of November 9,1996 wrote:
"There was no explanation why the high court ruled that the bulk of disputed, partially
punctured punch-card ballots from the town of Weymouth should be counted in
Delahunt's favor instead of as blanks."
Johnston called the decision "unconscionable" and told Relevance:
'We feel very strongly that they were wrong".
What would he do to fight the apparent fraud? Johnston said,
"I'm not sure what I can do now except help to make sure other people aren't
victimized in the same way."
With the help of "unfortunate mistabuiation" like these and despite the lack of national media
focus on the problem. the gullibility of the American voter is wearing thin and a rising sense of
distrust appears to be seeping into the mind of the voting public.
A Rare Peep inside Pandora's Box
Apologists for the current voting system claim that there have never been any convictions for
computer vote fraud and that it is "virtually impossible" to perpetrate. In the West Virginia case
cited above, although the criminal charges were dropped, the judge had not allowed the jury
to see a demonstration by the plaintiff's attorneys' computer expert, Wayne Nunn, PhD,a
project scientist for Union Carbide who had designed multimillion-dollar computer networks.
After a nine-hour examination of the CES(now Business Records Corporation) computer
system in question and in the presence of the CES president, the system's programmer, and
others,
"Nunn, with one punch card, added ten thousand votes to the total of one of the
candidates in a mock race for president". The New Yorker, November 7rn 1988, p, 681
Nunn subsequently gave a deposition under cross-examination and revealed seven ways in
which the system could be deliberately caused to miscount votes, including by manipulation
of the toggle switch on the front of the machine to alter vote totals and by inserting a set of
secret Trojan Horse commands into the source-code software as described earlier, So it can
be done. But can it be detected and prosecuted?

A methodical expert analysis of the company's source-code could have been the key to
determining the existence of fraud, but CES officials asked presiding Judge Charles H. Haden
of the United States District Court, to block Nunn from inspecting their code on the basis
that it was a "trade secret'. Ultimately, the judge ordered that Nunn alone be allowed to view
it, but without the computer he needed for a proper system analysis.
Nevertheless, he discovered "trap doors", "wait loops", and Christmas trees" which could all
serve the same end of undetectable vote fraud. According to the New Yorker's Ronnie
Dugger, after viewing the code for several hours,
"Nunn was prepared to testify that a 'debugger' in the BT-76 program, while enabling a
programmer to make repairs in the program, was also a Trojan Horse; Haden excluded
such testimony'.
Nunn was allowed to testify that "he had concluded that the program had been altered during
the counting".
The jury was also barred from seeing Nunn demonstrate how he could alter the vote count
The case of Wayne Nunn being allowed to examine the proprietary source-code of the CES
system is an extraordinary exception. The fact is that very few individuals outside of the
computer vendors have ever been allowed to inspect the source-code of that or any other
election equipment company. This was confirmed by Eva Waskell, the director of the
Elections Project at Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility in a 1993 report entitled
"Overview of Computers and Electors".
Many court cases involving allegations of fraud were brought against vendors of electronic
systems. There were no convictions. Was there ever any proof of tampering presented? No.
Part of the reason for this may be that during the litigation the plaintiffs were never given
access to the vote tabulating program, and hence there was no opportunity for anyone to
establish evidence to either prove or disprove the allegations.[Emphasis added]
We should point out that even if the court allowed the plaintiff's experts to inspect the sourcecode, there would be no proof that the code provided to the court was, in fact, the selfsame
code used in the particular election in question. Federal election officials say that a few states
are mandating that the source-code be placed in escrow so that it could be examined in the
event of a particularly "fishy" election result.
Florida, Michigan and California have such a system. This seemed to provide a hefty
insurance against fraud on the surface. But when we asked officials at the Michigan Board
of Election where they kept their escrowed source-code, we found that the state of Michigan
doesn't have anything to do with the process. The code is transferred to an independent
escrow agency by the computing machine vendors and there is no state representative on
hand to verify and sign off on the transfer.

This was confirmed by Dan MeGuiness of Business Records Corporation, which services
many Michigan jurisdictions, In other words, there is no "chain of evidence" procedure for
ensuring that the general purpose version of the software turned over to the escrow agents by
the vendors wasn't switched before it was "initialized" and inserted into each computer sent to
the individual elections. It should be noted that, when the software is placed into "machine
language" and cannot be translated back into source-code for comparison with the copy in
escrow. We have thus placed the integrity of a large part of our vote at the mercy of the moral
standards of the people we don't know — and we don't even know that we've done it,
Elections P.US
Several critics of the computer election fraud concept downplay the dangers by arguing that
any programmer inside a large computer vendor who is bent on, let's say, rigging the election
in favor of Bill Clinton, would run the risk of accidentally shooting himself in the foot, unless he
knows the ballot position of the candidate (first, second, etc.). Since he has no control over
some county clerk in Tupelo, Mississippi who might plug Bill Clinton into the top, middle or
bottom of the ballot depending on how she feels that day, he will have an equal chance of
shifting the illegal votes to Bob Dole or Ross Perot. However, this argument does not hold up
when one considers that in many, if not most cases, the computer vendors either input the
candidates' names to the ballot themselves or know the ballot positions in advance of their
sending out the computers.
According to Doretha Blair of the Michigan Board of Elections, the order in which political
parties appear on the ballot is determined according to pre-set guidelines:
"There's no happenstance on the ballot positions".
She informed Relevance that whichever party currently occupies the office of Secretary of
State appears first on the ballot. The other parties appear according to their pre-determined
ballot status. The names of contenders in primary elections and the many non-partisan
candidates, such as those vying for judgeships, are selected by alphabetical order and
rotated according to precinct.
Who decides the order of precinct rotation in the judgeships and other non-party races?
Doretha Blair told Relevance
"As a rule, the counties will leave that rotation portion to the vendors".
Thus,there is very little left up to chance for the hypothetical vote-fixing "mole" lurking within a
vending company supplying the state of Michigan. If he knows the party of the Secretary of
State and how to alphabetize, he can ensure that the computer illegally transfers votes to the
right position on the ballot to favor his candidate. Although every state is different, it's not
likely that he'd have a much tougher time in Tupelo, Mississippi — or many other states for that
matter. Such is the extent of the vote-counting machine vendors'stealthy takeover of the

election process in much of the United States, To paraphrase Clemenceau,from the
standpoint of the vendors,
"Elections are much too important to leave up to the election officials".
Vote-Rigging Made Simple
How would a sophisticated vote-fixer go about rigging an election? Ronnie Dugger
interviewed one expert who explained how someone could fix the vote of any candidate.
Computer scientist, Michael Shamos, PhD of Camegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, had
been a consultant for the Pennsylvania Bureau of Elections during the eighties. He was a
major critic of the CES(now Business Records Corporation) Votomafic punch-card computercounting system, which he described as
"a security nightmare, open to tampering in a multitude of ways."
Shamos viewed as a very real threat the same scenario presented by Howard Strauss: that a
vote-fixer could walk into the polls and vote a specially prepared ballot, which, when it arrived
at a central vote-counting site, would be fed into the computer and would proceed to "change
the current vote total for any candidate desired."
Could a national election be fixed? As an illustration, Shamos laid out the following scenario
for he and his hypothetical henchmen:
Here's what we do. Working in a company headquarters, I'm writing some election
software, which will be sent by Federal Express to jurisdictions in executable object
code. I'm going to program this thing so that if there are more than eight hundred
people voting in a precinct I'm simply going to trade some votes, take them from other
parties and dump them into the party that I want to win. So all the totals are going to be
exactly right
I'm going to change ten per cent of the votes, or five percent — some small number
— and that software is going out to pivotal jurisdictions in the country. And that is
going to shift the national elections.
Eva Waskell told Relevance that the most likely election-rigging scenario would entE.iil picking
key states, counties and precincts rather than going after the entire vote. This would ensure
that the vote switching isn't too far out of line with public expectations.
"What you would do to prevent that is to know how these precincts have voted in the
past and just modify them a little bit. You pick the swing precinct in a heavily populated
county and that's the one you fiddle with, Three to five per cent is enough to have the
election outcome changed."
Indeed, the importance of heavily-populated "swing jurisdictions" was illustrated in the
November presidential election, as seen in a report by USA Today of November 8th 1996:

"Bob Dole won more counties than tam Clinton... 1580 to 1534, But Clinton won more
heavily populated counties in vote-rich states — and a second term."
Dugger's article also quoted Peter Vogel,a consultant for the Texas Secretary of State, who
agreed with Shamos that the Presidency could be stolen by computer
"because of the electoral college... If you have a majority in the right states, it doesn't
matter who has the majority of the votes in the country if you program the right states
for the right elections, I think you could control the Presidential results."
Plausible Deniability
But what if a suspicious losing candidate insists he wants a hand recount and manages to
prevail over the loud objections of election officials? Since the "index of suspicion" of major
computer fraud is so low among election officials, it would be viewed as a computer error.
Shamos told Dugger that if a computer program "didn't count correctly"(as happened in 28%
in the state of Illinois test series noted above), it would likely be returned to the factory, where,
according to Shamos,
"the programmer would simply say there had been a glitch on the tape, or a bad ROM
— a unit embodying read-only memory— or some other technical mumbo-jumbo".
He suspected the same thing would happen if a recount of an actual election exposed
deliberate "errors" in the program. Thus,"plausible deniability- is built into any discussion of
computer errors between company experts and computer-illiterate election workers. But what
about the honest employees of the company? Shamos doesn't see a problem for the vote
fixer:
It's easy for a programmer. And his superiors will never find it. There's no way to find it
unless they do an exhaustive code audit themselves. And this is a solo effort — one guy
who happens to be well-placed. Of course, many others are involved, but they don't
knew [The New Yorker; November 7th 1988].
The threat of manual recounts could be reduced if vote-fixers within a vendor had
accomplices inside the election boards of their swing counties(accomplices who they have
perhaps "installed" by fixing their votes in return for their agreement to purchase the vendor's
election equipment). In this scenario, if a hand recount simply cannot be avoided, the election
officials will have a couple of weeks during which to alter the ballots. As Eva Waskell told
Relevance,
"So, let's go recount the punchcards. All this evidence is in the custody of the
defendants who can block access to it for weeks after the fact. It is a system that is
rigged against anyone trying to find proof,"
In addition, Relevance has learned that the larger vendors offer "one-stop election supply
shopping, which happens to include bland ballots of every type, the "locking mechanisms"

(ballot box seals),"secrecy envelopes", ballot boxes, and transfer cases. One photo in the
BRC sales literature promotes the seals used to lock the ballot boxes. Michael Sharnos told
the New Yorker that
"blank punch-card ballots were easy to obtain; and the plastic seals on the boxes...
were easily duplicated."
ir the computer machine vendor also sells the ballots and the seals, what's to stop a crooked
employee from funneling duplicates to his "kept." election officials, in the unlikely even a hand
recount is forced in a computer-rigged precinct?
The Only Thing We Have To Fear...
Douglas Lewis, the director of the election Center disagrees. When Relevance asked Mr.
Lewis whether voters should be concerned by the warnings of experts like Shamos, Wayne
Nunn, Strauss and others, he responded
When people fear the electronic systems, it is based on just that, fear... So far, all
we've heard from those who try to raise phantoms and ghosts is the old argument from
the Joseph McCarthy days of "there is a communist under every bed". But until
somebody can show us that this sort of thing is happening, it's like being asked,"are
you still beating your wife?"
Mr. Lewis used the word "fear" about nine times during our conversation.(E.g. "Fear is fear.
It's not based on logic"). When we asked about the general threat of computer election
rigging, he responded
"For you to be able to rig the software so that you could get by the logic and accuracy
tests of all those jurisdictions, the odds would be 30 billion to one".
We responded that people like Howard Strauss of Princeton and Peter Neumann of Stanford
Research Institute believe logic and accuracy testing is a joke. He then stated
'What I'm saying to you is that the odds are against it. Fear is such an ugly thing..."
When he asked us why none of these experts were able to rig a vote-counting computer, we
cited the fact that Wayne Nunn was able to change ten thousand votes on the C,E.S.
computer by inserting a single punch-card. When we asked him whether he was concerned
that nationally-renowned computer-voting experts from Princeton, Stanford Research
Institute, the National Bureau of Standards, and Xavier University had all raised grave
concerns about the integrity of computer voting, Mr. Lewis responded,"They are dealing from
fear."
[Editor's Note: For the first time, we began to feel the icy finger of fear when we realized that
those in charge of developing safe election standards had no fear of sophisticated computer
vote fraud].
The Cincinnati Election Wiretapping Scandal

Lewis and other skeptics of the vote-fixing scenario like to insist that there has never been
any evidence of a "conspiracy" to fix elections by computer. But then, most of those we
interviewed on both skies of the issue had never heard of the case of Leonard Gates of
Cincinnati, Ohio. An employee of the Cincinnati Bell telephone company, Gates was watching
a local ts, news story, in which a Cincinnati man named Jim Condit was charging that the
election system was vulnerable to vote fraud in the Hamilton county election process.
He based his charges on his experience as a candidate for city council in 1979, when, after
an election night computer crash, Condit and seven other "feisty challengers" had suddenly
"fallen to the very bottom of the heap" of 26 candidates. Gates called the station and later
contacted Mr. Condit, telling him he knew firsthand how his votes were robbed. They met and
shared information and ultimately Gates testified in Condit's Cincinnatus PAC (political action
committee) lawsuit against the Hamilton County Board of Elections.
The suit had earlier been decided against the plaintiffs and Gates took the stand during the
appeal. He swore under oath that he was ordered by his Cincinnati Bell superiors to wiretap
the election headquarters' phones lines to provide a link-up between the county's vote
counting computers and parties unknown on another phone line somewhere in California.
The following are excerpts from the Cincinnati Post of October, 30th, 1987:
Cincinnati Bell security supervisors ordered wire-taps installed on county computers
before elections in the late 1970s and early 1980s that could have allowed vote totals
to be altered, a former Bell employee says in a sworn court document,
Leonard Gates, a 23-year Cincinnati Bell employee until he was fired in 1986,
claims in a deposition filed Thursday in Hamilton County Common Pleas Court to
have installed the wire-taps. Cincinnati Bell officials denied Gates' allegations that
are part of a six-year-oid civil suit that contends the elections computer is subject o
manipulation and fraud.
Gates claims a security supervisor for the telephone company told him in 1979 that
the firm had obtained a computer program through the FBI that gave it access to
the county computer used to count votes.[Emphasis added].
The FBI refused comment and Cincinnati Bell spokesmen vehemently denied the allegations,
claiming Gates was a "disgruntled ex-employee", yet, according to Condit, the company
ultimately admitted that one of its vans was involved in the wiretapping, although it claimed
they were commandeered without the company's knowledge. The Post continued:
In the deposition, Gates claims he first installed a wire-tap on a telephone line to the
county computers before the 1977 election at the instruction of James West, a Bell
security supervisor.
Gates contends both West and Peter Gabor, security director, told him to install
wire-taps in subsequent elections. Both men declined comment Thursday.

In the 1979 election, which is the focus of the deposition — Gates said he received
instructions in the mail from West about installing wire-taps on county computers in
the County Administration Building at Court and Main streets.
The wire-taps were installed on the eve of the election at Cincinnati Bell's switching
control center at Seventh and Elm Streets and terminated in a conference room in
the building, Gates alleges.
In the deposition, Gates described in great technical detail installation of the wiretaps,
At about 8:30 p.m. on election day — Nov. 6, 1979 Gates said he was called by
West and told something had gone wrong, causing the elections computer to
malfunction. At West's instructions, Gates said he removed the taps.
The elections computer shutdown for two hours on election evening due to what
was believed to be a power failure, Condit Sr. has said.
Gates said West told him they "had the ability to actually after vvhat was being
done with the votes."
Gates said West told him the Board of elections did not know about the taps and
that the computer program for the elections computer "was obtained out of
California, and that the programming had been obtained through the FBI.,."
Shortly after the 1979 election, Gates said he met with the late Richard Dugan,
former Cincinnati Bell president, to express his concerns that the wire-taps were
done without a court order.
"Mc Dugan said it was a very gray area.., This was just small compared to what
was going on. He told me just, if I had a problem, to talk to him and everything
would be okay, but everything was under control," Gates said [Emphasis added),
[Editor's Note: This scandal's alleged FBI connection raises the possibility of U.S. law
enforcement and/or intelligence involvement in electronic vote-rigging.]
Another Cincinnati Bell employee, named Bob Draise, admitted to being involved in a second
phase of the illegal operation, which involved wiretapping several prominent Cincinnati
political figures including a crusader against pornography named Keating and the Hamilton
County commissioner, Allen Paul,
Jim Condit told Relevance that, as a result of the ensuing scandal, Draise was convicted and
five Cincinnati police officers, who were allegedly involved in the wiretapping operation,
abruptly resigned. The alleged involvement of the FBI was never pursued and the Bureau
itself did not follow up on the Gates allegations. In spite of all the evidence, the appeal by the
plaintiff failed and the issue was laid to rest.
Remote Access To 'Voting Computers

Included in Robert Strunk's testimony in the Cincinnatus PAC lawsuit was reference to the
computers at the city's "regional computer center'(RCC)which was open to outside
tempering. Strunk testified:
Because the RCC computer system has many terminals attached to it, the vote
counting system is open to alteration by parties unseen and unknown to any observers.
These terminals are both local (usually within the same building) and remote accessed
by modem over both private lines and the switched network)._
there is at lease one staff position at the RCC which would afford someone a
definite opportunity to alter the computer program that counts the ballots and
therefore, to alter the results of the election itself[Emphasis added].
Remote modem access to a central counting computer?
On hearing an unconfirmed report in Michigan of a vendor representative in this month's
election re-booling a computer that had "crashed" by holding a cell phone up to it, your editor
popped the question to Jeff Ryan, a BRC spokesman in Chicago:
Could the counting computers be accessed remotely by cell phone or other device?
His previously cordial tone instantly changed to a rude, insulting one. He condescendingly
stated that the question betrayed a total lack of understanding of how computers actually
work. Although this was not far off the mark; he still hadn't answered the question.
When it was repeated, he stammered that it was a ridiculous question and seemed to want to
get off the phone in a hurry, insisting that
"until you go to Lynn Allen, your Oakland County Clerk and sit in his office and have
him show you how the computer works, you shouldn't be asking me that kind of a
questionl"
When he was told that he and his firm were better qualified to respond to technical questions
about their own product than their politician customer, and when your editor wondered aloud
why it was such a touch question, Mr. Ryan apparently unable to stay on the phone another
second, blurted "Thank you very much,thank you..." and hung up even as the offending
question was being asked for the third time.
Why Are Modems Being Placed Inside Voting Computers?
Although we were not sure what, if anything, he was trying to hide, our curiosity was piqued,
so we contacted BRCss only real competitor in Michigan, Doubleday Publishing of
Kalamazoo, which sells the Accu-vote optical scanner supplied by Global Election systems. A
programming technician matter-of-factly told us that there are modems inside each of the
vote-counting computers which are used to transfer results from dozens of precincts to the
central counting computers. He explained,

"They talk between the moderns there is a modem between each [computer] unit, or
at least, most of them."
Thus, the vote-counting computers can "talk" to the central computer and are, thus,
technically, vulnerable to outside access. The Doubleday technician explained that special
command cards can be inserted into the machine. To tell the precinct computer to call the
central computer with the results, he stated:
"You have to program the phone number into the card. The card accesses the modem
in the Accu-vote unit and the card tells it to dial into the central computer... To close the
election you slide an "ender card" — like a special ballot — which has certain codes on it
and it tells it to lock up the election,
In order to triple check this disturbing finding, we went to the State of Florida's election vendor
Internet website, looked under BRC and found this option available for the Optech computer
vote-counter:
"Modem Communications and results transfer capability from the precinct with the
OPTECH 111-P Eagle and Regional accumulation with the Smart Pack Receiving
system.[See also the BRC website at < www,brcp,com <
The Global Election Systems' website provided further information in this innovative feature:
"Following simple instructions, the poll workers plug a phone jack into the receptacle in
the back of the Accu- Vote and press a button on its front to automatically dial and
transmit the precinct results to the Host Computer for county-wide accumulation."
We viewed with grave concern the presence of an internal (read hidden) modem which could
allow outside access to the computer without anyone's knowledge. We decided to solicit the
opinion of Ronnie Bugger, the author of The New Yorker article quoted above. Until we cited
our documentation, he believed we must have been mistaken, saying
"A modem in an election computer would be highly suspect... You can't insulate a
computer during vote-counting from outside communication if you have a modem in it".
He granted that there may be built-in security protections, but remained concerned with the
heightened danger of vote-fixing posed by an internal modem:
'There could be a subroutine in the [source code] program which would cause the
results being turned into the central computer to be phoned to you too so that you
could find out how many votes you needed to steal the election."
Of course, when the same company that writes the source-code, also designs the internal
modem, the possibilities are endless for accessing the computer either before, during or after
the election to alter or, at least interrogate, the computer's vote count. It raises the specter of
a remote high-speed, vote-rigging computer automatically and surreptitiously contacting,

querying and rapidly adjusting the votes inside many precincts and/or central counting
machines nationwide.
Is this just science fiction or do we have reason to be concerned? When we shared our
findings about the internal modern with Votescam author Jim Collier, he stated,
"I think you may have found the smoking gun".
Relevance then asked Penelope Bonsall of the Federal Elections Commission whether
dangers to voting integrity could be posed by the modems in the vote-counting computers.
She paused then responded:
"There could potentially be a problem with that."
In Computer Vendors We Trost?
Although it is a technically difficult subject, it is vital to know whether someone can access our
vote counting computers from afar and thereby obtain election results and/or alter them. The
local City of Birmingham Clerk's office could not comment on the security implications of an
internal modem insisting that since the State of Michigan certified them, they must have
considered potential problems.
A spokesman for the Michigan Bureau of Elections was aware of the modems, but told us that
they are not physically capable of allowing incoming calls, which might permit tampering with
the vote totals and that the modem is not hooked up until after the polls close. When we
asked about the modems inside the central counting computers at the large city and county
level, he said they too "were not designed to receive incoming calls". This made no sense,
since the very purpose of the internal modems is to allow the central "host" computers to
receive incoming calls from the precinct computers. He conceded this point and referred us to
the vendors.
After speaking with several technicians, Relevance contacted 25-year company veteran RJ.
Lyon, one of the five top programmers who maintain the general source code at BRC's
Berkeley, California engineering and manufacturing facility, Mr. Lyon explained that the
internal modem is an "off-the-shelf", standard 14.4 baud modem, but that the modem's
software is designed so that, although the machines can communicate back and forth, no one
without the proper access codes can get into either computer. We asked whether voters or
election officials or anyone else is allowed to look at the software to verify that it is secure. He
responded,
"The firmware at the remote site (precinct) and the software at the central counting
facility are proprietary information."
Thus, as far as the voters are concerned, whether or not the computers are secure from
outside access — and thus tampering — is unknowable. Once again, the election is being run
on the honor system and the computer vendors have the access codes to the modems, We

all want to assume that they are not being sold to the highest bidders, along with "custom
rigging" of the source code, but we can never really know that they're not. With all due respect
to the integrity of BRC,its employees and the other vendors, that demands a degree of trust
that America's 140 million registered voters should not be required to provide. To paraphrase
Churchill: Never in the field of human politics have so many votes been entrusted by so many
to so few.
Is Your Voting Machine's Modem Hacker-Friendly?
Lyon added that the modems, which came out a year and a half ago, are not standard in all
Optech III-P Eagle computers, but because of their convenience, it is an option "that is
becoming very popular and is in use in Orange County in California and Maricopa in Arizona
to name just two. Although, this is less of a concern, we asked him whether someone outside
the companies and not privy to the source codes could hack into the compuiers via the
modems? Mr. Lyon cited the numerous "checks and balances" and safeguards, but
conceded,
"It's certainly theoretically possible, but it has never happened, as far as we know".
He also argued that, even if someone could alter the results at the central counting facility, the
breech would be detected by the canvassers, since, after the unofficial results are sent out,
they routinely reinsen the "PROM Paks"from each precinct machine, to double check their
totals against those of the central counter. Lyon stated that if these numbers disagreed with
the tallies of a "rigged" central computer, the discrepancy would alert the canvassers to a
problem.
This makes sense, however, it assumes that the same person who hacked into the central
counters did not also hack into the precinct computers, in which case there would be no
discrepancy. And as we learned above, the precinct computers are equipped with standard
"off-the-sher modems,so in answer to the above question,"Is your voting computer's
modem hacker-friendly?" the truth is that you are not allowed to know, since the software that
determines whether incoming calls can be made, is the company's "trade secret". The
elections have been effectively privatized
Much of this discussion has centered on the fact that a small and obscure clique of election
machine vendors design and service the computers which count a growing majority of our
votes. While the companies themselves may be beyond reproach, their increasing power over
so many aspects of our election process, without commensurate accountability, is hardly a
healthy trend. In 1993, Eva Waskell, of the Elections Project recently wrote an "Overview of
Computers in Elections" in which she asked:
"Who exactly owns and runs these companies? What other businesses have they
purchased? Who sits on the board of directors? Are board members affiliated with any
political parties? Who are the employees? What's their background and training like?
Are they United States citizens? Have they been convicted of any felonies? The public

needs to be thinking about these questions. Someone needs to be providing the
answers."
Relevance has learned that by far the biggest vendor in North America is Business Records
Corporation(BRC)of Dallas, Texas. The company began in the sixties as a Computer
Election Service(CES)in Berkeley, California when IBM set up a small group of businessmen
with the license to its Volomatic punch-card computer system. BRC is traded on the NASDAQ
as a public company and, although it only had $150 million in revenue last year(and that
included pursuits unrelated to elections), in the vote-counting industry, it is a behemoth which
counts the lion's share of the U.S. vote. Since Dan McGuiness of BRC's Chicago office
declined to provide Relevance with the company's percent of the market share (like the
source-code, it is proprietary information), and since the PEC's rough estimate of 40%
seemed low, we had to look elsewhere.
We were surprised to find the figure in BRC's own sales literature. According to the BRC
Internet website > eeeredemeene <
"With approximately 60% of the market, BRC is the nation's largest provider of
products and services to election jurisdictions".
Although it's not clear whether this refers exclusively to voting machines, we found the figure
repeated in another sales blurb:
"BRC serves over 60% of the domestic market and has been a primary force in
automating the nation's election processes".
The firm also boasts of producing "over 100,000,000 punch card and mark sense [optical
scan] ballots every year".
Note that, according to FEC figures, we have approximately 140 million registered voters and
only76% of them actually vote. Thus, there were about 106 million votes cast. Although is
doubtful that all of BRC's 100 million ballots were used, it gives some sense of the magnitude
of their market share.[Ed. Note: According to an FED spokesman, the media figure of 49%
voter "turnout in the November election refers to "turnout of the voting age population, which
includes non registered citizens".]
According to The New Yorker's Dugger, Cronus Industries (at that time BRC's parent firm)
was accused by its chief competitor, the R.E. Shoup firm, of attempting to create "a virtual
monopoly on the entire business of supplying voting equipment..." and of selling systems
which "create new and unique opportunities for fraudulent and extremely difficult-to-detect
manipulation and alterations with respect to election results."
pee The New Yorker, November 7th, 1988, pg 43]. When Relevance asked Dan McGuiness
of BRC about The New Yorker article and the general concerns of other experts about votecounting computer fraud, he stated:

"We don't respond to those types of articles, which are based on hearsay and are not
very valid. That article is 8 years old... it was invalid."
Of course, the R. F. Shoup company was not without blemishes on its reputation. In 1979,
Ransom Shoup it, the president of the firm, was convicted of conspiracy and obstruction of
justice stemming from an FBI investigation of a vote-fixing scam involving the old-fashioned
lever machines in Philadelphia. Mr. Shoup was fined ten thousand dollars and received a
three-year suspended sentence. Thus, anyone who is offended at the mere suggestion that
the vote-counting vendors could possibly be connected with vote-fixing, is referred to this
case.
Foreign Ownership of U.S. Vote-Conoting?
No serious discussion of the major vote-counting companies in this country would be
complete without mention of Sequoia Pacific, based in Jamestown, New York. It is the
supplier of both optical scanning and direct-record computer vote-counting equipment and
goes head-to-head with BRC in several regions of the country.
To give some idea of its importance in the industry, the firm was recently awarded the
mammoth New York City contract for its direct-record machines. Relevance has learned that
Sequoia Pacific is owned by Jefferson Smurfit Group, p.l.c,, a massive transnational
conglomerate which is the largest paper-based packaging company in the world, with over 8
billion dollars per year in revenue, Jefferson Smurfit has 43,000 employees in 23 countries,
including a strong presence in the U.S., which is headquartered in St. Louis.
What we found most interesting is that, according to its 1995 annual report, Jefferson Smurfit
is an Irish firm based in Dublin and it boasts many "heavy hitters" on its board, including
Albert Reynolds, the former Prime Minister of Ireland; Ray MacSharry, a former member of
the European Commission and the European Parliament; Eoin Ryan, a former Irish Senator
and member of the board of the Central Bank of Ireland; a number of top Irish or European
banking and air line officials, and Dr. T. A. Reynolds, Jr., a member of the board of Gannett
News Services, one of the largest newspaper chains in America. This might owe in part to the
fact that Jefferson Smurfit is the number four supplier of newsprint in the United States.
We asked Penelope Bonsail of the Federal Elections Commission's Office of Election
Administration in Washington whether her office had concerns about foreign control of U.S.
vote-counting, Without casting any aspersions on the integrity of this highly-respected firm,
we questioned the propriety of such an arrangement and its implications. With so many
reports of industrial espionage being perpetrated by our allies in Japan, Israel and France, to
name a few, we wondered if it was wise to have a foreign firm, with unknown safeguards
against criminal or foreign intelligence penetration of its computer source-code, counting the
U.S. vote. She responded:

"I suppose that anything is theoretically possible but the likelihood of that happening is
virtually impossible. The structure of our electoral process in this country does not lend
itself to this,"
She was equally unconcerned about another foreign-caned company which is eyeing the
U.S. vote-counting market — Computing Devices Canada.
This type of glib, yet unreassuring, response to serious questions seems to be the standard
among defenders of the current computer voting system. Their trump card remains the
argument that there is no evidence that there is a serious problem. Which brings us to the
closest thing to a smoking gun yet to appear in the electronic voting controversy.

The "Machine Politics" Of Computer Voting
On election night 1995 in an affluent New Orleans suburb, a few hours after the polls had
closed, Republican Susan Bernecker, a popular first-time challenger for Jefferson Parish
Council, was nowhere to be found in the reported election returns.
'The night of the election the numbers came in for everybody but me for an hour
and a half, When my numbers didn't come in everyone in my party went wild".
Later, despite major popular support for her grassroots insurgency against the Jefferson
Parish machine, she went down to defeat by a 33% to 58% margin, In a recent phone
interview, Bernecker told Relevance
In all of the 54 precincts the percentages were in the same one third I two third
range — even in ones that I didn't get out and pound the pavement".
She cites another female candidate in the Orleans Parish who got 33% of the vote in every
precinct. Bemecker noted that the candidate also contested her election, but the technical
expert she hired wasn't allowed to examine the machines. She states that the two parishes
were the only ones in the state that used Sequoia Pacific's direct-record computers.
[Editors Note: Direct-record voting machines or DREs are the newest and most popular in the
industry, but they are viewed by many to be the systems with the most potential for fraud,
because there is no paper audit trail.]
After the defeat, her suspicions aroused, Bemecker and a producer friend went down to the
warehouse where the Sequoia Pacific computers had been taken after the election.
Demanding her right under state law to inspect the machines, she had her friend videotape
her while the pressed the button next to her name on the ballot. To her dismay, the name of
her primary opponent registered on a small LED located near the bottom of the machine that
most voters apparently do not notice, since, according to a Sequoia Pacific official, it is two
feet below the buttons.

,

Bemecker recounts pressing her name again and again on 12 machines and she discovered
that her name popped up in the LED only one out of every three times. The machine was far
less fickle when her opponent's button was pressed, counting his name faithfully every time
but one, when the third-place candidate's name appeared.
A Warm,if Nat Smoking,Gun
Bernecker, a civic activist and the owner of a fitness and health center, cried foul, along with
five other candidates, who all sued the elections commissioner and the city of Baton Rouge.
The judge, who, only two days before the hearing, inexplicably replaced the appointed judge
(whom Bernecker considered to be fair) threw out the case the same day. She recalled,
"It was a kangaroo court. What happened that day as far as I'm concerned was a joke.
The tape was played but the judge was not even paying attention."
Sequoia Pacific and election officials claimed that she had "rolled her finger" over onto the
opponent's button, but when the tape was shown on three local news programs,"the phone
began ringing right after the program" with outraged supporters who saw no such sleight of
hand. Phil Foster, a regional sales manager for Sequoia Pacific, who testified before the court
as a technical expert, told Relevance,"She would press candidate A and she would press it at
such an angle that she was pushing candidate A and B's button at the same time". He called
Bemecker "a sour graper".
Bernecker's tape was ultimately viewed by the New York City Board of Elections, whose
Douglas Kellner opposes the direct-record machines. Another critic of computer voter
machines, he agreed that rigging an election "might cost someone a million dollars worth of
technology but it can be done without detection,"
He noted that $80 million was spent on the New York governor's race last year. Although the
city of New York has signed a huge contract with Sequoia Pacific to introduce its direct-record
machines throughout the city, Kellner is fighting it;
"All 7,000 machines in New York City would be programmed by two people."
Mr. Kellner told Relevance that he and the entire board had viewed Susan Bernecker's tape.
When we asked him whether he thinks that she had rolled her finger or otherwise skewed the
procedure, he responded:
"No way, When the tape was shown to the New York City commissioners no one
thought that she had rolled her finger. I think she's completely legit. The tape isn't a
smoking gun, but by the very nature of this business, you can't have a smoking gun."
Bullets and Ballots
Tragically, there had been a very real smoking gun prior to Bernecker's election woes. Just
two weeks before her allegedly rigged defeat, and after several weeks of harassing phone

calls and death threats, she states that she was almost run off the road by a car with darktinted windows. After a terrifying 90 mph chase,she managed to evade her assailant.
The next morning, Tony Giambelluca, the Jefferson Parish election supervisor, who was the
nephew of Berneckers opponent Nick Giambelluca, was found dead behind a dumpster with
a bullet in his head. Bemecker was further stunned when there was no mention of the death
in the newspapers only two weeks from the election. They told her that they don't normally
report "suicides" unless there is something newsworthy about the case! Although she points
out that Jefferson Parish City Council is the most powerful in the state — because it controls
so much money — she still has no proof that Giambelluca's death had any connection to the
election and the events surrounding her defeat.
CBS'"Sixty Minutes" sent a producer down for a day to get her story and she believed he was
going to air it, but the program directors apparently had other ideas. Similar interest by "Prime
Time Live" also fizzled. She has not yet released the tape for public distribution in the now
fading hope that a national media outlet will run the story as an exclusive.
Owing in part to the local publicity from her tape last year, Republican supporters of U.S.
Senate candidate Woody Jenkins, who has cried foul in his election, urged her to check the
machines used in Jenkins contested defeat. Bumecker laughed as she recalled Jenkins'
Senate race:
With only ten minutes left in the count, and losing by a few thousand votes, Jenkins'
opponent suddenly surged ahead with ten thousand votes that came out of the
predominantly inner city Orleans parish, which had been noted for low voter turnouts.
But, in her local paper it was said to have enjoyed a turnout of 105%!
Bemecker and associates went to the Orleans parish and attempted to obtain vote total
printouts from the backs of the 800-plus machines, but their count was inexplicably halted by
local officials after they had counted only 80 machines. It seems that, for Susan Bernecker
and New Orleans area voters, getting a little justice in the Big Easy is a difficult thing.
What of skeptics who have a hard time believing in the kind of conspiracy that would likely be
required to rig the national vote?
Eva Wa.skell pointed out that we could never have illicit drug conspiracies without people
everywhere along the chain from producer to smuggler to pusher, to money launderer to
corrupt cop, etc., all willing to break the law for profit. Could the same kind of corruption grow
up over the years around the election process?
Now, more than ever, elections at every level are high stakes, big business, with candidates
and special interests' campaign expenditures running into the billions each year. Are these
"honorable men" beyond reproach? We've all seen dozens of venal congressmen and
hundreds of greedy local politicians going to jail on bribery and influence-pedaling convictions,
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and our last two issues of Relevance carefully documented evidence of almost unimaginable
corruption at the highest levels of government.
Jim Collier, the author of Votescam, appearing on WXYT's Mark Scott show recently
observed,
"people complain that they can't find an honest car mechanic and that their lawyer is
ripping them off and their butcher has his thumb on the scale, but they somehow put
their faith in politicians, who are the biggest crooks in America, thinking 'Oh no, these
big Washington power brokers would never rig an election'."
As we've shown, computer vote fraud is not only feasible but, by its very nature, undetectable.
And by our election officials own admission, no cases of computer vote fraud have ever been
successfully prosecuted. Thus, it is hard to conceive of an organized criminal enterprise with
such a favorable combination of high profit potential and low risk.
What Can Be Dane?
Roy Saltman, one of the true experts in this field, recently made a candid admission to
Relevance:
"I've been trying to make improvements in this system for 20 years and have failed."
What has hampered his efforts? He and a handful of others have fought against bureaucratic
inertia, ineptitude and probably a fair amount of corruption with very little support. As the
Illinois election official lamented,"Nobody cared".
For those who do care, what kind of solutions are available to rectify this appalling problem?
Although there are many possible ways of shoring up the sieve of computer voting security
(we can start by throwing out the internal modems!), most still rely on the public to trust a few
technicians or independent commissioners who will somehow "certitr that the software is
both honest and impenetrable.
However it would seem that any solution which does not allow all phases of the vote-counting
process to be done in the bright light of day, with full rights of challenge extended to every
citizens, is doomed never to win the confidence of those who still care about the vote,
The grassroots activists led by Jim Condit and the Collier brothers back a return to handcounting, in which young and old turn out en massed in each community to challenge the
voters, count the votes and publicly post the results at every stage, Jim Collier notes that this
is how elections are still run today in Israel and India, the world's largest democracy. Even P,J,
Lyon, the BRC programmer, offered,
"I would like to see more manual recounts, because it would increase confidence in the
process,
Roy Saltman reasons that mandatory hand counts of a certain percentage of all races(as
was instituted in West Virginia after its voting scandal) would be enough to prevent most

computer vote fraud. Although many would lampoon hand counts as a"new-Luddite" return to
the days of the horse and buggy, would it not be a step up from our current status as trusting
techno-chumps who have no idea if Pandora's black box is tell ng the truth?
[Editors Note: Those interested in getting involved in this issue are strongly urged to visit Jim
Condit's website li,ww.networkusa.org This site can be accessed at Condit's main site at
way,,moterfaud.or.g.; and to write to Citizens for a Fair Vote Count, P.O. Box 11339, Cincinnati,
Ohio, 45211]
[Transcribers note: The Collier brothers* book Votescanr The Stealing ofAmerica is also
available at the website www.votesamcom . Since his passing, Jim Collier's daughter,
Victoria, is maintaining the site and admirably furthering the exposure of Voter's News
Service. VNS is the conglomerate mentioned in the above Relevance article, owned by the
major networks, and covered widely in the book Votescam. It is our observation that
Americans -- even those unaware of the rampant vote fraud from local to state to national
elections -- owe a debt of gratitude to the Collier brothers* decades of work culminating in the
publishing of their book in 1990; and to Jim Condit's unwavering and ceaseless efforts to take
this ongoing crime to its ultimate resolution... back to hand-counted, paper ballots cast into a
clear plastic ballot box, counted, reported and publicly posted at the precinct in full public
view, before the ballots leave the building. This article will be posted on the Internet at
/whmveetlibertv.org ,along with other pertinent information on the dangers of "computerized
voting** and related links. JP.]
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By Ronnie Dtigger
During the past quarter of a centuiy, with hardly anyone noticing, the inner workings of democracy
have been computerized. All our elections, from mayor to President, are counted locally, in about ten
thousand five hundred political jurisdictions, and gradually, since 1964, different kinds of computerbased voting systems have been installed in town after town, city after city, county after county. This
year, fifty-five per cent of all votes--seventy-five per cent in the largest jurisdictions—will be counted
electronically. If rtinety-five million Americans vote on Tuesday, November 8th, the decisions
expressed by about fifty-two million of them will be tabulated according to rules that programmers and
operators unknown to the public have fed into computers.
In many respects, this electronic conversion has seemed natural, even inevitable. Both of the old ways
—hand-counting paper ballots and relying on interlocked rotary counters to tabulate votes that are cast
by pulling down levers on mechanical machines—have been shown to be susceptible to error and
fraud. On Election Night, computers can usually produce the final results faster than any other method
of tabulation, and so enable local officials to please reporters on deadlines and to avoid the suspicions
of fraud which long delays in counting can stimulate.
Recently, however, computerized vote-counting has engendered controversy. Do the quick-as-a-wink,
computerized systems count accurately? Are they vulnerable to fraud, as well—even fraud of a much
more dangerous, centralized kind? Is the most widely used computerized system, the Votornatic, which
relies on computer punch-card ballots, disenfranchising hundreds of thousands of voters?
It appears that since 1980 errors and accidents have proliferated in computer-counted elections. Since
1984, the State of Illinois has tested local computerized systems by running many thousands of
machine-punched mock ballots through them, rather than the few tens of test ballots that local election
officials customarily use, As of the most recent tests this year, errors in the basic counting instructions
in the computer programs had been found in almost a fifth of the examinations. These "tabulationprogram errors" probably would not have been caught in the local jurisdictions. "I don't understand
why nobody cares," Michael L. Harty„ who was until recently the director of voting systems and
standards for Illinois, told me last December in Springfield, "At.one point, we had tabulation errors in
twenty-eight per cent of the systems tested, and nobody cared."
Robert 3, Naegele, who is the State of California's chief expert on certifying voting systems and is also
the president of his own computer consulting firm, has been hired by the Federal Election Commission
(17.E.C.) to write new voluntary national standards for computerized vote-counting equipment and

programs. Last spring, in San Francisco, at a national conference of local-election officials, I asked.
Naegele whether computetized voting as it is now practiced in the United States is secure against fraud.
He pointed a thumb at the floor,"When we first started looking at this issue, back in the middle
seventies, we found there were a lot of these systems that werelyotinerahle to fraud and out-and-out
error," he said.
I asked him whether be regarded as adequate the typical fifty-five-ballot "logic-and-accuracy public
test" that is conducted locally on the Votomatic computerized punch-card vote-counting system—
which about four in ten voters will use on November 8th—and he said,"No."
Would such a test discover, for example, a "time bomb"set to start transferring a certain proportion of
votes from one candidate to another at a certain time, or any other programers" tricks?
"Of course not," Naegele said, "It's not a test of the system, Its not security!"
The old mechanical machines prevent citizens from "overvoting"---voting for more candidates in a race
than they are entitled to vote for but the Votomatic systems do not. Not only can people using these
systems overvote but election workers, if they are dishonest, can punch extra holes in ballots to
invalidate votes that have been correctly cast or to cast votes themselves in races the voter has skipped.
In the 1984 general election, about a hundred and thirty-seven thousand out of a total of 4.7 million
voters in Ohio did not cast valid ballots for President—mostly, according to Ohio's secretary of state,
because of ovetvoting.The computerized punch-card voting system is "a barrier to exercise of the
franchise," and causes "technological disenfranchisement," Neil Heighberger, the dean of the College
of Social Sciences at Xavier University, in Cincinnati, concluded in a recent study he made of the
subject.
A federal judge, William L. Hungate, ruling last December on a lawsuit in St. Louis, declared that the
computerized punch-card voting system as it has been used in that city denies blacks an equal
opportunity with whites to participate in the political process. The suit was filed by Michael V. Roberts,
a black candidate for president of the Board of Aldermen who in March of last year had lost to a white
by a fourth of one per cent in a city election in which voting positions on ballots in the black wards
were more than three times as likely not to be counted as those in white wards. Roberts, who was
joined in the suit by the St. Louis branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, contended that computerized voting is such a relatively complex process that it is tantamount to
a literacy test, and literacy tests have been prohibited by federal law as an unconstitutional burden on
the right to vote. Judge Hungate found that in four local elections since 1981 voting positions had not
been counted by the computerized system on anywhere from four to eight of every hundred ballots in
black wards, compared with about two of every hundred in white wards(and also found that in the
March, 1987,election the computerized returns from six per cent of the precincts had "irreconcilable
discrepancies"). The evidence indicated that the computer had passed over the uncounted positions
because of either overvoting or undervoting, which is failing to cast a vote in a race, The Judge ordered
officials to count by hand all ballots that contained overvotes or undervotes and to intensify voter
education in the black wards, but the city appealed, arguing that the racial differential does not always

hold true in the city's elections. The Missouri secretary of state, Roy Blunt, called the order to recount
the ballots by hand unfair and said that it could "make punch-card voting unworkable."
In Pueblo, Colorado, in 1980, suspicions about the vote-counting on punch-card equipment led to an
investigation by a computer expert, but nothing was proved. In Pennsylvania, in 1980,two of three
examiners recommended that the Votomatic punch-card system marketed by Computer Election
Services(C.E.S.), of Berkeley, California, be rejected, on the ground that it was fraud-prone, but the
secretary of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania approved it anyway. In Tacoma, Washington,in 1982
and 1987, in the only known local referendums on computerized voting, citizens' crusades, led by a
conservative Republican, Eleanora Ballasiotes, that focussed on the vulnerabilities of computers to
fraud resulted each time in the voters' three-to-one rejection of the systems that their local officials
were about to buy. A group of defeated Democratic candidates in Elkhart, Indiana, sued local election
officials in 1983, alleging that computer-based irregularities had occurred in a 1982 election; they have
since lost three lawsuits, and a fourth one continues. In Dallas, Terry Elkins, the campaign manager for
Max Go'Matt, who in 1985 ran for mayor,came to believe, on the basis of a months-long study of the
surviving records and materials of the election, that Goldblatt had been kept out of a =off by
manipulation of the computerized voting system.'The attorney general of Texas, Jim IVIattox, was
impressed by the charges and conducted an official investigation of them. Dallas authorities have
declared that since there is no evidence of criminal behavior the case is closed, but Mattox has refused
to close it, "I do not think that there were adequate explanations for the anomalies," he told me,in
Austin.

Computer programmers working for the private companies that sell election equipment write their
programs in higher computer languages or the intermediate assembly language, and these are translated
or compiled into the binary language of ones and zeros which computers understand. The original
programs, which are centrally produced, are commonly called "source codes;" only a few local
governments own and control the source codes that are used in their jurisdictions. According to Jack
Gerbel, a founder of C,E,S., who has sold more computerized vote-counting equipment than any other
individual in the country, about half the time the companies' programmers also write the codes that
"localize"(or "initialize") vote-counting systems for the specific elections of each jurisdiction. The
source and local codes together tell the computers how to count the votes. Local public tests may or
may not adequately test the local codes, but, as Naegele said, they do not test the source codes.
The election-equipment companies, which thus both sell and program the computers that tabulate
public elections, have long contended, in and out of court, that they own the source codes and mast
keep them secret from everyone, including the local officials who conduct elections. In 1985, Jack
Kemp(no relation of the congressman), the president of C.E.S., which was then the leading electionequipment company in the country, warned in so many words that an outsider who got the company's
source code could compromise elections with it. Through an affidavit that Kemp furnished for a lawsuit
in Charleston, West Virginia, the company affirmed that the security of the vote-counting in C.E.S.equipped jurisdictions depended in large measure cm its retention of the secrets of the code, and that

there would be "a grave risk" to this security if the defeated candidates were permitted to see the code.
The significance of the company's proprietary interest in its software is incalculable from our
perspective," Kemp asserted.
That significance is incalculable from the voter's perspective, too. Insofar as source codes have not
been opened to examination on behalf of the public—and most have not—instnictions to computers on
how to count votes appear to have become a trade secret. Only a few states have demanded copies of
the source codes, and only in the last year or two have any states examined them. Thus most of the
local officials who preside over computerized elections do not actually know how their systems are
counting the votes, and when they officially certify that the election results are correct they do not and
cannot really know them to be so.
After systems that use computer punch cards as ballots have counted the votes, manual recounts of the
holes in the punch cards can be demanded, provided the cards have not yet been destroyed by local
officials—as is permitted by most local laws after a specified period of time. But in a new
computerized system,"direct-recording electronic"(D.R..E.), which is becoming more widespread,
there are no individual ballots, and, the way these new machines are now being used in many
jurisdictions, recounts are impossible, for the program destroys the electronic record of each voter's
choices the instant after it counts them,
The dominant company now in the sale and programming of computerized vote-counting systems jot
public elections, Cronus industries, of Dallas, is better known as its sole and wholly owned subsidiary,
the Business Records Corporation (B,R.C.). Cronus/B.R.C. has accused the R. R Shoup Company,of
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania one of its rivals for a for
voting-equipment order from
New York City—of infringing B.R.C. patents in the very D.R.E. vote-counting machine, the
Shouptronic, that Shoup is trying to sell to New York. In a lawsuit filed last November in Philadelphia,
Cronus, on whose equipment between thirty and forty-five million votes will be counted this year, has
also sought to discredit Shoup, on the basis of a 1979 conviction of Ransom Shoup II, the president of
the company, of two federal felonies—conspiracy and obstruction of justice—in connection with an
F.B.I. investigation of an election in Philadelphia that had been counted on mechanical-lever machines.
For these offenses, Ransom Shoup was fined ten thousand dollars and given a three-year suspended
sentence. Counterattacking, the Shoup firm, whose equipment will tabulate an estimated million and a
half votes on November 8th, has accused Cronus of reaching for "a virtual monopoly on the entire
business of supplying voting equipment for use in political elections in the United States" and has
alleged that the Cronus vote-counting systems that are in use "inherently facilitate the opportunity for
various... forms of fraud" and "create new and unique opportunities for fraudulent and extremely
difficult-to-detect manipulation and alterations with respect to election results."
In 1985 and 1986, Cronus bought Computer Election Systems and also eight smaller electionequipment and election-printing firms, while selling off three other subsidiaries, thereby transforming
itself, in eighteen months,from a small conglomerate of disparate industrial businesses into the titan of
the computerized-vote-counting business.

Cronus is now responsible for most C.E,S. systems that are still in service and for a computer-based
"mark-sense" voting system that B.R.C. has sold in the past few years. B.R.C. also sells computerized
voter-registration systems; election supplies, including, this year, perhaps a hundred and sixty million
punch-card ballots; election assistance and service; and other computerized information services for
local governments. C.E.S. used to take pride in publicizing the millions of votes cast on its machines(a
total of three hundred and fifty million between 1964 and 1984), and after Cronus bought C.E.S., in
1985,C. A. RundeII, Jr., then the chairman and chief executive officer of Cronus, told a reporter that
his company had about forty per cent of the election-service market. But when I asked RundeII earlier
this year how many votes Cronus systems will count in 1988 and in which jurisdictions, he refused to
say. We certainly are not going to provide you with a list of customers and the kinds of systems they
have," he declared."We've got to ask how much competitive intelligence we divulge to our
competition." He did volunteer that the total for votes counted by Cronus systems was below thirty-five
million. Officials at R. F. Shoup, however, seeking to prove that Cronus is a monopoly, charge that
Cronus systems will count fifty or sixty million votes on November 8th. In any case, Cronus and C.E.S.
systems are used by the voters in such cities as Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Phoenix,
Miami, Seattle, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, and Cleveland.
On Election Day, about one in every three American voters still pulls down the lever on an old
thousand-pound mechanical-lever machine, and about one in every nine still marks the old-fashioned
paper ballot that is counted by hand. In the past two years, however, more than eighty United States
counties have abandoned lever machines, and more than ninety have abandoned paper ballots, the
replacements being in most cases either D.R.E. or mark-sense systems. In mark-sense systems, which
are also called "optical-scan," computers employing light or electrical conductivity count votes that
have been cast on ballots with pencils or markers. Mark-sense is now used by about eight per cent of
the voters; a multi-punch-card, count-the-holes computer system called Datavote, which is sold by
Sequoia Pacific Systems Corporation, of Exeter, California, is used by about four per cent; and
electronic D.R.E. systems, the newest computerized voting technology, are used by about three per
cent."The election business is shifting into the mark-sense and the electronic [D.R.E.) stuff," according
to Richard J. Stephens, the president of a small election company in Escondido, California, who has
been in the field since 1966."The punch-card systems will remain out there, but B.R.C. is not trying to
sell punch-card anymore it's selling mark-sense now."

The private business of counting votes in public elections can be realistically understood only as a
small, if extremely important, segment of the computer industry itself, and thus a business that has both
the strengths and the weaknesses of the over-all industry. The computer industry's strengths—
astoundingly vast and rapid computational power,the automation of trillions of transactions—have
been well known for some time, but the weaknesses have come to be understood only lately. in recent
years, the vulnerability of computers to tampering and fraud has become a commonplace in many
industries. Computer operators do not leave fingerprints inside a computer, the events that occur inside
it cannot be seen, and its records, and printouts can be fixed to give no hint of whichever of its

operations an operator wants to keep secret. The practical problem of the computer age is invisibility.
Hackers—adventurous programmers—penetrate corporate and governmental computers for fun and
jimmy the programs in them for gain. "Electronic cat burglars" have stolen billions of dollars from
banks and other businesses—a billion a year by a recent estimate of the American Bar Association. By
means of computer fraud employees have raised their salaries and students have raised their grades.
Caltech students printed out more than a million entry blanks for a McDonald's contest and won a
Datsun station wagon. Employees of a federal agency diverted tens of thousands of dollars to
nonexistent employees. In the infamous 1973 Equity Funding Corporation fraud, company officials and
other employees typed into their computers names of about sixty-four thousand people who didn't exist
as holders of more than two billion dollars' worth of life-insurance policies that didn't exist but were
"resold" to reinsurers. "Electronic dead souls," the writer Thomas Whiteside has called these fabricated
customers.
Whether or not elections have ever been stolen by computer before,some citizens and some officials
are asking if it could happen in the future. Could a local or state office or a seat in the United States
House of Representatives be stolen by computer? Might the outcome of a close race for a United States
Senate seat be determined by computer fraud in large local jurisdictions? Since, under the state-bystate, winner-take-all rules of the electoral college, a close Presidential election can he decided by
relatively few votes in two or three big states, could electronic illusionists steal the Presidency by
fixing the vote-counting computers in just four or five major metropolitan areas? Could people
breaking into or properly positioned within a computerized-vote-counting company, acting for political
reasons or personal gain, steal House or Senate seats, or even the White House itself?
Randall H. Erben, the assistant secretary of state in Texas, who served as special counsel on ballot
integrity to President Ronald Reagan's campaign in 1984 and, in 1986, headed a similar group for
Governor Bill Clements, of Texas, told me in Austin, "I have no question that somebody who's smart
enough with a computer could probably rig it to mistahulate. Whether that has happened yet I don't
know. It's going to be virtually undetectable if it's done correctly, and that's what concerns me about it"
Willis Ware,a Rand Corporation computer specialist, warned those attending a 1987 conference on the
security of computer-tabulated elections,"There is probably a Chernobyl or a Three Mile Island
waiting to happen in some election,just as a Richter 8 earthquake is waiting to happen in California."
The chief counsel of the Republican National Committee, Mark Braden, told me that he has yet to see a
proved case of computer-based election fraud, but added,'People who work for us who know about
computers claim that you could do it."
Some officials concerned with elections think about the unthinkable in their field; namely, the stealing
of a Presidential election by computer fraud in the vote-counting in metropolitan areas of key states.
Steve White,the chief assistant attorney general of California, said to me last spring in Sacramento,"It
could be done relatively easily by somebody who didn't necessarily have to be all that sophisticated.
Given the importance of the national election, sooner or later it will be attempted. There is a real
reluctance to concede the gravity of the problem." Jim Mattox, the Texas attorney general, while
discussing Cronus/B.R,C./C.E.S.,exclaimed to me in dismay a year ago,"One thing is clear: one

company in the United States should not have as big an impact on elections as this company has got.
Nobody should have in a democracy. The right to vote is too sacred."

Computers can be ordered to transfer votes from one candidate to another, to add votes to a candidates
total, to determine an outcome in accordance with a specified percentage spread. MI the computer
experts I have spoken with agreed that no computer program can be made completely secure against
fraud. Where they differed was in their characterizations of this fact. Local election officials and
election-equipment-company specialists, executives, and salesmen usually took the position that state
certification procedures and local logic-and-accuracy tests provide enough security for reasonable
assurance that elections are honestly counted. The independent computer specialists I interviewed were
divided, generally speaking, into two camps. One,led by Roy Salmon,of the National Bureau of
Standards, Robert Naegele, and Lance Hoffman, of George Washington University, sees local-election
theft by computer as possible, but stresses the fact that no case of program tampering has been proved.
This camp attributes the manifold problems of computerized vote-counting entirely or almost entirely
to inadequacies in the administration of elections and insufficient testing of the equipment, and regards
the theft of the Presidency by computer as,in effect, impossible. The other, led by the Pennsylvania
voting-systems examiner Michael Shamos and the computer specialists Howard Jay Strauss, of
Princeton, and Peter C. Neumann,of SRI International, a nonprofit research institution in Menlo
Park, California, emphasizes the ease of concealing theft by computer "without a trace;" characterizes
local elections as very vulnerable to fraud; and regards the theft of the Presidency by computer as
entirely possible.
Should citizens delegate the job of vote-counting to technicians? Most people do not know enough
about computers to be able to tell what is happening during computerized vote-counting, even if they
are looking straight at the card readers and computers. In Dallas last year, during a conference of
citizens concerned about this issue, David T. Stutsman, an Indiana attorney with experience in
contested-election cases, said, "In traditional elections, the people in your neighborhood, your
neighbors, had .the responsibility and the legal duty to supervise an election. They counted the votes.
The precinct officials don't count the votes anymore. The power—that is, political power—has gone to
the venders, to the venders' representatives, and to the people that operate those machines." He also
said,"You're putting more power in the hands of fewer people."
Demands for much stricter security in computerized elections appear to be gaining adherents in many
quarters. Sometime after the November election, the National Clearinghouse on Election
Administration, a grandly named four-person office in the F.E.C., will publish voluntary, but potentially
influential, national standards for the security and accuracy of computerized elections. In a late-summer
draft, the Clearinghouse proposed that the election-equipment companies place their source codes in
escrow, the idea probably being that in the event of seriously disputed election results the codes could
be obtained and examined by representatives of the public.

The evolution from counting paper ballots one at a time to counting as many as a thousand punch-card
ballots a minute occupied about seventy years-----a period that can be seen as having opened in 1892,
when lever voting machines first appeared. Four years later, Joseph P. Harris, the inventor of the
Votomatic system, was born, on a farm in North Carolina. In the First World War, Harris was a flying
instructor, and afterward he helped pay for his doctorate in political science at the University of
Chicago by flying the mail between Chicago and Cleveland in open-cockpit planes. A favored student
of Charles Merriam, who was seeking to develop a scientific basis for understanding politics, Harris
became a teacher and a scholar who over four decades wrote many books on politics and elections. He
refined and championed the process of permanent voter registration, and it was largely through his
efforts that permanent registration replaced the earlier system of recurring reregistration. In the
nineteen-thirties, drawn to Washington by the New Deal, he served on committees advising President
Roosevelt on economic-security and administrative-martaeement issues.
Early in his career, Harris saw for himself that the politicians in big cities stole votes easily. Touring
voting places during a Chicago election in the nineteen-twenties, he spotted a shotgun at one precinct
and also noted "a good deal of complicit' that you could see." In a 1934 book,"Election
Administration," he recounted the details of proved ballot-stuffing, repeat votes cast by paid drunks
(sometimes fifteen or twenty times), and Shameless miscounting in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and
Cleveland, and he quoted Boss Tweed's testimony before the Board of Aldermen in New York City that
he had routinely instructed his Tammany Hall men to "count the ballots in bulk, or without counting
them announce the result in bulk, or change from one to the other, as the case may have been," and
Tweed's further statements that "the ballots made no result; the counters made the result," and "I don't
think there was ever a fair or honest election in the City of New York."
During several summers in the nineteen-twenties, Harris supetvised the installation of lever voting
machines made by the Automatic Voting Machine Company,of Jamestown, New 'fork (he gave up the
job with A.V.M. because he felt that it tainted him somehow). He was struck by the machines'
complexity, weight,and cost, but he also realized that the lever machines represented a big step
forward in a long process, People had voted with kernels of corn or black and white beans in
Massachusetts in the sixteen-forties, viva voce or by a show of hands in pre-Revolutionary times, and
on paper ballots that they wrote out for themselves or had written out for them, then on printed ones,
then on the secret and official printed "Australian" ballots that were adopted generally in the second
half of the nineteenth century. When a voter using the mechanical machine presses down a lever beside
a printed choice, the return of the lever to its original position causes a tenth of a turn on a tens counter,
which is connected to a hundreds counter. A.V:M. was the first large firm in the field. Samuel R. Shoup,
the grandfather of the president of the present R. R Shoup Company,organized the principal rival to
A.V.M., the Shoup Voting Machine Corporation (S,V.M.), in 1905.
By 1928,a lever machine was used by about one of every six American voters. In the early thirties,
while he was a professor of political science at the University of Washington, Harris began to have
constructed in the university's engineering shops a gizmo that he thought of as the application of the
principle of the player piano to the mechanical voting machine.("The computer was beyond my

dreams," he said later.) One voted on Harris's device by depressing keys that made perforations in a
paper roll, and in due course the machine would automatically count the perforations and print the
results. A Seattle businessman went halves on it with Harris, and in 1934, after much difficulty, the
moonlighting professor won a patent, but by then he understood that financially the project was far
beyond him and his friends. He invited "the I.B.M.," as he called the International Business Machines
Corporation, to develop and market his device, but, in 1937, the company turned him down. On the eve
of the Second World War, he was still tinkering with the machine—considering entering votes on the
paper roll as lead marks that could be read electrically, or even, as he wrote to I.B.M.'s director for
market research in 1939,"on a punch card."
For Harris, as for nearly everyone, the war intervened, and he taught management and administration at
a school for military officers, One day hi the early nineteen-sixties, though, when he was teaching at
the University of California at Berkeley, a former student asked him if he had ever thought of using a
standardl.B.M. computer punch card for vote-recording. "I hadn't, but i did," Harris wrote later; he had
forgotten his own idea of 1939. Soon after he had been asked about the I.B.M. card, the election chief
of Alameda County, California, complained to him that the lever voting machines could barely handle
the current ballots, which kept growing longer,"Joe," he said,"what we need is some kind of a simple
mechanical device that can be related someway to a computer," In that context, the election official
talked about the I.B.M. Port-a-Punch, a hand-held device for punching out the rectangles on the I.B.M..
card. "I started to think," Harris said later. After a cataract operation in 1962,as he lay bedridden for
two weeks with pads taped over his eyes, he had a eureka experience: he suddenly visualized "a
computer card in an inexpensive holder with a permanent election 'book' premarked with candidates
and issues,"
The founding president of C.E.S., Robert R Varni, told me what happened next. We were in his
apartment in San Francisco,a twenty-third-floor Nob Hill penthouse looking out across the great sweep
of the bay, the islands, and the bridges."I was working for I.B.M.," he said,"One of my accounts was
U.C. Berkeley. I got a call from Joe Harris. He asked about the I.B.M. Port-a-Punch. have an idea,
and I'd like to borrow it for a while,' he said. He didn't want to buy it. It was an eight-dollar item. He
wanted to borrow it, along with about a dollar and a half's worth of punch cards,"
Assisted by William S. Rouverol, a retired professor, who was an engineer, Harris cobbled together his
ingenious new device for computerized vote-counting."After a while," Varni went on,"he called and
said,'I've done something interesting with that Port-a-Punch you lent me.' I went to his office and he
showed me the first prototype of the Votomatic." Harris said later that he had derived the name of his
invention from the Shine-O-Matic, a shoeshine machine he had read. about in the Sunday paper.
Vami is now the trim, prosperous chairman of a firm that computerizes police and fire departments. As
he recalled those early days, he often broke into a warm smile. Harris didn't know anything about
computers and needed someone who did, so,in 1963, Valhi sent him to Kenneth Hazlett, an athletic
young man who was the foreman of the university's computer room. Hazlett had had only two years of
higher education, at Oakland City College, but he had been introduced to tabulating machines during a

two-year spell in the Navy,and after taking an LB.M. course in programming he had begun teaching
the skill to some of his staff at Berkeley,
"Joe Harris walked into my office with a handful of these Port-a-Punch cards and wanted to know if
they'd go through a computer," Hazlett recalled, "1 walked him outside my office to a small 1.B,M,
computer, and from the console I keyed in about a three-instruction loop that would simply flush these
cards through the card reader. And they went sailing through. Joe Harris just IA ups" Harris realized that
he could use the cards themselves as ballots. He showed Hazlett a mockup of the prototype, and,
Hazlett said, "I agreed to do him a real program." To produce and sell his invention, Harris then formed
Harris Votomatic, Inc., with a quarter of a million dollars he raised from about two dozen of his
colleagues at the university, including Hazlett, and from Varni. Having milted from teaching, he then
began driving around the West trying to sell his invention.
Devising the early programs for what became the C.E.S. systems, Hazlett gave next to no attention to
security against the kinds of fraud that could be concealed in the computerized system itself. "There are
two problems," he told me last spring in his sunlit apartment in Corvallis, Oregon."One is getting the
system to work the way you want it to, and the other problem is avoiding fraud. We concentrated
mainly on the first. Then, beyond that, we worked with county and state governments, cooperated in
developing procedures for logic-and-accuracy-testing programs—which is running ballot cards having
known votes through and verifying the totals that are produced, and even the counting by hand or
machine of selected precincts post-election to look for fraud or error, And that's about all we ran do."
Does Hazlett have confidence now in the security of computerized elections against fraud?
"Not a hundred per cent," he said. However, he added, he knew of no elections that had been stolen by
computer.
Is a logic-and-accuracy test actually a test of a system's accuracy?
"Obviously it isn't as far as you could go in testing the program," Hazlett said. "It's a very simple test. If
a programmer had the necessary programming tools, he or she could get around that kind of test of
course. Knowing that the deck is fifty-five cards, you could trigger some function to come into service
after fifty-five cards,. Use your imagination—there are any number of things you could do, It's not an
easy problem,"
According to Donald G. Baumer, an engineer who worked with Hazlett, both of them realized that the
Votomatic counting system could be manipulated—for instance, through the toggle switches that were
on the front of a Data General Nova computer—but it was assumed that nobody would do this, because
anybody who tried it could be seem In the workshop at his small election-equipment company., near
San Francisco, Baumer explained,"The concept was to devise a program that no one could ever get to
—you would have to be a knowledgeable person, you would have to have the source code,and you
would be very visible, standing in front of a computer throwing switches:'
As Harris got older, he realized that he could not wheel around the country selling Votomatics forever.
Managers who were looking for new products had taken over Varni's unit at I.B.M., and in 1965—

Verni having disclosed his investment—ISM, bought the assets and patents of the Harris Votomatic
and became for four years the nation's principal computerized-election-equipment company. Harris
served I.B,M. as a paid consultant throughout the period.
"Glitches"—the term that company people seem to prefer for errors and accidents in computer elections
—began to emerge in those earliest years. For example, in May,1968,in Klamath County, Oregon,
candidates' positions on the ballots were rotated in the precincts to avoid giving any candidate the
unfair advantage of the top position evety-where, but the ballots got mixed up, and voters in more than a
fourth of the precincts punched out rectangles for candidates they did not mean to vote for Harris said
later that as the new system became controversial, I.B.M. responded in some communities "by
instructing its staff to describe the machine as the Harris Votomatic," not
In Los Angeles County in the June, 1968, Presidential primary, deputy sheriffs were to carry voted
punch cards from the precincts to two regional counting centers—one on Third Street, and the other at
the
Service Bureau Corporation, on Wilshire Boulevard, next door to the Ambassador Hotel.
However, after Senator Robert F. Kennedy was shot that night at the Ambassador, police cordoned off a
four-block area around the scene, and the tapes containing the totals from the Third Street center could
not be brought into the I.B.M. building. The counting was not completed until nine o'clock the next
morning. Reporters were irritated by the delay, and officials at I.B.M. began to wonder seriously about
the risks of the election business, which, comparatively speaking, was providing only a small profit.
That November, in Missoula County, Montana, in the national contest between Hubert Humphrey and
Richard Nixon, another difficulty arose, Joseph H. Chowning, who was an I.B.M. salesman then, told
me not long ago,"Through a programming error in a few precincts, ballots cast for Nixon were counted
for Humphrey or vice versa," in traditional Republican strongholds, Nixon was defeated, while
Democratic redoubts went for him. In a precinct where both paper and punch-card ballots were used,
Nixon swept the paper ballots, but the computer voted for Humphrey by a landslide. The error was
caught immediately, Chowning said, but he and an 1.B.M. public-relations man had to fly to Missoula
to dispel the unease.
One other event, a singular one, came to Chowning's attention about this time."Just before or after the
1968 election, there was em article or editorial in a small suburban Chicago newspaper that came OM
and said that the reason I.B.M. was in the business was to make Thomas Watson President of the
United States," he recalled, referring to the chairman of
"I'm guessing, but I'm sure it went right
straight to Mr. Watson's desk." Ken Hazlett, too, has a vague memory of this. "I wondered at the time if
T. J. Watson was interested in running for President," he told me.
Chowning went on,"Here I.B.M. had a product that guaranteed two or three per cent of its gross
income and eighty to ninety per cent of its publicity, not all of it favorable." I.B.M. got out of the votecounting business. By 1969, it had licensed five voting-equipment companies to sell the Votomadc; two
in Illinois, one in New York, one in Tulsa, and C,E.S., which was founded by \Win and three other
I.B.M. menee-Chowning.jack Gerbel, and Ken Hazlett(whom I.B.M. had hired to write programs for
the Votomatic)—and which therefore had the great advantage of its executives' association with
I.B.M.'s reputation.

Vami and his team at CE.S, had a good run. By 1976, nearly seventeen million voters more than a
fifth of all those voting for President that year—entrusted their election decisions to CI:S.counting
systems.
The C.E.S. Votomadc punch-card system "has probably had more effect on the country than almost any
other product,. " Varni said to me. Although today it is generally regarded as an outmoded technology, it
is by far the most widely used method of counting votes by computer.The Votornatic is based on the
assignment of a tiny, numbered pre-perforated rectangle on a standard eighty-column, twelve-row
punch card to each candidate and the assignment of other rectangles to the "yes" and "no"
positions on each question to be voted on. This punch card, covered with numbers but displaying no
names of candidates and none of the propositions to be voted on,is the ballot. The vote recorder, which
is the Votomatic, is a spilled booklet listing the choices of the day in writing and mounted over a plastic
mask that is designed to prevent voters from punching out any holes but the ones they are supposed to
be able to punch. The voter slides the punch card underneath the booklet and then fits two holes near
the top of the card onto two posts that are intended to keep the card properly aligned under the booklet,
Alongside the choices printed on each page, arrows point to holes that match numbered rectangles on
the underlying card. The voter turns the pages and, using a simple stylus attached to the device by a
chain, punches out the rectangles that, as holes in the punch card, express his or her choices.
After the polls close, stacks of the voted punch cards are fed into card readers, in each precinct or in
one central counting place, depending on the preference of the officials of the jurisdiction. A blower in
each reader creates an airstream and fluffs up some of the cards at the bottom of the stack; a pump
creates a vacuum; and a spinning cylinder attached to the pump seizes a ballot and flings it past a light
whose beam flicks through each punched-out hole, the cards whiezing through the reader at a rate of up
to a thousand a minute. If the spinning cylinder doesn't grab two ballots at a time, if the minute
punched-out rectangles of cardboard have separated properly from the cards, and if the computer
underneath and connected to the card reader has been programmed correctly, the computer then quickly
and accurately tabulates the votes; that is, counts according to its location each pinpoint of light that
twinkles through a card for a millisecond.
The punched-out scraps, which have come to be called "chad," are supposed to be forced between os/o
vertical rubber strips underneath the ballot and into a dad box. Sometimes, however, a chad does not
break completely free from the card and becomes a "hanging chad," and sometimes voting-hole
rectangles are merely indented by the voter's stylus."Hanging chad has been with us since the
invention of the VOtomatic," Hazlett told me, C.A Runde11, of Cronus,informed me during an
interview in his office in Dallas last fall that because of the chad problem, and also because of wear and
tear on the ballots, vote totals may not change the first time ballots are run through the card reader, and
probably won't the second time, but the third or fourth time they may change,"and then you've lost
your audit trail" The inexact science of divining what the voter intended in the case of a mere
indentation or whether the card reader counted a hole that was partly or wholly blocked by a hanging
chad has been called "chadology."
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Presumably, most of the elections counted by the C.E.S. systems went smoothly ("People don't want to
read about a good election," Jack Gerbel told me in September), but the company did have problems. In
the 1970 primary in Los Angeles, voters in some precincts voted for the wrong candidates because of
incorrect rotations; in other precincts ballot pages were missing. A computer program did not record
totals on a hundred of its counters. Ballot cards jammed in the card readers and had to be duplicated by
election workers—clerks were seen poking holes in punch cards with pencils. The cent-al computer
stopped or was stopped six times during the counting; and it was discovered only after the counting that
more than five hundred precincts had been overlooked.
In 1970, the election commissioners in St. Louis, who were considering buying the Votomadc system,
asked the accounting firm Price Waterhouse to evaluate it, with devastating results. Security controls on
the Votomatic would be "more easily subject to abuse" than those on the mechanical machines in place,
the firm said. Candidates' names could he misaligned with the rectangles on the ballot "by manipulation
of the ballot book pages' printing or positioning, by manipulating the positioning of the punched card
used to record the vote, or by manipulation of the program used to tabulate the vote," the report
continued,"It is possible to write a program in such a way that no test can be made to assure that the
program works the way it is supposed to work.. It is possible to set card readers to misread the
information punched into the cards. It is possible to have instructions in computer memory to call in
special procedures from core, tape, or disk files to create results other than those anticipated.... There
is no practical way to assure accuracy of the proposed computer tabulation short of complete duplicate
processing on third party computers with reproduced ballot card decks and third party control
programs." Gerbel, who was taking over the C.E.S. sales effort in major jurisdictions, responded with a
long recitation of the customary tests and safeguards, and also emphasized the system's acceptance in
fifteen states, discounted "information supplied by competitors," and concluded,"For six years, the
personnel of C.E.S. have answered the comments made in this report by conducting successful
votomatic elections."

In 1977, C.E.S. was bought out by Hale Brothers Associates, a San Francisco investment company
controlled by Prends Cobb Hale, Jr. When his family acquired C.E.S., through a "friendly cash offer,"
for twelve million dollars, Prend.s Hale, art influential Republican who was given to partridge-hunting
with General Franco in Spain, was best known as the Hale in Carter Hawley Hale(C.H.H.)—the
nation's seventh-ranking chain of department stores and the largest chain in the West. The year Hale
bought the election company, C.H.H. earned fifty million dollars on sales of a billion and a half dollars.
A couple of years later, C.E.S. survived art investigation by the antitrust division of the Justice
Department."We became the target of a criminal grand jury," David L. Dunbar, the company's
president at that time, told me recendy. The investigation lasted more than a year, and the company
turned over a whole file cabinet of records to the Justice Department. The investigation was dropped
very early in 1981—in January or February, Dunbar recalled, adding,"I used to kid people we had to
get Ronald Reagan elected to get this thing killed."

As the eighties opened. C.E.S. was the unchallenged leader in the business of computerized votecounting equipment. in 1980, C.E.S. systems were in place where about thirty-five million Americans
were registered to vote, and they counted about three out of ten of the votes that were cast in the United
States. Two yeaes later, C.E.S. equipment tallied thirty-six per cent of the votes in the country. As of
November 6, 1984, nine out of twenty votes 44,2 per cent—were counted on C.E.S. equipment in a
thousand and nineteen jurisdictions in forty states. To put this a different way,the electronic technology
made and marketed by one small company housed in an industrial building near San Francisco Bay
counted the votes that were cast in more than sixty-four thousand precincts where almost forty-seven
million Americans were registered to vote.
The period 1977 through 1986, when C.E.S. for the most part dominated the computerized-election
business, was a time of technical mishaps and rising suspicion. A precursor of the serious breakdowns
that lay ahead had occurred in a legislative race in Los Angeles in 1976, The outcome was reversed
twice once by a machine recount, the second time by holding every one of the hundred thousand
ballots up to a light and counting the holes one by one."Hanging chad" and "bulging cited," as the
indented tabs were sometimes called, were blamed for shifts of tens of votes in both directions,
In 1978, a candidate for comptroller of the State of Illinois refused to believe he had lost Madison
County by a large margin, and it turned out, according to Michael Hamblett, a member of the Chicago
Board of Elections, that the totals had "flipped here was a computer flip-flop,"
That same year, in a statewide recount for secretary of state of Ohio(which Mark Braden, the present
general counsel of the Republican National Committee, helped to conduct), only sixteen votes changed
out of about three million. But overvoting on punch-card ballots was beginning to trouble Ohioans.
Anthony Celebrezze, Ohio's secretary of state, estimating that about fifty-five thousand voters had had
their votes invalidated in this way, asked,"Are they being partially disenfranchised by some peculiarity
of the equipment itself?"
In El Paso,Texas,the winner of a 1978 school-board race, Marvin Gamza, was deprived of his victory
when the computer failed to count votes cast for him in three precincts, because ballot layouts from an
earlier election had been used in them, Suspicions were voiced that the mistake had been deliberately
left uncorrected, and the federal judge who heard the case, John H. Wood, was angered when he
learned, from the television news one night, that some of the relevant ballots had been burned. He
concluded that "a willful effort" had been involved in the error, rejected the claim of the putative
winner, and installed Ganiza on the school board. But Judge Wood was overruled on appeal, because
Gamz,a had filed his protest too late. "The winner lost," said Malcolm McGregor, Gamza's lawyer, but
McGregor doubted whether the mixing up of the layouts was premeditated, because, he said,"a baboon
would not have tried to steal the election that way."
In 1980, computerized vote-counting faltered seriously in a number of jurisdictions across the country.
A study by the city clerk of Detroit concluded that in a primary conducted on the C.E.S. punch-card
system, which the city had just installed, votes on one out of every nine ballots cast had been
invalidated—fifteen thousand in alleebecause people had tried to vote in two parties' primaries.

In that same year, when a mark-sense system sold by Martel Systems, of Costa Mesa, California, was
used for the first time in Orange County, California, a Republican stronghold, there was a four-day
delay in the count. On Primary Night, more than fifty precinct-level memory cartridges had broken
down, and—because of programming errors, it was explained—the computers had given about fifteen
thousand Democratic-primary votes meant for delegates for Jimmy Carter or Edward Kennedy to
delegates for Lyndon LaRouche and Jerry Brown.
Montana law permits voters to demand paper ballots, and in Missoula (where votes for Humphrey and
Nixon had been interchanged in 1968)as many as thirty per cent of the voters chose to vote this oldfashioned way. Still in this same year, 1960,card readers broke down in jurisdictions in Michigan,
Arkansas, Indiana, and Utah. In Salt Lake City, a central card reader started "putting out jumbled
numbers on about three out of every hundred ballot choices," according to a news report. In a township
in Ohio,two tax proposals were switched; the voters would have taxed themselves five times as much
as they wanted to if the error hadn't been discovered after the voting. In Custer County, Nebraska, the
county clerk said that a count on a C.E.S. system concerning a school-closing issue showed more
people voting than were registered. The computer had also refused to read some ballots and had read
only parts of others. In Bradenton, on the Florida Gulf Coast, a seventh of the county's precincts had to
be counted twice, because "soggy, warped, and mangled ballots" occasionally jammed the computers.
Direcdy across the panhandle, at Fort Pierce, on the Atlantic, new computerized machines counted
Democratic ballots well enough but refused to accept Republican ones."It was awfully strange," the
supervisor of elections, James Brooks, was quoted as saying."Those damn machines must have been
built by the Democrats."
In San Antonio,Texas, in perhaps the most consequential breakdown in 1980,it was discovered that the
C.E.S. program that counted votes in the Presidential election in Bexar County could not tally more
than nine thousand votes for any race,so the computers had not counted many of the votes cast for
Ronald Reagan and two other Republican candidates.The official post-election canvass found that
sixteen-hundredths of a per cent fewer total votes were cast than had been reported on Election Night,
whereupon the San Antonio Express noted,"As San Antonio moves into the computer age, the slogan
"The recount dragged on for
of the universal suffrage movement becomes,'One man,0,9984
several weeks, with local politicians pointing fingers at each other. Mike Greenberg, a columnist for the
Express, learned that election officials had taken unmarked ballots home overnight."Even already
marked ballots could be tampered with," he went on to say, continuing,"Anybody with a straightenedout paper clip could punch out a few more holes to either spoil a ballot with the 'wrong' votes or cast
'right' votes in races ignored by the legitimate voter." in due course, Bexar County returned to lever
machines.
A candidate for the school board in Carroll County, Maryland, in 1984,T. Edward Lippy, finished third,
with about six thousand votes. When,in obedience to state law, the voted C.E.S.-system ballots were
taken to art adjoining county to be recounted on a different computer system, about twelve thousand
five hundred uncounted votes were found, and it was learned that in fact about nineteen thousand
citizens had voted for Lippy. He was proclaimed the winner, The error was explained as a slipup by a

local data-processing official.("It was my mistake," he said.) He had inadvertently replaced the correct
C.E.S.-provided program with a test program that would not count two votes if they were punched in
one column on the ballot, and most of the voters who favored Lippy had also voted on a home-nile
proposition in the same column with the numbered rectangle assigned to votes for Lippy. The wrong
program had also cost President Reagan more than two thousand votes in the first count. A standard
pretilection test had not caught the official's mistake; in a state without the requirement to double-check
the count, it could have been missed,
In 1985, in Moline, Illinois, a candidate for alderman served for three months before a recount removed
him from office. This mistake was laid to a slipping timing belt that had caused the card reader to fail to
count a number of straight-party votes for the real winner. The apparently defeated candidate, it turned
out, had actually won handily.
In the fall of 1980, Michael Shamos,a computer scientist, law student, and businessman who was
teaching at Carnegie-Mellon University, in Pittsburgh, and running a software company,saw an
announcement on a computer bulletin board that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was looking for
examiners for computerized-voting systems. He knew nothing about such systems, but thejob sounded
interesting, so he signed up and went to Harrisburg to examine the C.E.S. Votomatic system."What I
saw that day," he told me not long ago,"was hair-raising and mind-boggling: antique, obsolete,
unreliable technology packed with a systems approach that was even more unreliable."
We were talking in the upstairs study of Shamos's home in Pittsburgh. On the wall above his desk was a
large Princeton University pennant. He has degrees in physics from Princeton and Vassar; an M.S. from
American University in the technology of management; three degrees in computer science, including a
doctorate,from Yale; and a law degree from Duquesne. Shamos continued, with feeling, concerning the
Votomatic system,"Coundng paper ballots is no picnic. I really thought hard about this. Am I being
picky? 1 came to the conclusion that it's far worse than a paper ballot, After all, what is the rush? / for
the life of me couldn't figure out why anybody would use this."
That November, Shams presented to Pennsylvania's Bureau of Elections his evaluation of the C.E.S.
election system. Punch-card technology was obsolete, his report stated, The C.E.S. system had not been
modernized and was "a security nightmare, open to tampering in a multitude of ways," Shamos
continued,"It is apparent that security was not taken seriously as an issue during the design of the
Votomatic." The report went on to note that the ballot pages in the VOtomatic booklet could easily be
shuffled or replaced; blank punch-card ballots were easy to obtain; and the plastic seals on the boxes
used to transport voted ballots for central counting were easily duplicated. Moreover, the system could
not be verified without examination of its source code, yet C.E.S. had refused to produce that code; no
effort had been made to restrict access to the control panels or the toggle switches on the computer,
with which "any person can enter arbitrary numbers into the machine's counters;" and the counting
program,loaded through a deck of punched cards, could be altered to change the counting "by inserting
or deleting a single one of the cards or by transposing two of them."
Shamos now warned,"The following scenario is thus fully possible. A would-be election fixer enters a
voting booth with a card concealed on his person that, when read by the tabulating computer, will reset

its counters to values desired by the fixer. On leaving the booth, he presents this card, conveniently
wrapped in its secrecy envelope, to an election official who, not being permitted to examine it, drops
the 'ballot into a box. After the election, the card makes its way to the central counting facility where it
is read by the computer. Instead of being counted as a vote or rejected by the system, the effect of this
card is to change the current vote total for any candidate desired:
In a carefully worded paragraph headed "Concentration of Control at C.E.S,," Shamos noted,"All
software used in the Votomatic machines is obtained in the form of secret card decks supplied by
C.E.S. Without casting doubt on the integrity of C.E.S. in any way, nonetheless, the possibility exists
that an unauthorized person may gain access to the central point from which these programs are
distributed and alter them. The implications are frightening when it is remembered that one-quarter of
all votes cast in the U.S. are counted by these programs."
Throughout the evaluation, Shames wrote, C.E.S."took the attitude that the Votomatic system has been
in use for seventeen years, has been evaluated by more than thirty states, and has never been denied
certification. In response to virtually every question regarding a deficiency, the vender responded by
stating that the problem had been considered by a number of other jurisdictions and was found not to be
serious....The Votomatic system must be denied certification."
Pennsylvania assigns three examiners to inspect each voting system submitted for certification, but. the
decision about it is made not by them but by the secretary of the Commonwealth. One of the other
examiners found the system acceptable. The third, C. Kamila Robertson, of the computer-science
faculty at Carnegie-Mellon(who said that the voting booklet had come apart in her hands, and that "it
would be easy to sabotage the computer in this system.. the switches are there for the switching"),
agreed with Shamos. The secretary of the Commonwealth certified the system, but Shamos's report
soon became one of the basic documents in the controversy over computerized vote-tallying.

The precinct-level corruption that Joe Harris had witnessed in Chicago in the twenties was visible again
in the 1982 election there, but now instead of repeat voters the precinct captains had repeat votes, as
counted on the C.E.S. system. According to the report of a grand jury that investigated the 1982
election, and whose indictments led to fifty-eight convictions, ward committeemen appointed city
employees as precinct captains, and these factotums either produced for the political machine on
Election Day or lost favor with their patrons. The grand jurors reported,"One precinct captain and his
son disregarded the actual ballots cast by voters and instead held their own fraudulent election after the
polls closed by running two ballots through the voting machine. One ballot was a straight Democratic
'punch 10:That ballot was counted by the machine a total of one hundred and ninety-eight times. To
make the results less suspect, they also counted a ballot containing some Republican votes a total of six
times. Consequently, all but two of the voters in that precinct were disenfranchised."
The grand jurors said that in many Chicago precincts in 1982 faked punch-card votes were cast in the
names of transients, the ill, the incapacitated, and people who had moved away, had died, or had not
voted. Runners worked the boarding houses and hotels to find out who was not coming to the polls,

"The ballots either were punched on the voting machines by people posing as the voter, or were
punched with ballpoint pens or other similar objects in a private place outside the polling area,"
according to the grand jury's report. In one named precinct in the Thirty- ninth Ward, the captain gave
lists of non-voters to one of the election judges, and she slipped them into her shoe. During the day,she
would draw out a list when no one was looking and forge names from it on blank ballot applications.
The precinct captain and others apparently retreated to the privacy of the men's washroom to punch
some of the ballots," the grand jurors said.

The legal conflict that perhaps best embodies the doubts about computerized democracy, and
demonstrates—whether the plaintiffs or the defendants were right in this particular case—many of the
difficulties of proving charges of stealing elections by computer,started in Charleston, West'Virginia, in
1980 and ended, for all practical purposes except for the plaintiffs' liabilities, in a federal appeals court
in Richmond, Virginia, in 1986.
In 1971, Jack Gerbel, of C.E.S., and an area C.E.S. representative had presented the Votomatic for
approval in West Virginia, but the states two examiners rejected it. They cited its permitting of
overvoting, and they stated,"The computer program „can possibly be modified by an experienced
data-processing person, causing the computer to miscount votes cast for a particular race." However,
the West Virginia secretary of state, Jay Rockefeller(who is now United States senator from West
Virginia), seeing, as he wrote at the time, that the report of the examiners was negative, designated two
new examiners,and they approved the system.
At about 7 p.m. on November 4, 1980, as Ronald Reagan was being elected President, Walter J. Price
III, a plump--checked, energetic young man in a blue blazer and khakis and his "Election Day" tie—
blue with diagonal gold and red stripes—drove down to the voter registrar's office in Charleston. A
freshman Republican legislator in a county that Daniel Boone had once represented in the Virginia
Assembly, Price was going downtown to see himself reelected, as he thought,and to watch the
operation of the new system the county had bought the year before from C.E.S. He was not worried
about vote fraud, he told me later, because the first clerk of Kanawha County the Republicans had had
since 1932, Margaret(Peggy) Miller, would be running the count,
Over the vehement objections of the voter registrar, Carolyn Critchfield, Price threaded his way among
desks and people toward what the election workers called the computer cage. This was a small room
with windows on all sides that began about four and a half feet above the floor and a Dutch door that
had a window in its top half. The two vote-counting computers of the BT-76(Ballot Tab)system in
Charleston, one of them designated the "master" and one the "slave," had been set up on the floor
Inside, with punch-card readers on top of them and printers beside them. On the computers, down near
the floor, were sets of toggle switches. Price has testified under oath, and repeated in greater detail
during lengthy interviews with me, that, as he walked around the outside of this room looking in during
the next hour and a half, he saw four kinds of actions, which, four and a half years later, dominated the

only known court trial so far of charges that an election was stolen by computer The people who Price
said took these actions have all vigorously denied doing so, also under oath.
Traditionally on Election Night in Kanawha County,the vote totals were announced and posted in the
precincts. This year, none were. Instead, the uncounted voted punch cards were all carried from the
precincts to the registrar's office and run through one central system, which Walter Price was looking
at. Only these cumulative centralized counts, which included no record of precinct-hy-precinct totals,
were coming out of the whining, clacking printers; then they were ripped loose and fed to the local
reporters and to the citizens who had gathered on the other side of the chest-high reception counter.
Price said that at least four times while he was looking into the computer room that night he saw Peggy
Miller, the county clerk, drop down into what he called a coal miner's squat---"not on her knees but
bent down with her knees coming up toward her chest"—in front of the sixteen toggle switches on the
master computer, consult notes she had on a pad or clipboard, put the notes down, turn a key, flip some
of the switches, and turn the key again. Such an action was not called for in the counting of the votes.
After Peggy Miller finished flipping the switches, Price said,she reclaimed her notes and stood up. On
more than one of these occasions, she walked over to the nearby "dasher," a slow printer,"and she
would type some things and then the printer would run," he said.
The incumbent congressman for that district, running again, was a Democrat,John Hutchinson. He had
been elected the mayor of Charleston three dines in the seventies, and in 1976, during his service at
City Hall, he had run for governor, but had lost. Although he and Jay Rockefeller, who in 1980 was the
Democratic governor, were not friendly, Hutchinson was regarded by Walter Price as one of the five
most influential Democrats in the state. Mick Staton, Hutchinson's Republican opponent, was a close
friend of Peggy Miller's husband, Steven, a lawyer, who was the general counsel for the Republican
executive committee of that congressional district, and Stilton's largest campaign contributor.
Hutchinson had trounced Staton in a special election the preceding June, and two polls conducted by
the Charleston Gazette had predicted that Hutchinson would win again, in the counting that Price was
watching, by a spread of between fourteen and sixteen percentage points; that is, by around twenty-five
thousand of the votes that were being counted. Hutchinson's wife, Berry, said that a poll by the
Democratic National Committee, too, had shown that her husband would win by a wide margin. Staton
himself, however, had predicted that he would win, by five points.
Price said that during the counting his fellow-Republican Steve Miller entered the computer cage, drew
out of the inside pocket of his suit coat a pack of cards between a quarter of an inch and an inch thick
and the same size as the ballot and control punch cards, patted the cards to even them up,and handed
them to his wife. According to Price, they were talking, but, being behind the glass, he could not hear
what they said. Price testified that Peggy Miller ran the cards through the card reader, retrieved them,
and gave them back to her husband, and that he returned them to his breast pocket and left the room.
Seated at a table lodged between elements of the C.E.S. system was a man Price had never seen before.
Clearly, the person he was referring to was Carl Clough, the Northeast sales manager of C,E.S., who
had been with the company for ten years. Price said he saw this man busily using a telephone and what
seemed to be a calculator. Open in front of him on the table was a large case resembling a briefcase.

Three or four times, Price said, the man grasped the phone as one might the handle of a suitcase, and,
he told me, he "places it, he very carefully places it in the case; he "pushed it down.,it was just a
very deliberate pushing in" of the phone. After a time, he said, the man put both hands to the case,
seemed to hold it down with one hand "like be was steadying, like there was some resistance to," the
phone's "coming out," and, with the other, pulled the phone out "with some force." This resembles a
description of a man using a modem,a device that permits computers separated by hundreds or
thousands of miles to communicate with each other over telephone lines.
The operator of the master computer that night was Darlene Dotson; the secondary, slave computer was
the responsibility of Vicky Lynn Young,just two years out of high school. Vicky Young needed to keep
her job, because she was taking care of some of her close relatives. Nevertheless, later, on the witness
stand, she swore that on one occasion during the counting in the cage Clough "told me to go over and
stand beside Darlene and help her with her computer so that nobody could see."
Had this happened? Clough was asked during the dal."Absolutely not," he replied. Furthermore, he
said, be had had a briefcase in the computer cage, but there had been neither a modem nor any other
electronic equipment in it. He thought that he had used a phone in the cage, but that it could have been
moored in an adjacent room. Young testified that Clough had tools but had not used a modem; he
denied that he had any tools. Dotson averred twice before the trial that there had been a phone in the
room and that Clough had used it "more than once;" at the trial she said there had been a phone jack in
the room, but no phone.
Peggy Miller said on the stand that she had not gone into the computer cage at all on Election Night,
thereby denying Price's testimony.(Mrs. Miller, who has resumed her former career as a schoolteacher,
and is a candidate for the state legislature on November 8th, later said to me of Price,"He lied in
court," and she also said, "He'll testify against his mother if it'll get him something.") Steve Miller,
asked by the lead attorney for the plaintiffs, John Mitchell,"Did you enter the computer room and take
several computer-sized cards out of your pocket and lay them down?" answered,"Absolutely,
positively no." Clough said the Millers had not been in there while he was,although he had "stepped
out a few times." A county commissioner said that he had seen Peggy Miller in the room. Dotson said
that the Millers were not there and that Peggy Miller "may have come in but not all the time." Young
"didn't remember" Peggy Miller there, and said that she did not see Steve Miller come in "that I
remember,"
In a document having to do with an appeal, the defendants described Price's testimony as
=corroborated and "soundly contradicted by every other witness called by plaintiffs who was in a
position to observe the occurrences in the computer room." They characterized Young's testimony as a
denial that Peggy Miller had manipulated the toggle switches; they stressed that Price had not known
the identity of the man he had seen with the briefcase.
On the night in question. Price, following the returns, perceived that he was losing his position in the
House of Delegates, and after saying so to a friend of his he exclaimed loudly, pointing to the computer
cage,"The only election I lost was in that roomi" Hutchinson, too, lost that night, and by nearly ten

thousand votes—the five percentage points by which his opponent, Mick Staton, earlier that fall had
predicted his own victory.
Leonard Underwood, a Baptist minister, who had been defeated for the legislature by seven votes,
challenged the Charleston results in a lawsuit, hut. Peggy Miller said that sixty-two days after the
election—just two beyond the earliest legal moment in the absence of a contested election—she had
had the punch-card ballots destroyed, not realizing that Underwood's challenge was still pending.
"Anytime an election is completed...those materials are cleaned out," she said,"Otherwise we would
have a continuous buildup of materials."
T. David Higgins, a Union Carbide computer specialist who was also the chairman of the Kanawha
County Republican Party, testified during the trial that in Charleston in the summer of 1981, at a
political affair for Representative Staton, he had spoken at length with Steve Miller:
.break one)** He was very unhappy with the fact that I was working with thejoint House-Senate
subcommittee here at the Capitol which was looking into the whole question ofelectronic voting in the
state of West Virginia. And he also said something to the effect of how it worked out that my working
with them, collaborating with them,somehow in his mind cast aspersions of — He suggested that I
thought there was something irregular in the election ofNovember; 1980, here specifically in Kanawha
County. I said to him at that point that I did not think they had done anything wrong in the election of
1980. I said to him, "I do not think that you understand enough about this computer to rig it to fix an
election." And Steve looked me in the eye, grinned like a shark,. and said to me,"You underrated
us." **
(In a recent intenriew, Steve Miller denied that he had said "You underrated us" to Higgins at the Staton
Retain "He told me about reports he had heard from Democrats that'you guys had stolen the election,'
and that he had told them we weren't smart enough to do that," Miller said."And he's right, I grinned
like a shark. In fact, I laughed out loud. I told him,'Thank God, neither are you, David,' and turned on
my heel and walked off." Miller went on to describe Higgins as "a conceited, arrogant fop" and "a
shallow idiot." On the subject of Walter Price's testimony, Miller said, "He's a liar. I've never been in
that computer room in my life." As for Price himself, he said, If I had a choice between sitting down
with him and a polecat, I'd pick the polecat.")
C.E.S. officials in Berkeley, upon learning of the rising public alarm in Charleston, sent out one of their
programming consultants, C. Stephen Carr, who had probably written or revised as many of the codes
for vote-counting machines as anyone else in America,Testifying at hearings on electronic voting that
had been called by the West Virginia secretary of state, in Charleston, Carr declared,"While any
computer system can be penetrated, the time and effort to penetrate this one is so extreme as to render it
effectively impenetrable.
t7

Representative Staton was defeated for reelection in 1982. The West Virginia legislature passed a law
that year requiring that after each election "at least five per cent of the precincts shall be chosen at
random and the ballot cards cast therein counted manually." A special grand jury that was convened to
investigate the November, 1980, election indicted Peggy Miller on six felony and nine misdemeanor

charges of election-law violations, none of them directly related to the computers, and she was tried
and acquitted on all counts.

Three of the Democrats who had lost in I980—Hutchinson, Underwood,and Bill Reese, a candidate
for county commissioner—continued to be troubled by the outcome even after Miller's acquittal.
Underwood wanted the three of them to sue for damages.
John Hutchinson told him,"Why, you're crazy as a bedbug,they beat me by ten thousand votes."
Underwood replied,"If you're gonna steal it, you can put in ten thousand as easily as ten."
Dozens of times, driving past the Hutchinsons' home, which is near his own in Charleston, Walter Price
recalled, he thought that he should go in and tell Hutchinson what he had seen in the computer cage. "it
occurred to me that that poor man ought to know what really screwed him out of Congress," Price said
to me,"Why I didn't do it I don't know,"
In mid4982,though, he said, he happened to take a seat in front of the Hutchinsons at a public meeting
in the state capitol, and Berry Hutchinson, a shrewd and ebullient woman, who is a member of an old
money Charleston family,leaned forward and asked him,"Were you by any Chance present when the
ballots were being processed in 1980?"
"Well, yes,I was," he replied.
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She told him she and her husband would buy him lunch in the basement cafeteria if he would tell them
what he had seen.
"For about thirty-five seconds," Price told me,he flinched mentally at "having truck with Democrats"
and at having everybody see him walk through the capitol with John Hutchinson, but then---It was a
flash of lightning"—this response was erased by the thought Well, hell, you've got to do what's right.
Price thereupon said he would go. Over lunch, he said, he described to the Hutchirisons what he had
seen, and during a Visit to the computer cage after lunch he showed Berry Hutchinson the toggle
switches on the front panel. Outside the registrar's office, she said later,she asked him whether he
would testify if they filed a lawsuit, and he said yes.
Early the next year, John Hutchinson, Underwood, and Reese, their evidence dramatically fortified by
Walter Price,sued the Millers, the registrar of voters, the county commissioners, C.E.S. and four of its
employees,and others for about nine million dollars in damages,alleging (in their third amended
complaint)that various of the defendants had "tampered, directly and/or indirectly, with the computer
programming of the election computer" and "rigged the counting computers by the manipulation of
control toggle switches and the use of predetermined material or both in such a way that the computer
did not reflect an actual count of ballots cast" The plaintiffs contended that by these and other means
they had been deprived of "their constitutional right to vote or receive votes[and]their right to hold
public office," and of income, reputation, time,and money.
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Needing a computer expert, the plaintiffs turned to Wayne G. Nunn,a slender, soft-spoken man of
thirty-six who was a project scientist for Union Carbide, one of the major chemical companies in West
Virginia's Chemical Valley. Nunn had supervised the design and installation of computer networks,
some costing several million dollars, for the firm's laboratories and pilot plants. He had shared an office
there for three years with David Higgins, who was the chief of Union Carbide's computerized
technology-intelligence-inforrna.tion network. Nunn also ran a small custom-software venture that
wrote programs, did consulting, and sold operating systems. He had programmed computers in many
different computer languages and in the field of artificial intelligence, Having no confessions from any
of the defendants, John Mitchell determined to rely on circumstantial evidence in trying to prove a
conspiracy. Three weeks before the 1984 Presidential election, Nunn conducted a nine-hour
examination of the C.E.S. system with Carr, who had programmed it, Kemp,the C.E.S. president, and a
dozen or so other people watching, Because of a clerical slipup in the listing of what Nunn wanted to
see, C.E.S. was not required to show him the source code, the diagrams for the circuit boards, and the
operators' manuals. Nevertheless, feeling his way along in the microcosmic darkness of the program's
space, Nunn, with one punch card, added ten thousand votes to the total of one of the candidates in a
mock race for President.
During a deposition he gave subsequently, under extensive cross-examination by an attorney for the
Millers, Nunn said that he had perceived seven ways in which the C.E.S, system in use in Charleston
could be caused to miscount the votes: by manipulating the toggle switches on the face of the Data
General Nova computer to change vote totals and the figure for total votes processed; by altering the
program deck of cards during the counting; by running "summary cards" through the computer to add
votes for candidates; by changing vote totals using the keyboard at the slow printer that was part of the
system, using another computer located nearby and connected by a cable, or using a computer
thousands of miles away, by means of modems;or by planting a "Trojan horse"(hacker jargon for
secret, undetectable commands that can be hidden in a computer program) in the code that controls the
vote-counting, requiring it to switch, say, one ow of every four votes from one candidate to another or
give a candidate a false victory by a certain percentage.
The plaintiffs were determined to make a second effort to break the source code, and C.E.S. was
determined to prevent Nunn from studying it. C.E.S. asked Judge Charles H. Haden II, of the United
States District Court, whose wife had been the chairperson of Reagares reelection campaign in West
Virginia, not to let Nunn even see the code, because it was "a 'trade secret'... highly confidential."
Alternatively, the company said, if the Judge forced them to let Nunn inspect the code Nunn should
have to do it at C.B.S. headquarters in Berkeley and should not be permitted to copy it or leave with
any notes.
Hutchinson and his fellow-plaintiffs assailed the C.E.S. insistence on secrecy from a broad perspective.
"There should be full disclosure of matters involving public elections," they contended."[The] demand
for 'secrecy' by C.E.S. only insures that the potential for fraud will be perpetrated. This involves a
matter of strong public policy."(Perhaps the plaintiffs meant "perpetuated," but their motion said
"perpetrated.")

Judge Haden ordered C.E.S. to make the source code available to Nunn in Charleston, but he ratified
the company's practice and requirement of secrecy, and he decreed,"Dr. Nunn will not reveal any
information to anyone,., No records shall be made of information obtained."(During the trial, the
Judge stated from the bench,"They are entitled to protection of the secrets.") But the litigants had
extracted their minimum requirement: Nunn had the code, and he examined it to his satisfaction in a
closed office at the local. C.E.S. attorneys' firm for parts of two days.
What he had was a printout of "the assembler third pass listing" for the BT46 program—a stack of
computer paper still joined together at the folds which was four or five inches high. He was allowed to
make notes but was not provided with the computer be needed in order to test the code systematically;
all he could do was look at the highly tedmical lines of the listing. This was gruelling mental work,and
after three or four hours he was very tired. During the second day, he decided there was nothing more
he could learn from just looking, sealed his notes, gave them to the C.B.S. lawyers, and left.
Carr and Kemp flew to Charleston to crowd into the computer cage again and watch NUM's second
examination of the system. As the day wore on, the number of people watching varied between ten and
twenty-five, and sometimes Nunn could hardly move around. Mustachioed, skinny, and dapper in a
blue suit, he examined the inside of the computer with a long black flashlight, tested again how it.
worked,and printed out results of a mock election. He announced that with the toggle switches he had
been able to manipulate the figure printed out on a cumulative report for total ballots counted.
Several hours later, after further examining the machine, Nunn cast and counted one punch-card ballot,
with just one vote on it, printed a cumulative report that showed one cast and counted, stopped the
computer, used the toggle switches to change the vote for Position No. I, re-started the computer,
printed out, and, showing the printout, announced,"The next report is a cumulative report, again
showing one precinct processed, one ballot processed, But Position No. I now has ten thousand and
thirteen votes." Then, again with one ballot, he produced five votes.Then seven."No punch cards were
necessary," he told me later. "I could have produced the result of ten thousand or any number we
wished without counting a single ballot,"

The 1985 Charleston trial was conducted between April 9th and May 2nd in a federal courtroom within
a few blocks of the registrar's office, where the votes had been counted that November night in 1980.
Midway through the trial, Walter Price gave his account of what he had seen in the computer cage.
After some gambits that Price parried easily, John F. Wood,Jr., the attorney for the Millers, pounced on
two facts: that in handwritten notes Price had made on what he had seen he had not mentioned seeing
Steve Miller give his wife the cards, and that in his deposition he had once called the cards "sheets of
paper" and had not said that Steve Miller had taken them out of his coat pocket. Wood suggested to the
jurors that the witness was making things up, and one of his closing questions was "That's your story
today, isn't it, Mr, Price?"
"1 would not characterize my testimony here as a story," Price retorted,

While Nunn was on the stand, the defense lawyers raised at least a hundred objections, and Judge
Haden sustained about half of them. Mitchell had planned to have Nunn repeat for the jury, on
Charleston's C.E.S. system, his demonstration of bow to steal an election, but the attorney abandoned
that because of positions the Judge was taking on the admissibility of testimony. "There will be no
evidence presented in this case of a Trojan horse," Haden informed the jurors."None will appear."
Nunn was prepared to testify that a "debugger" in the BT-76 program, while enabling a programmer to
make repairs in the program, was also a Trojan horse; Haden excluded such testimony. Nor would the
Judge let Nunn testify that when he had examined the system he had found discrepancies in the
locations of memory addresses for the storage of information.
The fact that the C.E.S. system had been officially approved for use in West Virginia had a perverse
effect during Nunn's testimony. Fifty-nine standards for computerized vote-counting had been proposed
in 1975 by Roy Sahman,a specialist on the security of computer-tabulated elections, in the then
definitive National Bureau of Standards study on the subject. Nunn had concluded that the C.E.S.
system sold to Kanawha County in 1979 violated thirty-nine of these standards, but Haden refused to
let him say so, on the ground that the state's approval of the system rendered the Bureau of Standards
report "immaterial."
Nunn managed to tell the jurors(sometimes only to have Haden order them to disregard the
information) that vote totals could be directly changed by means of the toggle switches on the
computer's front panel without leaving a trace on an audit trail, and that summary cards, which in the
C.E.S. systems are the same size as the punch-card ballots, could be used to add votes to candidates'
running totals. Nunn also testified that he had concluded that the program had been changed during the
counting.
To alter a candidate's votes with punch cards, Nunn told the jurors, one does not need to know the
candidates location in the computer's memory; all one needs is the number of the candidate's ballot
position(a number that anyone voting in the election can know). With that and one punch card, Nunn
testified,"you can set. his vote total in the cumulative counters or in the precinct counters to zero," and
then, with a second card,"you give him, you know, ten million votes if you want."
When the plaintiffs rested, the defendants asked Judge Haden to render a directed verdict for their side
and send the jurors home. The legal situation was clean Before entering a directed verdict in a
conspiracy trial, as defense lawyers observed in statements to the Judge, he was obliged to give the
plaintiffs "the benefit of every reasonable inference," to read their evidence "in a light more favorable
to them"—to give it "favored treatment,"
"I find," Judge Haden ruled, "that the only evidence that the 1980 election was rigged is purely
speculative in nature; it was mere suspicion; and it does not form the basis for the Court , to infer
that a conspiracy may be present.... The plaintiffs have never proven the existence of a conspiracy or
these defendants' membership in a conspiracy." The ruling continued, "Consequently, all we have in
this case are a series of unrelated acts that have been proven, most of which have a reasonable and an
innocent appearance as easily as they would have a culpable appearance, none of which. are
And there are certain things that
attributable to more than one individual or to more than one entity

have been attributable to the defendants," but "the proof of individual overt acts, however compelling
some few of them may appear to be to plaintiffs' counsel, does not suffice for the absence of proof of
the conspiracy," Haden entered directed verdicts for the defendants and dismissed the jurors after their
three weeks' service.
A year ago, Judge Haden entered a finding that the plaintiffs would have to pay the legal costs of the
defendants, including C.E,S,, which Mitchell estimated would total about six hundred thousand dollars.
Just two of the C.E.S. lawyers had billed the election-equipment company for twenty-severt hundred
hours' work on the case about fifteen working months—and Haden re-billed this to the plaintiffs, on
his judgment that, despite the fact that an earlier judge had ruled the case not frivolous, it was
"meridess." According to John Mitchell, almost everything that the three plaintiffs own is tied up by
liens pending Haden's entry of his final order on costs and the resolution of the three defeated
candidates' certain appeal from it.

"C,E.S. wasted a lot of money defending a case totally without merit," Stephen Carr, the chief
programmer for C,E,S,, declared during an interview I had with him. We spoke in his office at
Information Processing Corporation, his company, which does engineering work on computer products
and consults on computer programming,in Palo Alto, California."Three politicians who couldn't
believe that the electorate hadn't voted for them felt that they were surely gypped by the system.They
got a local Ph.D. consultant who worked at Union Carbide, He was not dumb,but he had essentially,
you know,taken money to be their expert witness, and they tried to show how the program could be
manipulated The case was so bad that after they presented their side the judge threw it out of court
the whole thing just died."
What was Cur.'s view of the ten thousand-odd votes that Nunn produced with one summary card
daring the first demonstration?
"With summary cards, you put in totals and multiple counts," Can- agreed,"But they also, at least in our
design, would leave a very noticeable mark on the tape. Anyone who was at all knowledgeable couldn't
miss in a record left that these votes had come in from a special control card, not from ballots. So I
wasn't impressed."
Carr laughed and smiled, then continued, This is funny. Nunn also spent a bunch of time trying to
show how you would work from the front panel of the Data General computer called the Nova. It was
front-panel switches that computers of that era had. And if you know enough and the people will let
you,in half an hour or maybe twenty minutes you might manipulate what's inside the computer and
change things."
Walking me back to a room that was almost filled with computers, Carr went to a Data General Nova
there and gave me a demonstration of how to raise a storage location for data—sometimes called a
memory address into the lights and change the figures stored in it. "But the chance of doing this
unnoticed is just nil," he said,"And doing it in a way that doesn't cause the whole program to stop is

terribly tricky. You can always argue the theory that them's some superhuman who's smart enough, but.
it's so hard to do that that somebody that good probably doesn't use his talent to mess around with one
vote-counting machine. I mean, its not citizens in West Virginia; its you know,somebody that's the
Godfatheri It just doesn't play in my mind that.someone that was that up to speed would care about the
race in West Virginia. And,you know, they had all kinds of theories that we out in California cared
about that race. What we wanted was to run an honest election and get paid. Not even to run an election
—to provide the equipment that the local people could run an election on. And I will say, as an outsider,
I never saw in my contact with C.E.S. people any evidence of any kind of impropriety, or even caring.
The people I saw at C.E.S. were interested in making honest money."
Turning to charges about Trojan horses, Carr said,"There have been some people who say that the way
to phony up these programs is to make them count correctly when the counts are small"—as in a
preEection test with, say, a hundred ballots--"and then cause a fudge factor to come in when the
counts are large; you then bring in your bias,"
Carr granted that someone could "put a special thing in the code that t.t/hen it saw some special pattern
it did some special stuff."
How could that be detected?
"You could certainly find that by examining the source code," Carr replied. "It would take a while"
I asked Carr about audit trails. He mentioned, as an example,"a printer that leaves a hard-copy record
of what things happened in time."
Could such a printer be turned off?
"You could imagine someone cutting a wire you can imagine anything. If the election officials and
the clerks were used to running the computer and the printer stopped, you'd pick it up right away,
because the printer makes a loud sound. And,of course, typically these Election Nights there are
representatives, or monitors,from all parties watching."
I also asked Carr about the possibility of fixing national elections.
One reason it would be very difficult for a single programmer at a major election company to fix a
national election, he said, is that although the central source code is general, local election officials
have to prepare instruction cards dealing with each local election's different candidates and their
different positions on the different local ballots,"so that in one precinct Patty One may be the
Democrats, but in another precinct Party Two may be the Democrats, and the program then follows
instructions to put all the votes for Democrats together, So it would be very tricky to, in this general
program-- If you set out to help one party in one state, you might totally screw yourself in another, Ws
just that tricky for the programmer back at. C.E.S."
In a close Presidential election that would be decided in a few large jurisdictions "it wouldn't be
impossible," Carr added.
then asked him how, hypothetically, he himself might go about such an undertaking.

In response, Can adverted to his basic position; "I just don't know bow you'd do it. I really don't.
Because,even with the computer doing the counting, there are so many people involved. It would take
a major conspiracy. You'd have to have a lot of people—twenty, thirty, a hundred people on your side.
It wouldn't be one man. It certainly wouldn't be anyone who did the program," Even if a comipt official
is running the counting in a big city,"he still has to depend on a lot of staff," Can said. "It would take
at least one person from each of the disciplineseteprogramming, the management—to really get a start
on it, and then there'd be tremendous risks you'd be found out. I don't think it's doable."

What had Wayne Nunn actually seen when he looked at the C.E.S. source-code listing in the lawyers'
offices? What were the "secrets" he had learned? Bound by Judge Haden's protective order, could he
talk about them? On a Saturday night last December, I drove from Charleston to Nurm's home,a ranchstyle 'house in the town of Poca, ten miles away. We talked in the den, where he had an Apple
Macintosh Plus on his desk.
Could he say whether he had found a Trojan horse, or more than one?
"The only thing that I'm restricted from doing is telling you exactly the code that's in the program," he
said. "It had lots of fascinating little nooks and crannies hidden around in it that no one has ever let me
talk about. There are at least a half-dozen places, maybe a few less, where you could lay in a Trojan
horse in that source code—lay in routines to do whatever you wanted to in an election—because there's
code in that system that shouldn't he there, is not being used, is worthless to the operation of the
system. It can be replaced with anything you want it to be."
Had Nunn found a trapdoor; that is, a place in a program where one can break down its security system
and emerge undetected deep inside the program?
"Yes. There is one."
And had he found "wait loops" in the program which conceivably could control outcomes,or
"Christmas trees" -Nunn's term for surprise packages in a program?
"They're all there. There are wait loops there. There are routines that are not documented in the manual
and, from every way I can determine, do not work."
As we talked, Nunn got up from the couch, where he had been sitting, walked to his desk, and sat down
at the Macintosh."You continue to ask questions," he said. "I want to look for something here. I've
come up with an idea." After about ten minutes, during which he went on answering questions, he
called rue over to the keyboard and invited me to add on the computer any numbers that came into my
head. I added eight and thirteen, then two multicligit figures; the sums printed on the screen were
correct. "Now," he said from the couch, to which he had returned,"add two and two." On the off-theshelf program of this standard-brand computer two and two added up to five. In ten minutes, before my
eyes, Nunn had made a Trojan horse for me. He printed the five-step program out and gave it to me, I
still have it:

**I break one; ** 10 input x 20 input y 30 if x=2 then x,13 40 print "The surn of x
to 10 **

y is"„v+y 50 go

Line 30 is the Trojan horse inserted into the program that makes two and two five. "I've told it every
time it sees the number two,replace it with a three," Nunn said,
I asked him if signs of these various ways to interfere with the C.E.S. system could be kept out of its
audit trails.
"All of them can defeat the audit trail, some of them better than others," he replied, with some feeling.
"Because, you see, built into that system is the ability to turn the audit trail off. Every one of them you
can turn off."
What about the test decks that are run through the C.E.S. systems before and after elections?
"That is the biggest joke in the world," Nunn said."Anyone who knows how to run the C.E.S. BT-76
system can be trained to steal an election on it in twenty minutes. A summary card, anybody can do,"
Of the switches he said,"As long as they are out there on the front of the machine and they're turned
You have no
on,someone has the ability to stop the machine and fool with the panel switches.
control over what's done to the memory of the machine.
"But it's even more serious than that. I write this program. I go through it. I'm absolutely sure that I
know exactly what it's doing. I compile it and punch a deck of cards and hand it to you. We meet a
couple of days later down here at the courthouse and you run what you say is my program. There is no
way on earth that I can stand there and watch that computer run and swear in a court of law that that is
my program running. Now, it may have the same input and output, but as far as swearing that it's my
program, I can't. I can't even look at the punch deck. Now,there may be a few people in the world who
can look at the punch deck for the executable image" that is, the program deck in object code—"and
read the punch cards and recognize the instructions, but I can't do it. Damn few could. From that point
of view, there is no security."
That night, Nunn told me,step by step, how to steal an election with the toggle switches that stick out
of the front of the Data General Nova computers in some C.E.S. systems."Briefly, using the toggle
switches, what you do is you halt the computer," he said. "You examine the memory address at which
the computer's halted—you make a note of it. You go to the memory location that holds the counter of
the candidate that you want. You load the memory address for the candidate you want to fix into it, and
you say,'Load address.'Then you load the number of votes to give him and then you say 'Deposit.'
That's wiped out his real count and given him a fraudulent count right then. If you want to go
someplace else and do it—some other memory location—you do as many as you want. You just do this
until you're finished. Then you load the address where the computer stopped. O.K.? And then you hit
the button for it to continue. The program continues on exactly the way it was. There's nothing in the
computer that The computer never knows it's been halted."
There is no printout on any audit tape, Nunn told me. If a time-and-date record was maintained and
someone noticed that the clock was running late, that would be the only clue.

No matter how deeply public officials may dedicate themselves to it, the task of tightening up the
security on Election Night computers will remain a daunting one—and,if complete security is the
standard, impossible. The computer scientist Roy Saitman, at the National Bureau of Standards, who is
the leading authority in the federal government on the subject, stresses in his new report,"Accuracy,
Integrity, and Security in Computerized \Tote-Tallying," published in August, that no manipulation of
election computer programs has been proved, but he also warns of the possibilities that unknown
persons may perpetrate undiscoverable frauds," by, for example,altering the computer program or the
control punch cards that manipulate it, planting a time bomb, manually removing an honest counting
program and replacing it with a fraudulent one, counting faked ballots, altering the vote recorder that
the voter uses at the polls, or changing either the logic that controls precinct-located vote-counting
devices or the voting summaries in these units' removable data-storage units.
The problem in this segment of the computer business, as in the field at large,is not only invisibility
but also information as electricity. Secret instructions can be so well hidden in software, especially if
the language is the lower-level assembly, that testers cannot be sure of finding them, Testing all the
possible paths that a computer program(and therefore a hidden code)could follow through a punchcard ballot apparently could not be done comprehensively Short of assigning the job to a second
computer, and even then one 11111$ up against what Robert Naegeie has called "the polynomial
problem" the vastness of the programming possibilities in the inner space of a program.
Mathematicians at Notre Dame, working with Delads Davisson, a computer specialist, have calculated
that the number of possible programming pathways for a program executed through a standard punchcard ballot would be two to the nine-hundred-and-sixtieth power—a one followed by two hundred and
eighty-eight zeros, "It's a number that my computer can't hold," Davisson said.
At the merely mechanical level, computer experts in a large jurisdiction cannot test punch-card systems
for every voting possibility. It's an infinity as far as our work is concerned," said Rick Nile, assistant
director of voting systems and standards for the Illinois Board of Elections. "For our purposes,it just
can't be done." When a state examination of the C.E.S. system in Chicago was suddenly scheduled,
Rale said, the chairman of the state board demanded that all possible ballot-punch configurations be
tested, but Fulie figured out. arithmetically that running through the sixty-seven million-odd test ballots
necessary would occupy twenty staff menibers full time for four hundred and seventy-seven years.

If one regarded the manifold issues of computerized democracy in a reductionist way, perhaps the
principal concern would be whether,in a close election, the Presidency can be stolen by means of
computer vote fraud in several major jurisdictions.
Carr offered reassurance that although theoretically such a calamity could occur, it would be extremely
difficult technically and would require too many confederates to be feasible,
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Michael Shamos,the voting-systems examiner for Pennsylvania, does not believe that a large number
of people would have to be involved. This is false," Shamos replied when I asked."One. One person.
The point is that, the way things are going, a national mechanism exists that could be manipulated by
anybody, from a single individual to a nationwide conspiracy. It's not whether it exists or not, its the
fact that the mechanism is there to make it easy."
The leading candidates for the Presidency are seldom separated by more than ten points, so "here's
what we do," Shamos said."Working in a company headquarters,I'm writing some election software,
which will be sent by Federal Express to jurisdictions in executable object code. I'm going to program
this thing so that if there are more than eight hundred people voting in a precinct Pm simply going to
trade some votes, take them from other parties and dump them into the party that I want to win. So all
the totals are going to be exactly right. Fm going to change ten per cent of the votes, or five per cent.
somesmall number. And that software is going out to pivotal jurisdictions in the country. And that is
going to shift the national election. It's easy for a programmer. And his superiors will never find it.
There's no way to find it unless they do an exhaustive code audit themselves, And this is a solo effort—
one guy who happens to be well placed. Of course, many others are involved, but they don't know."
If some jurisdiction that had been tested for more than eight hundred votes discovered that the program
didn't count correctly, and returned it to the factory, the programmer would simply say there had been a
glitch on the tape, or a had rom---a unit embodying "read-only memory" "or some other technical
mumbo jumbo," Shamos went on."And we have an election, and the wrong guy gets elected." If
recounts discovered errors in some localities they, too, would be attributed to programming errors, he
said.
Shamos believes it "not. unlikely for some guy to realize one day, he's sitting there in the room in the
midst of all those coding forms—he says,'My God! I can control this whole thing!'"After all, Shamos
said,"we have enough tales of hackers who when they found they could do something went.and did it,
maybe even not with malicious intent,just to show that they could do it."
He then pointed out a second possibility:"Of course, you can imagine that the venders of the system
are in with certain politicians. The politicians agree,'Yes, buy this system, if you fix the election my
way next time,' and they actually give orders to their subordinates to do it. That's always seemed
somewhat less likely to me,because of the possibility of a whistle-blower. Then, the third possibility is
tampering by someone not in the employ of the company, by a break-in at the vending company."
Summing up, Shamos said,"What does it mean that one company is controlling a large fraction of the
voting in the United States? If you provide the software, you are controlling, even if you are not
manipulating. Computerized vote-counting doesn't occur in the light of day, it occurs inside silicon in a
little black box. That box is completely under the control of the vender, and if anything wrong happens
we might never find out."
During an interview in a hotel lounge in San Francisco, Roy Saltman said, "If I broke into B.R.C.'s
master computer program and changed the code, how about the nine hundred and ninety-nine other
versions that are already out there? It's not a massive, central thingeeall the computers are not

connected to B.R.C. or to any single vender. There isn't any kind of central control that controls
evetything. I don't think that's a reasonable supposition. If you do the recount of the ballots, the whole
thing falls apart,"
Robert Naegele believes that no one person could steal an election by computer and, like Samoan,he
does not regard computerized theft of a national election as at all plausible. In a large jurisdiction like
Los Angeles County, Naegele told me, five or six people would have to be involved, and hardly any
jurisdiction is so centralized that one person could do it there."My private opinion," he said,"is that
there has never been any successful fraud in a computerized election. As I understand it, it's really not
feasible, To do this, you require a hell of a lot of very sophisticated code,,. I am not concerned about
fraud on the national level, I don't think that's happened, and I don't think it's going to happen."
Like Carr, Peter Vogel, a computer lawyer in Dallas who was recently appointed an examiner of
computerized voting systems by the Texas secretary of state, is skeptical that any conspiracy among
large numbers of people would work, but, like Shamos, he thinks that the Presidency can be stolen by
computer "because of the electoral college." Vogel said to me in his office,"If you have a majority in
the right states, it doesn't matter who has the majority of the votes in the country. If you program the
right states for the right elections, I think you could control the Presidential results."
Howard Strauss, of Princeton, gave me written answers to a series of questions about the possible
rigging of United States elections by tampering with computer-tabulated election systems. He said that
"there are many, many ways to do this," but all of them "can be largely eliminated" by rigorously
followed procedures,
If one software vender dominates the electronic-dection market, subverting that vender may be the
easiest way to alter national elections," he wrote. One individual, working alone, would be able to
effect changes in the code more quickly and securely than a group, he believes.
What categories of people might fix computers in elections? I asked. Strauss replied, "In order of ease
of subversion,some of the most likely groups or individuals include election-system venders and their
programmers and consultants, election-system operators, the Federal Election Commission,technical
mavens of all kinds, and election officials and workers. It is possible that foreign agents, candidates and
their staffs, and voters with special interests could subvert any of the above individuals or have
sufficient expertise to subvert the process themselves."
Peter Neumann,of S.R.I., declared, "If somebody is a skilled user of a conventional computer system,
he has the ability to do almost anything he wants and leave no trace, because most of the computer
systems today do not have adequate protection or auditing facilities. Personal computers am nonsecure,
for the most part. Now,in the election systems the vulnerabilides are enormous. You effectively have to
trust the entire staff of the corporation that is producing your software. Every single member has to be
trusted. It would take one person to rig the system, typically, because of the way the thing is set up.
There are very few internal controls,"
Speaking in his office at &R.I., amid papers stacked and scattered about on his desk and the floor and a
chair nearby, Neumann went on,"Even if you can look at the source code, you can't guarantee that

there's not a Trojan horse embedded somewhere in the code. Any self-respecting system programmer
can hack the innards of the system to defeat encryption techniques or any password protection, or
anything like that. All this stuff is trivial to break, for the most part. In most computer systems out
there, it is child's play. Given the fact that the underlying systems are so penetrable, it is relatively easy
to fudge data—for example, to start out with three thousand votes for one guy and zero for the other
before the counting even starts, even though the counter shows zero. Essentially a Trojan horse in the
coding. I can do it in the operating system. I can do it in the application program. Or I can do it in the
compiler. I can rig it so that all test decks work perfectly well, I program it so that,, after the test is run,
at, say, six-fifty-five in the evening, it simply adds thousands of votes, it would never show up," He
added that having a computer count a set portion of one candidate's votes as if they had been cast for
his or her opponent would be "utterly trivial to do."
As for stealing a Presidential election, Neumann said, "I would put in a whole variety of techniques. I
wouldn't just rely on one. You might use a different technique in each state, for example. You could
trigger it so that you didn't do anything wrong if everything was going well, and if your candidate was
losing you simply add votes—and you have to subtract, too. You have to make all the consistency
checks satisfy. That's relatively easy to do."
Neumann exclaimed,"The possibilities are endless!" He seemed to be enjoying them, but then drew
back. "I think the possibilities for rigging elections with computers are enormous. I'm not going to say
ifs ever been done. The point here is it's in the hands of one very skilled programmer or somebody who
understands the system."

In the face of such contradictory expert testimony, it is all but impossible for laymen to ascertain the
precise degree of risk entailed by the use of computerized voting machines. Nevertheless, given the
crucial role of public confidence in the integrity of the ballot, common sense suggests that the question
should be resolved definitively, by the press and, perhaps, by Congress.The press has begun to grapple
with the issue, thanks in part to a series of articles by David Burnham in the Times a few years ago,and
press coverage of contested computerized election contests has contributed to several reform efforts in
the field,
With lever machines, the risk of vote-stealing has al.ways been relatively easy to reduce. In one of the
rules that Joseph Harris laid down in a model election-administration system, published by the National
Municipal League in 1.930, no lever voting machine could be used until it had been examined by "a
competent mechanic." It is also necessary in lever-machine precincts that on Election Day candidates
and representatives of parties be present at least twice—when the voting starts, to make sure that the
counters are set at zero, and after the polls close, when the backs of the machines are opened, to read
the totals. These are the moments of maximum opportunity for a vote-stealer: if he is not observed, he
can simply turn the counters to obtain a desired result.
In the opinion of many specialists, there is only one comparably simple and effective way to deter fraud
on Election Day in most computerized jurisdictions: an immediate hand recount of the ballots cast in a

random group of precincts selected after the vote-counting by various parties to the election. Such a
recount would be the greatest fear of anyone implicated in stealing an election.
When Harris reflected on the fact that computerized punch-card elections could be manipulated, he
advocated, as a remedy, that every county and city using the Votomatic "set aside a number of precincts
to count by hand and to compare the results from a hand count to the machine count." Who chooses the
precincts? And when--before or after the election—does anyone know which ones they will be?
Harris, in his model system, provided that "the candidates should be permitted to designate the
precincts which they wish to have recounted and to amend and add to the list from time to time.""A
manual recount of at least one per cent of the ballots of each contest is recommended," Roy Saitman
wrote in his new report, and he added,"Responsibility for selection of some of the precincts to be
recounted should be granted to candidates or parties." Michael Harty, now the Maricopa County
elections director, in Phoenix,and the computer scientist Frederick Weingarten, of the congressional
Office of Technology Assessment, suggest that voters who doubt the integrity of a computerized
tabulation should, one way or another, at once secure the tabulating software as primary evidence.
Saltman also offered a set of recommendations that are not so easily carried out: all vote-tallying
software should be obtained from an accountable source of stock offered publicly by reputable venders
and should be scrutinized for "hidden code:" access to all stages of vote-tallying should be controlled;
the ballots themselves should be carefully monitored administratively; every vote not cast by a voter in
a race should be registered by voting machines as not cast; the use of pre-perforated punch cards should
be ended, and perforations should be made unnecessary by the use of spring-loaded styluses. Ole last
change would require modification of the Votomatics.) More broadly, SaInnen recommended that the
professional science of internal controls which is used in business be adopted in vote- counting.
Naegele proposed to the F.E.C. that vote-counting codes should be written in higher-level computer
languages, because they are "quite a bit easier" to analyze for error or, for that matter, fraud. He told
me,in California, that "the venders objected to this strongly," saying the vote-counting goes much
faster in assembly(lower-level) language. A recent draft of the P.E.C. standards would make the use of
high-level languages "discretionary only," "What I wish," Naegele said,"is that some state would adopt
a requirement for higher-level language,so the others would follow."
Ken Hazlett, the programmer who pioneered in the business with assembly language, expressed to me
in Corvallis an opinion even more emphatic than Naegele's about the use of assembly language for
computerized vote-counting: "Insane! It should all be in high-level language, so there's a chance MI be
readable code twenty years later, There's no room for assembly except in some small isolated process,"
The concepts of punting source codes in escrow and providing for their examination by independent test.
agencies seemed well established in the recent F,E.C. draft. Michael Shamos argued during my
interview with him that escrow is not a workable concept for protecting election software(among other
things, he wanted to know to whom private custodians of the code would he accountable), but the
proposal is popular.
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A. number of other remedies, in addition to those in the studies by Salta-Ilan and the F.E.C.'s
Clearinghouse, have been suggested by individuals in the election community.
Terry Elkins, whose inquiries and accusations concerning the 1985 mayoral race in Dallas led to the
enactment of reform legislation in Texas, maintains that election officials should be made more
accountable at law for their performances. Michael Harty, who suggested that programmers of election
computers should be licensed, emphasizes the little-known fact that most state election laws are not
mandatory but "directory," and levy few or no penalties against officials who do not obey them. Paul
Goldy, the president of the International Technology Group, of Woodbury, New Jersey, a smaller firm
in the computerized-election market, advocates user groups for local election officials, organized
around specific products, like the groups that many computer buffs belong to. Shamos has proposed
that persons who have criminal records for acts of "moral turpitude" should be barred from the votecounting-equipment business,
R. J. Boram, the chief programmer of the R. F. Shoup Company,and Shamos advocate a high-prestige
national election commission to test and certify vote-counting systems, including the software for them;
Howard Strauss and a Princeton colleague have prepared for Election Watch,a small group that is
working for change in this area, a specific proposal for a national testing authority. At a conference in
Dallas sponsored by Election Watch, Strauss said that representatives of the venders and anyone else
who could change the counting program should be barred from computer rooms on Election Night,
Some citizens believe that vote-counting software should be in the public domain,available to all
parties and candidates, for whatever checks they wish to make on it, "I'm not for a public process being
handled by private companies that won't let us see what's going on," says Susan Kesim,a young
executive of a computer-security firm in Indiana."Public-domain software—it's open. I want to see that
it added one to the total, because that's the process of voting."
"Maybe a private foundation should do it," Frederick Weingarten has suggested."Maybe if there was a
consensus among the states, the federal government could write its awn software and certify it through
the National Bureau of Standards or the F.E.C.—say,'This we guarantee is accurate and untamperable,'
t,

Penelope HansaII, the director of the F.E.C. Clearinghouse, said of the public-software concept, "It's a
public-policy question; it's too broad for us to consider. It would have to compete with private interests.
don't know who would fund it. I just don't see how you would eliminate private efforts in this area."
By 1984, the year before Joseph Harris, the exemplar of the entrepreneurial approach to computerized
vote-counting, died, a subtle change had come over him. By then, lawsuits and accusations were
bedevilling his baby, Computer Election Services, Inc. In a newspaper interview, Harris predicted that
Americans would probably vote on TV monitors in voting booths, and computers would announce the
winners minutes after the polls closed. But then he struck a note new for him,adding that these changes
would not come for about twenty years, because such completely computerized voting would require
"extremely careful management and planning to prevent error and fraud."

The new direct-recording electronic(D.R.E.)vote-counting machines, which New York City is
preparing to buy on behalf of its three million registered voters, may become the realization of Harris's
vision of futuristic electronic voting. When citizens vote on one of the DAM systems, they address
themselves to a printed ballot affixed to the face of the machine or displayed on a TV-like console and,
with a finger or an electronic pointer, press on a box with an "X" in it beside their choice. The four
surviving bidders in New York City are Cronus, Shoup, Sequoia Pacific, and,the one firm offering a
TV-like system, the Nixdorf Computer Corporation, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Nixdorf
Computer,A.G., of West Germany. The bidders had to provide the technological capability to retain a
record of "randomized"(that is, out-of-sequence) electronic images of each voter's set of choices, but
the city reserved the right to buy this capability or not.
Salunan's recent report indicated that the D.R.E.systems have one characteristic that from a security
point of view may be even more important than the unavailability of real recounts if a voter's choices
are not retained electronically. Since those choices are converted onto the counters inside the machines,
there is no way to check from the outside whether they are recorded correctly. if the machine retained
voters' choices on magnetic tape, the tapes would not necessarily be correct. Salanai) wrote,"The fact
that the voter can see his or her chokes on a display, or even receives a printout of the choices made,
does not prove that those were the choices actually recorded in the machine."
"There is no security in using a computer to count ballots," Wayne Nunn told me the evening he made
me a Trojan horse. "I don't believe that computers should be used to count votes. I believe that what
you should use for counting votes is a system that any voter can appreciate—in which he can fully
understand all steps of the process. There shouldn't be any magic involved, because a computer system
to the general populace appears to be magic. You put something in one end and, voiid!—something else
comes out the other. A computer is such a flexible thing that what happens between the time when you
put ft in and the time when k comes out can be what any clever individual wants."
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How can Electronic Voting Machines(EWA)be manipulated?
March 13, 2012
By Dr. Khorridon Singh Lisam
Voting is a fundamental right
The heart of democracy is voting The heart of voting is TRUST that each vote is recorded and
counted with accuracy and impartiality The purpose of an election is not to name the winner, but it is
to convince the losers that they lost.(Dr, Dan Wallach, Computer security expert, Rice University).
Voting is a statutory right under the Representation of People Act 1950 and fundamental rights in India
under Article 19(1)(a) to know the antecedent of the candidates contesting for the election. A voter has
the right to know whether his her vote has been recorded and counted. Can a voter in India today
know whether his /her vote has been recorded or counted . with accuracy and impartiality If so,where
is the proof and where is the accountability ? Does EVMs answer these questions?
What is EVM ?
India's Electronic Voting Machines(EVMs) have two math components (1)CONTROL UNIT, used
by poll workers, which stores and accumulates votes, and (2)a BALLOT UNIT,located in the election
booth, which is used by voters. These units are connected by a 5 m cable, which has one end
pennartently fixed to the ballot unit. The system is powered by a battery pack inside the control unit.
The ballot unit has 16 candidate buttons, If any are unused,they are covered with a plastic masking tab
inside the unit, When there are more than 16 candidates, an additional ballot unit can be connected to a
port on the underside of the first ballot unit. Up to four ballot units can be chained together in this way,
for a maximum of 64 candidates. A four-position slide switch in the ballot unit selects its position in the
chain. The Bharat Electronics Limited(BEL)and Electronics Corporation of India(ECIL)are the
manufacturers of EVMs in India and the foreign companies in US and Japan supplying
microcontrollers,
When EVMs were first used?
The electronic voting machines(EVMs) used in Indian elections are internationally known as Direct
Recording Electronic(DRE.)voting machines which record votes directly in electronic memory.
Electronic voting machines were first introduced in India in 1982 in assembly elections on a limited
basis. One such constituency where they were used was the Parur Assembly constituency in the state of
Kerala.. In SO of the 84 polling stations, electronic voting machines were used, EVMs have been in
universal use in India since the general elections of 2004, when paper ballots were phased out
completely. They have been deployed in all assembly polls and the general elections in 2009.
Advantages of EVM
Electronic Voting Machines(EVMs)have revolutionised the Indian election process. The advantages of
electronic voting machines is simplicity of the procedure, the ease of tabulation of ballots into results

and the faster and more accurate results, It's easy to see the utility of the machine-- it eliminates
invalid votes, ends booth capturing, and makes counting easier and faster. "It is tamper-proof, error-free
and easy to operate," says the EC's manual for returning officers states.
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Is it legal to use EVM in India?
In 1984, the Supreme Court of India held that the use of electronic voting machines in elections was
"illegal" as the Representation of People(RP)Act, 1951. did not permit use of voting machines in
elections. Later, the RP.Act was amended in .1989 incorporating Section 61A. However, the
amendment says voting achines may be adopted in such constituency or constituencies as the
Election Commission may, having regard to the circumstances of each case, specify." Violating the
provisions of the R.P Act, the Election Commission has conducted 2004 and 2009 nationwide general
elections only using electronic voting machines. Many legal experts say that going by the 1984
judgment of the Supreme Court, parliamentary elections of 2004 and 2009 may be held illegal,(GVL
Narasiniba Rao-lutp://www.indianevm.comlardclesiten-reasons-for-banning-indian-evms.pd1).
(http://www.indianevntcomtblogs/?rat3). It will be interesting to know whether ECI specifically
issue notification for use of EVM in the general election of Manipur-2012.
What happens when we caste our votes?
The general process of electronic voting on the most common EVMs models goes something like this:
1. The voter checks in with the voter's ID with poll workers, The polling personnel and the agents
verify the name and identify the voter. They obtained signature or thumb print of the voter.To
prevent double voting, they mark the voter's right index finger with indelible ink
2. Next, a poll worker presses the BALLOT button on the control unit to allow one vote, This causes a
green READY light to glow on the ballot unit.
3. The voter enters the polling booth and presses the button for the candidate of his or her choice. A.red
light next to the candidate button glows, the ready light turns off, and the control unit emits a loud beep
to indicate that the vote has been cast. The red light then turns off automatically, This process repeats
for each voter,
4. At the end of the poll, the presiding officer removes a plastic cap on the control unit and presses the
CLOSE button, which prevents the EVM from accepting further votes. The ballot unit is disconnected
and the control unit is placed in storage until the public count, which may occur weeks later.
S. On the counting day, the control units are delivered to a counting centre. In public view, an election
official breaks a seal on the control unit and presses the RESULT button ,The display on the control
unit shows a sequence of outputs: the number of candidates, the total votes, and the number of votes
received by each candidate.
6. The Counting officials manually record the totals from each machine and add
them together to determine the results of the election. The machines are then placed in storage until the
next election.
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Disadvantages of EVM
Some disadvantages of electronic voting can include viruses and hacking, as well physical tampering.
Despite elaborate safeguards, India's EVMs are vulnerable to serious attacks.
I. EVM Software Isn't Safe
The electronic voting machines are safe and secure only if the source code used in the EVMs is
genuine. Shockingly, the EVM manufacturers, the BEL and ECIL have shared the stop secret.' EVM
software program with two foreign companies, Microchip(USA)and Renesas(Japan) to copy it onto
microcontrollers used in EVMs. This process could have been done securely in-house by the Indian
manufacturers. Worse, when the foreign companies deliver microcontrollers fused with software code
to the EVM manufacturers, the EVM manufacturers cannot "read back" their contents as they are either
OTP-ROM or masked chips. Amusingly, the software given to foreign companies is not even made
available with the Election Commission, ostensibly for security reasons. With such ridiculous
decisions, the Election Commission and the public sector manufacturers have rendered security of the
EVMs a mockery.(GVL Narasirnha Raoeitttp://www.indianevrrecomiarticles/ten-reasons-for-banningindian-evmsopdf)
2. EVM hardware Isn't Safe
The danger for EVM manipulations is not just from its software. Even the hardware isn't safe. Dr. Alex
Haldeman, professor of computer science in the University of Michigan says,"EVMs used in the West
require software attacks as they are sophisticated voting machines and their hardware cannot be
replaced cheaply. In contrast, the Indian EVMs can easily be replaced either in part or as wholesale
units." One crucial part that can be faked is microcontrollers used in the EVMs in which the software is
copied. EVM manufacturers have greatly facilitated fraud by using generic microcontrollers rather than
more secure ASIC or FPGA microcontrollers. Not just only microcontrollers, mother boards(cards
which contain microcontrollers) and entire EVMs can be replaced. Neither the Election Commission
nor the manufacturers have undertaken any hardware or software audit till date. As a result, such
manipulation attempts would go undetected. To detect such fraud, the upgraded EVMs have a provision
to interface with an Authentication Unit that would allow the manufacturers to verify whether the EVM
being used in the election is the same that they have supplied to the Election Commission.
The EVM manufacturers developed an "Authentication Unit" engaging the services of SecureSpin, a
Bangalore based software services firm. The Unit was developed and tested in 2006 but when the
project was ready for implementation, the project was mysteriously shelved at the instance of the
Election Commission, Several questions posed to the Election Commission for taking this decision
went unanswered.(GVL Narasimha Rao-http://www.indianevm.corniarticlesiten-reasons-for-banningindian-evms.pdf)
3, Vulnerability to hacking:
The Indian EVMs can be hacked both before and after elections to alter election results. Apart from
manipulating the EVM software and replacing many hardware parts discussed above, Indian EVMs can
be hacked in many ways. To possibilities may be mentioned :-

Each EVM contains two EEPROlvis inside the Control Unit in which the voting data is stored. They are
completely unsecured and the data inside EEPROMs can be manipulated from an external source. It is
very easy to read (data from)the EEPROMs and manipulate them(GVL Narasimha Rao-
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The second and die most deadly way to hack Indian EVIvl.s is by inserting a chip with Trojan inside the
display section of the Control unit. This requires access to the EVM for just two minutes and these
replacement units can be made for a few hundred rupees. Bypassing completely all inbuilt securities,
this chip would manipulate the results and give out "fixed" results on the EVM screen. The Election
Commission is completely oblivious to such possibilities.(http:ihm-w.indianevm.corniarticlesitenreasons-for-bannIng-indian-evms,pdf)
Contrary to claims by Indian election authorities, these paperless EVMs suffer from significant
vulnerabilities. Even brief access to the machines could allow dishonest election Insiders"or other
criminals to alter election results.
There are allegations that some "insiders demanding vast sums(Rs. 5 Crate or more for each
assembly constituency) to fix election results. Who are these insiders? Unlike in the traditional ballot
system where only the election officials were the "insiders", electronic voting machine regime has
spawned a long chain of insiders, all of whom are outside the ambit and control of the Election
Commission of India. There is every possibility that some of these "insiders" are involved in murky
activities in fixing electiorss. The whole world—except us in India—is alive to the dangers of insider
fraud in elections. The "insiders" include the public sector manufacturers of India's electronic voting
machines namely,the Bharat Electronics Limited(BEL)and Electronics Corporation of India(ECIL),
the foreign companies supplying microcontrollers, private players(some of which are allegedly owned
by some political leaders)for carrying out checking and maintenance of electronic voting machines
during elections.(httreeilwww.indianevtrecomiarticles/ten-reasons-for-banning-indian-evms,pdf)
A team of researchers showed precisely how a display component.could be replaced with a fake
substitute programmed to steal a percentage of the votes in favour of a chosen candidate. They also
demonstrated how stored votes could be changed between the election and the public counting session,
which in India, can be weeks later, with a pocket.sized device. The team, comprising Hyderabad-based
Netindia, Dr J Alex Halderman, professor &. noted expert on electronic voting security from the
University of Michigan and Holland-based security expert Rap Gonggrijp, was insuumental in die ban
on EVMs in the Netherlands.
4, Which candidate to favour -Once the dishonest display is installed in an EVM (possibly months or
years before the election), the attacker must communicate which candidate is to be favoured or
disfavoured and by what margin. There are many different ways that attackers could send such a signal
various kinds of radios, secret combinations of key presses, or even by using the number of
candidates on the ballot.
2. Stealing of Votes To steal votes, the attacker indicates his favoured candidate using the rotary switch,
which selects a number from 0-9, and the attacker can use it to pick a favoured candidate in any of the
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first 9 ballot positions, which nomally include the major national parties. When the switch is set to
positions 1-9, the chip on the clip-on device executes a vote-stealing programme . The programme runs
in two passes: first, it reads the list of votes and calculates how many votes to steal from each
candidate, and second, it rewidtes the list of votes, stealing votes as calculated in the first phase. Any
time between the start of polling and the public count, dishonest election insiders or other criminals
could use the clip-on device to change the votes recorded in the EVM.In India, counting sometimes
takes place weeks after voting,so criminals could wait for an opportunity to tamper with the machines
while they are in storage. In normal operation, the EVM limits the rate of voting to no more than
5 per minute. However, Clip-on device bypasses the software restrictions of the EVM,so an attacker is
able to again forcibly take control of an EVM and stuff the electronic "ballot box" with any number of
votes. These attacks are neither complicated nor difficult to perform, but they would be hard to detect
or defend against.
3. Dishonest insiders or other criminals with physical access to the machines at any time before ballots
are counted can insert malicious hardware that can steal votes for the lifetime of the machines.
Attackers with physical access between voting and counting can arbitrarily change vote totals and can
learn which candidate each voter selected.
4 The EVM has no means for the voter to verify that his/her votes have been tallied properly.
5. The EVM has no means outside of the memories of the voting machines themselves to audit or
recount the votes.
6. Susceptibility to fraud: Although some may believe that tampering with an electronic voting
machine is extremely hard to do, computer scientists have tampered with machines to prove that it is
quite easily done. If people have access to the machines, and know how to work them, they can take
the memmy card out of the machine, which stores the votes, and in place they put their own memory
card with a VirLIS that can tamper with the votes
7. Government ties of manufacturers: The Government at the time of election may hire any
manufacturer or company for manufacturing EVMs according to the needs of the political party in
power An EVM can be tampered during manufacturing stage, that too during the manufacturing of the
Chip. After tampering the EVM,its difficult to detect it by a third party. When the tampering happens
at the manufacturing stage of chip, even those who are assembling the EVMs will not be aware of and
cannot detect tampering.
8. Malicious software programming: Any computer software is basically generated from software
programming and coding. And all these soft wares could be tampered with by a computer programmer
who knows the source code. Testing electronic voting systems for security problems,especially if they
were intentionally introduced and concealed, is basically impossible. If malicious coding is inserted by
programmers into commercial software that are triggered by obscure combinations of commands and
keystrokes via the computer keyboard, then election results can change completely.
9. Physical security of machines:

10. Secure storage of cast votes: The votes that are cast using the electronic voting machines, are
stored in a safe storage or space in the computer machine memory. The time gap between election and
the counting of votes is a risk to possible hacking and manipulation. The chance of tampering
increases as the time gap increases.
Why do other countries rejected EVMs?
Several countries in the world rejected Electronic Voting Machines(EVMs)because they are difficult
to secure, easily subject to manipulation and open to large scale fraud and pose a serious threat for free,
fair and transparent elections in democratic societies, EVMs are allowed in most states of the US only
with a paper back up. Indian EVMs do not produce a paper trail, which is a major drawback. Potential
dangers of "vote fraud" and more importantly, lack of transparency and verifiability associated with
them prompted ban or restrictions of their use, Developed nations like the United Kingdom,France,
Japan and Singapore have so far stuck to voting on paper ballots, owing to their simplicity, verifiability
and voter confidence in the system. Some of the countries ho have rejected EVMs are as follows :1. Ireland abandoned e-voting in 2006.
2. Italian Minister Giulano Amato stated,"We decided to stop the electronic voting machine. During
the 2008 elections we experimented with the machines as a voting system, and not a system that counts
the sections, without any reference to the legally valid votes,"Let's stick to voting and counting
physically because less easy to falsify,"(Source of info;
httpliwww,jasonkitcaecom/h/f/JDOMibloWITheei&320)
3. California Secretary of State Kevin Shelley banned EVMs in the November 2004 elections as certain
security conditions were not met with. Verifiable paper trail & certain security conditions need to be
implemented. People want elections results that can be physically verified.
(http://www.wvrag.orginews/faireuse/2004/0731e,htm)
4, Germany's Supreme Court ruled in March 2009 that eevoting was unconstitutional,
S. In the Netherlands, in 2006,licenses of 1,187 EVMs were withdrawn after citizen group'We do not
trust voting machines' showed they could hack into EVMs in S minutes from up to 40 metres without
the knowledge of voters or election officials. The nation will return to paper voting."(Publication:
ComputerWorld, Dt: 19-05-2008,Author: Andreas Udo de fins)
6. Supreme Court of Finland declared the result of pilot electronic voting machines invalid in the
municipal corporation elections of 2009,
After Hugo Chavez won the 2004 election in Venezuela, it came out that the government owned 28
percent of Bizta, the company that manufactured the voting
machines. The CIA has reported vote-rigging schemes in Venezuela, Macedonia and
Ukraine and a raft of concerns about EVMs & tampering. Stigall who studied electronic systems in
about 36 countries said that most countries' machines produced paper receipts that voters then dropped

into boxes. However,even that doesn't prevent corruption.
(hrtp//www.mcclatchydc.com/226/story/647.1LhtmI)
Should India also ban EVMs?
Speed of election results is obviously an attraction for the EVMs.But saving democracy is more
critical than saving election costs or gain in efficiency. Numerous EVM rigging allegations have been
made by many prominent personalities.
"EVMs were manipulated during the poll which resulted in defeat of many Congress candidates,"
1ANS quoted Congress general secretary Ghulam Nabi Azad as saying soon after his party's defeat in
Orissa in July 2009,
LK Advani has demanded a paper back-up to electronic voting. Parties such as CPM,TD.P,
AIADMK, UD,LW and Trinarnool Congress have joined the chorus.
In 2001, Capt. Amarinder Singh, Punjab Pradesh Congress Committee alleged that EVMs can be
tampered with.( ttp://www.tribuneindia.com/2001/20010312/main4.htm
•In 2009, Chandrababu Naidu blamed the EVMs for his defeat.

(http://www.deccanchronicie.comfhyderabedinow,-naidu-blames-evms-720
In 2009,AIADMK urged the EC to revert back to paper ballots, saying that EVMs were rigged in Lok
Sabha polls(http://virww.thehindu.com/2009/05/28/stories/20090528501.1.0100.htin)
When the Indian National Congress surpassed all projections to win 262 seats in 2009, According
Dr, Subramanian Swamy,President of the Janata Party (24-8-2010),the Leader of Indian National
Congress Mrs. Sonia Gandhi reportedly hired hackers to hack into election results of the electronic
voting machines, which resulted in landslide victory of the Indian National Congress in the national
elections in 2009.(Electronic Voting Machine: Excellent tool of manipulation- by News Desk,
December 1.7, 2011-http://www.weeklyblitz.net/1993/electronic-voting-machine-excellent-tool)
In 2004,the Hon. Kerala High Court has asked EC to consider representation seeking changes in the
EVMs to consider suggestions of Prof. Satinath Chandlery and address issues concerning possible
tampering of EVMs
(http://www.thehindu,com/2009105/27istories/2009052751030200.htm
On 1st December, 2010, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina of Bangladesh announced that there will be
full electronic voting system in Bangladesh to arrange the future elections in a flawless manner. But
there are serious allegations that a group of "election planners" of the ruling party has already
contacted a number of leading .EVIV1 hackers in India, including the most infamous "Cyber Army".
According to unconfirmed sources, the ruling party influential figures from Bangladesh are already
bargaining a "package deal" with the Indian hackers in ensuring a massive victory and re-election of
Bangladesh Awami League during the election in 2014 in exchange of a huge amount of money.
Initially, the Indian hackers demanded US$ 1 billion for this service; while the figure has already been
brought down to US$ 400 million and the ruling party men are optimistic of getting even a cheaper deal
with the :Indian hackers. Once the deal will be successfully concluded, there will be visibly no way in

stopping the ruling party from getting re-elected in the election of 2014. Bangladesh has indigenously
developed its own electronic voting machines. Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology
(BUET)has developed these systems,(http:/ivkiviwindianevin.comitilogsr?cat=3)
Possible solutions
Nine safeguards recommended by International Electrical & Electronics Engineering Journal(May
2009, p 23)should be incorporated.
EVMs should print a paper record of each vote, to be deposited in a conventional ballot box. This
ensures physical evidence and speedy results. A Voter Verified Paper Ballot(VVPB)provides an
auditahle way to assure voters that their ballots will be available to be counted, Without VVPB there is
no way to independently audit the election results.
Use two machines produced by different manufacturers to records votes
Expose the software behind EVMs to public scrutiny. Having the software closely examined by
independent experts would make it easier to close technical loopholes that hackers can exploit
Booth monitoring: Strict monitoring of the activities inside the polling booth is important to eliminate
human elements responsible for frauid and corruption.
EVMs may be needed, but this is not the best option for corruption prone environment that exist in
India,

•
••?;
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COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS FOR VOTING
SEEN AS VULNE
ILE TO TAMPERING
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WASHINGTON,July ZS— The computer program that was used to count more than one-third
of the votes cast in the Presidential election last year is very vulnerable to manipulation and
fraud,according to expert witnesses in court actions challenging local and Congressional
elections in three states.
The allegations that vote tallies calculated with the widely used computer system may have been
secretly altered have raised concern among election officials and computer experts. That is because of
the rapidly increasing use of such systems, the lack of Federal or state standards that mandate specific
safeguards and the widespread lack of computer skills among most local voting authorities.
Potential for Problems
"There is a massive potential for problems," said Gary L. Greenhalgh, director of the International
Center on Election Law and Administration, a consulting group in Washington. He added that the
problem with computer-assisted voting systems was that they "centralized the opportunity for fraud."
Mr. Greenhalgh said that while lever-type voting machines could have their counts rigged only machine
by machine,counting votes by computer was done at one central site in most counties.
With computer systems, a voter usually punches holes in thin cardboard ballots and the computer
program then "reads" the holes in the cards and totals them, presumably counting all votes and counting
them only once each, on commands from an operator.
Challenges in 4 States
The vote counting program that has been challenged in Indiana, West Virginia and Maryland was
developed by Computer Election Systems of Berkeley, Calif. In Indiana and West Virginia, the
company has been accused of helping to rig elections. The computer program has also been challenged
in Florida, but so far experts there have not been permitted to examine the program in connection with
the challenge.
John H. Kemp, president of Computer Election Systems,said in a telephone interview that be
absolutely denied the company was involved in fraudulent schemes. County officials involved in the
cases have also categorically denied participation in fraud.
But Mr, Kemp also said that any computer system could be tampered with. "It is totally economically
infeasible to have a fraud-proof system," he said. Such a system, he suggested, might cost $1 billion.

Mr. Kemp said that while there were some differences in the programs used by various jurisdictions,
the company's fraud-prevention controls had remained "essentially unchanged in recent years. He
added that the company's six or seven programmers "always are looking for ways to prevent fraud."
In 1984, Computer Election Systems provided more than 1,000 county and local jursidictions with
equipment and computer programs that collected and counted 34.5 million of the 93.7 million votes
cast for President, along with all votes for other offices and issues in those jurisdictions. A460% Voted on
Computer System The areas that the company served in 1984 include major jurisdictions like Cook
County, Ill., with more than 2.7 miilion registered voters, and tiny areas like Archuleta County, Colo.,
with 2,490 voters.
Although it dominates the computer voting market, Mr. Kemp said the company has eight competitors.
According to the Federal Elections Commission, approximately 60 percent of American voters used
some kind of computerized election system in 1984. No allegations have been leveled against the other
companies.
Most of the other votes cast in the United States were collected and processed on mechanical-lever
machines such as those used in all of New York and Connecticut and most of New jersey, Computer
Election's equipment is used by voters in the New Jersey counties of Salem, Sussex and Warren, while
Gloucester County used the computerized system of a competitor.
Federal Recommendations
Concern about weaknesses in preventing computer fraud led separate Federal agencies in 1978 and
1981 to recommend adopting a series of safeguards. But state and Federal officials acknowledged that
the recommendations from the National Bureau of Standards and the Federal Elections Commission
have not resulted in significant improvements.
A panel of the election commission is scheduled to meet Aug.4-6 to discuss, among other things,
standards for computer vote counting.
In three of the four legal challenges brought against Computer Election Systems, the losing candidates
hired separate computer consultants who have said in court affidavits, testimony and interviews that
their examination of the company's program showed it had been designed in such a way that vote totals
could be altered without leaving any sign of tampering,
Eva Waskell, a Reston, Va., writer on computer and sciendfc matters who was among the first to
become aware of the court cases pending against the company,said she was astonished because it
appeared that "even when local officials learned of the problems, little apparent effort was made to
correct them."
'Assaults on the System'
The allegations that the Computer Election system was open to manipulation were supported by two
other experienced computer consultants who independently examined material obtained in the pending
court cases for The New York Times.

,...........

One of the experts was Howard Jay Strauss, the associate director of the Princeton University
Computer Center. Mr. Strauss, who formerly worked at Bell Laboratories, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the RCA Corporation, said the program used to count Indiana votes was
vulnerable to manipulation."Extra votes may be entered in the form of bogus ballots on punched cards,
or vote totals may be altered through the use of control cards," Mr. Strauss said. "Either of these
assaults on the system could be performed successfully by a computer novice."
Mr. Strauss added that someone with a "fair amount of computer knowledge" could turn off the portion
of the program designed to document any changes made in either the program.or the votes being
counted by the program.
The Times's second consultant was Eric K. Clemons, an associate professor of decision sciences at the
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. He said that because of the excessive complexity of
the program,"a doctored version of the code could be used to modify election results, and it would take
weeks of study to determine what had happened."
'Very Difficult to Trust'
"Code this complex is very difficult to trust," Mr. Clemons said. One particular flaw he cited was that
"the main program does not log all invalid ballots." Another was that the printed log of error messages
could easily be edited or altered.
The civil cases brought by defeated candidates against Computer Election Systems involve elections
held in 1980, 1982 and 1984. In West Virginia and Indiana, where most of the contested races involved
in the suits were quite close, the company's representatives have been directly accused of being
involved in vote rigging. These suits, which the company and county election officials won in lower
courts, are pending before Federal appeals courts. In Malyland and Florida, the cases were brought in
state courts and are still pending.
In West Virginia, a former Democratic Congressman and three-temi Mayor of Charleston, John
Hutchinson, charged in his suit that several Kanawha County election officials and Computer Election
representatives successfully conspired to deprive him of his re-election in November 1980.
County Returns Contested
Mr, Hutchinson, in an interview,said he lost the election by a margin of 523 percent to 47 percent. He
said, however that, the totals in Kanawha County, where he lost by 6,000 votes, were totally
unexpected because pre-election polls had shown him an overwhelming winner there.
Mr. Hutchinson's expert witness was Dr, Wayne Nunn,a computer architect with the Union Carbide
Corporation, who also operates an independent computer consulting concern. DE Nunn said that from
his examination of the Computer Election system used in the disputed election, "it was entirely possible
for a knowledgable operator to make vote changes without leaving any 'fingerprints."
Federal District Judge Charles Haden found the company and the county officials not guilty, saying that
much of the evidence presented appeared to be "purely speculative and mere suspicion."

In Indiana, Richard Clay Bodine, a Democrat who lost his 1982 bid for election to Indiana's Third
Congressional District, and several other candidates have brought suits charging that the counting and
certification of the votes were "false and fraudulent." The suit names both the Elkhart County Election
Board and Computer Election System as defendants.
No Record of Changes
Mr. Bodine's computer consultant was Debris J. Davisson, the chairman of the Department of
Computer Science of Ancilla College in Donaldson, Ind. After studying a Computer Election printout
describing how the disputed votes were counted in 1982,the computer expert said in her affidavit that
because of the lack of necessary systems to audit changes made in the program It is impossible to
know exactly how the program tallied the vote for the Nov. 2, 1982, election.'
She further contended that a Computer Election representative had in fact changed the computer's
instructions that night, but that it was impossible to know what the changes were because they were
not documented or overseen by any knowledgabie or interested person."
Federal District Judge William C. Lee dismissed the case, saying there were "no allegations in the
record for this court of any willful conduct" undermining the election.
Both the West Virginia and the Indiana cases are under appeal.
Question of Adequate Safeguards
In Maryland, Wayne Cogswell, a candidate for the Carroll County School Board, brought suit in
Carroll County Circuit Court asking that the results of the 1984 election processed by Computer
Election equipment be re-examined because of a widespread discrepancy between the preliminary and
final vote tallies. Mr.Cogswell did not charge fraud, and a court-ordered recount of the vote on June
11., showing Mr, Cogswell defeated again, has resolved most of the questions concerning the election.
However, the case has not been withdrawn.
But Mr. Cogswell's computer consultant, Emily Johnston, said in an interview that on the basis of her
examination of the computer program used to count the Carroll County vote last November,she agreed
with the Indiana consultant that the Computer Election system did not have adequate safeguards to
prevent fraud.
in Palm Beach County, Fla., David Anderson, the unsuccessful 1984 candidate for county property
appraiser, charged in his suit that the election had been run on "machines that permit a means of
changing the result on the ballots contrary to the votes cast by the electors through an alter system in
the commands in the computer program."
Although Mr.Anderson's suit is aimed at local election officials and does not mention Computer
Election Systems by name,lawyers for the company have obtained a court order forbidding him from
studying the company's program in connection with his suit. They said disclosure of the program and
documentation "would breach the security of the system, and thereby cast doubt upon the results of
C.E.S. election programs" in jurisdictions all over the United States.
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US. Recommends Protections
in 1978, the information Technology Division of the National Bureau of Standards, recommended that
all computer processing programs and systems include a number of protective procedures that it felt
were essential to maintaining an accurate vote count.
The division emphasized that a complete system for documenting all changes and alterations should btmaintained."Every change to a program, even those involving only one statement, should be
authorized, approved and documented with no exceptions" the agency said."Otherwise, control is lost
and the programming becomes anarchistic."
In a 1981 report to Congress on the need to develop national voting standards, the Federal Election
Commission reported that the commercial concerns selling voting equipment to local jurisdictions have
"paid little attention to data quality assessment features."
The commission also noted a lack of information at the state level on problems caused by voting
equipment. Deborah Seiler, for example, is the chief of the California elections division, a state that in
1986 expects to cast all of its votes on computerized elections systems.
In a recent interview, she said that while her division certified all of the computers, it had. not examined
the computer programs used to instruct the equipment how to count the votes."At this point we don't
have the capability or the standards to certify software and 1 am not aware of any state that does," she
said.

https://www.wired.corni2Q07/08,1da rather-lave/
Aug 13, 2007 - The expert told Rather that the touch-screens caused numerous problems and that in
2001 they were rejecting 30-40 percent of the screens that arrived from Bergquist. Anyone who has
been reading the e-votina posts here will know that ES&S machines are at the heart of a 2006 election
dispute in

Dan Rather Investigates Voting Machines —
Uncovers New Surprises About ES&S
Touch-Sereens

..Who would have thought that Manila sweatshops
would figure prominently in the manufacture of U.S. voting machines?
It turns out that Election Systems & Software, one ofthe top voting machine companies in the
country, has its machines assembled in a Philippines sweatshop. The $3,000 computerized
machines at the heart of America's democratic system are assembled in a factory where workers
earn between $2.15 and $2.50 a day, and the temperature sometimes soars above 90 degrees.
This, and other surprising information, was uncovered by producers of Dan Rattier
for
an hour-long special that broadcasts tomorrow night on HD Net at gpm ET and again at I 1pm
ET(and several other dates and times after this)

Ekrions

Although an IIDNet spokeswoman had planned to send me the entire show today, she was only
able to provide me with a 12-minute clip so far. Butjudging by that small preview, the show will
be worth watching.
According to the program. ES&S contracts the production of its voting machines to two
companies. The touch-screens themselves are made in the U.S. by Minnesota-based Bergquist
before they're sent to Manila to be assembled with other pans made in Taiwan and Mainland
China at Teletech (above and below right), a sweatshop factory that is connected to Pivot
International, The latter is a contract engineering firm based in Kansas that is controlled by the
Ching family, a Filipino family with "strong connections in top political circles" that has been
investigated for suspect business practices and possible tax evasion, Rather reports.

•

Filipino workers in the Teletech sweatshop told
Rather's producers that they rushed production of the ES&S machines to meet quotas and that the
only testing they conducted on machines was a "vibration" test - which involved shaking the
machines by hand (presumably to determine ifthere were any loose parts inside). Even then,
only a fraction ofthe machines underwent this crude test.
Rather's producers also spoke with an American manufacturing expert who was hired by Pivot to
manage the Manila factoty, The expert told Rather that the touch-sciverts caused numerous
problems and that in 2001 they were rejecting 3040 percent of the screens that arrived from
Bergquist.
Anyone who has been reading the e-voting posts here will know that ES&S machines are at the
heart ofa 2006
e e ti n dispute in Sarasota, Florida, where some 18,000 ballots cast on the company's touchscreen voting machines showed no vote cast in a congressional race. A memo sent by EMS to
Florida election officials three months before last November's election disclosed that the
company was aware of problems with some of its touch-screen machines not responding to
touch.
car 1 disclosed that Sarasota officials failed to post a sign at the
In a story published ,fatriier
polls warning voters that they might have to press the machines for :several seconds to register
their selections. I also examined incident rep_orikl filed by poll workers on Election Day showing
that numerous voters renorted havino roblems getting the machines to register their selection.

Rather's report picks up on some ofthis
previously reported information and reveals new information about the machines such as the
fact that election administrators in Lee County, Florida, had such serious calibration problems
with their ES&S touch screens in 2003 that they sent 1,800 machines back to ES&S fix
replacement. When testers touched one candidate on the screen, the machines registered a vote
for a different candidate (see image at right for demonstration of problem).

If you don't have high-def TV,don't fret. You'll also be able to watch the show online(an liDNet
spokeswoman says they'll post the program online in full either in advance oftomorrow night's
broadcast or shortly thereafter). Until then, you can watch a 12-minute clip from the show here.

https:4www.politico.corrilstoryaa12112/09/exit-polls-election-dav-frustration-287913

Fox News and the Associated Press are abandoning the so-called National Election Pool,an alliance of
news organizations that have commissioned and reported national and state exit polls. Nicholas
Hunt/Getty Images

Is this the beginning of the end of the exit poll?
Frustration with the much-maligned Election Day fixture boils over.
By STEVEN SHEPARp
12/09/2017 12:00 PM EST
After another perceived, high-profile miss in last year's presidential election, the Election Day exit poll
is on life support.
The Associated Press confirmed Friday it has joined Fox News in abandoning the so-called National
Election Pool — the election surveying instrument that the news media, campaign operatives and
political junkies have come to love and hate — marking the end of an era when one ubiquitous Election
Day survey shaped the understanding of presidential and state election outcomes.

The departures of AP and Fox from the 20-year alliance of news organizations that have commissioned
and reported national and state exit polls doesn't necessarily sound the death knell for exit polling. The
four remaining networks in the pool —ABC News, CBS News, CNN and NBC News -- are locked
into the current exit poll regime through the next presidential election.
But they will be facing unprecedented competition — from the AP and Fox News,among others
the future beyond 2020 remains uncertain.

and

"I think there will always be a place for asking voters how they voted," said Joe Lenski, the co-founder
and executive vice-president at Edison Research, which conducts exit polls for the National Election
Pool.
But, he also acknowledged,"We just have to pick the best method for asking them."

That's becoming increasingly complicated in the days of shrinking media budgets, and with rising
percentages of voters who cast their ballot in person weeks before Election Day, or via mail.
The National Election Pool exit poll does attempt to account for in-person early voting, and for mail
voting. In states with liberal early-voting laws, the exit-poll samples(which are typically conducted on
Election Day outside polling stations) are supplemented with phone surveys in the days leading up to
Election Day with people who have already voted. And phone surveys take the place of in-person
interviewing in an all-mail battleground state like Colorado.
The AP and Fox News haven't left the playing field: They plan to conduct their own exit polls and
other experiments that they hope will more accurately — and efficiently ea,replace the existing exit
Both the AP and Fox projects eschew the underlying history of exit polls: questioning voters in person
as they leave their polling place. Instead, the "Fox News Voter Analysis" in last month's New Jersey
and Virginia,guhernatorial races consists of telephone and Internet interviews with voters and nonvoters alike "for enhanced. analytical purposes," according to a methodology statement.
The AP experimented in 2016 with capturing voters when they left the polls --- though not in person.
"The study was designed to use ge.olocation technology in smartphones to verify that participants had
voted, either at Election Day polling places or early-voting centers. Then, they would be sent exit poll
questionnaires to complete on their smartphones," said David Pace,AP's news editor for race calls and
special projects, in a press release earlier this year describing the 2016 project,
In a statement to POLITICO, an AP spokeswoman described the organization's exit-poll experiments as
ongoing,"AP continues to experiment with alternatives to the traditional exit poll, seeking to match
voter research to the ways Americans vote today," said AP spokeswoman Lamm Easton."We did so
during last month's gubernatorial elections, and we plan to experiment in Alabama next week as well."
AP's departure from the pool hasn't come without a cost for the wire service. The four remaining
members of the National Election Pool — the three major broadcast networks, plus CNN — are now
pooling to receive actual election results from Edison Research, the same company they pay to conduct
the exit poll, instead of the AP.
Asked for comment, the AP's Easton said,"AP has been counting the vote since 1848. Thousands of AP
member news organizations and customers worldwide rely on AP to count the vote and call races."
The networks have traditionally paid for the exit polls primarily for the purpose of planning their
election-night coverage. On a typical presidential or midterm election night, network representatives
inform their newsrooms of the earliest results just after 5 p.m. Eastern time, The news organizations use
that data to inform the tone of their coverage and as the data continue to stream in, they may project
races before any votes are tallied if the difference between the candidates appears large and decisive.
Political analyst Rhodes Cook said in his time on ABC News'election-night decision desk, they used
the exit poll as the first barometer of a specific election until the votes began pouring in."The (exit)
poll was an important guide that was superseded by the actual results as the evening wore on," said

Cook."Once the votes started coming in, then you had these combinations of the exit poll and the
actual results, then you had these actual results take over."
But the early exit-poll results proved misleading in the 2015 presidential election. Interviewed in the
months after the election,journalists described being briefed on the first wave of exit polls that evening
and feeling confident Hillary Clinton would defeat Donald Trump.
"They gave us the first wave of exit. polls," Chris Wallace, who was hosting the Fox network coverage,
recalled to CNN."While it didn't flat out say Clinton was going to win, if you read it, you had to think
Clinton was going to win."
Fox News cited this when it announced it was leaving the pool earlier this year,"We've had concerns
with Election Day exit polling for many years, and this year once again proved that they are
problematic," Jay Wallace, Fox's executive vice president of news,said back in April.
In a recent book,Trump campaign aides Corey Lewandowski and David Bossie described receiving a
phone call from Chris Vlasto of ABC News right after 5 p.m."Trump was down in eight of the eleven
states by five to eight points," they wrote, recounting ViaStO'S description of the exit polls,"The news
was devastating. A kill shot."(After the book was published, Vlasto was reprimanded by ABC News
for sharing the embargoed exit poll results with one of the campaigns.)
The early exit polls were similarly off in 2004 • in the same direction. Exit polls showed John Kerry
ahead of then-President George W. Bush in a number of key states. Kerry's campaign manager, Bob
Shrum,famously approached the Massachusetts senator shortly after 7 p.m. and asked,"May I be the
first to say, `Mr. President?"
"There has been, particularly in presidential years, something of a Democratic bias in the results, in
some areas up to about 5 percentage points," noted Cook.
With various reinvention attempts in the works, the next presidential election is likely to be the last for
the exit poll as we know it.
"The four remaining members have made a commitment to what we do — a financial commitment to
what we do, a technological commitment to what we do," said Lenski. "I have that commitment from
them through 2020."
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Fox News Breaks With AP And Top TV
Networks For Election Day Polling
The network quits an exit poll consortium amid concerns
about the process that led to expectations Hillary Clinton
would win.

By Michael C:alderone
Fox News has broken with the National Election Pool,a consortium offive major television
networks and The Associated Press that share the costs and results ofexit polls for national
elections.
"We've had concerns with Election Day exit polling for many years, and this year once again
proved that they are problematic," Jay Wallace, Fox's executive vice president of news,said in a
statement after HuffPost learned the network was dropping out "Our plan is to explore and find
a more modern measurement of voter sentiment on Election Day:"
The exit polls, which attempt to measure which candidates voters selected and why before polls
close, have played a key role on election night broadcasts. The data, quarantined until 5 p,m.,
gives network executives and anchors all early sense of how the rest of the night is likely to play
out
And for those manning control rooms and anchor desks in November, it appeared likely they'd
be announcing in a few hours that Hillary Clinton had become the 45th president of the United
States.
"We were all around this long table, Rupert[Murdoch)at the head of the table, and all of the
producers and anchors on both sides of it," Fox News anchor Chris Wallace recalled in January.
"They gave us the first wave ofexit polls. While it didn't flat-out say Clinton was going to win,
if you read it you had to think Clinton was going to win?'

According to the 2016 exit pjlitit
Clinton was expected to win the battleground states of North
Carolina., Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Florida --- and in effect, the presidency. She went on to
lose all four states, tipping the election to Donald Trump.

John LompArski via Getty images
Fe/. News broke with the rest of the networks over It ov,' k'

polls are conducted on election night.

Fox News' concern about the reliability of exit polls is shared by some other participants ofthe
consortium, according to sources, especially as a shrinking percentage of voters head to the polls
on Election Day. In 2016,early voting surged to nearly 40 percent of the total vote.
With Fox out, The AP and four TV networks —CBS,ABC,NBC,and CNN
will presumably
each have to pay more for the exit polling, which is conducted by Edison Research and costs
millions of dollars. An alternative, less likely, would be to reduce the area covered by exit polls.
Typically, exit polls focus on roughly two dozen states with the most competitive races.
Networks have tried reforming the exit poll process before; especially after all five infamously
called Florida for Vice ?resident Al Gore in the disputed 2000 election, Though the networks
share exit poll data, each has their own decision desk to crunch numbers on election night, which
is why one may project a winner in a state that another says is still "too close to call"
Following more problems around the 2002 election, the networks switched from Voter News
Service to Edison Research. The networks have agreed since the Florida debacle not to call
winners in states based on exit polls prior to the close of voting. However,anchors may discuss
other findings in the exit polls, such as why voters said they went to the polls.
Even if anchors aren't projecting winners before the polls close, the post-5 p.m. exit poll
expectations can set the tone for early coverage, as was the case in 2016.
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Christian Adams
"Kossack, Andrew J. EOP/OVP"
Your voicemail
Friday, July 28, 2017 1:32:00 PM

Andrew — I got your voicemail. I am in a federal trial in Miami this week and next. The statisticians I
worked with at the Justice Department are problematic for a variety of reasons so I would caution
against any details to the commission. I mostly use demographers in my current cases. My
suggestion is to talk to Hans or Bridgett Wagner at Heritage because I presume they have someone
their considering their size, who will know someone who is solid.
My next suggestion is to talk to Don Boudreaux at Mercatus: https://www.mercatus.org/donald-jboudreaux Boudreaux certainly must have a line on someone who might be a solid statistician in
the area. Don won't remember me even though our paths crossed 24 years ago when he was in
South Carolina.
My last suggestion is to contact John Lopatka (Low-PAT-ka). He is a solid law professor at Penn State
Law. He specializes in antitrust and must certainly use statistics in his law and economics work and
must somehow travel in the world of sane academics on that score. He is a friend and you can
certainly mention I suggested you call:

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Organizational Conference Call
June 28, 2017
11:30 a.m. ET

Call Agenda
1. Welcome Remarks — Chairman, Vice President Pence
2. Overview of Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity — Vice Chairman,
Secretary Kris Kobach; Mark Paoletta, Counsel to the Vice President
First Meeting —July
- Location: Washington, D.C.
- Agenda
- Overview of Election Integrity Commission staff
- Andrew Kossack
- Ron Williams
- Support from the General Services Administration
- Future meetings
- August, September/October, November/December, February
- Information Requests
3. Financial disclosures — Matt Morgan
4. Questions from Members

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Alabama
The Honorable John Merrill, Secretary of State
PO Box 5616
Montgomery, AL 36103
Dear Secretary Merrill,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Lieutenant Governor of Alaska
The Honorable Byron Mallott, Lieutenant Governor
PO Box 11001
Juneau, AK 99811
Dear Lieutenant Governor Mallott,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Arizona
The Honorable Michele Reagan, Secretary of State
1700 W Washington St Fl 7
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Dear Secretary Reagan,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Arkansas
The Honorable Mark Martin, Secretary of State
State Capitol, Suite 256
500 Woodlane Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72201
Dear Secretary Martin,
In my capacity as Vice Chair ofthe Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure

throughout the duration of the Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is
complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eQp gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members of this bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely.

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of California
The Honorable Alex Padilla, Secretary of State
1500 11th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Secretary Padilla,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Colorado
The Honorable Wayne Williams, Secretary of State
1700 Broadway, Suite 200
Denver, CO 80290
Dear Secretary Williams,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Connecticut
The Honorable Denise Merrill, Secretary of State
30 Trinity Street
Hartford, CT 06106
Dear Secretary Merrill,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
District of Columbia Board ofElections
Ms. Alice Miller, Executive Director
441 4th Street, NW,Suite 250 North
Washington, D.C. 20001
Dear Executive Director Miller,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Delaware Department of Elections
Ms. Elaine Manlove, Commissioner
905 S. Governors Ave Ste 170
Dover,DE 19904
Dear Commissioner Manlove,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Florida
The Honorable Ken Detzner, Secretary of State
R.A. Gray Bldg., 500 South Bronough Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399
Dear Secretary Detzner,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Georgia
The Honorable Brian Kemp, Secretary of State
214 State Capitol
Atlanta, GA 30334
Dear Secretary Kemp,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Hawaii Office of Elections
Mr. Scott Nago, Chief Election Officer
Office of Elections, 802 Lehua Avenue
Pearl City, HI 96782
Dear Chief Election Officer Nago,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Idaho
The Honorable Lawerence Denney, Secretary of State
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720
Dear Secretary Denney,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Illinois State Board ofElections
Mr. Steve Sandvoss, Executive Director
2329 S. MacArthur Blvd.
Springfield, IL 62704
Dear Executive Director Sandvoss,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Indiana
The Honorable Connie Lawson, Secretary of State
200 W. Washington St., Room 201
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Secretary Lawson,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State ofIowa
The Honorable Paul Pate, Secretary of State
First Floor, Lucas Building
321 E. 12th St.
Des Moines,IA 50319
Dear Secretary Pate,
In my capacity as Vice Chair ofthe Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure

throughout the duration of the Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is
complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eQp gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members of this bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Kansas
The Honorable Kris Kobach, Secretary of State
120 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS 66612
Dear Secretary Kobach,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Kentucky
The Honorable Alison Lundergan-Grimes, Secretary of State
700 Capitol Ave., Suite 152
Frankfort, KY 40601
Dear Secretary Lundergan-Grimes,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Louisiana
The Honorable Tom Schedler, Secretary of State
PO Box 94125
Baton Rouge,LA 70804
Dear Secretary Schedler,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Maine
The Honorable Matt Dunlap, Secretary of State
148 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
Dear Secretary Dunlap,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Maryland State Board of Elections
Ms. Linda Lamone, Administrator
151 West Street, Suite 200
Annapolis, MD 21401
Dear Administrator Lamone,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
The Honorable William Galvin, Secretary ofthe Commonwealth
State House,24 Beacon St., Rm. 337
Boston, MA 02133
Dear Secretary Galvin,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Michigan
The Honorable Ruth Johnson, Secretary of State
430 West Allegan St., 4th Fl.
Lansing, MI 48918
Dear Secretary Johnson,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Minnesota
The Honorable Steve Simon, Secretary of State
100 Rev. Dr. MLK Jr. Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155
Dear Secretary Simon,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Mississippi
The Honorable Delbert Hosemann, Secretary of State
125 S. Congress St.
Jackson, MS 39202
Dear Secretary Hosemann,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Missouri
The Honorable Jay Ashcroft, Secretary of State
600 West Main,PO Box 1767
Jefferson City, MO 65101
Dear Secretary Ashcroft,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Montana
The Honorable Corey Stapleton, Secretary of State
P.O. Box 202801
Helena, MT 59620
Dear Secretary Stapleton,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Nebraska
The Honorable John Gale, Secretary of State
P.O. Box 94608
Lincoln, NE 68509
Dear Secretary Gale,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Nevada
The Honorable Barbara Cegavske, Secretary of State
101 N. Carson Street, Suite 3
Carson City, NV 89701
Dear Secretary Cegavske,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of New Hampshire
The Honorable William Gardner, Secretary of State
State House,Room 204
107 North Main Street
Concord, NH 03301
Dear Secretary Gardner,
In my capacity as Vice Chair ofthe Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure

throughout the duration of the Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is
complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eQp gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members of this bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Lieutenant Governor of New Jersey
The Honorable Kim Guadagno,Lieutenant Governor
PO Box 001
Trenton, NJ 08625
Dear Lieutenant Governor Guadagno,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of New Mexico
The Honorable Maggie Toulouse Oliver, Secretary of State
325 Don Gaspar, Suite 300
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Secretary Oliver,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
New York State Board of Elections
Mr. Robert Brehm and Mr. Todd Valentine, Co-Executive Directors
40 North Pearl Street, Suite 5
Albany, NY 12207
Dear Co-Executive Directors Brehm and Valentine,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
North Carolina State Board ofElections
Ms. Kim Strach, Executive Director
P.O. Box 27255
Raleigh, NC 27611
Dear Executive Director Strach,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of North Dakota
The Honorable Alvin Jaeger, Secretary of State
600 E. Boulevard Ave., Dept. 108
Bismarck, ND 58505
Dear Secretary Jaeger,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Ohio
The Honorable Jon Husted, Secretary of State
180 East Broad Street, 16th Floor
Columbus, OH 43215
Dear Secretary Husted,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Oklahoma State Election Board
Mr. Paul Ziriax, State Election Board
PO Box 53156
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
Dear Secretary Ziriax,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Oregon
The Honorable Dennis Richardson, Secretary of State
900 Court Street NE
Capitol Room 136
Salem, OR 97310
Dear Secretary Richardson,
In my capacity as Vice Chair ofthe Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure

throughout the duration of the Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is
complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members of this bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of the Commonwealth ofPennsylvania
The Honorable Pedro Cortes, Secretary ofthe Commonwealth
302 North Office Building
Harrisburg,PA 17120
Dear Secretary Cortes,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Rhode Island
The Honorable Nellie Gorbea, Secretary of State
82 Smith St., Rm 217
Providence, RI 02903
Dear Secretary Gorbea,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
South Carolina State Election Commission
Ms. Marci Andino,Executive Director
P.O. Box 5987
Columbia, SC 29250
Dear Executive Director Andino,
In my capacity as Vice Chair ofthe Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of South Dakota
The Honorable Shantel Krebs, Secretary of State
500 East Capitol Avenue Ste 204
Pierre, SD 57501
Dear Secretary Krebs,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Tennessee
The Honorable Tre Hargett, Secretary of State
State Capitol, First Floor
Nashville, TN 37243
Dear Secretary Hargett,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Texas
The Honorable Rolando Pablos, Secretary of State
1100 Congress, Room 1E.8
Austin, TX 78701
Dear Secretary Pablos,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Lieutenant Governor of Utah
The Honorable Spencer Cox, Lieutenant Governor
PO Box 142325
Salt Lake City, UT 84114
Dear Lieutenant Governor Cox,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Vermont
The Honorable Jim Condos, Secretary of State
128 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05633
Dear Secretary Condos,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Virginia Department of Elections
Mr. Edgardo Cortes, Commissioner
Washington Building, 1100 Bank Street, First Floor
Richmond, VA 23219
Dear Commissioner Cortes,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Washington
The Honorable Kim Wyman, Secretary of State
PO Box 40220
Olympia, WA 98504
Dear Secretary Wyman,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of West Virginia
The Honorable Andrew Warner, Secretary of State
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East, Suite 157-K
Charleston, WV 25305
Dear Secretary Warner,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light ofthat decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

July 26, 2017
Wisconsin Elections Commission
Mr. Michael Haas, Administrator
P.O. Box 7984
Madison, WI 53707
Dear Administrator Haas,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
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July 26, 2017
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Wyoming
The Honorable Ed Murray, Secretary of State
2020 Carey Avenue, Suite 600
Cheyenne, WY 82002
Dear Secretary Murray,
In my capacity as Vice Chair of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity, I
wrote to you on June 28,2017, to request publicly available voter registration records. On July
10, 2017, the Commission staff requested that you delay submitting any records until the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia ruled on a motion from the Electronic Privacy
Information Center that sought to prevent the Commission from receiving the records. On July
24,2017, the court denied that motion. In light of that decision in the Commission's favor, I
write to renew the June 28 request, as well as to answer questions some States raised about the
request's scope and the Commission's intent regarding its use ofthe registration records. I
appreciate the cooperation of chief election officials from more than 30 States who have already
responded to the June 28 request and either agreed to provide these publicly available records, or
are currently evaluating what specific records they may provide in accordance with their State
laws.
Like you, I serve as the chief election official of my State. And like you, ensuring the privacy
and security of any non-public voter information is a high priority. My June 28 letter only
requested information that is already available to the public under the laws of your State, which
is information that States regularly provide to political candidates,journalists, and other
interested members ofthe public. As you know,federal law requires the States to maintain
certain voter registration information and make it available to the public pursuant to the National
Voter Registration Act(NVRA)and the Help America Vote Act(HAVA). The Commission
recognizes that State laws differ regarding what specific voter registration information is publicly
available.
I want to assure you that the Commission will not publicly release any personally identifiable
information regarding any individual voter or any group of voters from the voter registration
records you submit. Individuals' voter registration records will be kept confidential and secure
throughout the duration ofthe Commission's existence. Once the Commission's analysis is

complete, the Commission will dispose of the data as permitted by federal law. The only
information that will be made public are statistical conclusions drawn from the data, other
general observations that may be drawn from the data, and any correspondence that you may
send to the Commission in response to the narrative questions enumerated in the June 28 letter.
Let me be clear, the Commission will not release any personally identifiable information from
voter registration records to the public.
In addition, to address issues raised in recent litigation regarding the data transfer portal, the
Commission is offering a new tool for you to transmit data directly to the White House computer
system. To securely submit your State's data, please have a member of your staff contact Ron
Williams on the Commission's staff at ElectionIntegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov and provide his or
her contact information. Commission staff will then reach out to your point of contact to provide
detailed instructions for submitting the data securely.
The Commission will approach all of its work without preconceived conclusions or
prejudgments. The Members ofthis bipartisan Commission are interested in gathering facts and
going where those facts lead. We take seriously the Commissions' mission pursuant to
Executive Order 13799 to identify those laws, rules, policies, activities, strategies, and practices
that either enhance or undermine the integrity of elections processes. I look forward to working
with you in the months ahead to advance those objectives.
Sincerely,

Kris W.Kobach
Vice Chair
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
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Agenda
Second Meeting of the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
Tuesday, September 12, 2017, 10:00 a.m. EST
New Hampshire Institute ofPolitics, Saint Anselm College
1.

Welcome Remarks — Vice Chairman Kris Kobach and Secretary Bill Gardner

2.

Panel One: Historical Election Turnout Statistics and the Effects of Election Integrity Issues on
Voter Confidence
•
•
•

Dr. Andrew Smith, Associate Professor ofPolitical Science, University of New Hampshire
Kimball Brace, President, Election Data Services, Inc.
Dr. John Lott,President, Crime Prevention Research Center and Author,Evidence of Voter Fraud and the
Impact that Regulations to Reduce Fraud Have on Voter Participation Rates(2006)
• Q&A and Discussion — All Members
3.

Panel Two: Current Election Integrity Issues Affecting Public Confidence
• Donald Palmer,Fellow, Bipartisan Policy Center
• Robert Popper, Director, Election Integrity Project, Judicial Watch
• Ken Block,President, Simpatico Software Systems
• Hans von Spakovsky Senior Legal Fellow, Heritage Foundation and Member,PACEI
• Q&A and Discussion — All Members

4.

Demonstration of Historic New Hampshire Voting Machines Still in Use Since 1892
• Thaire Bryant, Polling Place Moderator for Town of Eaton, New Hampshire
• T. Patrick Hines, Polling Place Moderator for Town of Windsor,New Hampshire
Panel Three: Electronic Voting Systems and Election Integrity — A Primer

5.
•
•
•
•

Dr. Andrew Appel,Professor of Computer Science, Princeton University
Dr. Ronald Rivest,Professor of Commuter Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Hand Hursti, Co-Founder of Nordic Innovation Labs
Q&A and Discussion — All Members

6.

Discussion and Other Business - All Members

7.

Closing Remarks — Vice Chairman Kobach and Secretary Gardner

8.

Adjourn
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